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YOUR TURNTABLE PROBABLY
DESERVES A BETTER PICK-UP.

LOW INDUCTANCE,
OUTPUT REMAINS CONSTANT
REGARDLESS OF LOAD.

If you've spent afair amount of time and money on your
audio system, it's likely your turntable is ready for the new
MMC 20CL cartridge. You do need atonearm which can track
successfully at one gram, one that has its own resonance well
damped, and one which features minimal horizontal and vertical
friction. Many of today's higher quality units meet these criteria;
the one you own is probably among them.

As you know, low inductance in acartridge is directly
related to the strength and constancy of the electrical
signal fed to your preamplifier input What you may ,
not know is that the MMC 20CL has an inductance
among the lowest of all high quality cartridges
available today. This is due to adesign which
incorporates an exceptionally powerful permanent
magnet and coil cores of very low permeability This
1 design results in very low cartridge induced noise.
Subsequently you receive an excellent
signal-to-noise ratio without having to use
auxiliary equipment

THE MMC 20CL, A REFRESHING
PERSPECTIVE IN CARTRIDGE DESIGN.
Critical acclaim has identified the MMC 20CL as an exceptional
cartridge. It is. It will not only give you more music from your records,
but will ensure that those records last significantly longer. However,
it is not one of those ' astounding breakthroughs' that
always seem to be hovering around cartridge
design. No, while the 20CL does incorporate
new thinking, new materials, and new -manufacturing methods, it should be
reasonably viewed just as it is: simply one
step closer to the theoretical ideal. When we
gave Europe its first stereo cartridge over 20 years ago, we knew that
someday we would have the 20CL Our approach to cartridge engineering
tells us that 20 years from now we will have something significantly better.

INDIVIDUALLY
CALIBRATED.
When you manufacture very high quality
cartridges, each unit must be tested — not one
out of two, or ten, or twenty but each one. This
is why, when you purchase the MMC 20CL,
you will receive the test results for your
individual cartridge. These results include:
output voltage, channel balance, channel
separation, tracking ability, and afrequency
response graph for each channel.

SINGLE CRYSTAL SAPPHIRE,
BECAUSE THE CANTILEVER IS CRITICAL.
Unlike aluminium and beryllium, single crystal sapphire transfers the motion
of the stylus tip without adding any measurable vibration,
and hence distortion, of its own. The absence of this
vibration and flexibility in the cantilever means the
undulations in the record groove are transferred exactly
and generate an exceptionally accurate electrical signal.
Music is no longer lost between the stylus tip and the
armature. Your records yield up their music with
new clarity definition, and spaciousness.

REDUCING EFFECTIVE TIP
MASS, BANG & OLUFSEN'S
ENGINEERING TRADITION.
As early as 1958, our research demonstrated that
effective tip mass ( ETM) was the single most
influential factor behind record wear and the loss
of high frequency sound information. While some
manufacturers are now beginning to realise the
importance of this specification, only Bang &
Olufsen can look back upon acontinuous
chain of improvements in this critical area.
Today, the MMC 20CL with its Contact
Line, nude diamond, ultra- rigid sapphire
cantilever, and the patented Moving
Micro Cross armature features an
ETM value of only 0.3mg.
Give your turntable what it
deserves. The MMC 20CL with
our new universal connector
can be mounted directly onto
most high quality tonearms.
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited
Dept H1, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE

BRAND LEADER.

/

The MMC 20CL is Bang & Olufsen's brand
leader in the field of pick-up cartridges. It is
part of acomplete pick-up range called the
MMC 20 Series. Other models use the same
cartridge chassis matched to avariety of
stylus types, suitable for less highly- specified
tone arms. .
Prices range from about £19.00 to £96.00.
All MMC 20 Series pick-ups are available
with standard rmounting bracket or with the
ultra- lightweight universal plug-in connector.
Send today for descriptive literature, including
our free Technical Design Story on the MMC
20 Series.

Bang 8tOlufsen
THIS TIME
MAKE THE
RIGHT
CONNECTION

To
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited
Dept H1, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE
Please send me details of your MMC 20 Series of pick-ups, plus my free copy of the MMC Technical Design Story and technical reviews.
Name
Address
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ASSESSING MICROPHONE PERFORMANCE
Angus McKenzie give sthe technical background to the reviews printed in this and
the next issues
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A scene from Wagner's sacred drama Parsitar, the first digital recording of which is reviewed in this issue. This
is the actual Wagner version, not the earlier work by Hubert Waelrant mentioned on page 59
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PRICE BARRIER BROKEN!
An exclusive group of shops have combined to purchase a complete suppliers'
shipment of a current model mini HiFi System which we can offer direct to the public
at enormous savings over anything comparable presently available. Manufactured by a
leading Japanese factory and backed by a full 2 year guarantee of labour and parts.
MINIPACK 50 SYSTEM An integrated 3- piece state of the art mini component system with 30 watts
power per channel continuous RMS into 8ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.08% T.H.D.
Comprises 50A MAIN AMPLIFIER 30+30 watt RMS into 8ohms and features large dual range LED
power level indicator display for both channels, display range selector, convenient rear panel speaker
connection, front panel stereo headphone jack. Dimensions 29/
1
4" x11%" x8'4".
50T TUNER/PRE-AMPLIFIER Pre-Amplifier Section features detent bass, treble and balance controls,
41 detent volume control, rear panel record/play DIN jack, high filter, low filter, loudness compensation,
mode/mute switch, monitor switch, wide, dynamic range phono equaliser amplifier.
TUNER SECTION AM/FM stereo. Features large, easy to read illuminated linear scale with flywheel
tuning, LED signal strength indicator, LED centre of station tuning, PLL multiplex decoder, selective IF
dual element ceramic filters, automatic stereo indicator, adjustable AM ferrite bar antenna.
Dimensions 29/ie X
11%"X 8%".
50C CASSETTE DECK Features metal tape capability, Dolby noise reduction system, feather- touch full
logic controls, 4position bias and equalisation tape selector, large LED record/play level indicators,
memory mode operation, individual record level controls, Digital tape counter, convenient stereo phone

£15

90

jack, illuminated direct cassette loading
compartment, LED record/play/pause mode
indicators. Dimensions 5Y." x11%" x8.4".
Sold as acomplete system only at the special
offer price of C159.90. It ordering by mail, please
enclose £5extra Securicor delivery, charge.
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Available only from the shops listed below or by mail order from LION HOUSE
Lion House HFi and Audio. 227/229 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1. Tel: 01-637 1601.
Craig Hi- FL 47 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-580 9951.
Discount Audio. 231 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-580 3459.
Brians HiFi and Video. 19 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1. Tel: 01-631 1109.
Budget Sound Systems. 242 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1. Tel: 01-636 5974.
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Craig HiFi. 13 South Street, Romford, Essex.
Tel: 70-28902.
D Et D HiFi. 17 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-580 7731.
Craig HiFi. 309 High Road, Loughton, Essex.
Tel: 01-508 2715.
D Et D HiFi. 185 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-631 1424.
Derek Smith. 25 Tottenham Court Road, London WI.
Tel: 01-631 3329.
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"SIMPLY THE BEST"

o

IF YOU ARE A DISCERNING MUSIC LOVER YOU DESERVE THE BEST. THE NEW
MOSFET AMPLIFIER SYSTEM FROM GRANT LU'MLEY OBVIATES THE NECESSITY OF
FUTURE UPGRADING. TRY IT YOURSELF! !

SPECIFICATION
Power output
Frequency response
T.H.D
Noise level
Rise time
Sensitivity
Input impedance

o
140 watts into 8 ohms continuous
3hz-75 khz - 0.5 db
0.03% @ full rated output
better than-80 dbs
better than 1.5 micro seconds
1.3 volts for full rated output
50K

SEE US AT CUNARD. ROOM 3086

Trade and overseas enquiries to:
G. L. PRODUCTS LTD.
27 GAINS ROAD,
SOUTH SEA,
HAMPSHIRE,
ENGLAND Tel. 07014 50312 Telex. 8664G LP

The Real
Thing
SRM 12X
One of the new
SRM Series Monitors
from Tannoy
The new SRM 12X Monitor from Tannoy
is definitely no impostor, but afully
fledged Studio Monitor whose size makes
it equally suitable for domestic use. The
Tannoy Dual Concentric ' 2Speakers in
One' integrated drive system—similar to
our formidable Super Red Monitor—
handles 100W of continuous power, and
will take peaks of 300W.
The legendary Tannoy efficiency means
that power is used to fill your room with
more music than conventional speakers,
and all at aprice that won't bankrupt you
The SRM 12X, and any other model in
Some speakers carry the title of
the new Tannoy SRM Series of Monitors,
'Monitor' without actually possessing the
will transform your listening pleasure. Why
professional standards of performance
settle for inferior speakers, when the
implied by the term. At Tannoy we know a advantage of the World's Finest
thing or two about monitoring—we've
Monitoring Systems is now available to you
supplied Monitor Loudspeakers to the
at home.
World's leading recording and broadcast
The coupon below will bring you full
studios for 30 years. In the tough
details, together with alist of Selected SRM
professional sound world you only last that Specialists who can demonstrate the
long if your product is the best, so you can Tannoy advantage to you.
be sure that any Tannoy Monitor is
certainly the Real Thing.

euvr

g

The Name for Loudspeakers

To: Tannoy Products Ltd,
77/79 High Street, Watford, Herts.
Please send me details on the SRM Series
Name
Address
HFN.4.81
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SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

....One of the most useful of
modern test techniques and
now freely available, for the first
time, to the serious enthusiast
and listener.
Your listening room is the
biggest single component of
your hi-fi system - don't ignore
it or take it for granted! Its
inter- reaction with your
loudspeakers is the determining factor in
whether or not your
overall system " sounds"
as good as it should/ could.
Y3-8ve RIA is the
modern, accurate,
way of optimising
speaker placement,
listening position,
crossover controls
(active or passive),
filter settings etc.
The Analyser can
even show how well or otherwise - your tapes
match your tape machine!
We will be very happy to send a
brochure on this, and on our other
specialised technical hi-fi services;
call us or write to us at:-

MC-3L+ FORMULA 4 MkIII ®
The best value in state-of-the-art pickup
Geometry optimised for 12" LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World', May L June, 1966
The only variable mass damped
arm for high or low compliance
Styli.

ree
Reviewed by John Borwick. Feb. 79

eights with
... for an instant improvement in sound reproduction
De-couple your speakers from the floor to achieve cleaner, more
accurate sound characteristics... and save space irite the bargain.
Wall mounting on aStandard Pivotelli also allows best possible
sound dispersion and avoids dominant sound absorbtwe furniture.
Swivelling, lockable baseplate gives directional control
6" arm 6x3" baseplate £21.45 per pair Code P
9" arm 6x3" baseplate £22.13 per pair Code P9
12" arm 8" x4" baseplate £16.70 each
Code M
18" arm 12x4" baseplate £17.51 each
Code 5
ALimpet mounting ( see below) safely supports your speakers
in telescopic rubber lined clamps (with no risk of marking). The
secure gnp prevents problems of vibration and bass resonance.
Adjusts to fit 71
2 "- 11" add £11.25 per pair to price shown
/
above. Code LP fits Por P9
Adjusts to fit 11"-17 3A" add £6.48 each, Code LM fits M or S
Adjusts to fit 17 3/..-30" add £7.58 each, Code LS fits M or S
Adjusts to fit 27"-47 1
/ "add £9.18 each, Code LL fits Mor S
2
For real versatility and even greater listening pleasure add the
'Pivotelli' "Swing
Tilt" universal joint. This simple attachment
0
1_
fits between the bracket and baseplate in seconds, allowing your
speakers to swivel from side to side, and up and down. You can
also mount to wall or ceiling and along any face of the cabinet.
f14.54 per pair fits Por P9 Code UP
£9.60 each fits M or S Code UL
All Pivotelli's arebeautifully manufactured in high grade
steel with a tough.nylon coating in matt black o!
\\
Guarant
gloss white (please state which).
for
5
Years
All orders despatched within 7days
Broadaker Dept 11FN14, Guernsey Channel Islands
r

im

Please send me Model/Ref No/Colour
I
enclose cheque/P.O. to the value £ Signature
Name_
Address__
Postcode
POST TO: Broadaker Dept HFN14,Guernsey Channel Islands
..... mimmmem sum

Credit Card
I
holders. Order g
by'phone
g
Ø ib 0481
114 46818 1
24 hours
FREE
BROCHURE
PLEASE
I
TICK HERE o

Super-polished special line contact
nude diamond stylus—for maximum information retrieval.

REVIEWED
79 'HI-FI'HI-FI'
FOR
PLEASURE' BY REG
GEOFFWILLIAMSON
GILES DEC. 79SEPT.
PRACTICAL
I
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Alignment Protractor Mk II
Improve your stereo image
Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.
Devised by Percy Wilson. M.A.
Original ' Hi-Fi News Review available.
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MAYWARE LTD, ( Dept HFN 4 )
PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH

Tel: 01-958 9421

SERVICE
HEADACHES???

r

For some years now we have been quietly providing a
specialist service and re-calibration facility for semi- pro
and top-grade hi-fi equipment, aservice used mainly by
studios and aselect group of high-class Dealers.
THESE FACILITIES ARE NOW AVAILABLE
DIRECTLY TO-ALL. '•
Our reputation is very good (you will see that we have had
the honour to be appointed as aService Centre by two of the
most respected names in the business) and our standards
are extremely high. We use much specialised
instrumentation including the legendary Sound-Technology
FM generator, ours having been factory-fitted with a
precision broadcast- quality stereo encoder so that we can
deal with the finest tuners available. Our wow-and- flutter
measuring equipment is by Bruno Woelke of W.Germany:
our rumble analyzers were also built in W.Germany, by those
masters of turntable technology, DUAL. Other equipmentsby Gould, H.- P., Farnell, Schlumberger, Lyons,
Telequipment, Sennheiser, Ferrograph, Philips- are in
constant daily use as are test discs by B&K,CBS,DGG,
together with calibration tapes by MRL Inc., TEAC and
BASF. All much- respected names in the measurement field.
If you own good-quality equipment write or ' phone straight
away for more details of our technical services; we will be
pleased to send you a copy of our brochure.

.........

ORDER NOW WITHOUT RISK

High output Moving Coil
Cartridge MC-3L
No step-up required

T24 Universal
MC Transformer,
the quietest best
step-up available.

3Kildare Terrace Whitehall Road Leeds LS2 1DB
Telephone: 0532 440378

aise the sound of your speakers
o new
pitirdexgr

NEW

MC-2C
MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE

AUDIO LABORATORIES [ LEEDS)
LEEDS

Gramophone

R EVOX

AUTHORISED
SERVICE
CENTRE

San_s-ui_

AUDIO LABORATORIES [ LEEDS]

L.

3Kildare Terrace Whitehall Road Leeds LS12 1DB
Telephone: 0532 440378

How to get atotally
unbiased view on
Cassette Decks

Some of the most impressive
advances in HiFi technology have
been heard in the development of
the cassette deck. A format which
could once offer little else but
convenience can today claim true
HiFi status, with aproliferation of
high pgrformance models, everincreasing facilities and functions.
And, of course, aproliferation of
views as to what's best.
At Laskys we'll give you a
totally unbiased view to help you
make the right choice from the
enormous range available.

We'll help you find the facilities
you want and need, not the ones
which just look more impressive on
paper (and more expensive in
practice).
We'll make sure you find amodel
which is precisely matched to the
capabilities of the rest of your
system.
And, àf course, we'll make sure
you get the best value for money.
So, if you're looking for anew
cassette deck, drop into your local
Laskys. We promise the only side we
take is yours.

The leaders in Hi-Fi.
Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 • Birmingham 021-632 6303 • Bristol 0272 20421 • Chester 0244 317667 • Edinburgh 031-556 2914 • Glasgow 041-226 3349 •
Kingston 01-546 1271 • Liverpool 051-236 2828 • Luton 0582 38302 • Manchester 061-832 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 • Preston 0772 59264 • Sheffield 0742 750971 •
Slough 0753 24401.
Laskys, the retail division of the Ladbroke Group.

1 TANDBERG TCD420A
Utilising " Dyneq:' Tandberg's
built-in dynamic equalisation
amplifier, the three-motor
TCD420A gives impressive
performance with all types of tape.
The Actilinear recording system
ensures less intermodulation,
improved linearity at high
frequencies and a15 dB overload
margin. Laskys price £269.90

2

TECHNICS RSM260

3

JVC KDAll

A three-head unit with LED
function display, Sendust Extra
head for metal tape, soft touch tape
transport controls, double Dolby
NR system, peak hold FL meters
with auto-reset, record mute and
timer stand-by complete the
impressive specifications.
Laskys price £179.90

f

e
o

Excellent value metal compatible
deck giving good performance for
modest cost. Large VU meters,
ganged record level control,
Metaperm record/play head,
Dolby and electronic governor DC
motor for stable speed.
Laskys price £84.90

4

PIONEER CT400

5

AIWA ADR500

6

NIKKO ND990

7

TEAC A550RX

Slimline high performer from
Pioneer, the CT400 has IC logic
tape transport controls for jam-free
operation, responsive Fluroscan
level meters, Sendust record/
playback head and record mute.
Fully compatible with all tape
types. Laskys price £139.90

Sophisticated new Auto-Reverse
deck with infra-red sensor and
rotary bi-directional head giving an
ultra fast 0.4 seconds reverse time.
Three record/playback modes with
LED indicators. Hinged panel
conceals record level/balance
controls, mic,/phone sockets, tape
selector, Dolby and mode selector
controls. Laskys price £189.90
The top-of-the fine deck in the
acclaimed Nikko range - exclusive
to Laskys. A host of essential
features including two motor IC
full-logic tape transport control,
4-position tape selector with fine
bias adjustment, memory, output
level control, record mute and
2-tone LED power meters.
Laskys price £129.90
Sophisticated deck featuring
dbx noise reduction system
to give adramatic improvement to
the overall S/N ratio. Other
standard features include full logic
tape transport controls, memory,
output level control and record
mute. Laskys price £269.90

8

SONY TCK22

Budget model delivers Sony
quality at an affordable price. New
SD (Super High Density) head
gives full metal tape compatibility
in aslimline design. Features
include 4-position tape selector,
Dolby and large VU meters.
Laskys price £84.50

PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING

TO PRESS ALL OFFERS

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

Lierve
The leaders in Hi-Fi.

LAIK Iff
And Nationwide: London: 6branches - 01-200 0444 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 • Chatham 0634 407104 • Colchester 0206 62636 • r—
Croydon 01-681 3027 Dartford 0322 73481 • Leicester 0533 537678 • Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 •
Oxford 0865 722870- Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond 01 -948 1441 • Romford 0708 20218 • Sheffield 0742 79595 fella= i.0-1
Southend 0702 612241 • Tunbridge Wells 0892 23242 - Watford 0923 474 88 • Wolverhampton 0902 23384 .
I

A service provided in association
with Unicredit Finance Ltd. Please

ask for aleaflet. APR 30.6% if you
pay by Bankers O rder. (34.5% for
other methods of payment).

ORTOFON HAVE GREAT
PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING
THAT THE VMS 20 EMk II
IS NO
LONGER
Thirty five years ago, Ortofon were

that is right for your pocket.
The 5E Midi, 10E Mid! and 20E
used
knowninfor
manufacturing
making the cutter
records,
heads
but,
Midi all come with an Elliptical
dissatisfied with the quality
stylus, while the 301VIldI has
of the cartridges used to
aFine Line with an even
reproduce the sound, we decided
thinner profile for even more
to redress the balance by
accurate high frequency
making our own.
reproduction. And ashape
Since then, that same
that makes greater contact
quest for perfect sound has led
with the groove wall than
us to several major breakIt also allows amore
any other diamond stylus,
throughs in cartridge design.
compact coil construction,
reducing record wear and
Not least of which was
with reduced sensitivity to
extending frequency.
the development of the VMS
hum. And because the pole
However, since most of the
principle, or Variable
pins have alow magnetic
VMS range will take either
Magnetic Shunt.
bias, distortion and nontype, owners of the 10E
Most other magnetic
linearity in the magnetic
Midi and 20E Midi (or the
cartridges have used asolid
system are kept to an
original 20E) can easily
magnet, with consequent
absolute minimum.
upgrade by fitting a
high cantilever mass and dimWhen we built this system
Fine Line.
inished transient response.
into the much-acclaimed
For further details and
In the VMS system we
VMS 20E, it quickly became
specifications on the Ortofon
replaced this with avery light
our most popular model.
VMS range, send the coupon
armature of conductive
But, of course, we haven't
for our free brochure.
material, encircled by atiny
rested on our laurels.
Or, better still, ask your
but powerful ring magnet.
We've introduced a
dealer for ademonstration,
When the cantilever moves,
complete VMS range. The
and let your ears tell you
the armature acts as ashunt,
VMS 5E MkII, the VMS 10E
what you're
short-circuiting part of the
IVIldI and the VMS 30 Midi in
missing.
accuracy in sound
magnetic field and generataddition to the Midi version
Please send me full details on the
ing avoltage in the coils.
of the 20E. So you're sure to
Ortofon VMS range.
The cantilever mass is
find aVMS cartridge that is
Name
thus as low as possible,
right for your tone-arm.
Address
resulting in improved high
And, with prices varying
HFN 0 4
frequency tracking ability,
from about £12 to £40, one
Postcode
low distortion and superb
Harman UK, Mill Street, Slough,
reproduction across
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: Slough (0753) 76911
all the transients.

ortolon

eality
as seen by
your ears

The sound of Spendor speakers has to be compared with the sound of
live music to really appreciate its quality. It is the reality of
reproduction that has made Spendor one of the most respected
manufacturers of speaker systems in the country. The construction and
finish too is the envy of any craftsman.
The Spendor Company is a self-contained unit of highly talented audio
engineers who put quality before quantity. Currently over 2,000 Spendor
speakers are used by professionals like the British Broadcasting
Corporation, The I.R.A., W.D.R. Cologne and other selective organisations.
Reality as seen by your ears? Compare Spendor sound with live sound
and see for yourself.

spe

or

Sound engineering

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd.,
Station Road Industrial Estate,
Hailsham, Sussex BN27 2ER
Tel: Hailsham 843474

THE BEST 111-F1
IN THE WORLD.
(YOU MUST HAVE HEARD IT ALL BEFORE).

Not another wild, insupportable claim
by adesperate hi-fi manufacturer, we hear
you sigh.
Far from it. For the odds are that, whenever you judge ahi-fi system, you are
unknowingly comparing it to astandard set
by one of our power amplifiers.
According to " Billboard's" annual survey
of recording equipment, most of the
material recorded in the world's top studios
is monitored and mastered on Amcronpowered systems. ( If you're interested, we'll
happily send you alist of studios in which
an Amcron power amplifier is the final
arbiter of sound quality).
But setting aside the opinions of the 'pro'
sound brigade, there remain some powerful arguments for installing Amcron at the
heart of your domestic hi-fi system.
The DL-2pre-amplifier brings studioquality control to your home, offering nearly
unmeasurable distortion and noise figures.
The level controls are digitally switched
and displayed for accuracy and the equalisers are similarly precise in operation.
Extraneous noise from AC lines,
switching and RF interference is kept to
aminimum by separating the power
supply and phono modules from the main
controller.
The SA-2power amplifier is built to the
same, demanding specifications— noisefree, accurate and powerful. The built-in
analogue computer protects it from faults
deriving from short circuits and other
12

undesirable loads and overloads, while
maintaining maximum output and signal
linearity.
These two units represent the top of
the Amcron range. But there are also preand power amplifiers to suit the more
modest budget without acorresponding
compromise in quality.
But enough. You've heard it all before.
If top studios rely upon us to bring you a
first-class recording, surely you can trust
us to reproduce it for you?

Firincron
Details of available models, prices, and suggestions for applications are
obtainable from the sole UK importers and distributors.
HHB Hire and Sales, Unit ENew Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01-9613295.
Telex: 923393.

LONDON'S PREMIER HI-FI 81 AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Eleven superbly equipped demonstration
studios.100's of other offers. Call or ring today.

ROTEL
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WE HAVE PURCHASED THE ENTIRE STOCK FROM AN IMPORTER. ITEMS ARE AT INCREDIBLY LOW PRICES
WHILE STOCKS LAST. ALL ITEMS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS ... CANNOT BE REPEATED.
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RA- 314 STEREO AMPLIFIER

LION HOUSE
PRICE
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£44.90
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£59.90
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t £89.90

SERIES 300 EQUIPMENT
RACK
Size 452x 872.365 mm.
W ill accommodate cassette deck.

LION HOUSE
PRICE

amplifier, tuner wittn turntable
on too plus storage for cassette and
records.

i
r'

£49.90

A superb ouality stereo cassette deck to match
your 1030 series equioment or compatible with
any other good equipment. Features Dolby noise
reduction. auto rewind ireoeat. memory timer
standby DC motor etc.
../

LION HOUSE
PRICE

£54.90

_

0

RX-504 STEREO RECEIVER

It must be difficult to beat this value.
40 watts RMS output per channel into 8 ohms.
AM medium wave plus FM stereo Full range of
controls and facilities.

£69.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

LION
HOUSE
PRICE

LION HOUSE PRICE

,

£ 19.90

RC- 2000 CONTROL UNIT £99.90

STEREO TUNER £39.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE
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RD- 1000 CASSETTE DECK

-- __
0 0 0
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RX-404L STEREO RECEIVER

£59.90

-M

£79.90

RD-2200 CASSETTE DECK

A matching tuner lc, the RA- 1000 amplifier.
3 waveband MW/LW and FM stereo at an
incredibly low price. Full of features.

.5.ffleiMEE.../ Ira

A superb give away price receiver with three
wavebands MW/LW and FM stereo with an
Output of 30 watts RMS per channel into
8 ohms.
.•.i I, i

LION HOUSE
PRICE

-77

LION HOUSE
PRICE

Deluxe matching stereo cassette aeck for the
2000 series with Dolby noise reduction .
MPX filter. digital peak indicators etc.system

RB-2000 MAIN AMP. £99.90

..-_I

i

WEGUALISER £49.90

RE 700

vo fDie
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RT-1000L STEREO TUNER

A suitable three waveband tuner for any of
the lower once Rotel amplifiers MW/LW/FM

£34.90

.

£49.90

i ei le i- à

This is really a " MUST BUY". A really superb
stereo amplifier with a host of facilities including
graphic equaliser controls. 40 watts RMS per
channel output into 8.ohms plus full range of
inputs and other cont•ols.

RA- 714 STEREO AMPLIFIER £59.90-

RT-426 L STEREO TUNER

LION HOUSE
PRICE

-L. 17:11.11.
• __ e

RA- 2030 STEREO AMPLIFIER £ 99.90
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RD- 2000 CASSETTE DECK

LION HOUSE
PRICE
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‘
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iMatching stereo cassette deck for the 2000
series with top features incLiding Dolby noise
reduction system. MPX filter etc.

RA- 1000 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Step up model from RA -314 delivering 35
watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms.
Fitted with twin output meters. high and
low filters etc.
• - -
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RA-414 STEREO AMPLIFIER

OP MIll

£99.90

£39.90

RD- 25F CASSETTE DECK

RD- 300 CASSETTE DECK £39.90

LION HOUSE
• PRICE

LION HOUSE
PRICE

Incorporating Dolby nlise reduction system
MPX filter. twin VU meters. DC motor.
superhard permallov head etc.
,if

----

3i.<7:.

A matching tuner for the 2000 series amplifier
but with Frv. waveband only.
Features quartz lock system. Dolby FM.
digital station read-out etc.

RD- 18 CASSETTE DECK £ 44.90

A top quality stereo amplifier delivering 25
watts per channel RIViS into 8 ohms. Fitted with
twin iinitput meters. high and low filters etc.

_

RT-2100 STEREO TUNER

LION HOUSE
PRICE
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£79.90

CDaonl you beat this value for a stereo cassette deck with
by n
oise
superhard
reduction
permall
systemO yTwin
ferrite
VUh-emaedt.ers '
DC motor

RT-300 STEREO TUNER £ 29.90

----

£79.90

RD -15 F CASSETTE DECK

What better value for money. A stereo receiver
three waveband. LW. MW. and FM stereo with
an outout of 23 wa ts Der channel into 8 ohms.

£49.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

RX-304 STEREO RECEIVER £49.90

RX-300L STEREO RECEIVER

=1-

-- LION HOUSE
PRICE

• •-•• àeà .•i'•e3
itg

RA- 300 STEREO AMPLIFIER £39.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

A too Quality matching tuner for arty of the 2000
series amplifiers. Features quartz lock system. front
end with 5 gang dual gate MOS-FET and many
otir features.

Too of the line receiver delivering an output
of 50 watts per channel Firv.s into 8 onms.
Full range of controls and facilities. AM
medium wave plus FM stereo.

(:› „,G-

£44.90

RT-2000 STEREO TUNER.AM/FM.

RX-604 STEREO RECEIVER

RA- 350 STEREO AMPLIFIER

A superb small amplifier with an output of
35 watts cier channel RMS into 8 ohms.
Full range of controls and inputs.

.. "
sc
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RX-2001 STEREO RECEIVER £ 119.90

su perb DC stereo inte grated am plifier. 60
watts RMS output each channel into 8 ohms with
T.h.D. of less than 0.02%.Moving coil input.
L.E.D. indicators etc
olus full range of
controls and inputs
___ _ _
A

£74.90

I, t-:, I 0 o 0
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These Mims also availeble from: Del> I-1 Ft Et AUDIO 17 Tone-than, Court Road 580 731
BUDGET SOUND SYSTEle 242 TOltenharn Court RoadS36 5974 DtrO I-1

“1-9-

Size 472 Y907 •• 365mm.
Will accommodate eassette deck. tuner.
amplifier with turntable on top. Record
storage space beneath fitted with glass
door.

N

31 Lail

8,4

RA-2020 STEREO AMPLIFIER

PRICE

;:n;i5e#8 ihi-6

SERIES 400 EQUIPMENT
RACK

•

LION HOUSE PRICE

• £24.90

LION HOUSE

Carte
MIIIBlanche

Wan TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
nne, e ej
LONDON W.1. Tel, 01.637 1601 or 580 7383
mr7m
Opening Timm Mon Sar BarnAprn.
.
Late Opening: Thursday until 7pm.Mail Omer
Aar C5.00 for Securicor delivery tunFtss
°theme« stated). Order by Mail or Telephose
using
Barclaycard.
Diners.
AMX.
Pri.as AÇCAlp.
correct at
time of going
to preps
but
subject to alteration « thou, notice.
AS prices Include VAT E.EtO.E.
Moth% subie. go being woad.

Access. Diners.
American Express.
Barclaycard.
Carte Blanche.
liobbycard
accepted.

DISCOUNT AUDIO 231 Tooenhan , Cow , Road 580 34 59
4 1185

Touennarn Coon Road 631 1424
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INTRODUCING THE 305s.
A NEW MODEL OF
EXCELLENCE FROM STD.
STD have developed the new Model 305S specially for tomorrow's new
breed of audiophiles.
Combining the latest technology with a price that makes sense, the DO5S
has many features in common with STD's successful 305M turntable.
The results include highly stable constant speed control, low colouration,
good resistance to shock and acoustic feedback, fine clarity of sound,
clear steady bass, and insignificant wow, flutter and rumble.
STD's 305S has been formulated to give enthusiasts the best possible
introduction to the world of serious Hi- fidelity appreciation.
The price has been
formulated to make that
introduction as pleasant
as possible.

IMF
LINSLEY-HOOD
300 SERIES
AMPLIFIERS
These latest designs from the drawing board of John Linsley- Hood. engineered to the
very highest standard, represent the very best that is available on the kit market today.
The delicacy and transparency of the tone quality enable these amplifiers to outperform,
on aside by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the commercial marketplace and
even exceed the high standard set by his earlier 75 watt design.
Three versions are offered, a30 watt with Darlington output transistors, and a35 and 45
watt both with Mosfet output devices. All are of identical outside appearance which is
designed to match and stack with our Linsley- Hood cassette recorder 2.
As with all Hart kits the constructors interests have been looked after in aunique way by
reducing the conventional (and boring) wiring almost to the point of extinction.
Any of these kits represents amost cost effective route to the very highest sound quality
with the extra bonus of the enjoyment of building asophisticated piece of equipment.
30 watt Darlington amplifier, fully integrated with tone controls and magnetic pickup
facility. Total cost of all parts is £81.12. special offer price for complete kits, £72.
35 watt Mosfet amplifier. Total cost of pans £ 98.41, special offer for complete kits,
£87.40.

Welcome to our
world of
excellence.

see us at CUNARD
stand 2
Queen Mary suite

Strathclyde Tianscription Developments.
Midton Road, Howwood, Rentrewshire PA19 lAG, Scotland. Tel: Kilbarchan Scotland.
U.K. Diagramo, C. W. Et J. Walke, Ltd., Brentwood Red Lane, %deem, Warrington WAR BRA. Tel 0928 33326

45 watt Mosfet amplifier. Total cost of parts El 04.95, special offer for complete kits,
£94.80.
Hart triple purpose test cassette TC1.
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU level, head azimuth and tape
speed. Invaluable when fitting new heads. Only £ 2.70 plus VAT and 50p postage.
Han replacement cassette heads.
Bring back deck performance to as new or better with our super qualify cassette heads.
Don't let the low prices fool you, these heads are the best there are, they are cheap
because we are the actual importers.
HC20 Standard quality permalloy stereo R/P head £4.25.
HM90 Hardwearing high beta permalloy head. Compatible with metal tape. £ 7.20.
HS16 Super sendust alloy head. Longer life than permalloy. higher
output than ferrite. Fantastic frequency response,
hyperbolic face for better tape contact.E8.20.
Many others in stock, see our lists.
All prices exclude VAT and postage.
Instant easy ordering. just telephone your requirements and
Barclay/Access number.
Please write or telephone for our free lists giving
1`"
e
2 4
SY%
911
661
further information on these & ft., • -.Nil. , "
l
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and other kits.
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Look at it this way:
No-one in their right
mind would go out and
spend £5000 on a motor
car without first satisfying
himself of it's reliability,
and overall value for money.
Likewise with hi-fi.
Whether you're planning to invest
several thousand pounds, or you
simply need a cheap set of headphones, some products are bound to
be superior to others, and mistakes
can be expensive. The HiFi Choice
range is specifically designed to
eliminate this element of chance.
We can't make your mind up for
you. But we can provide the
type of information that will help
you decide for yourself. Alternatively,
you could always buy apig in apoke...
The Choice is yours.

RIfI CHOICE
Simply abetter way of buying hi-fi.

Please send me the following copies of HiFi Choice. Add 40p p&p for each issue. ( Overseas postage 60p)
copies of Loudspeakers @ £ 2 00 1
_copies of Turntables and Tone Arms @ £ 2.00
_copies of Systems @ £ 2.00_copies of Cartridges & Headphones @ £2.00
copies of Cassette Decks & Tapes @ £ 2.00_copies of Receivers Tuners & Amplifiers @ £2.00
_HiFi Choice Binders ( holds acomplete set) @ £ 1.95 ( incl p&p)
Name

.2,9

e

Address
HFN 4

Ienclose a cheque/P.O. for
payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
Mail coupon to HiFi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE. If you do not wish to clip this
coupon please send your order, clearly printed, together with your remittance to the above address.

Ask your nearest Rogers Dealer
fora demonstration of the
excellence of both our loudspeaker
and amplifier range. Expert advice
on compatibility with your existing
or proposed ancilliary equipment
is available from any of our selected
network of Franchised Dealers:—
BATH, Avon, Paul Green HiFi • BECKENHAM, (ent,
HiFi Connections • BIRMINGHAM. Fiveways HiFi
Ltd • BOLTON. Greater Manchester, Cleartone Ltd •
BRIGHTON. Sussex. Brighton Cassette & HiFi
Centre • BRISTOL. Avon, Audio Bristol • BRISTOL.
Avon, Radford HiFi Ltd • BROMLEY. Kent Halcyon
Electronics • BURY ST. EDMUNDS, Suffolk Anglia
Audio • CAMBRIDGE. Cambs, Renbro Ltd •
CANTERBURY. Kent, John Marley HiFi Centre Ltd CASTLEFORD, Yorks. Eric Wiley Ltd • CHANDLERS
FORD, Hants, Hampshire Audio Ltd •
CHRISTCHURCH, Dorset, H.A.T. V. •
CIRENCESTER, Glos, T.V. & HiFi Centre •
CROYDON, Surrey. Spalding Electrical Ltd •
DARLINGTON, Durham, Gilson Audio • DEVIZES.
Wilts, Louis J. Rutter Ltd • DOVER, Kent, John
Marley HiFi Centre Ltd • EASTBOURNE. Sussex.
Jeffries HiFi Ltd • ENFIELD. Middx, A.T. Labs •
EPPING, Essex. Chew & Osborne • EXETER, Exon
Audio • FLEET, Hampshire, Ken Rose Audio Ltd GUILDFORD. Surrey, P.J. Equipment • ILFORD,
Essex, A.T. Labs • IPSWICH. Suffolk, Eastern Audio
(Ipswich) Ltd • KINGSTON. Surrey. Surbiton Park
Radio • KING'S LYNN. Norfolk, Martins • LEEDS,
Yorks, Superb • GATESHEAD, Tyne & Wear,
Lintone AudiO • LIVERPOOL. Merseyside. W. A.
Brady & Son • LONDON N.W.6, Audio T. LONDON
E.10. D & JElectronics HiFi Centre - LONDON N.I.
Grahams Electrical ( City) Ltd- LONDON N.16.
Martins HiFi Centre • LONDON W.2, Thomas
Heinitz • LONDON W.C.1, lmhofs • LONDON W.2,
Nandou Radio • LONDON W.2, NU Sound, Edgware
Rd • LONDON W.C.1, NU Sound, High HolbornLONDON S.W.19. M. O'Brien • LONDON W.1,
Telesonic MAIDSTONE, Kent, John Marley HiFi
Centre Ltd- ISLE OF MAN, Manx Audio •
MANSFIELD, Notts, Syd Booth •
MIDDLESBROUGH, Cleveland, Gilson Audio •
NEWBURY, Berks, Donnington AudioNEWCASTLE UNDER LYME, Staffs, Clement Wain •
NORTHAMPTON, Richard Reeves • NORWICH.
Norfolk, Martins Ltd • NOTTINGHAM, Notts, Superfi
Ltd • ORPINGTON, Kent, John Marley HiFi Centre
Ltd • OXFORD, Oxon, Absolute Sound & Video •
PETERBOROUGH, Heolu Soundsense •
PLYMOUTH, Devon, Framptons • PLYMOUTH,
Devon. Peter Russells HiFi Attic • RAYLEIGH.
Essex. Rayleigh HiFi Ltd • READING, Berks,
Reading Cassette & HiFi Centre • RIPLEY.
Derbyshire. J. H. Hurst Ltd • SAFFRON WALDEN.
Essex, Chew & Osborne • SHEFFIELD. Yorks,
Sheffield Sound Centre • SOMERTON. Somerset.
Watts Radio • SWINDON, Wilts, Absolute Sound &
Video • TELFORD. Salop, Sound Services Ltd •
TONBRIDGE, Kent, Standens Ltd • TRURO.
Cornwall, E.T.S. • URMSTON. Manchester, Lloyd
Paton Ltd WELLING, Kent. H.C. & C. Coppins Ltd •
WHITEHAVEN. Cumbria, H.L. Elliot • WILMSLOW.
Cheshire. Swift of Wilnilow • WINDSOR. Berks.
Radford HiFi Ltd • WOLVERHAMPTON, W.
Midlands, Midland HiFi Studio • WORTHING.
Sussex. Bowers & Wilkins Ltd
ABERDEEN, Scotland, Holburn HiFi • AYR,
Scotland, Vennal Audio Visual Ltd • EDINBURGH,
Scotland, Audio Aids EDINBURGH, Scotland, HiFi
Corner • GLASGOW, Scotland. The Music Room •
INVERNESS, Scotland, Nairn Music Shop
CARDIFF, S. Wales, Houlden HiFi • PORT TALBOT.
S. Wales, Electrophonic Ltd • SWANSEA, S. Wales.
Holt Hi Fidelity Ltd

Rogers range of Electronics
A100 Preset Digital Amplifier.
T100 FM Tuner.
A75 Series 3Amplifier.
T75 Series 2FM Tuner.

"Remember the purity ofdawil
on aNovel nber morning when the soz aid of new things
is as powerfi II as thegentle swell ofsilence that (polity, that clarity, that elusive step nearer perfection.
We cal mot Whig you asunrise nor the slnell offresh air
but we can take you astep nearer al tdio perfection:'

Rogers range of Loudspeakers
LS3/5A BBC— licensed Monitor.
Compact Monitor Loudspeaker,
Studio 1Loudspeaker.
Reference Monitor System.
LS5/8 BBC- licensed Studio
Monitoring Loudspeaker.
Send alarge stamped addressed
envelope now for our latest
literature and review reprints.

Rogers
BRITISH He HIGH.FIDELITY
4/14 Barmeston Rd. London SE6 3BN.
Telephone: 01-697 8511.
Telex: 893980

swissr.
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80/DIRECT eon us MT N
CET THE SAME HIGH
00411130 AT IOW PRICES!
CORAL
CARTRIDGES
Fast becoming one of the top names
MOVING COIL
£48.87
£35.00
£25.00

MOVING
MAGNET
555SX
£7.28
555E
£14.22
666E
£32.48

HEAD
AMP
H300 £51.75
T100 £24.75

HEADSH ELLS
S100 £ 6.00
S101 £7.00
S200
£4.00

UK's No.1 Cartridge

MC 81
777 EX
777E

LOUDSPEAKE
The complete fully reviewed range of Videotone
Speakers which dominate
within their class. NOW AT
LOWEST EVER PRICES.
D100
Minimax 11
GB3
G-B2
GBS
D93

£38.00
£44.00
£50.00
£60.00
£207.00
£40.00

TURNTABLES

AMPS- TUNER- CA

HEADPHONES
Superbly made
with top flight
performance

£29.30
£22.25
£17.39

HP90 £ 12.65
HP80 £9.69

Quality plus value always
VIDECITONE

ALL
PRICES
INCLUDE
VAT

ALL PRODUCTS
ON DISPLAY &
CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATIONS

16

98 CROFTON
PARK ROAD
LONDON SE4
TEL: 01-690 8511/2

£69.00

Dear Customer
You will find that the products advertised on this page
are the best possible value for mcney. They are only
tow in price because we have eliminated large amounts
of selling costs that other brands have to suffer. These
savings are passed directly onto you. We have full brochures on any specific item you may be interested in
and acompetent realistic staff of engineers at our
London Showrooms to help you in your choice. Our
consumer protection packages are comprehensive and
we offer every form of financing you may require. We
carry out our own servicing and are dedicated to giving
Value for Money. We are confident our products are
unbeatable. You may purchase with confidence because our Engineers have specially selected them from
competitive sources throughout the world and we
import them directly ourselves. Remember, you have
21 days trial period on all products. That is the
measure of our confidence.

30 watt amp MC input SA4 130 £75.00
Stereo Tuner ST 4120
£68.00
Cassette full features SC 4200! £95.00
50 watt amplifier WA7700
£77.00
20 watt amplifier LA2020
£58.00
This new range of Electronics from Videotone
redefines the words quality and value for money to anew high.

MU 105-22
MU 105-12
MU 25 C

£69.00

Sansui P5OS

* A MESSAGE FROM VIDEOTONE *

ETT

MICROPHONES

Sansui SR222 Mk2

Cliff Hardcastle, Managing Director.
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FOR THOSE WHO TAKE THEIR MUSIC SERIOUSLYA SPECIAL OFFER TO LAUNCH THE MUSIC BOOK SOCIETY
IN ASSOCIATION WITH GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE
The Lives of the Great Composers
A fascinating, classic work which traces the line of composers fromU S
Bach to Arnold Schoenberg and beyond, through aseries of immensely
lively biographical chapters. It reveals how all composers are influenced
by those before them, and presents even the very greatest as people,
discussing their music in relation to their world. All the important
figures are included — Chopin, Mahler, Wagner, Verdi, Puccini,
Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Handel, Mozart, and scores of others, as well
as lesser known composers, particular schools and periods
A 'fine, panoramic, wittily detailed and very human book'
The New York Times Book Review

The Music Book Society

Published at £ 15

Yours for only

LV

when you join the new
Music Book Society
Readers Union
The Different
Book Service

• Firstly discover more about us without obligation
— ten day approval of your introductory package.
• The best books available — selected from many publishers

• Enormous choice — well over 500 titles ayear.
• All books are publishers editions. New titles offered immediately on
publication.
• Minimum discount of 25% plus unique arrangements to increase your
savings up to 3%, and of course often much more-.
• Your only commitment is to buy ANY four titles ( in addition to the
introductory offer) in your first year of membership. You may resign on a
month's notice any time thereafter.
• All books count towards your commitment whether chosen front your
special book society programme, our superb armual catalogue, or from
special money saving sales — which present the choicest books available
from all our different clubs and societies.
• Personal service. A letter addressed to adirector will be answered by one.
• Personal integrity. For instance, members names are not released to any
other company for extra commercial mailings.
• Overseas members are always welcome.
• The Music Book Society is part of ReadersUnion,founded in 1937. the book
club group owned by David & Charles, renowraed for their specialist
enterprise and quality service.
Readers Union, Bruno, Homo, Newton Abb.. Peron

For eight years music lovers have been one of the largest groups in
our Arts Book Society. Now the time has come to give them abook
club of their own, and it is with particular pleasure that we invite you
to become afounder member of the Music Book Society, to be run in
association with Gramophone magazine.
We aim for the highest possible standards, and though we still offer
arich array of bargains, we believe that most people will join and stay
with us because of the integrity and service we provide. We are not
seeking the largest possible membership, but aloyal following who
take their music and their reading seriously. We welcome
Gramophone's help in assuring you of the best possible service — in
every sense.
Whatever your musical interest, it is certain to be enhanced by
membership of the Music Book Society. There will be books to devour
at asitting, to dip into repeatedly, discuss with friends, and of course
refer to when you suddenly want to confirm apoint of interest. Every
book, including important new titles just published, and standard
works of reference, will carry adiscount of at least aquarter off
publishers' prices, often more.
Members will receive details of the forthcoming programme roughly
alternate months, just enough to keep in touch, not too frequently to
annoy. You do not have to buy abook from each programme; your
only obligation is to be amember for ayear and in that time to buy
four books in addition to the introductory offer. If you wish, all four
could be from our fabulous sales offers, or our superb Annual
Catalogue. Membership also includes other special offers, such as a
discount on the David & Charles 21st birthday concert, aunique
occasion with Richard Baker on 14 May ( please telephone 0626-61121
extn 251 for further details).

r
BAJ

SEND NO MONEY WITH THIS COUPON

POST TODAY

To: The Music Book Society, PO Box 6, Newton
Abbot, Devon, TQl2 2DW
Iwould like to become afounder member of the Music Book Society. Iclaim The Lives
of the Great Composers at the special price of £ 1(
plus 96p towards post and packing)
(Allow up to 21 days delivery). If Ikeep the book Iwill automatically become amember
and agree to take 4books ( in addition to the introductory offer) during my first year of
membership, and will pay upon receipt for any books Ichoose. If Iam not satisfied with
the introductory book, Imay return it within 10 days and owe nothing.

Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

Postcode
Signature
(or if under 18, signature of Parent/Guardiun)

Rag in E nolanel No 843946
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PLANET
*YAMAHA
BARGAINS

CR620 Receiver . . £149.00
CR820 Receiver
£179-00
CR1020 Receiver
£245-00
CR2020 Receiver
£295-00
(Carriage and insurance add £ 6.50 per
item)
Full two-year gaurantee

NAKAMICHI
SPECIALISTS
All models in stock-very keen prices

Amplifiers
ADC SS2 Mk 11 Soundshaper £137-50
ADC SLM3/Meter
£40.75
Akai AMUO2
£79-00
Akai AMUO3
£99-50
Akai AMUO§
£149-50
Akai AMUO6
£159-50
Armstrong 621
£122-50
Hitachi HA3700
Hitachi HA4700
Hitachi HA5700S
Pioneer SA410
Pioneer SA510
Pioneer SA610
Pioneer SA710
Pioneer A7
Pioneer A8
Pioneer A9

£78-75
£95.00
£170-00
£ 59.75
£89.75
£119-75
£149.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Quad 33/44/303/405

P.O.A.

Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

P.O.A.
P.O A.

C77/877
AU217 Mk11
A40
A60
A80

Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha

A450
A550
A760
A960

moo
£90-00
new
£88-00
£105.00
£189-00
£233-00

Receivers
Aiwa AX7300
£94-00
Aiwa AX7700
£135-00
Aiwa AX7800
£215.00
Aiwa AA1125
£109.00
Armstrong 625 FM
£193.50
Armstrong 626 AM/FM. . . £222.50
Hitachi
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX600L
£99.75
Pioneer SX700L
£139.75
Pioneer SXD5000
£399.75
Sansui R50
£110-00
Sansui R70
£140-00
Tandberg
TR2030/2045/2060L/2080. . . P.O.A.
Yamaha CR220
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR420
P.O.A
Yamaha CR620
£149-00
Yamaha CR820
£179-00
Yamaha CR1020
£245-00
Yamaha CR2020
£295.00
Yamaha MS6 Music Centre
£255-00
Yamaha MS8 Music Centre
£315-00

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert guidance
from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge for
12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by acheque card Prices
correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

"

order by phone 01-952 3238

All prices include VAT at 15%.
Please add £ 5.00 per item towards carriage and insurance ( speakers, carriage
on application, cartridges and styli post
75p)
Demonstrations, expert guidance
and after sales service.

Speakers
SPEAKERS Complete
Aiwa Mini SCE30Y
Celestion 120 ( pair)
Celestion 130 ( pair)
Celestion 150 ( pair)
Celestion 200 ( pair)
Celestion 300 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair).
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair).
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair).
Harbeth H. L Monitor Mk 3
IMF Electronic all models
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) .
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair). .
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair). . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

£75-00
£79-50
£109.75
£139-75
£189.75
. . .
. P.O.A.
. P.O.A.
. P.O.A.
. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
. £78-00
£102-00
£140.00

KEF Celeste 4
KEF Concord 4
KEF Model 101
KEF Model 103.2
KEF Model 105.4
KEF Model 105 Series 11
KEF Cantata ( special offer)
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2
Mordaunt-Short Festival 2
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2
Spendor BC' Mk11
Spendor SA2

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0 A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Estroo

Jordan- Watts Module
Jordan- Watts HF Unit
KEF 104 AB Kit
KEF Cantata Kit
KEF DN22 104 to AB
Convert Kit
KEF 727
KEF B110
KEF B200

£ll>711
£13040
£ lell.00
£ 5410
01115

£12.75
£14.60

KEF DN12 (127/B110/B139) .
KEF DN13 (T27/13200)

11-110
£7110

111,

Tape Decks .3( Recorders
Aiwa ADL300 Dol/Met. . Stock P.O.A.
Aiwa ADL450 Dol/Met. . Stock P.O.A.
Aiwa ADM450 Dol/Met . Stock P.O.A.
Aiwa SDL50 Dol/Met. . . Stock P.O.A.
Aiwa AD3600 Dol/Met . Stock P.O.A.
Aiwa ADR500 Dol/Met/Rev. St P.O.A.
Aiwa ADM800 Dol/Met/3H . St P.O.A.
Akai GX4000D Reel/3H . . . £219-50
Akai GX4000DB Reel/Dolby. £259.00
Akai CSMO1A Dolby
£79-50
Akai CSMO2 Dol/Met
£89-50
Akai GXM10 Dol/Met
£115-00
Akai GXM35 Dol/Met
Akai CSM4OR Dol/Met/Rev .£189.75
Akai GXM50 Dol/3H/Met . £199-00
Akai GXF80 Dol/3H/Met. . £79-50
Akai GXF90 Do1/3H/Met . £295-00
Hitachi D35S
£89-00

ADC 1700DD/XLM
£89-75
Akai APD30C
£79-00
Aiwa APD50
P0 A
Hitachi HT41S
£81.00
Linn-Sondek LP12
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL100
£64.75
Pioneer PL200X
£84.75
Pioneer PL300X
£99.75
Pioneer PL400X
£119.75
Pioneer PL600X
Stock P.O.A.
Pioneer PLL1000
£325-00
{
in
Thorens TD160BC/Mk II
stock
Thorens TD160 Super
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160 To S. con/kit
£25.00
Thorens TD104
£86-95
Thorens TD105. . . . ..... £104.50
Thorens TD126BC/Mk III
P.O.A.
Yamaha P350
£69-95

Systems
Aiwa Micro Series 30
Aiwa Micro Series 50
Akai Pro
PioneerX300/X500/X700/X900
Systems

%eel

18

HI-FI +
VIDEO

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

T
P7°A
All
2St

Hitachi D85S
£245.00
Nakamichi. ...... All Stock P.O.A.
Pioneer CT200 Dol/Met . . . . £89.75
Pioneer C7300 Dol/Met . . . £114.75
Pioneer CT400 Dol/Met . . £139-76
Pioneer CT750 Dol/Met/Rev. £184-00
Pioneer CTF850 Dol/3H/Met . . . . All
Pioneer CTF950 Dol/3H/Met . . Stock
Pioneer CTF 1250 Dol/3H/Met . P.O.A.
Pioneer RT707 Reel
£399-75
Sansui D100 Met
£105.00
Tandberg TD20A Reel . . .
£450.00
Tandberg TCD420A Dol/Met £269-00
Tandberg TCD440A
Dot/3H/Met
£350-00
Yamaha K350
£109.00
Yamaha K850
£214-50
Yamaha K950 Black
£199•75

'Akai ATKO2L
Akai ATKO3L
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Hitachi FT3400L
Hitachi FT4400
Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Pioneer F7 .......
Pioneer F9
Pioneer TX D1000
Quad FM3
Sansui 160
Sansui 180
Sansui TU217
Sansui 777

£79-00
£105-00
P.OA
P.OA.
£74.75
£105.00
£59.75
£122.75
. P.O.A.
P.0 .A.
£199-00
P.O.A.
£60.00
£95.00
£105.00
P.0 A

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges 8t S
ADC LMG1 Head Shell
£ 5.00
Formula 4 Mk III Arm
£57.50
SME 3009 Fixed
£64-00
SME 3009 Oat
£70.00
SME 3009 Mk Ills
£84.00
SME FD200 Damper
£19-50
Cartridges
Price
Styli
'ADC OLM36 3 Imp £17.50 £14.50
'ADC VLM 3 Imp £25.00 £19-00
'ADC XLM 3 Imp £36-75 £23-00
"ADC ZLM Imp
£59-50 £33-50
Goldring 0110 ( Styli for G800)
£4-00
Mayware M/C 2C
£4945
Mayware T24 Trans
£57-50
Mayware M/C 3L
£49-45
Ortofon F15E2
£17.00 P.O.A.
Ortofon VMS20E II
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Shure M44/7
£6.00
Shure M55/E
£9.50 £7.50
Shure M75/ED2
£16-00 £13.75
Shure M95/HE £21-00 £17-50
Shure M97/HE . £33.50 P.O.A.
Shure V15/3HE £ 54.00 £21.50
Shure V15/4
£66-00 £29-50
Shure N75/6 Styli) £7-00
'With free

LMGI Headshell

HEADPHONES
Pioneer SE2
£12.95
Pioneer SE4
£20-75
Pioneer SE6
£26.75
Pioneer SE450
£20-75
Pioneer SE550
£27-75
Pioneer SE650
£33-75
Pioneer Monitor 10
£39-75
Yamaha YH100
£39.95
Yamaha HP1
£35.00
Yamaha HP2
2;0
1 OF
Yamaha HP3
. £19.50

maxell

TAPE BARGAINS
UL60
£0-75
UL90
£0-99
UDXL190
£1.75
UDXL 1160
£1.50
UDXL 1190
£1-95
MXC 60
£3.35
MXC90
£4.85
XLIS 90
£2.50
XLIIS 90
£2-65
7 UDXL Reel
£11-60
(WUDXL Reel
£14-50
VIDEO
AKA', SONY, HITACHI, FERGUSON ETC.

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex
HA8
7HE
Telephone: 01-952 3238
Close to the M1 Motorway
OPEN:
930 to 6
Monto Sat.
except
Thursday,
is. re
closed all day:
Easy Parking
(at rear)

.5 (:)...C.8.5r

r--

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/3/4/5

AZAT

LARGE SHOWROOM. KEENEST DISCOUNTS
RECEIVERSITUNER AMPS
Akai
AAR30
Inquire for
AAR20
Best Prices
Aiwa
P.O.A.
JVC
RS33L Inquire for Best
Prices.
Pioneer
SX600
Inquire for
SX700
Best Prices
Sansui
R30
£92-00
R50
£110-00
R70
£138.00
Sony
STRV45L . £202-00
STRV55. . £222-00
STR242L . . . £98-00
STR343L
Inquire for
Best Prices.
Technics
Inquire for
Yamaha
Best Prices
AMPLIFIERS
P.O.A.
Akai
Denon
PMA850 . £189-00
JVC
AS3
Inquire
AX1
for
AX2
I
Best
AX3
Prices
AX4
£158.00
Nakamicli
410
Inquire
420
for
610
Best
620
Prices
Pioneer
SA410
SA510
Inquire
SA6 10
for
SA710
Best
SA7800
Prices
SA8800
SA9800
Santini
£66.00
A40
A60
£92-00
A80
£110AU217 Mk 2 £ - 00
AU317 Mk 2 .
150.00
AU719
£238.00
AU919
P.O.A.
SAFI . . P.O.
CAF1
P.
Sony
£9
TAF35
£122
TAF45
£156
TAF636 .
£175-00
TAF60.
Technics
£72.00
SUZ2
£97.00
SUV2
60-00
SUV6
Yamaha

STA3OL
STL60
STJ55
ST636
Technics

Inquire
For
Best
Prices

JVC
TV3L
£ 54.00
TX1L
£ 80-00
TX2L
£ 125-00
TX3L. £89-00

Signet XK50 . . .
P.O. A
AT605
£13.00
AT606
£15.00
AT620 sp cables £15-00
AIMS
MG9
M G10 £11-00
£ 500
.
£8-00
Arm- lift
£9-50
Denon
DL103
Inquire
DL103D
for
0L103S
1
Be
AU320
I
Pri es
DL303
HA500
5-00
Ortofon
Complete ran . P.O.A.
SME
3009111S
3009/111
Inquire
3009 Mk 2
for
3009 non DT
Shell S2
Price
FD200

£86-00
£107-00
£135-00
£212.00
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai
Aiwa
Denon
DP3OL
DP33
DP60
DP6OL }
DP55

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Mayware
Formula 4
Mark III . . . . £ 57.50
4iiiirare cart.
ving coil
£49.95

Best
Prices
Inquire
for

JVC
LA11
f57-00
LA55
£ 66- DO
LF66
£82.00
£92-00
QLA5R
GLY5F
Inquire for
(ILY3F
Best Prices
Micro S
MB10 /cart.
MB1 w/can.
Pio eer
P 00X
200
Inquire
P 00
for
PL 0
Best
PL60
PL10
&maul
FRD3 . . . . £8000
00
FRD4
119£
FRD25
\ £66-95
FRQ5
5-00
50 w/can..£00
S
PST
£66.0k1\
PS 3
£76.00 \
P X55
£113.00
SX40
£118-00
-00
Cs
500/10 II £ 250-00 \
SL18001I . . . £ 158-00
SL16001I . . . £206-00
SL17001I . . . £179-00
SLB2
£63.00
SLB3
8-00
£8.00
LD3
£95SLQ2
£118SLQ
£136Th
04 Mk II
105 Mk II
Inquire
D160 BC/II
for
Mk 11
TD160
rices
TD126/III/C
TD126/III/BC
Please Inquire Thorens
TD160 fitted with arm.

1

TUNERS
Akai
ATKO2LS
ATKO3L
ATVO4L
ATS08
Denon
TU 200
TU300

TX4I . £140-00
TX5
P.O.A.
Pioneer
TX410L )
TX510L
Inquire for
Best
TX710L
Prices
TX7800
TX9800
Sansui
£9100
TU217
TU317. £ 105-00
TU719
£168-00
TU919
£ 278.00
TUX1
F0 A
T60
£66.00
180
£96-00
Sony

ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technics
AT1100
P.O.A.

ORDER
BY
PHONE
OR
POST
USE
ACCESS
OR
BARCLAYCARD
Delivery charge £ 5-00 per item in U.K.
Credit facilities available

SALE
ADC
1500FG
£ 58-00
1700
£94-00
SONY
V4L
£133,-00
STR
£99-00
TCU30 . . ... £68-00
TCK55 Mk11. . £125.00
AIWA
AD6700
- 00
M100
£75AD
00
£175-00
ADM7
£195.00
L r
£330-00
390 L11
MARANTZ
1530L
£90-00
2120
£70-00
1550L
£110-00
OTEL
603
£99-00
YAMAHA
CT81
£105.00
CT101
£149-00
IONE
A606
£69•00
S'608
£79-00
ARANTZ
S 1000
£ 59.00
S' 3000
£69-90
6 5
£96-00
P A200
£46-95
ECHNICS
U8044
£110.00
SE9021
£ 240.00
SU9011
£240-00
ST9031
£99-00
TOSHIBA
ST420
£75-00
SM2950 Music centre
£199.00
Shure
M75ED
M75EJ
M95ED . .
M95EJ . . .
V15MKIII HE
V15MKIV. .
M95HE . .

£15.00
£14-00
£ 20.00
£17.00
£49.00
£60-00
£22-00

M97EJ . . . £ 21.00
M97HE . . . . £ 30.00
Platter Pad . .
P.O.A.
Glass Mat
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)
Inquire
A iomaster
est Prices.
Full
for
Ran e
A.
9
R90
AR18
nquire
AR25
for
AR285
385
AR
P • es
AR92
AR93
AR94
AR915 /
Colestion
Inquire
D15XR
Best Prices
42
JB
Inquire for
55VX
Best
77XV
Prices
99VX
£330
L50
390
L110
JR
Inouir
Metro
for
JR149
est
Woofer
Pn
JR15
KL
.0.A.
31
34-00
Monitor Aud"
MA16
Mini Monit •
Inquire
MA9
for
MA6
Best
MA4
2
Prices
A
MA18 . .
5138.00
Tannoy
Cambridge . . £110.00
Oxford
£134-00
Ascot
£245-00
Chester . £245-00
Dorset
£286.00
Mayfair . . .
£327-00
Barkley Mk 11 . . P.O.A.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£60-00
Laser 60
£78-00
Laser 80
£96-00
Laser 100 £124-00
Laser 200 . . . £163-00
Laser 400 . . . £199-00
E20
Inquire
E30
for
E50
Best
E70
Prices
E90
£499-00
TSR Range nquire
for Best Prices
Yamaha
615
P.O.A.
655
P.O.A.
NO44
Inquire for
NS1000M
Best Prices
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO1
CSM011
GXF90 .
GXM10 .
GXM35
GXM50 .
GXF80. .
Aiwa
ADM 800
ADR 500

£65-00
P0 A
£324-00
£110-00
£135-00
£200-00
£ 268-00
£ 280-00
£179.00

Specialists in Export
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

ADL 450 . .
£135-00
ADL 300 . . £106.00
ADM 250.. £ 87.00
JVC
KD720
£71-00
KDA11 )
Inquire
KDA22
for Best
KDA33
Prices
Nakamichi
480 ZX . . . . meal
one month only
481 ZX
482 ZX
580 ZX
581 ZX
582 ZX
660 ZX
670 ZX
680 Z)(

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

o
TF2
CTF300
Inquire
CTF400
for
CTF750
Best
CTF850
Prices
CTF95
CTF 50
til
Sa
£72-00
D:0
100 . . . . . . £92-00
SC1300/1330 £132.00
SC330/3330 . £186-00
Sony
TCK61
£139.00
TCK35
£110-00
TCK45
£142-00
TCU60
£179-00
TCK71
£189-00
TCK81
£ 256.00
Technics
RS673
£199-00
RSM14 £105.00
RSM24 £121-00
RSM45
£160-00
REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
GX4000D . . . £196-00
GX4000DB. £229-00
Sony
TC399
£240-00
Technics
P.O A.
Teac
P.O.A.
X3
Inquire for
X7
Best prices
X10
£399-00

THE
LOUDEST QUIETEST
RECORDS EVER.

Until now,
vinyl records have
had two major limitations. First,
restricted dynamic range (the difference
between the loudest and softest passages of
music, which in the concert hall can be over
90dB; most records don't even manage 60dB).
And secondly, all- too- audible surface
noise.
Even direct- cut or digitally recorded discs
can't overcome these problems. dbx Discs can,
and do.
They reproduce the full dynamic range Of
the original performance, from whispered
pianissimo to frighting fortissimo.
And, equally remarkable, no surface
noise whateier.
For the first time, you really can close your
eyes and forget you're listening to arecord.
The illusion of reality is uncanny.
All you need to play dbx Discs is aconventional stereo system plus the inexpensive dbx
Model 21 Decoder. ( If you already have a
dbx Model 122,124 or 128 Noise Reduction

-Au

11111=

111,

.dbx Incorporated,
Lane, Cradley Heath,
Warley, West Midlands B64 5QH.

System, you can !Di•lay dbx Discs without any
additional equipment.)
How's it done? dbx Discs ate mastered
using acornpressed signal. The recording level
is well beioW tracing distortion, yet well above
inherent surface noise.
The Decoder expands this signal back to
its original level — alevel that no conventional
record groove could accornmodate and no
cartridge reproduce— and=in doing so, expands
surface noise so far below the music signal
that it's inaudible.
As if all this were not enough, the wide
and growing range of dbx Discs includes a
number of digitally recorded releases
The combination of dbx dynamics and
digital clarity is, quite simply, stunning.
And if you think that sounds incredible
wait untityou hear them.

Please send me full information on the dbx range
-of hi-fi equipment and records, plus alist of
dbx stockists

I

Name

IAddress

Transforms all known
hi-fi systems.

L-

-J

hi-fi
innwe

Editorial comment
ICKING up last month's threads, and

«IL rieciard riviw
ALSO INCORPORATES:
TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO
NEWS, RECORD NEWS, AUDIO
RECORD REVIEW,
THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD

EDIl OR
JOHN CRABBE

DEPUTY EDITOR
JOHN ATKINSON
MUSIC EDITOR
IVOR HUMPHREYS
RECORDS EDITOR
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READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE)should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve
the right to print such letters later in our Readers'
Problems feature.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR ar ,
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blickburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1981 are each
covered by two binders ( Jantiary—June and
July—December). Price: £ 3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5.50 for a pair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.
CIRCULATION
HFNIRR is Britain's oldest hi-fi journal, also the only
one devoted equally to audio and music. Average net
circulation: 43,980 copies per issue at the last count
(January—December 1980), each copy typically seen
by four persons.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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Pnoting some recent court decisions in
which the BPI has failed to establish

copyright infringement against home
recordists or those who hire records
commercially, we would like to offer afew
comments on the present debate and on
the future prospects for copyright
enforcement. Our March column ended
with a brief reference to the Royal Opera
House's involvement in the video
recording business, amove which we
welcomed while harbouring doubts about
copyright aspects. Although recent
litigation has centred on home copying
from music discs, this is really asort of
trial- run to establish the boundaries of
copyright law ( or to justify the imposition
of atape levy) before the onset of largescale video disc production. The latter will
represent such vast sums of money, in
both capital investment and retail prices,
that it behoves the record industry to get
the copyright runways clear before any
significant video take-off is attempted. If
the way is not clear they might give up the
whole idea, possibly dropping the purely
audio digital disc into the bargain.
Some rough calculations suggest that
an opera on video disc is likely to be
marketed at around £ 22, but that this
could be copied into tape for approximately one third of that figure. As
domestic video recorders become more
widespread, so no doubt would the
practice of several people clubbing
together to purchase video discs for group
copying. The larger the group, the nearer
would the unit price be to £ 7.00, while
the temptations of commercial piracy
would clearly be huge. Something of this
sort is already happening with printed
music, where the cost of scores is now so
high that it is common for amateur
musicians to buy just one and obtain the
necessary extras through the good services
of afriend with access to a photo- copying
machine. It's an infringement of copyright,
but it happens—just as youngsters copy
their friends' disc records onto tape with
the aid of Dad's cassette player. Nothing
short of atotalitarian inspection system
will stop it, so some other way out must
be found.
The idea of 'spoilers' has been bandied
around for audio recordings, and dropped,
but with digital video this method of
preventing copying would certainly be
easier. However, the consumer still ends
up with amoving picture, and the signals
which are fed to his TV tube to produce
that picture could in principle be stored
and then fed to another tube, however
elaborate the associated electronics may
be; thus in the last resort any video
program will without doubt be domesti-

cally recordable. So what happens to the
market for recorded opera, whether as
planned by Covent Garden Video
Productions Ltd. who only hope to make a
profit, or in the overtly commercial sphere
where it must make a profit? The Record
Companies' answer is atape levy, and
although this idea seems to get people
very worked up, we cannot see ashortterm way out that doesn't invàlve some
sort of overall charge on the means of
domestic recording. It must be admitted
that recordists who use tape for noncopyright purposes have good reason to
object, but perhaps adegree of discrimination against some minorities is inherent
in any tax system. Possibly something
could be devised on the lines proposed by
Mr A. P. M. Hurden ( December p.73),
whereby everyone would pay the levy on
tapes purchased, but those who held a
legitimate amateur recording licence could
claim reimbursment. On the other hand, a
parallel to this sort of exemption was
tested in the courts some time ago when a
viewer pleaded unsuccessfully against
paying for his ( BBC) TV licence on the
grounds that he only ever watched IBA
programmes.
Something that might well have been
mentioned on that occasion was that we
all pay for IBA programmes whether we
like it or not, by forking out just that little
bit extra for products which manufacturers
promote by advertising rather than by
reducing their prices. However, the same
applies to magazines, which simply couldn't
exist without the adverts, let alone make a
profit for their publishers on the sort of
cover prices commonly charged, so we
must be wary! Incidentally, this reminds us
to apologise for this month's 5p rise on
behalf of our publishers, who offer the
usual excuses about inflation, etc.
But back to the recording business: how
about paying the performers afixed single
fee for their work, funding the technical/
production/manufacturing costs from a
licence- fund àla BBC, then issuing the
resultant recording to libraries as public
property for anyone to copy as he or she
wishes? Horror! Outrage! Back- door
socialism! Well, technology sometimes has
away of enforcing social or economic
changes that would have seemed
outrageous had they been advocated
politically rather than just allowed to
happen haphazardly, and we wouldn't be
at all surprised if something on these lines
eventually comes about because it's the
only way that the great ongoing revolution
in copying and recording can finally hope
to be accommodated. We accept the
principle of unrestricted access to literature
and paintings, why not also to reproductions
of the performing arts?

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Telephone: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone.
THE LINK HOUSE GROUP
© Link House Publications Ltd, 1981. All rights reserved.
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THRESHOLD: ASONIC TRIUMPH
STASIS 1
200 watts/mono
stewing rate: 50 volts/
microsecond
output current:
3 0 amperes ( max)

STASIS 2
200 watts/ channel
stewing rate: e volts/
microsecond
output CUT' rent:
25
pères ( max)

STASIS 3
100 watts/channel
slevving rate: 50 volts/

66

microsecond
output Cte ent:
20 amperes ( max)

Modesty aside, of course. I'm concerned that my amplified
voice sounds as near as possible to my natural singing voice.
That's why Ialways prefer Beyer Dynamic microphones.

CAS 2le watts/channel
slewir.g rate:40

volts/

For a vocalist like me the microphone is more than a
machine, more even than a musical instrument. It's part of
my identity as a singer. A good microphone allows ire to
sound relaxed and spontaneous — in other words, to sound
myself. A poor microphone is the surest way to develop
poor singing habits, and can discredit the best performance.

icroseco nd
output current.:

m

15 ampères (Trnix)

s.L.

In my opinion, no microphones in the world surpass Beyer
Dynamic for a combination of excellent frequency response,
Kgh sensitivity, noise elimination, and reliability. Iuse
several models, notably the M-400 for live performances and
M-88 for work in the studio. Tney sound great, and
they're a pleasure to work with. Iuse them because Ivalue
my voice too much to use anything else!

10

direct- coupled
casecode/class A preamplifi
typically es %

Hike the sound
of my
own voice"

er

without feed back input
acceptance for moving coil,
dg
ribbon or magnetic cartries

Absolute sound: 42 Park side
nil
SW 19 London - Tél.: 01.947.50.47

Bever))))

Dynamic

Beer Dynamic ( GB) Ltd, 1Clai rRd., Haywards Heath, Boles, RH1B 3DP. Tel : ( 0444) 51003

Newbury Oracle
Last Month we said that Reading
Cassette & Hi - Fi Centre were the
Oracle dealers for that area. We are
now informed that Donnington
Audio, 93b Northbrook Street,
Newbury, Berks, tel: ( 0635) 45973,
are in fact the relevant Oracle
source.

Ambisonic Minim
The Ambisonic surround sound
system will get a boost at the
Cunard Show when Minim demonstrate their new decoder with
both a ' high quality' playback
system and with a 'typically budget'
system. The decoder joins an FM
tuner, TV sound tuner, and two
timers in the Minim range: details

Sansui
Reel improvements
Neal - Ferrograph have announced a
new reel-to-reel machine to replace
the SP7, itself a successor to the
remarkable Logic 7. The main new
feature of the SP7S, as it will be
known, is the inclusion of aclosedloop, direct- drive servo capstan
which brings notable improvements
in speed stability and allows avanspeed facility to be accommodated.
Intended for small studio use, the
SP7S comes in four basic models
with three speed ranges and or -4
1track heads, but there are many
other custom-built options: line
in/out models, mic inputs, mono or
stereo, onboard monitor amps, etc
Price of the basic models is around
£600 depending on these options,
and further details are available

Concerts, by
appointment
Long established London retailer
Studio 99 are confidently ignoring
the prophets of economic doom by
undertaking a major expansion at
their Swiss Cottage premises.
Dubbed 'The Concert Room', the
new demonstration facility lays
strong claims to being the finest in
the country.
Representing an investment of
£27,000, this new facility has the
rather specialised major function of
demonstrating active systems under
optimum conditions,
with only
one pair of speakers present in the
room at any one time. The acoustic
has been deliberately keptvery
while extensive use of reinforced
concrete and a generous volume
has contributed to excellent bass
extension
and
control.
And
although the room will allow the
shop to carry out high quality demonstrations on an appointmentonly basis, John Teller also mentioned that he was hoping to enable
other people such as magazines and
manufacturers to use the facility,
probably involving donations to
charity.
Although they have maintained a
resolutely low profile in recent years
(and a gratifying immunity to the
'flavour of the month' syndrome),
Studio .99 have a strong claim to
being the original UK ' high end'
dealer. Back in the ' 60s they were
the only dealer to stock the outrageHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

from Neal-Ferrograph, Simonside
Works, South Shields. Tyne & Wear,
NE34 9NX. Tel: ( 0632) 566321.

Le Mat. • • •
is the name chosen by Mike
Harris under which to market the
new French 'Audioref mat in the
UK. This mat will replace the
'Dumpa', which Mike has been distributing for Swisstone over the last
few months, and as well as
offering—to our ears—an audible
cleaning- up of the sound over the
older mat, it doesn't have the
Dumpa's slightly tacky feel, which
some people found disturbing. The
new mat will cost £ 19.95 inc. VAT,
details from Moth Marketing, 47
Armstrong
Close,
Wilstead,
Bedford. Tel: ( 0234) 741152.
ously priced ( for -the day) but
unique BBC monitors, and there is a
pretty good chance that the old
Radford valve amps, which are
being as lovingly restored as any
vintage cars, originally sold most
prolifically at Fairfax Road. •
On our preview visit, The Concert
Room was well stocked with amplification from Naim, Meridian and
Nytech, with active speakers in
the anteroom from Linn, ARC
and Meridian as well as a passive
pair of B & W 801s. A single
Lin9 turntable/arm/cartridge and
(token) Japanese cassette deck
completed the line-up, so it doesn't
look as if customers will have the
chance to compare turntables here
yet. However JT did point out that
their other dem room had five
Sondeks set up with different arms
and cartridges, for the customer's
edification.
Paul Messenger

Cunard
Just a reminaer that the Cunard
Spring show, ' High- Fidelity 81',
takes place at the Cunard Hotel,
Hammersmith this month. Over 150
brand names will be on display and
a number of manufacturers have
chosen the show to exhibit new
goodies for the first time. Dates and
times are Friday 10th and Sat 11th
April from 10-7, and Sunday 12th
from 10-4. Admission and the catalogue are free, as is the banter in the
HFNIRR room, so we hope to see
you there.

APRIL I98I

Sansui have now released amatching
tuner
for
their ' Super
Feedforward' AU - D9 top- end amp.
The TU - S9 as it is called is aquartz
PLL synthesiser tuner. 10 stations
can be preset on both AM and FM
wavebands and direct entry of a
known frequency can be accommodated via the panel keys. In addition
the usual count- up and down buttons are provided and there is an
automatic 'search' mode whereby
the nearest strong- signal is captured. The last station used is selected upon switch- on. S/N ratio is
said to be 85dB on FM and THD
0.07%, stereo. Anticipated retail
price is £ 299 inclusive.
A little nearer earth, the FR- D25 is
the first of a new series of Sansui
turntables designed to complement
the recently established Super
Compo systems. A two- speed,
automatic return model, it is belt
driven from a DC motor, utilising
servo feedback control for speed
stability. Pitch adjustment of + 3%
is provided. The arm is astatically

GL Products
One of a number of companies to
spring up as a result of the recent
valve
renaissance
was
the
Portsmouth- based company Grant
Lumley whose heavy-duty designs
were first shown at the 1979
Cunard Show. Unfortunately that
company was dissolved last autumn
and the two partners have since
gone their separate ways, but Ray
Lumley has now set up a new
company, GL Products, which will
continue to market Roy Grant's
impressive amp designs.
One of the more obvious problems with large valve amps is the
huge cost of transformers man
enough for the output stages, and it
was partly with this in mind that Roy
Grant has turned his attention to
power MOSFETs. He has now
produced a solid-state stereo preand mono power amp combination
which will be on show at Cunard
this month. The GL100PE supersedes the previous Grant Lumley
valve preamps and is compatible
with both the valve power amps
(which continue as before) and the
new MOSFET design. A no- frills
unit, it lacks tone controls and filters.
Inputs are provided for m- m cartridges, tuner and tape. RIAA
accuracy to within + 0-5dB is
claimed, hum and noise are below

from Minim Audio Ltd, Lent Rise
Road, Burnham, Slough SL1 7NY.

Audio & Video Mart
UK readers will have noticed that
this issue of HFIVIRR has a free
companion. In the past HFNIRR
has concentrated on the Hi - er end
of Fi, as this is perhaps where the
'cutting edge' of technology is to be
found. Audio & Video Mart is intended to be aregular supplement
to the main magazine, providing
'hard' information to those restricted to more realistic budgets.
The next A & VM will accompany
the June issue of HFNIRR and will
look both at turntables and at valuefor- money video.
balanced S-shaped design of low
mass, with a 'fishbone' damping
insert. It sports auniversal- type detachable headshell. Fitted in aslimline cabinet which stands on compliant anti- feedback feet, the FRD25 comes with an integral m- m
cartridge and retails for around £ 70.

New Tannoy
Introduced to the professional
market last year, Tannoy's SRM
series is now to be launched onto the
domestic scene. First of the series
was the Little Red Monitor which,
together with the SRM 15X, offers
the choice of either passive or active
drive, the latter achieved via the
X05000 'time compensated' dividing network/equaliser. The 15X
uses the 15in. dual- concentric
driver, while the LRM and SRM12X
both use a 12 in. unit. The fourth
design is the smallest, the SRM 10 B
using a 10 in. driver in a compact
bookshelf- type enclosure. Prices
range from £200 each plus VAT to
£465 each, and further details are
available from Tannoy at 77-79
High Street, Watford, Herts.
-80dB, THD 0.003% ( phono) and
slew
rate
is
25V/ ps.
The
GL100AM power amp provides
140W RMS into 8 ohms at better
than 0.03% THD with a power
bandwidth
of - 1dB
across
10 Hz-100 kHz and slew rate of
36V/ps. DC coupling is employed.
Prices are £ 225 for the preamp and
£210 each for the power amps,
including VAT. Ray Lumley has
opened ashop in Denmead, asmall
village to the north of Portsmouth,
just off the A3. Denmead Hi -Fi are
on 07014 50312.
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's
money must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as
this may be needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post In advance of delivery, this publication (
HIFi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this pubilication (
HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write.
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £3,950 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties. •
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine (not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

UNIQUE DUAL-ACTION CLAMP
Don't be misled . . .
We pioneered T.L.S. (Transmission Line Bass)
and A.L.S. (Active Line Bass)
speaker systems . . .
For Rossini or Rock. . tight, extended bass,
smooth overall response - superbly engineered
drive units and craftsman built enclosures
made in our own factories.
Considering an upgrade? - then demand to
hear them . . . . if not, beware - you will be
dissatisfied with your present speakers.
Please send me details of your speakers
and Ambisonic UHJ records.
NAME •
ADDRESS

.This clamp has been developed to reduce record warps and slippage by
clamping the record to the Platter more securely than any other method
This is achieved by using dual clamping rings. Being precision machined
from aluminium bar its light weight will not affect bearings or suspension. It is extremely quick and simple to use. Anodised black finish.

:

£17.75INC VAT AND P&P
N
Westbourne Street High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel High Wycombe 35576
N America 5226 State Street
Saginaw Michigan 48603
\Tel ( 517) 790 2121

Ienclose Cheque/PO for

IMF
ELECTRONICS

Name
Address

G&B TOOLS & DEVELOPMENTS
278 HIGH ROAD, WILLESDEN, LONDON NW10
Tel 01-459 5772
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Matsushita Camera/Cassette
using miniature video cassettes, followed shortly by a prototype from
Hitachi, which is larger,
Matsushita have entered
the fray. Their microcassette/camera uses cassettes a little smaller than
ordinary audio cassette
with
metal- evaporated
tape—introduced in 1979 as
'Angrom' micro- audio cassette tape—running at only
14.3 mm/s.
Obviously the
commercial success of such a
combined
colour
camera/
recorder would mean the end of
the line for Super- 8home moviemaking, with its rapidly increasing film ccist compared to videocassette. Whether the quality will be
acceptable remains to be seen, but
the signs for battle have been
posted: like Sony, Matsushita are
proposing that their format become the industry standard.

Strathearn lives on

Believe àor not the $trathearn saga ment of these renewal fees, albeit in
isn't over yet. In December 1979 the some cases with the payment of the
company's assets were auctioned in extra extension fees necessary
Belfast and most of the UK elec- when renewals are paid late. For
tronics and audio firms either atten- instance, British patent 1 545 489
ded, or sent postal bids, in an effort has been renewed. This patent
to pick up some of the wide range of covers asimple but interesting idea
production and test equipment on for controlling the width of the
sale. A look through the official list stereo image produced by an amof nearly 2000 lots confirmed what plifier. Renewal fees have also been
the audio industry had long be- paid on BP 1516837 and BP 1546
lieved: Strathearn had equipped it- 386. The former patent covers a
self on a 'money no object' basis and direct- drive motor which provides
had been buying in extraordinarily 33-3
1
-rpm speed direct from mains
large quantities of raw components frequency with 'aminimum number
for its sparse order book. So, when of parts'. Atoothed rotor ring is used
some of these components sub- for the platter with the stator formed
sequently proved to be faulty, the from pole piece pairs wound with
company was left with awarehouse coils variously carrying in- phase
full of unusable capital investment. and quadrature currents. The
But with 'only' public money in- second patent covers a DC reluctFollowing the announcement by
volved, and the expense bill of one ance motor, also for disc use.
Sony last Summer that they have
Strathearn executive then running
Perhaps the most interesting of all
produced an integral combination
at £ 6,000 amonth, who cared?
patents is BP 1526 201, and this is
colour
camera/video
recorder,
Although some of the auction lots also being kept in force. It claims
created. Fitted with an unconven- eg, test gear, were sold off at sur- monopoly on the basic concept of a
tional drive unit, the horn mouth prisingly high prices, other lots such flat loudspeaker diaphragm formed
as components, went at bargain from light honeycomb material, and
If acomprehensive encyclopedia of was about 18 x24in. and the
audio and audio engineers is ever system was launched in 1936. The rates. Everyone was agreed that the dates back to September 1974.
auctioneers acted very fairly, and Both Sony and Matsushita have
compiled, comparable to the new drive unit itself was patented as far
Grove's Dictionary of Music and back as 1928. it had a powerful efficiently. At afinal count the auc- over more recent years independMusicians, two names will, in my energising magnet, fitted with afree tion raised around £ 500,000, ause- ently developed honeycomb loudopinion, stand head and shoulders cone, a leather surround and an ful sum, but a drop in the ocean speaker designs and these are now
above all other British entries. Irefer aluminium voice- coil. Although the compared with the £ 20 million plus coming onto the market. Patent
to Alan Blumlein who was killed in techniques are familiar enough already lost on the venture. The five applications from both companies
day sale did not however dispose of are also now issuing on the idea ( eg,
an air accident during the last war) today, in the mid- 20s the construcand Paul Voigt. The latter pioneer tion of ultra- flexible centring de- the'technology' which was offered 2 010 637 from Sony which dates
survived until February this year, vices and aluminium voice coil ter- separately from test gear, production back only to November 1977 in
machinery and raw components. Japan). The Strathearn patent BP 1
minations was highly original.
when he died in Ontario following
Voigt left Edison Bell to set up a This job lot comprised a folio of 526 201 could thus now prove
an operation and subsequent heart
business on his own in Sydenham, British and US patents, many dating legally very valuable. For instance,
attack.
Paul
Gustavus
Adolphus manufacturing both the drive unit back to the mid-'70s and the re- if Sony and Matsushita found
and the horn enclosure which he search and design work carried out it
necessary
to
manufacture
Helmuth Voigt—the family originated in Hamburg—took a B.Sc patented in 1928. His principles for the Strathearn project by Pats honeycomb speakers under apatent
degree at London University and were incorporated in many such 1- Centre. The 'technology' lot in- licence on BP1 526 201, Rodney
wave
designs,
including
the cluded original prototypes, for in- Dowling could be earning aroyalty
started his working career in the
'Paraline', the ' Decca Corner Horn', stance of amplifiers and turntables on every flat- cone loudspeaker sold
Edison Bell Company in London.
the Japanese
companies!
Although his early work was not and Trevor Attewell's ' Basset' never produced by Strathearn. by
(which was first described in HFN There were also several thousand Alternatively, the Japanese comconnected with audio projects, he
later became involved with the April 1969). Since the 1950s, too, complete and incomplete turntables panies might buy the patents.
Lowther loudspeakers have used and loudspeakers. The highest bid
Either way the situation prompts
design and use of disc cutting
permanent magnet drive units de- at the December 1979 auction for an important question. Why did
heads preceding Blumlein in 1926
rived directly from Voigt. Many of this technology package was those responsible for disposing of
with acommercial recording system
employing a moving- coil cutting •the original Voigt corner horns £5,000, so it was withdrawn. the Strathearn assets not offer BP 1
(some fitted with Lowther PM Subsequently Rodney Dowling, 526 201 to Sony and Matsushita?
head. The motion in this was
Manager
of Did they not recognise its potential
drivers) are still in use today. A novel ex—Marketing
damped by crossed diagonal restorlong- coil m- c type pickup was Strathearn, bought the package for commercial significance? If so,
ing
springs ( British
Patent
another of Voigt's designs, but his a price believed to be around what afitting final footnote to the
335,290). Voigts BPs numbered
some 32, including his two slack manufacturing facilities unfortu- £25,000. Dowling planned to sell official handling of the Strathearn
nately did not allow him to produce off the turntables either in bulk or saga. The faceless bureaucrats rediaphragm capacitor microphones
small lots and start producing his sponsible for subsidising a comarefined version.
(BP 263,300 and 324,152) which
Voigt emigrated to Canada in own range of loudspeakers based pany which was created at taxwere used by the BBC for ashort
1950 and in recent years he lost on the Strathearn design and comperiod.
ponents. This he is now starting to payers' expense to produce high
much of his interest in sound reIt is noteworthy that Edison Bell
do, but very probably the speakers technology hi-fi equipment still
knew so little about the hi-fi marketelectrical
recordings
had
a cording and reproduction, turning
his exceptional mind to aconcept of will be sold under a new name to place that they didn't even recogfrequency characteristic approachnise the potential commercial value
ing a3dB/octave slope across the gravity related to theories of electro- avoid the Strathearn stigma.
magnetism. His ideas were not acThe hidden problem with buying
i
of the folio of patents obtained on
frequency spectrum, which anticipated modern practice. The RIAA cepted by physicists, but those of us ajob lot of technology which n- the research and development work
who knew him as afriend received cludes patents is that the purchaser which was central to the company's
and British Standard ( BS: 1928 :
reams of typewritten pages ex- is actually purchasing a debt. product range. Even worse, they
1961) recording curves approAlthough US patents require no didn't even ask anyone who might
ximate to a mean slope of pounding his ideas.
What of the Voigt the man? Peter annual renewal fees, to keep a have been able to tell them.
4dB/octave slope over the range
Walker tells the story that when he British patent in force asubstantial
20Hz to 20kHz.
Barry Fox
was brooding on the development amount of hard cash ( which inWhile he was with the Edison Bell
and production of his early Quad creases on a sliding scale up to
company, Voigt started developvalve amplifiers he spoke to Voigt several hundred pounds ayear per
ment work on his loudspeaker,
about his ideas. The reply was 'Why patent) must be paid every year.
probably the most enduring of all
Dowling
bought,
the Hayden Laboratories, importers of
not? Two accurate 12- inch rulers When
his inventions. His belief was that
Strathearn technology package, Dual. Sennheiser and Empire hi-fi
can find amarket'.
listeners should not be able to tell
Paul Voigt was a ' loner', des- which included 20 British patents, equipment, as well as anumber of
whether they were listening to the
cribed by some as an eccentric, but he was automatically buying the professional ranges, have consolireal thing or not, yet this approach
this remarkable man's wide-ranging choice between letting the patents dated their activities under one roof.
was scorned by a good many exachievements will assure him of a lapse and paying at least £ 50 per Their High Wycombe and Aylesbury
perimenters. But how near can we
major and permanent place in audio patent per year to keep them in offices are now closed and all busiget to this ideal? He regarded the
ness is being carried out from
history. All of us in this field are force.
loudspeaker rather like ahole in the
The public records at the British Hayden
House,
Chiltern
Hill,
diminished by his passing and we
wall, which merely separated the
send our deep condolences to his Patent Office show that at least Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross,
listener from the concert hall. The
some of the Strathearn patent folio Bucks SL99UG. Tel: Gerrards Cross
widow, Ida.
larger the hole the better, and so on
Donald Aldous is being kept in force by the pay- ( 02813) 88447 & 89221.
this basis Voigt's corner horn was

Paul Voigt

( 1901-81)

Helen Address
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RECORD .
CLEAK, when sprayed onto the
record, tackles the problem in three ways.
Firstly, it neutralises any static charge,
which will free the surface dust so that it
can be removed with avelvet cleaning pad
(or similar). Secondly, asolvent ingredient
releases any grit or dust embedded in the
grooves. The solvent evaporates completely
in about 10 to 20 seconds. Finally, a "dry
lubrication" ingredient allows the stylus to
track the grooves with the minimum of
resistance and thus :educes both surface
noise and stylus wear.
Independent tests confirm that RECORD
CLEAN does not impair the reproductive
qualities of the record.
bong

ticord

Audio Pro A4-14
Ace Bass
Biamplified Speakers
Powerful
Uncompromising Sound.
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Supplied in 100 ginuerosol cans
Price £2.99
"it really does work" Popular Hi Fi
December 1978
... AND FOR TAPE HEADS
Unlike any other tape head cleaner TAPE

audio pro

CLEAN leaves no deposits and is completely
non-flammable. Used by the leading T.V. and
broadcasting compones.
Price £2.99

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED

Audio Pro (
hi-fi) Ltd.,
Brook House, Crewe Road, Wheelock, Sandbach, Cheshire.
Telephone Sandbach ( 09367) 7520 Telex 36492.

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236

HEYBROOK
made for music
Following the success of the excellent little HB2 speaker. Mecom Acoustics
showed their H83 at the Cunard Show and attracted quite a bit of favourable
comment from press and public alike.
They have art overall coherent sound that readily appealed, as did the excellent
detail rendition.
Ifound them to excel on vocals with a warmth and closeness rarely found at this
price. Iwas also keen on their image presentation which is strong across the whole
sound stage and never too right or left. They are suited to awide range of music ana
made a pretty good job of coping with some of my more 'difficult' records. They
also sound very good at low volumes.
Popular Hi -Fi, Nov. 80
The immediately striking thing about the HB2s is that they sound big . . .
Bass is amazingly extended . . . The other aspect is the coherent and
natural imagery produced.
In fact the large and spacious sound stage the HB2s project remains
satisfying after aperiod of listening.
Hi -Fi Answers, July 79
A firm, detailed perspective with good imagery indicated fine
integration of the two units . . Treble is lively and well controlled.
Ambience is well preserved and gives a depth and coherence to the
sound . . . should be heard by anybody in the market for a pair of
speakers to see what can be accomplished for £ 169.
Popular Hi -Fi, Nov. 79
They posses that effortless sound quality which at first was almost
'impossible to believe.
; Detail and subtlety of voice and instruments are also excellent and
quite the best I've heard for a long time.
The design as a whole is a success because coloration is remarkably
low. Just listen .to them and you'll forget all about size and costs!
Practical Hi -Fi, Nov. 80

hear them at . . .
Aberdeen Rolburn HiFi
Ashford Photacraft HiFi
%shot Surrey Audio
Consultants,
Bangor (N.f.) LP Hi-F1
Bath Paul Green HiFi
Belfast Radio Rentals
Birmingham Fiveways HiFi
Bradford Erricks
13righton Brighton HiFi
Brighton Jeffries HiFi
Bristol Radford HiFi
Cambridge University Audio
Cardiff Houlden HiFi
Carlisle GD Dunglinson
Castleford Eric Wiley
Chandlers Feed Hampshire
Audio
Colwyn Bay Electrotrader
Croydon KJ Leisuresound
Dublin Noel Clone)
Eastbourne Jefireis Hi- F1
Edinburgh RUSS Andre ,"
Hi Fi
Exeter Gulliford House Ltd
Gateshead L:ntone Audio
Gloucester Robbs
Guildford Unilet
Harrow KJ Leisuresound
Huddersfield Huddersfield
HiFi

Leeds Audio Projects
Lincoln Critics Choice
Lisburn Radio Rentals
Liverpool W. A. Brady &
Son
Landon SE Billy Ver Sound
Systems
London N Grahams Electrical
London KJ Leisuresound
Loughborough Sound Advice
Middlesbrough Gilson Audio
Montrose Robert Ritchie
Nairn Nairn Music Shop
Newark Peter Ellis Audio
Neese*, Curnow Audio
Northampton Listen Inn
Nottingham Nick Dakin
Oxford Westwood & Mason
Peignton Upton Electronics
Perth K. K. Peddle
Peterberough Soundsense
Plymouth Peter Russell HiFi
Sheffield Sheffield Audio
Centre
Tunbridge Standees
Uxbridge KJ Leisuresound
Walsall Ray Charles Audio
Watford KJ Leisuresound
Windsor Radford HiFi

by MECOM ACOUSTICS.
Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, Devon. phone ( 0752) 863188
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BIC
Products from the American company of BIC— their T2 two- speed
cassette deck is reviewed by Mike
Jones on p. 98—are now being
distributed by a new company
Kamco UK, run by Bob Kemshell,
once Northern Sales Manager for
Pyser and Sales Manager for previous BIC importer, C. E. Hammond.
As well as cassette decks, the BIC
product line includes the ' Beambox'
electronic aerials ( reviewed by
Gordon King,, HFNIRR Nov. ' 80)
and the ' Soundspan' loudspeaker
range. Details on the products,
which are now more competitively
priced, from Kamco UK (Averley
Transformers
Ltd),
7
The
Sycamores, Horbury, Wakefield,
West Yorks WF4 5CÉG. Tel: 0924
274417.

Digital Frequency
Meter
One of the exasperating things
about constructing asignal generator is knowing exactly what
frequency it is generating with
suitably low distortion. Designing
and making a digital frequency
meter around one of the many chips
available to the amateur doesn't
work out particularly inexpensive,
as well as taking up not a few
weekends, so we were interested to
learn that Holdings Photo Audio
Centre of Blackburn are importing a
reasonably priced 4- digit machine.
The
Soar
FC-841
measures
frequencies from 10 Hz-50 MHz
(500 MHz with aprescaler) with an
accuracy of 0.0002%, and can be
operated either from batteries or

from an external DC supply. Basic
price is £ 39.99 inc. VAT; total, including batteries, BNC input lead,
carriage and insurance, is £45.38.
Details from Holdings Photo Audio
Centre, Mincing Lane, Darwen
Street, Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel:
59595.

Tandberg drop prices!

ABS Meeting
With the increased quality of replay
equipment making more apparent
the compromises forced on recording engineers, it is fitting that the
April
meeting
of the Audio
Engineering Society should be devoted to sound recording. 'What
makes agood recording?' is the title
of the lecture being given by John
Borwick,
Technical
Editor
of
The Gramophone and one-time
Technical Editor of HiFi News. He
will discuss the factors which make
up a well- engineered and wellproduced record, illustrating points
with awide selection of records and
hopefully exploding afew myths on
the way. Time is 6.15 for 7pm ( and
there is now abar); date is Tuesday
14th April; and venue is the IEE,
Savoy Place. Visitors are of course
welcome.

al move
Manufacturers of those controversial slate plinth turntables, JBE Ltd,
have moved to alarger factory and
taken on more staff. Their new address is Unit 5, Industrial Estate,
Bedford. Sales Director Doug
Hewett tells us that demand for the
turntable and their ' Diamond'
loudspeakers is on the increase and
that they hope to be showing some
interesting developments at the
Cunard Show.

LOUDSPEAKER CONNECTIONS &
CURRENT DELIVERY
We wish to thank Paul Messenger for his kind
comments on our Heybrook HB3 loudspeakers
in 'Subjective Sounds', February issue.
The ' unexpected phenomenon' that he encountered when testing the speakers may
indeed have seemed rather more like witchcraft
than science to some of your readers. However,
there is an explanation. The Naim 250, which
Mr. Messenger uses as a power amplifier, is
quite capable of delivering over 10 amps of
audio signal current at certain points on the
audio waveform. Iwas not so much suspicious
of the soldered joint that connected the speaker
cable to the speakers, as of the ability of the
terminal rings on the ends of the leads to make a
good connection to the 4mm binding posts that
we used.
We have found in the past that speaker
connections made using 4mm plugs or flimsy
types of spade terminal do not make adequate
contact to ensure the accurate transfer of peak
power from the amplifier. This is mainly noticeable as asubjective loss of bass, or poor bass
control, although other parts of the frequency
spectrum may be affected, depending on the
impedance modulus and corresponding phaseangle presented by the drive units and
crossover.
We would advise readers that wherever
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

also be available separately, but
the complete system, including
speakers and LKE5 rack will cost
around £ 599 inc.
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?Ifni AFC
JVC have introduced a new mini
system--turntable, amplifier, tuner,
cassette deck, and speakers—which
looks pretty interesting. The 30 watt
per channel A- E5 amp uses JVC's
'Super
A'
circuitry;
the
FM/MW(LVV) T-E5L tuner uses
JVC's phase tracking loop detector
for FM; while the D- E5 cassette
deck features Super AN RS noise
reduction, two- motor transport,
and logic controls. Two racks are
available for the system, aconventional one, the LKE7, or acompact
U-shaped rack, the LKE5 which
houses the amp, tuner and cassette
deck and supports the turntable, the
direct- drive L- E5. This is the most
interesting part of the system, and
represents asimilar approach to the
neat Technics SL- 7. The L- E5 also
uses aparallel- tracking tonearm but
in more conventional form, with a
gimbal bearing for vertical movement, and will be available either as
part of the system, or separately for
around £ 150. The cassette deck will

possible they should connect their loudspeakers
using bare wire ends on their speaker cables,
which may then be wrapped around the terminal
posts and the latter screwed tightly so as to
crimp the ends of the wires securely to the
terminal.
P. J. Comeau,
Mecom (Acoustics) Ltd, Plymouth.
RECORD FLUID DOUBTS
A field in which HFNIRR could usefully carry
out tests is that of anti- static, crackle- reducing,
record- lubricating fluids. The advertisements
tell us what we may expect these fluids to do,
but there are many important points on which
some of the Ads are vague or even silent. Ihave
listed below some of the points which could, I
suggest, give doubt to the potential user.
One advertiser admits to some increase in
background noise, others say nothing.
Some say that the effect on the HF response is
small, some imply this by stating how thin the
film is, some—again—say nothing. In taking a
response, do the makers allow for any increased
noise which might, on asimple output meter, be
read as output at high frequencies?
It is often claimed that crackles are reduced or
even eliminated. If the crackle arises from static,
good, but if it is an audible click from adefect in
the record surface, then a transient of similar
width might presumably be deleted or severely
modified.

Due to the strong position of the
pound compared to foreign currencies. Tandberg have lowered the
prices of their range of tape recorders, amplifiers, tuners and
loudspeakers by an average of 25%.
Tandberg point out that it is not only
the strength of the pound that has
enabled them to reduce their prices,
but also the fact that Norway, previously one of the world's most
expensive manufacturing bases, has
gone through a period of tight
wages control, bringing their labour
cost more in line with that of other
countries. The TCD440 now costs
£399 inc and the TR2080 £ 349, but
the changes don't affect the new
3004, still at £ 1300.

Crossword Puzzle
Solution
00E1111313 CI CI 0
C1E1E1E1E1E10
O 0
0111313130 13 ON
I3 13 El CIE1131131313
DDDOD
00E1E113
13131311E1
UDD
O
013130130013
0C11101113 El 13 13
• CI D0013E10E1
0E113E1E1E111
D El
13 0 D 0E1E11313E1

Little is said about chemical effects other than
by implication that so thin afilm could have little
effect. It seems possible that the fluid might
soften the surface of the vinyl material, leading
to increased plastic deformation by the stylus—
aform of wear on an LP—or it might in time
extract some constituent of the surface, causing
shrinkage and distortion. It might even make the
record stick to the plastic inner sleeve.
Until we have some answers to questions of
this kind, either from the manufacturers or,
better, from an independent test, people may
well be reluctant to invest several pounds in a
fluid which might damage records or the quality
of the recording.
Dr. G. Reynolds, F.I.E.E.,
Saxinundham, Suffolk.
Note: Apart from simple preparations of distilled water and alchohol of the sort used, for
instance, in Watts appliances, which are meant
to evaporate completely before or during playing, we do not recommend the use of any record
fluid. There are so many stubborn technical
problems, so many unknown variables in the
mixes used for LP discs, and such long waiting
periods would be necessary ( with awide variety
of storage regimes) to reveal any long-term
effects, that we cannot really tackle the matter
with confidence. We know of too many contradictions and oddities in this business to be
anything other than agnostic regarding manufacturers' claims, which we nevertheless pass on
in good faith via our news pages, in surveys, etc.
However, we have always advocated caution
when it comes to painting a record with any
substance which doesn't either peel off or isn't
completely volatile.—Ed
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TANDBERG RECORDING QUALITY STARTS AT £299.

TCD420A £299

TCD440A £ 99

TD20A
from £499

TCD3004 £1300

ANYTHING LESS WOULD LEAVE YOU DISSATISFIED
Yes, you can buy lesser makes than
Tandberg for less money.
Yes, we could make our decks
cheaper—but that would result in acheapening of our reputation.
It would also be adenial of abelief
we have held for over 30 years—namely
that any loss of sound quality at the
recording stage is aloss that can never
be regained.
Therefore, the Tandberg design
philosophy has always been to ensure the
capture of the strongest, purest, recording
signal onto the tape.
Only in that way can the superiority of Tandbere legendary sound quality
be truly revealed on playback.
To meet these stringent selfimposed criteria, Tandberg have in recent
years developed twô unique electronic
innovations within the recording
28

amplifier circuits Actilinear and Dyneq.
ACTILINEAR recording system
allows as much as 15dB extra signal
handling capacity, preventing amplifier
overload at any frequency and providing the signal strength to fully exploit
the potential of metal particle tapes.
DYNEQ circuitry automatically
adjusts equalisation of high frequencies
preventing tape saturation and distortion, dramatically improving maximum
recording levels and dynamic range.
Tandberg's special features are in
fact endless, yet all are manifest in asupreme quality of sound.
That ultimately has to be the only
criterion by which you can ever judge
Tandberg tape recording.

TANDBERG

ANYTHING LESS WOULD LEAVE YOU DISSATISFIED
TANDBERG LTD, RE VIE ROAD, ELLAND ROAD, LEEDS LS11 8.1G. TEL: (0532) 774844.

SELECTED
TANDBERG DEALERS
Talk to one of our advisers today.
Altrincham. The Sound Centre. Mr M Derbyshire
Barnoldswick. H. Garlick Mr TScothem
Barrow in Furness. Searle Audio Service. Mr LSearle
Bath. Ryland Huntley. Mr RDifford
Bexley Heath. Whomes Ltd. Mr AOvery
Biddulph. Keith Rathbone. Mr KRathbone
Birmingham. Laskys
Blackheath. Sam Riley. Mr RTolley
Bolton. Stereolectrics. Mr M Murray
Bowness. Robinsons Electrical. Mr M Davey
Bristol. Audio Bristol. Mr DOwen
Bristol. Radford HiFi. Mr M Manning
,Brighton. Jeffries Radiovision. Mr JChapman
Bromley. Sound Systems. Mr NKerry
Burnley. Harry Garlick. Mr I
Heald
Cambridge. University Audio. Mr MShaffer
Castleford. Eric Wiley. Mr M Douglas
Chester. New Dawn. Mr DDavis
Chesterfield. HiFi Habitat Mr BBrown
Clitheroe. Harry Garlick. Mr SLayton
Colchester. DTWicks & Co.
Derby. RFPotts. Mr RPotts
Doncaster. Tom Jaques Ltd. Mr NPriestnall
Ealing. Ealing TV. Mr ZJiwa
Eastbourne. Jeffries Radiovision. Mr KMaxfield
Edgware. Planet HiFi. Mr TBearman
Exeter. Howards (Exeter) Ltd. Mr CAplin
Gateshead. Lintone Audio Ltd. Mr AGascoigne
Gillingham. DEHadaway & Son Ltd. Miss EHadaway
Grimsby. GEManders. Mr GManders
Halifax. Tape Recorder Centre. Mr DKellet
Havant Havant Radio Centre. Mr DCustance
Hounslow Templeton TV. Mr RO'Sullivan
Ilford. Nusound. Mr GLazarous
Ilford. ATLabs. Mr SReichart
Ipswich. FAPage Ltd. Mr M Holmes
Leeds. Audio Projects. Mr DRae
London
N22. Tatras,Whitehart Lane. Mr PSinclair
EC2.Nusound, Bishopsgate. Mr BHooking
E17.Nusound,Walthamstow. Mr BNicholls
SE13. Nusound, Lewisham. Mr BCracknell
SW1. Harrods. Mr ABrown
SE19.M O'Brien, Wimbledon. Mr DBeveridge
Wl.Dickins & Jones. Mr LSwaby
KJLeisure, Wigmore St. Mr RDavis
Wl. Laskys, Tottenham Court Rd.
Wl. Nusound, Kings Cross. Mr TWales
Wl. Nusound, Edgware Rd. Mr TO'Malley
Wl. Nusound, High Holborn. Mr TSeriki
Lytham St. Armes. GDFortune Ltd. Mr GDFortune
Maidstone. Sloman & Pettitt. Mr LHall
Manchester Laskys
Mansfield. Syd Booth. Mr CBall
Nelson. Hayhurst's. Mr HBoocock
Newcastle On Tyne. JGWindows Ltd. Mr DCarr
New Milton. Audio & HiFi Centre. Mr RW Cozens
Newport Pagnell. Photo Acoustics Ltd. Mr DCahill
Nottingham. John Kirk HiFi. Mr JKirk
Peterborough. Cotton TV. Mr M Cotton
Preston. Laskys
Rawtenstall. Joe Cryer Ltd. Mr HLewis
Rochdale. JKoczut Mn JKoczur
Sheffield. Micron Audio Ltd. Mr RBarnsley
Southampton. Hamilton Electronics Ltd. Mr DSheppard
Stafford. TA Rowney. Mr RMitcherson
Stockport. Bespoke Audio. Mr AHenshaw
Tunstall. Keith Rathbone
Twickenham. Templeton TV. Mr PReid
Urmston.Shannons Radio Ltd. Mr BSudlow
Uttoxeter. John Cooper. Mr JCooper
Warwick. JCV Music. Mr JVizor
Watford. Laskys. Mr AHook
Watford. Photo Acoustics. JPoole
Whitehaven. HLElliott. Mr RElliot
Wilmslow HiFi Centre. Mr RS Bird
Windsor. Radford HiFi. Mr PStephenson
Worthing. Phase 3HiFi. Mr TBanton
York. Saville Photo HiFi. Mr DGWhite
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen. Holborn HiFi. Mr BPeeston
Ayr. Vennal Audio. Mr JYoung
Edinburgh. Audio Aids. Mr I
McCall. Mrs EJohnston
Edinburgh. Russ Andrews HiFi. Mr DWatson
Galashiels. Waverley Studios. Mr W McLaren
Glasgow Eric M Hamilton. Mr EHamilton
Glasgow James Kerr. Mr TRichardson
Glasgow Laskys. Mr Cadoo
Glasgow Victor Morris. Mr M Morris
Montrose. Robert Ritchie. Mr RRitchie
Perth. Concord HiFi. Mr BSmith
WALES
Carmarthen. Ken Davies HiFi. Mr KDavies
Llandovery Towy Vale Relays. Mr CBancroft
CHANNEL ISLANDS
•
Guernsey. Alpina, St Peter Port. Mr PFearis
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OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

ONG BEFORE the controversy surrounding
the recent awarding of the new ITV contracts, the IBA had been looked upon with
mixed favour by the television and radio companies who provide the programme services.
This is not the place to amplify these matters,
however, but it is worth recalling that in 1971
the Government made the authority responsible
for the establishment of Independent Local
Radio ( ILR), and so changed its title from
Independent
Television
Authority
to
Independent Broadcasting Authority.
Having just completed my five-year term of
office as Chairman of an ILR Local Advisory
Committee to one of the westcountry commercial radio stations. Iwas reminded in a conversation with IBA officers that I
LR programmes
are available to over 25 million people on VHF in
stereo and still more on medium- wave, representing over two-thirds of the population.
Certainly from my listening checks around the
country, ILR provides auseful information service to the local community, but—with afew
exceptions—if you want to hear classical music,
talks, documentaries or plays, you have to
switch to BBC Radio 3 or 4.
Lady Plowden, chair- person of the IBA from
1975 to her retirement at the end of last year,
tells me that she plans to obtain a ' radio ham'
licence. The ILR companies gave her the basic
equipment as afarewell gift, and she is slowly
ploughing her way through books such as
'Guidelines to Amateur Radio' to extend her
basic grasp of radio. CB radio, even if it were
legal, would not satisfy Bridget Plowden and,
knowing her determination Iexpect to hear her
call- sign on the air in ayear or two.
'DURING THE WAR the BBC Brains Trust once
considered which items representative of 20thcentury culture should be buried for rediscovery
by a future generation. The obvious musical
choice seemed to be a 78rpm recording of
Beethoven's ChoralSymphony. Today arecording of that famous work can be fitted compactly
(and with no mid- movement break) on one EP
cassette that will slip neatly into ajacket pocket.
Could anything represent the last quarter of the
twentieth century more effectively?' This extract
is from the introduction to Ivan March's admirable book, the Penguin Cassette Guide, and
it reflects a trend towards miniaturisation in
audio, electronics, and other fields to meet our
needs as more people live in less and less space
in this urbanised world.
According to my trade friends, though, the socalled micro hi-fi systems have not captured the
imagination of the audio buying public, who
seem to want rather more impressive equipment,
although the smaller size units are liked by the
ladies. These thoughts floated into my mind
with the news of Clive Sinclair's new mini- TV,
which has a3in. flat screen, an FM radio tuner,
the whole device measuring about 6x4x1in. It
will be manufactured by tl
Timex Corp. in
Dundee, as Sinclair Research of Cambridge has
no *production facilities.
Looking back at the tape scene, one remembers the original coplanar cartridge, the
Unisette by BASF and others in Germany, and
the Elcaset from a Japanese consortium.
Undoubtedly the latter had considerable potential, but it was not interchangeable with
Unisette or any other type of cassette. Lack of
standardisation killed these systems, but Philips'

cassette was part of along-term plan originating
in 1963 and proved to be the great success we
all know, aided in more recent years by the
release of pre-recorded musicassettes with the
Dolby- Bnoise- reduction system. Now we have
the Dolby- C development.
Reverting to the micro aspect of the tape
medium, we can release the news that high
quality 'microcassettes'
and
handheld
record/playback units are on the way.
Microcassettes are not new of course, as
Matsushita and Olympus, in tandem, devised
the first in 1974. It has been regarded by many
users as merely apocket dictating machine, but
in the last year or so research has been undertaken by Matsushita and Sony into metalcoated tapes to produce a micro tape with a
performance claimed to border on the description ' hi-fi'. A response up around 14 kHz is
claimed, but a good bass end performance is
proving more difficult to obtain.
High quality microcassette machines are due
to appear here shortly from the Philips organisation. Using what can be termed ascaled down
version of the 'compact cassette' measuring
50 x30 x8mm. in depth, the two Philips units
are dual speed ( 1-2 and 2.4 cm/sec) with wow
and flutter figures given as better than 1-2% and
0.45% (WRMS). Philips intend to 'test' the
market for microcassette units by releasing the
D6700 ( with no auto- tape stop, no counter) and
the D6710 handheld recorder, 130 x65
x24.8mm. with built-in electret microphone.
Output is only 0.22 watts maximum, but it is
powered by two HP7-type dry cells. Sockets
are fitted for an external 3V DC supply, earphone/line output and microphone/line input.
RRP is likely to be around £ 56 for the
D6700 and £ 65 for the D7610.
Sanyo is another manufacturer exploring this
microcassette market with the M5850FG,
which has an AM/FM radio tuner incorporated.
Stereo versions are also being investigated. My
heartfelt plea is that some standard be reached
for microcassettes, as we already have the larger
'minicassettes' and odd sizes of the micro type.
•
For example, the Sankyo MIC-10 christened,
believe it or not, the ' Micro- Mini'; it is certainly
elegantly constructed and Ihave employed one,
for interviews over some years, but Sankyo in
Japan has ceased its tape equipment manufacture, and no suitable cassettes seem to be
available for this non-standard size.
FORTUNATELY Ihave my hearing in good
condition, but friends at the RNID ( Royal
National Institute for the Deaf) tell me that some
1.5M hearing aids have been issued by the
National Health Service alone since 1974. All of
these models are capable of receiving audiofrequency induction loop transmissions, as installed in such buildings as theatres, cinemas,
churches, and public transport departure points.
In this International Year of Disabled People, a
meeting organised by the RNID and cosponsored by the IEE's Professional Group
organised aspecial meeting at Savoy Place HQ,
on Wed March 25, at 2.00 pm. This promised to
be astimulating and informative presentation on
'Audio Induction Loop Systems- Design and
Applications -for use by the hearing impaired in
public places. The influence of recent British
and International Standardisation on recommended field strengths and the revised Home
Office Regulations was to be discussed.
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Alfred Brendel.
Yehudi Menuhin
Paul Tortelier.
Reggie Brown.
You may never have heard of the
outstanding instrumentalist Reggie Brown,
yet in his own right he's just as much an
•expert as Brendel with aSteinway,
Menuhin with aStradivarius and Tortelier
with aGuarneri. For Reggie Brown plays
Lux Hi Fi, the ultimate listening
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instrument fashioned meticulously from
the finest electronic materials by superb
craftsmen.
Lux is the accepted leader in
high fidelity equipment, and for the
greatest music only the finest instruments
are good enough.
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LUXMAN R2050 Frequency Synthesized Receiver
A new type of listening
instrument completely unlike
previous receiver types.
The tuner section features
12 electronically pre-set
stations ( 6 on FM and 6 on AM)
with unconditional stability as
well as an automatic self seeking
tuning facility with digital readout.

Ell
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LUIt

The amplifier section has an
RMS power output of at least 55
watts per channel with total
harmonic distortion as little as
0.005%.
The design of the whole unit is
simple, precise and compact.
Become an outstanding
instrumentalist with lux.

Ultimate Fidelity
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Assessing microphone performance
Angus McKenzie outlines the total programme developed
for the microphone reviews in this and next month's issues

Tmore or less been ignored by audio

HE PERFORMANCE of microphones has

critics', compared to the other links in the hi-fi
chain. This may have baffled readers, but
testing a microphone thoroughly is adifficult,
exacting and costly undertaking, and normally
it is not economic to review a microphone
properly. From time to time there have been
isolated subjective reviews, or even technical
reviews of afew mikes, but alas these have
been with measurements taken in less than
ideal surroundings to keep costs down.
The home recording industry is on the
verge of what could possibly be the biggest
breakthrough ever. The forthcoming introduction of domestic stereo digital recorders,
using relatively low-cost VCRs, means that
the amateur can economically use a machine
which is so good that it should record
virtually perfectly any input presented to
it. We thought it would make sense,
therefore, to have a look at a large number of
microphones, of various types, to see what
reservations we could find in their performance and use, since many of them are of a
type which readers might well consider using.
We decided that the job wouldn't be worth
doing unless it were done properly, even if it
cost quite a lot, so we hired the anechoic
chamber at the Hirst Research Centre in
North Wembley. All the response curves,
sensitivity and stereo tests were carried out
there, in addition to avery lengthy recording
session, recording the output of each
microphone on one track of astereo digital
recorder, whilst simultaneously recording the
output of a Neumann KM84 capacitor mike on
the other track.
Before going into the test procedure, afew
general words about the differences between
different kinds of mikes should be of interest.
You might well think that most mikes would
sound alike, with the biggest differences
being between the cheapest ones. As with
loudspeakers, though, almost every mike,
other than the very finest, does add something to the sound it picks up, and many
engineers can actually recognise microphone
types used for a recording. A few years ago. I
had the opportunity of recording Pierre
Boulez conducting the National Youth
Orchestra in a programme which included
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring in the Royal Festival
Hall, using both astereo Neumann SM69, and
a pair of AKG C414s. Both the stereo set-ups
were within afew inches of each other, with
the AKGs slightly above the Neumann, the
entire rig suspended from the ceiling in an
approved position. The stereo positioning
given by the Neumann was superb, but deep
bass was clearly lacking, and the sound had a
typical Neumann hardness, which was
particularly marked in the Rite. The AKGs,
though, seemed to give an extended bass and
a much smoother treble, but whilst the stereo
imagery was very good, the overall sound
was not quite so precise.
On another occasion Iwas recording some
Bach harpsichord music with Elizabeth de la
Porte as the artist, and we tried comparing
the same Neumann and AKG set-ups. Using
Spendor BC1s for monitoring, and also
checking results on headphones, there was
absolutely no doubt that the AKGs were more
realistic and, we might almost say, silky,
whilst the sound from the Neumanns was
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harsher. If we bear in mind that the Neumann
SM69 now costs nearly £ 1500, and the
AKGs cost around £ 700 a pair, and yet the
differences were still so audible, then it is
clear that an assessment of the differences
between cheaper mikes should give significant results. It is also very clear that the
subjective differences between microphones
are very much greater than minute performance differences between different models of
preamps and power amps. Ifeel that only the
differences between loudspeakers are more
significant.
Microphone types
Microphones can be classified in at least two
ways, either by their basic type—such as
moving- coil, ribbon or capacitor—or by their
directivity pattern.
The moving- coil microphone is in effect
rather like a loudspeaker working backwards,
in that movement of the diaphragm, which
has acoil attached to it, causes that coil to
move inside amagnetic field, thus generating
an EMF across the coil ends. Apart from such
amicrophone's electrical output derived from
its acoustic input, it also generates an
extremely quiet hiss proportional to the
square root of its impedance. The noise in the
system in which such amike is used is really
only dependent on the noise characteristic of
the mike preamp in the mixer or tape recorder.
With acapacitor mike, aconstant DC
charge is permanently applied, from a power
supply in conventional types, or by an
implanted charge during manufacture in
electret types. Movement of adiaphragm
alters the capacitance, and therefore the
voltage ( Q= CV). This varying voltage is
generated from an extremely high source
impedance, and nowadays is transformed to a
much lower impedance by an FET input
circuit which usually has no voltage gain.
Very low noise FETs suitable for capacitor
types are rather expensive, and many electret
models are noisy, possibly due to the FETs
being cheaper and noisier than they could be.
While electret mikes have their FETs
powered from internal batteries, atrue
capacitor type such as the Calrec 652 or
Neumann KM84 must be externally powered,
usually in the form of 10V or 48V phantom
powering from a remote power supply.
As indicated earlier, microphones can be
classified by their directivity pattern ( see p.100).
Thesimplesttype is omnidirectional, in whichthe
mike should theoretically pick up the pressure
of asound wave equally from all directions
and at all frequencies. In practice, their high
frequency pattern is often far from perfect,
pick-up from behind often being attenuated
at HF unless the design is extremely good.'
Cardioid pattern mikes are in more general
use. These follow a mathematical function
equal to 1+ cosine 9, where O is the angle of
incidence of the sounds to the front of the
diaphragm. For sounds at 90° therefore, the
sensitivity at all frequencies should theoretically be half ie, —6dB and — co at 180°.
Only very rarely are reasonably accurate
cardioid patterns found, as will be seen from
the reviews.
Cardioid microphones are the most useful
ones for amateur and semi-professional use,
in that when a pair are used coincident at an
angle of about 120°, they can present agood

stereo picture, whilst being reasonably
insensitive to sounds to the rear.
Ribbon mikes ( not included in the review),
follow a pattern of cosine 9, and thus reach
maximum sensitivity at both front and back—
the latter being out of phase with the front—
with a null response at the two sides.
Some designs can have atheoretical
pattern in between the ones described, hypercardioid being half way between cardioid and
hi- directional (
eg, 0.5+cos 9), these having a
large front lobe, asmall back one, and nulls
either side at the back, at 120° and 240*, for
example. Rifle mikes, such as the Eagle PRO
M40, should have a highly directional pattern
which favours centre front sounds, but in
practice these designs generally only have a
correct narrow pattern at middle and higher
frequencies; the low frequency end, if present,
is distinctly omnidirectional! Some mikes have
claimed 'super' cardioid properties, this
implying high frontal directionality. Rifle or
gun mikes rely on their directional pattern
being generated by the addition of a cavity,
often long, in front of the capsule, with a
series of slits around the cavity so that sound
sources off axis are cancelled acoustically.
Test programme
For the review, we developed atest
program which, as well as including the
normal anechoic chamber measurements,
looked at source impedance, susceptibility to
hum or thyristor breakthrough, the effects of
mechanical shaking and cable pulling, the
quality of any switches, sockets and cables
supplied, and even the effectiveness of the
packing and presentation. Other tests
included susceptibility to ' p- blasting', wind
noise, and handling noises.
Subjective test programme
An initial impression of the performance of each
microphone was gained by trying each one in
my acoustically treated music room, and
noting any particular points and our initial
reaction. After we had taken an inventory of
each mike and its packing, they were all taken
to the anechoic chamber, and while there we
recorded in turn various sounds on each one,
at the same time recording the same sounds
on the Neumann KM84 reference mike. The
recordings were made using our Sony
PCM100 14 bit digital recording system.
My colleague, Roy Brooker, read identical,
specially premed sentences into each
microphone, 1.5m away from the front, and
then 20cm away. The close speech was
recorded with bass cut switched in when
available on the mike, in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. Windshields were
used where supplied. We then recorded the
same Bach harpsichord work, played by
Richard Brittlestone, with each mike, and then
a piece of Wagner for French Horn, played by
my colleague Oliver Hitch, aTonmeister
student from Surrey University, and finally the
famous double bass solo from the Carnival of
the Animals, performed by a brilliant young
Finchley musician, Cathy Fells. Can you
imagine playing the same piece nearly 40
times—not only is it wearing on the
musicians, but also on the listeners who have
to hear the recordings.in the subjective
listening tests again and again and again!
When playing back the recordings we A/B3
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switched between the reference Neumann
and the test mike recordings, altering gain
where necessary, so that the subjective
level was as close as possible between the
two mikes. The listening tests were carried
out using KEF R105 ll loudspeakers. We had
also recorded aspecially synthesised
sequence of tones, generated by aWavetek
function generator, fed to asmall loudspeaker
in the anechoic chamber, onto each stereo
pair. For this recording, the stereo mike was
placed on a B & K turntable, which was
turned through exactly 180°, with the two
outputs of the mike fed to the two tracks of
the digital recorder. We listened very carefully
to the image of the very rapid tone sequence
travelling apparently from left to right, and
noted the positioning and transition speed in
each case, together with any changes of
response during the transition.
Back at the laboratory we checked the
amount of hum induction produced by alarge
coil with alarge AC current passing through
it at apreset distance from each mike. We
repeated the same procedure using athyristor
dimmer which caused very nasty high
frequency buzzing noises to be heard from
the outputs of some of the mikes. We also
checked for pick-up problems from fluorescent lights.
The microphone source impedances were
measured at several frequencies by applying
resistive loading to the output, and noting the
resistance for a6dB drop in output level, the
mike being placed very close to aloudspeaker
presenting it with the appropriate frequency.
P- blasting ( the susceptibility to 'popping' on
various awkward consonants in speech or
singing) was checked by listening to the
close speech recordings made in the anechoic
chamber. To estimate the susceptibility to
wind noise we constructed a1.5m pendulum
and clamped each mike horizontally at the
bottom. When it was allowed to swing, it
reached an approximate velocity of 2.5m/s.
We found that whilst some models gave very
little LF output as the capsule rushed through
the air, others roared and plopped like mad
without their windshields. We also checked
for handling noise of both mike and cable,
and the susceptibility to knocking.
Finally, and of course after every other test
had been completed, we clamped each mike
at the top of anormal stand, at the same
height above ground, and with the tripod legs
in identical positions, and very slowly pushed
the stand over to the point where it began to
fall on its own, then allowing mike and stand
to crash to the floor. This was done twice
sideways and once head on, after which the
mike was again checked to see if it was
working, and whether it had suffered external
or internal damage. As if this weren't enough,
we then applied acable pulling test with à
fixed amount of wrench to see if areasonable
pull could affect the wiring in the plug or
within the microphone. Rather surprisingly,
whilst afew mikes were bent, very few
indeed failed in the drop or cable pulling
tests, so manufacturers clearly appreciate the
hazards of typical domestic usage!
Anechoic Chamber tests
Each microphone was positioned 1.5m away
from aTannoy dual concentric loudspeaker
mounted in aspecial cabinet. AB&KI in.
probe mike was positioned very close to the
mike under test to establish aconstant sound
pressure level, by altering the amplifier gain to
compensate for the changes in the Tannoy's
frequency response in the neighbourhood of the
mikes, using B & Kgear ( fig. 1). Pen charts
were then made of the front and back
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responses of each mike, and in the case of
stereo models, one was also taken with the
sound directed between the fronts of the
capsules. Additionally, the right channel of
each stereo pair was checked on its axis. We
also checked the response of each mike at
20cm from 35 Hz to 1kHz ( with bass cut
switched in on the mike where applicable).
This check was to test the extent of the
proximity- effect at LF. Complete circular polar
diagram plots were taken at each of five
frequencies, 125 Hz, and 1, 4, 8 and 16 kHz.
Pink- noise was sent to each mike while it
was rotated through 360°, and aî-- octave
filter set to the required frequency was used
in the feed to the pen chart recorder. Each
mike was then connected into ahigh
impedance B & K mike amp, and the output
voltage noted for an input sound pressure
level of one pascal ( 94dB). This level is
approximately 20dB above the peak level of
fairly loud speech at 1metre, and is typically
afairly loud level that would be heard in a
concert hall, or the peak level that most
people would be listening to on their hi-fi,
(excluding punk rockers!). In the case of
electret and capacitor models, we also
measured the CCIR/ARM weighted noise,
which we show on page 106, as referred to the
output at 94dB spl: you can see how very noisy
many of the electrets are. It is interesting to
see that the Calrec 652 is nearly 7dB quieter
than one of the Sony electrets.
Finally, we placed each mike very close to
the loudspeaker, and increased the level of a
middle frequency tone which was chosen to
be at acentre line response point of the mike
between 800 and 1200 Hz, while monitoring
the output from the mike both on an
oscilloscope and audibly. We noted down the
spi at the point where visible or audible
distortion occurred. This test was particularly
interesting in that only one mike had poor
overload performance, although afew were
only fairly good. The poor model, aPhilips
N8501, was again checked in my music room
both against asecond sample of the same
model and against aB & K mike, to doublecheck that it was the mike itself producing
the distortion. The onset of distortion was
noted at the same level as it had been in the
chamber.

Connectors
Some models are supplied with an attached
cable which can be either balanced ( screened
two- core) or unbalanced ( using just a
screened single wire). Most, though, had
either aspecial DIN mike socket or a
professional type XLR male socket. ( Some
people might describe the socket as female,
but it has pins making the contacts—although
the plug has actually to plug into the socket.)
Even when the mike output is balanced
(almost invariably floating with respect to
earth), the supplied cable may be unbalanced
at its other end by being fitted with a
screened mono iin. jack plug. A few mikes
tested had DIN connectors to various
standards, and if you are interested in any of
these models you will have to check the
supplied wiring diagram when wiring any
DIN socket on your recorder or mixer. Quite
frankly, we found such DIN standards to
be apest because of their inconsistency, and
had to resort to various German manuals
as well as using aresistance meter to fathom
some of them out. Some of the cables
supplied were of extremely good quality,
though others had rather poor screening, and
so we tended to get Brookmans Park MW
transmissions coming in occasionally, and
had to take special precautions in these cases.
Clamps and mounting
Many of the mikes were supplied complete
with mounting adaptors, afew having extra
bushes allowing the adaptor to be used with
different thread stands. Some of the clamps,
however, were rather poor, and might
eventually break, and afew models were
supplied with horrible, plasticky table stands
which might well have only arelatively short
life. One model actually fell over on its own
table stand at the slightest provocation! The
Sennheiser MD 412LM had such arigid
capsule mounting that when the mike was
clamped to the stand, very serious acoustic
feedthrough occurred with the slightest
vibration on the floor. You should always
check to see that tapping your foot on the
floor near amike stand does not produce
bonks on your recording. Many an amateur
has had alive recording ruined because he
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has placed the mike stand on arostrum where
musicians' feet tapping has been all too
clearly picked up on the recording.
Windshields
Many mikes have an internal wind or
popshield, whereas others are supplied with
external push- on types, usually of plastic
foam. Calrec do not supply afoam windshield
when asingle mike is purchased, but in the
two mike kit, cables, power.supply and
windshields etc are provided. Many companies offer awide range of accessories but
we haven't detailed these in the review. We
found that some internal windshields were
quite effective, while others are nowhere near
so good ( though external ones were usually
satisfactory), and comments about this are
made in the individual reviews. Incidentally,
omnidirectional mikes are very much better
for anti p-blàsting properties, and one can
speak much closer to them without problems
in many cases, although their anti- howlround properties are of course very different
in public address applications.
Responses and polar diagrams
As already outlined, all the basic response
and sensitivity measurements were taken in
the chamber before any recording was
attempted. We used aTannoy dual- concentric
loudspeaker, since this gives amore controllable, constant sound pressure level at
two close points than other types of speaker.
The probe mike constantly measured the
sound pressure level, and its output controlled the compressor in the main path to the
speaker ( fig. 1) such that at all frequencies
the sound pressure was the same in the
proximity of the probe mike, and therefore
into the mike under test.
The positioning of the control microphone
was critical, and past experience showed the
best position to be alongside the test
microphone, as close as possible to it, and
flush to the front surface. Any proximity
interference effects will then be restricted to
the region around 10kHz, and would
normally be of amagnitude less than + 1dB.
However, when measuring the 180° response,
or amicrophone of large front surface area,
there may well be larger cancellations present.
The response traces were carried out at a
fairly low level ( 74dB spl), at which no
distortion was noticeable from the Tannoy, even
at very low frequencies. Fig. 2shows the set-up
for measuring the polar response plots.
Impedance and noise
Many microphones show aconsiderable
rising impedance at low frequencies, and
in order to achieve the flattest response they
would have to be used into an input that has
an impedance many times the highest
impedance of the mike. However, agood
nominally 200ohm mike that hardly deviates
from this could be used quite reasonably into
a600 ohm input. Many mixers and tape
recorders, such as the Revox 77 and 700
series, have both low and high impedance
input switch positions, while others have what
is, in effect, almost avirtual- earth input. A
mike that varies significantly in impedance with
frequency will give astrange response into
avirtual- earth input, but could be relatively
flat into amuch higher input impedance. If
the mike impedance increases at low
frequencies, and is used with too low an
input impedance, considerable bass loss
would be apparent.
The noise generated in apreamp circuit is
analogous to the noise produced by an
additional series input resistance, together
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with an extra parallel one, both resistors
adding noise by acalculated amount to what
would otherwise be an ideal amplifier. If the
amp is such as to have what could be termed
ahigh equivalent noise resistor in series with
the input, then alow impedance mike would
be noisier than it should be, but ahigher
impedance one would work better. If.
however, the parallel equivalent noise
resistance is too low, then ahigh impedance
mike would lose output and the S/N ratio
would again be effectively worse. An FET
input will usually work better with high
impedance mikes, whereas anormal transistor
input would better suit lower impedance
mikes in average circuits; but please note that
various types of circuit configuration can
appreciably alter the input noise characteristic
with changing impedance. In the case of
electret and capacitor models, most of the
noise is generated in the mike rather than in
the external preamp, but we found that most
electrets gave arather low output, together
with appreciable noise, which would be
further degraded by anoisy preamp input.
The models generating the worst S/N ratios
were virtually useless for many types of
recording, and aSony stereo electret, for
example, even produced audible noise when
recording the double bass at adistance of
only one metre. The quietest models, though,
produced almost no audible noise, even with
speech at some distance away from them, the
Calrec and Neumann microphones being
clearly superior to any of the others we
examined. If you are going to attempt live
stereo recording in which you want to use a
coincident technique with the mikes a
reasonable distance away from the performers, then surprisingly few of the electret
models will be of much use. If you are to
record punk rockers or instruments very close
to the mikes, and perhaps you are mixing the
outputs of many mikes, then the S/N ratio of
any individual microphone will be of only
minor importance. It therefore seems rather
silly that some stereo electrets, which are
theoretically supposed to give acoincident
type stereo, are amongst the noisiest!
Don't forget that in the case of movingcoils you must relate the mike's output

sensitivity to its impedance, and to get the
best noise performance you may find that a
step-up transformer will give an improved
dynamic range potential. A transformer from,
say, 600 ohms to 6k- ohms can often make a
dramatic improvement to noise if the mike is
to be used with arecorder or mixer having a
fairly high input impedance of perhaps
25k- ohms or so. Incidentally, if you use a
very long lead to interconnect an unbalanced
mike to the preamp, you may very well get
hum and radio frequency interference
problems. If you are likely to do many
recordings in which the microphones are a
considerable distance away from the preamp,
then balanced mikes and cables are to be
preferred, in which case you can use a
balanced- to- unbalanced transformer at the
preamp or tape recorder end, if the latter is
itself unbalanced. The Calrec 652, however,
has such ahigh output available with its
power supply presets flat-out that, despite its
being unbalanced, it may well prove satisfactory with quite long cables. If you need an
extension, then it will probably be best to use
very high quality cable to extend the distance
between the mike and the power supply, and
keep the output cable fairly short.
Imust praise not only my colleagues for
their tremendous patience during the
anechoic chamber tests, but also John
Edwards and his colleagues from Hirst
Research, all of whom were towers of
strength. Finally, and certainly not least. I
must thank the musicians for carrying out a
task which was not pleasant; performing
for hours in achamber on ahot day is an
eerie experience! Although the anechoic
chamber tests spread over two weeks, the
entire project continued over aperiod of
nearly three months, so we all lived
microphones for avery long time. The project
was exhausting, but our enthusiasm never
lagged, because of the fascination of the
results as they came out one by one. It has
struck me that manufacturers who might like
to imply fairly tight responses for their
microphones have perhaps in some cases
adopted the principle that they would hardly
think anyone would ever actually measure
them!
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Do you recognise the problem? Mozart's
Horn Concerto turned into Mozart's Foghorn
Concerto by even the more expensive tape
decks, when the trebles become misty, and the
basses blurred?
It's the cassette that's taking the shine out
of the music, not the deck.
The fact is, until Sony's new Metaluic tapes,

Recent reviews in the hi-fi press suggest
that this extra attention to detail has been more
than worthwhile. .
Since apoorly constructed cassette
allows wow and flutter to sabotage the music
it plays, Sony redesigned the mechanical parts
of all the cassettes in their range.
The result, their unique SP mechanism.
It works like this.
Adopting the
same engineering
principle which keeps
aHigh Speed Train on
the tracks at125 mph,
the hubs of every
cassette have adeep
groove running around
their circumference.
The parallel ribs
moulded ontothe poly
ester inner liner slot
into this, and prevent
wobble, sticking and
jamming.
Sony tapes are
tested for their heatresistance in an oven
hot enough to bake a
loaf of bread, and then
run for 2000 km to
make certain they are
vibration- proof . The point being, every Sony
cassette is abetter made cassette, whether it's
the inexpensive CHE or the new Metallic tape.
And that means better performance.
Unlike some of their competitors, Sony
tapes are here to stay.
Sony tape. Remarkably close to original
sound. SONY®

If your tape deck sounds like this,
eject the cassette.

there hasn't been acassette as sensitive as the
most sensitive players.
True, in early1979 acouple of manufacturers launched their own metal tapes. But
seems they dropped aclanger.
Within months one was said to be
withdrawing his product from the market, and
another to have hastily brought forward a
major redevelopment programme.
Sony, on the other hand, took the pains to
get their Metallic tapes right first time.
To improve retentivity and tape-to-head
contact they wanted each and every microscopic needle-shaped metal particle to lie flush
beside the one next to it, herringbone fashion.

SEE THE RANGE OF SONY TAPE.
SAT YOUR SONY TAPE STOCKIST, OR AT THE sweSHOWROOMS,134 REGENT STREET, LONDON WI
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S Paul Messenger is having a well-earned
holiday, Ithought it would be worth looking at three small, inexpensive speakers this
month, to tie in with the article on page 44 and
the survey in Audio & Video Mart. Good bass
extension, high efficiency, and smallness don't
go together at all, yet the following models are
characterised by a size that is popular with
manufacturers and public alike. Is it worth
buying such asmall speaker—domestically acceptable as it may be—rather than a more
conventional, larger design?
Vieta B4060
YOU MAY NOT have heard of Vieta, but they are
one of the largest hi-fi companies in Spain,
manufacturing drive- units and distributing
Marantz electronics and Koss headphones; they
were also at one-time B & W importers. With the
sudden expansion of the Spanish market, they
have invested heavily in a well-equipped laboratory to develop arange of loudspeakers able
to compete internationally. The 64060—
slightly smaller than the LS3/5A—is the smallest in their top quality range and is priced at
£115 per pair inc. VAT. Beautifully finished in
rosewood veneer with aluminium trim, the relatively inert infinite baffle cabinet would appear
to be constructed from thick ply. Connection is
via spring terminals, and the Vieta-made driveunits are a Sin, paper- coned woofer crossing

over at 2-5 kHz to a1in. soft- dome tweeter. The
efficiency, as might be expected from such a
small box, is on the low side, although it is
noticeably higher than the LS3I5A. Vieta
recommend amplifiers from 25-50 watts, but
the 84060 took 70 watts of unclipped rock
music without any obvious problems, sounding
quite loud and clean in the process. The nominal
impedance spends most of its time above 8
ohms, so there should be no problem with
amplifier matching.
Auditioning the 84060 on stands away from
the walls, using both classical and rock recordings, and using Rogers LS3I5As and Quad
Electrostatics as a reference, showed that the
bass extension was, as expected, relatively restricted. Bass instruments lacked impact and
sounded a little congested or muffled at high
levels. But there was a commendable freedom
from cabinet colorations, the stereo imagery
was good both laterally and depth- wise, and the
drivers seemed well integrated.
Balance was on the thin side, with a slight
amount of sibilance emphasis; violins acquired a
slight steely. edge. Overall, the mid- range is a
little depressed, with aslight 'quack' compared
to the LS3I5A, and the presence range is a bit
peaky; but the bass is well- controlled and can
be effectively extended by using the speakers on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SUBJECTIVE
SOUNDS
John Atkinson

shelves. ( Vieta recommend packing books each
side.) The B4060 is asurprisingly good design
from acountry not previously known for its hi-fi
gear. It must be remembered, however, that the
competition is very stiff at this price level, with
larger designs 'such as the Mordaunt Short
Carnival, KEF Celeste IV, Mission 700, Celestion
130, and Castle Richmond offering probably
more generally acceptable balances of virtues.
JR Metro
DEPARTING FROM Jim Rogers' cylindrical
format ( JR 149 & 150), the £ 110 Metro is of a
similar size to the Vieta, but the inert I
Bcabinet is
constructed from a new dense resin- bonded
fibre rather than ply or chipboard. Finish is in
brown Nextel, with a brown grille, and the
Metro appears to be very well made. Woofer is a
JR developed Sin, rigid paper cone unit with a
long- throw voice- coil, crossing over to a 1in.
soft- dome tweeter at 2.7 kHz. Efficiency is low,
but slightly up on the Vieta, and JR recommend
amplifiers from 20-60 watts output. The maximum measured level was reasonable at around
96 dBA from apair before the sound noticeably
hardened up, and the Metro is an easy load for
amps to drive, the nominal impedance hardly
dipping below 8 ohms.
Auditioning the Metros in the same position
as the Vietas revealed aslightly middy balance—
almost the converse of the Spanish speakers—
which threw voices a little forward. Bass, as
expected, was lightweight, but this improved
when they were shelf- mounted, with minimal
'boom'. The frequencies seemed well controlled
but bass definition was a little on the muddy
side, particularly on orchestral climaxes. Stereo
performance was excellent, with 'solid' open'
imagery.

Overall, the predominant aspect of balance is
aslightly forward mid- band, which adds a not
particularly obtrusive 'cupped hand' coloration.
Low bass is light and upper bass slightly chesty,
and the sound is a little less delicate than the
admittedly more expensive references.
To sum up, an extremely neat and attractive
design, offering an astonishing performance
from such a small box and a balance which
might well prove more popular than that of the
similar Vieta. There are still the same bass
extension and power handling compromises
arising from the choice of a ' micro' enclosure,
however, and you should check out the larger
designs before deciding on a good but tiny
model such as the Metro.

Krystal Voyager
KRYSTAL LOUDSPEAKERS are designed by
an ex- Mission engineer and are characterised by
superbly finished veneers, ranging from standard walnut or teak to rosewood, pine, or yew.
The £ 122 Voyager is their smallest model,
significantly larger than the JR Metro, and is a
reflex design, with asmall diameter port on the
front panel butted against the foam lining on the
back panel. Both drive- units are made by the
Norwegian company of SEAS and the designer
has chosen the units and the reflex loading to
give good bass extension with high power
handling from asmall box. The woofer is a61- in.
doped paper cone unit, crossing over at ahigh
4.7 kHz ( to avoid overloading the tweeter at
high power levels) to, unusually, a paper cone
tweeter which has lerrofluie in the voice- coil
gap, again to aid high power handling.
Efficiency is low and Krystal recommend
amplifiers of 15-75 watts output.
When the Voyagers were auditioned on low
stands the sound quality was initially impressive, with a powerful bass and a usefully high
maximum output level. Extended listening,
however, showed that the overall coloration was not as low as the published response would
suggest—apart from the depressed HF, which
was audible. The mid- range sounded more
'forward' and 'warm', and the bass quality was
somewhat 'one- note', with upper bass overhang on drums. Instruments at similar frequencies tended to blur together, pianos became more 'clangy'. bass instruments were a
little 'woolly', and violins—though overall alittle
dull—had aslight brittle edge.
As Imentioned above, the net result of these
colorations was relatively euphonious, depending on the program. They do suggest, though,
that the cabinet is insufficiently well damped
and 'sings' somewhat, apoint emphasised by the
stereo performance, where mid and upper bass
images tended to pull towards the speaker
positions. Imagery overall was not bad, though
alittle unstable, slight head movements causing
shifts. The bass also sounds a little ' loose' and
placing the speakers on the floor or against a
wall would be inadvisable. Shelf mounting
brought up the upper bass a little too much,
making the bass impressive at the expense of
definition.
To sum up the good points of the Voyager,
first: it goes loud and sounds exciting; the bass is
impressive for asmall box, if alittle oppressive;
the finish is superb; and the overall balance is
warm and 'musical'. On the debit side, the main
fault is that colorations are on the high side, the
overall impression being of an elevated upper
bass, forward mid- band, depressed upper mid,
and prematurely rolled- off top. These will be
more noticeable on classical music than on rock,
but in the long run even on rock such resonant
colorations will' cloud the music, reducing the
dynamics. Not a design Ican wholeheartedly
recommend, particularly in view of the intense
competition, but its mixture of virtues and faults
can be pleasing. Check it out o
37
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Solution to the housing
It's all very well creating some of the
world's most advanced hi-fi equipment. And
performance second to none throughout the
entire range.
But that's not the only reason people
choose Akai.
You see, it looks as good as it sounds.
Take the PRO- 504, for example.
It features aselection of the most
superb Akai components, each carefully chosen
for its complete compatibility
There's the 50-watt AM- U04
amplifier with its exclusive peak clipping
indicator, heat pipe cooling system and FED
power meters with peak hold.

And the matching AT-VO4L tuner,
boasting auto-scan tuning, 14 pre-settable
stations and patented servo- lock.
Plus the Quartz Lock Direct Drive
turntable, AP- 050C, with controls conveniently
placed in front of the dust cover.
And the GX-M10 tape deck featuring
the Twinfield Super GX tape head using unique
crystal ferrite materials especially designed to
cope with the extra bias current demands of
the latest metal tapes.
The smooth hard surface of the tape
head means that the tapes last longer, and the
head itself lasts longer. (So long, in fact, that we
guarantee the Twinfield Super GX head for the
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PRO-601
Includes Quartz Direct Drive Turntable AP-050C
with titrathin Discolith Coil Motor, GX-M10 Stereo
Cassette Deck incorporating our new Twinfield
Super GX head, DC Stereo Power Amplifier PA-W04
with its vigorous 50 watts per channel, Stereo
Preamplifier PR-A04, FM AM Stereo Digital
Synthesiser Tuner AT-VO4, Audio Rack RM-H61.
Optional Stereo Graphic Equaliser and Audio Timer
also available.
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PRO-30
FM AM Stereo Receiver AA- R30 giving ahealthy
40 watts per channel and with sensitive tuning/
sIgnalmeter, Direct Drive Turntable AP-D30C with
Discolith Coil Moto. Stereo Cassette Deck CS-M02
which accommodates metal tape, Audio Rack
RM- 50 and three-way Speaker System SR- H40.

problem.
life of the machine.;
To add the final touches - the optional
EA- G40 graphic equaliser and DT- 200 timer.
All matched up to the high-performance
SR- H50 speakers.
The PRO- 504, just one of our new
range of racking systems, is technically superb.
In low- reflective stylish finish, it is slim
and subtle in design because we know that
some people set enormous store by the
appearance of their hi-fi.
Of course, it's what's inside that
counts.
But love at first sight is just as
important.

For further
information about
Akai products please
complete the coupon below
and post it to Sally Andrews
at our Marketing Department
Akai ¡UM Limited, 12 Silver Jubilee Way,
Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Hounslow, Middlesex
Name
Address
HFN/A

Alist of
Acomplete
manufacturers list of shops
who make
in Tottenham
real high
Court Road
fidelity:
that sell them:

Ariston
AR
B&W
Electrocompaniet
Gale
Grace
Hafler
JR
KEF
Linn Products
Mission
Quad
Quantum
Rogers
Revox
Spendor
Syrinx
JESugden
Thorens

REW

At REW we have plenty of time for people who are serious about
music. Demonstrations by appointment on Tuesdays and Thursdays
9.30am-6.00pm.

RE 114/A7uc7=1

Lower Ground Floor, 230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.

READERS LETTERS
. .. about moving, packing and
insurance
From: D. G. Pugsley, 15 Matford Close,
Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol BS106LR
Dear Sir, Ihave recently moved from Essex to
Bristol, and my experiences may be of interest to
your readers. My system consists of aLinn with
.Hadcock arm and Supex 901 cartridge, Naim
12/120 amplifier and Quad speakers. Problems
with the final completion of the house in Bristol
meant that my furniture, along with the hi-fi, had
to go into store for several weeks. Because of
this, and the distance of the move, Iwas
understandably concerned to ensure that Iused
aremoval firm of the highest standard, and after
tendering several of the largest and best known
companies Ifinally chose Pickfords.
Iread the instructions on hi-fi equipment in
Pickford's 'moving kit' very carefully; these were
simply to ensure that such equipment had to be
packed in the makers' original boxes. An
estimator called at the house and confirmed that
there would be no problem with the hi-fi if
packed in the original boxes. Then came the day
of the move and my hi-fi disappeared into store,
to reappear three weeks later at my new house
very much the worse for wear. On unpacking the
Linn Ifound that the Hadcock had broken away
from its adhesive tape strapping and was lying
askew across the Linn's base, and that the
plastic protector on the Supex had also been
dislodged.
Immediately Ifilled in aclaim form and sent it
off to Pickfords, who replied saying they would
not pay the claim as the item had not been
packed by their men. So back to the instructions
in the 'moving kit', but unfortunately this did not
make clear who should do the packing of hi-fi
equipment, the customer or the Company. After
several letters had passed between us Irealised
that the only way anyone could ensure that his
hi-fi equipment would be covered by Insurance
would be to give Pickfords the boxes and the hifi and let them do the packing. Out of interest I
asked if any of their men would know how to
pack aLinn/Hadcock/Supex type combination
To date, Pickfords have not replied to this point!
So, if any of your readers are about to move a
long distance with their hi-fi, my advice is either
to move it therriselyes or find acompany whose
insurance covers articles packed by the
customer ( some do); but do not use a firm
whose insurance is limited and whose
instructions are misleading and ambiguous.
Yours faithfully

.about directional aerials and
monkey chatter
From: Geoffrey L. Wilson, 527 West
Fairmount
Avenue,
State
College,
Pennsylvania, USA
Dear Sir, Norman McLeod's article on AM Radio
(January issue) brings back memories of my
boyhood days before WW II„ when my father
the late Percy Wilson was always striving to
improve the quality of his broadcast reception.
One of the tricks that he used to reduce 'monkey
chatter' in the evenings was to employ ahighly
directional aerial, and rotate it so that the null in
its response was in the direction of the offending
signal. As Irecall, for the MW band he had a
diamond shaped aerial on the top of his cabinet,
of about 20 in. side, wound with six turns of Litz
wire. These were split three and three, separated
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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by a tuning condenser ( the word capacitor
hadn't been invented). The ends, of course,
were connected to the input coil of the receiver,
which, Ithink, was centre- tapped to earth. The
aerial could be rotated by aknob at the top of the
cabinet, using Meccano bevel gears. To make
the connections, stiff wires from the aerial were
dipped into four concentric grooves containing
mercury.
The arrangement was highly effective. By its
use we could in South London render the
London Regional station at Brookman's Park
quite inaudible with the receiver tuned to that
wavelength. Ihave no means of verifying the
reference, but Ibelieve that the arrangement
was described in detail in an article in the
Wireless Magazine around 1935.
Yours faithfully
Note: Yes, frame aerials were quite popular in
those days, but we should not forget that the
modern ferrite rod aerial has similar properties—
albeit using the magnetic rather than electric
aspects of radio waves. Interestingly, a new
range of tuners from Trio appear to use frame
aerials.—Ed

.about a gas- fired static cure
From: John R. Hudson, 79 Longley Road,
Almondsbury, Huddersfield HD5 8JN
Dear Sir, In your December 'Audio Accessories
Supplement' you mentioned various 'static
cures'. May Isuggest that one of the most
effective means of preventing record static is to
use an open gas fire. This produces sufficient
water vapour to keep the room humidity high
enough to discharge the static electricity from all
records.
Having observed the difference when we
lived in a centrally- heated house, and more
recently in a house with open gas fires, Iam
inclined to retain such fires not only for their
static- curing properties, but because the
humidity levels are much more comfortable.
Yours faithfully

•

.about piracy and Band II

From Nigel J. Burton, 54 Barnwell Road,
London SW21PW
Dear Sir, Angus McKenzie ( Feb, p. 49) is wrong.
The situation concerning ' pirate' stations on
Band II VHF does not represent the thin end of
the wedge. The main objections to these
stations are that they are illegal, that they may
cause interference to other legitimate stations,
and that they may proliferate out of all control.
Their very existence stems from the fact that
the BBC and IBA have chosen largely to ignore
the demand for coverage of two particular types
of music, namely rock and soul. This demand is
now being satisfied, albeit mainly in the London
area, by the pirate stations. It is clear from the
sales of records that the types of music catered
for have large followings, and it is equally clear
that there is no other large area of music so
poorly covered by the established broadcasters.
This, then, demonstrates why it is unlikely that
further pirate stations will appear: there is no
other similar audience demand from a large
group of listeners.
That these stations will interfere with
legitimate stations is inconceivable, as even
relatively simple FM transmitters can be made

stable enough for Band II use. It must of course
be admitted that the pirates are illegal, but Ican
see no other reasonable objection to them.
Mr McKenzie makes two other points: that
Band II is already overcrowded and that we may
end up with as many Band II pirates as there are
currently on 27 MHz. The first point is manifestly
untrue, as anyone equipped with aVHF receiver
can readily ascertain without even requiring a
knowledge of the detailed technical problems
associated with frequency allocation. The
second point is merely a red herring—CB has
nothing in common with music broadcasting.
Thus it would seem that the only people who are
inconvenienced by these pirates are the DX FM
enthusiasts, who I suspect are rather less
numerous than the listeners to pirate stations.
All that remains now is either for the existing
broadcasting authorities to recognise and fulfil
the demand for these types of music, or for the
Home Office regulations concerning broadcast
licensing to be changed by Parliamant.
Yours faithfully

Angus McKenzie comments:
Mr Burton claims that I am wrong in
suggesting that considerable interference could
be caused. He at least admits that DX FM
enthusiasts would be inconvenienced, but he
ignores the fact that even a 100W pirate
transmitter can give such high signal strengths
over perhaps aone mile radius that many FM
tuners may be caused distress in that RF
intermodulation distortion could cause severe
disturbance to other stations, which might be as
much as 40 dB weaker and perhaps only afew
hundred kHz off frequency. Mr. Burton has
obviously never been to Milan or Rome, where it
is difficult to receive the main Italian networks in
some localities because of splatter and RFIM,
etc.
What is perhaps even more important is that
the type of soul and rock music which many
people quite understandably enjoy is likely to be
available only on discs, since live programmes
are well beyond the economics of pirate radio
stations, other than if tapes of concerts are
themselves pirated. And just how much do the
pirate stations pay to the Performing Rights
Society or the M CPS for the rights to broadcast
gramophone records? It costs the BBC and IBA
afortune every year to be allowed to broadcast
records at all, and there are severe restrictions on
the amount of needle time allowed. Why should
pirate stations have unlimited needle time for
nothing, the musicians and the recording
companies getting precisely nothing in the
process?
Mr. Burton is clearly condoning abreaking of
copyrights, etc, which is just as bad as making
cassette copies of records and selling them to
friends without paying royalty. It is obvious that
many listeners will make cassette copies of such
rock and soul broadcasts rather than buy the
records, and thus the record companies could
lose even more. [
But see some related
comments on pages 21 and 47—Ed]
What Mr. Burton should do is, with his
friends, take every democratic step he can to
persuade the BBC or IBA stations to transmit
more of the type of music he wants. Although
this is not my type of music, Mr. Burton has a
perfect right to expect it to be provided, as long
as someone pays the bill and it is being
transmitted legally. These are the crucial points,
41
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LOUDSPEAKERS

The first of two articles co-authored
by several KEF engineers. Extracted
from KEFTOPICS Vol. 3 No. 4
High Efficiency with Small Enclosures?,
an excellent thesis which we feel
deserves to be more widely known

w

HY ARE MODERN hi-fi loudspeakers so
inefficient that we need more amplifier
power than ever before to drive them? Not so
long ago ten watts per channel was ample for
domestic sound reproduction, but now a
hundred watts is quite common. Surely this is
aretrograde development? And why, when
'bookshelf' loudspeakers covering the full
audio frequency rangé have been around for
years, are we still being invited to buy models
ten times the size?
Both these questions are, of course, based
on an over- simplified view of the situation.
The lower efficiencies are not universal, but
are mainly associated with loudspeakers
designed to meet the demand for afrequency
response that remains flat all the way down
to the lower end of the working range. And
the miniature models, though they may
represent the best compromise for some
purposes, are by no means equivalent to their
larger cousins, for while they may have the
same mid- band efficiency, the same bass cutoff frequency, or the same power output
capacity, they cannot have all three at the
same time.
For any loudspeaker in which the diaphragm of the LF drive unit acts directly on
the air without the aid of a horn ( adescription that covers most types in common use),
the three basic qualities ( enclosure Volume,
bass response and efficiency) are interrelated
in such away that each can be traded against
the others. The trade-off rates are governed
by known physical laws, and for all the
ingenious ideas that have been propounded
over the years, these laws have not changed.
What has changed, however, is that developments in amplifier design following the
replacement of valves by transistors have
made it possible to achieve much higher
power ratings for the same size and cost. The
requirement for maximum loudspeaker
efficiency, previously imposed through the
use of low- powered amplifiers, can now be
relaxed, and designers can offer achoice of
extreme compactness, extended bass

the bottom- end equation
response or avariety of intermediate combinations, each meeting a particular need.
The optimum design depends not only on
the total cost allowed for the amplifier/
loudspeaker combination, and the space
available for the equipment, but also on the
type of program material to be reproduced,
the maximum sound level required, the
acoustics of the environment, and the
listening distance. It is clearly to the advantage of the prospective purchaser to
consider all these factors and to understand
the various ways in which the loudspeaker
designer can balance the conflicting requirements against each other to produce the best
possible solution in every case. This article is
therefore devoted to adiscussion of the
fundamental relationships between enclosure
volume, LF response and efficiency, and of
the exploitation of these relationships in
practice.
The simple concept of efficiency as
'acoustic output power divided by electrical
power' requires some qualification when
applied to a loudspeaker. The process of
electro acoustic conversion takes place in
two stages—the flow of power from the
amplifier into the loudspeaker, and the
transformation of some part of this power ( in
general, only atiny percentage) into sound. If
the impedance of the loudspeaker could be
regarded as a constant resistance equal to the
nominal value given in the specification, the
power flowing into it could be easily
calculated from the voltage at the input
terminals. In. fact this is not possible because
a loudspeaker impedance varies widely over
the working frequency range and so cannot
provide a perfect match for the amplifier. For
practical purposes, therefore, the input power
is commonly defined as that which would be
delivered to a resistor equal in numerical
value to the nominal loudspeaker impedance.
The two stages of electro acoustic conversion
are thereby treated as one, and the effect of
mismatch on the amount of power actually
flowing into the loudspeaker is automatically
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debited to the overall efficiency figure arrived
at by measuring the acoustic output and
comparing it with the input as defined.
The result of amplifier/loudspeaker
mismatch depends on whether the loudspeaker impedance is higher or lower than the
nominal value. A higher- than- nominal
impedance in a particular frequency range
represents a problem for the designer, who
then has to achieve the required acoustic
output with a reduced electrical input. A
lower- than- nominal impedance, on the other
hand, is amatter of concern to the user, for
the increased current drawn by the loudspeaker may cause the amplifier to distort
before its full rated output voltage is reached.
In comparing the performance specifications
of different models, it is therefore important to
look carefully at their impedance/frequency
characteristics.
Because the ear is a pressure- operated
device, the output of a loudspeaker is
generally specified as the resulting sound
pressure level ( spl) in decibels' at a certain
point, rather than the acoustic power output
in watts. The concept of efficiency is then
expressed by asensitivity figure, usually given
as the spl produced at adistance of 1m on
the axis, for an input power ( as defined
earlier) of 1watt. By convention, the
sensitivity is averaged over the middlefrequency range, and is often referred to for
brevity as the ' mid- band' figure. Fig. 1 curve
(a) shows the relationship between mid- band
efficiency and sensitivity rating for typical
high- quality loudspeakers.'
At first sight it might appear that a
loudspeaker having aflat frequency response
in terms of sound pressure would have
uniform efficiency throughout its working
range, but consideration of the spatial
distribution of the acoustic output leads to a
different conclusion. If we ignore open- baffle
loudpeakers, which have afigure- of- eight
polar characteristic at low frequencies, it can
be said that at the LF end of the frequency
range, where the wavelength is much greater
than the loudspeaker dimensions, sound is
radiated with equal intensity in all directions;
in the middle- frequency range, however, the
wavelength is comparable with the dimensions of the enclosure, which then acts as a
baffle to increase the radiation efficiency and
concentrate most of the power in front.
Unless these factors are taken into account in
the loudspeaker design, the pressure response
obtained in the middle- frequency range will
not be maintained at the bass, but will fall to
alower level as the gradual transition to the
condition of all-round radiation takes place. If
'a flat pressure response over the whole range
is required the efficiency of the system at low
frequencies may need to be two or more
times the figure obtained in the middlefrequency range, in order to compensate for
the change of régime; although an exception
may be made in the case of some miniature
loudspeakers of the 'bookshelf' type, which
are designed to be mounted flat against a
wall.
The sensitivity of aloudspeaker is measured,
by convention, under free- air ( anechoic) •
conditions, and for practical purposes it is
'Sound pressure levels are given in dB above areference
pressure of 2.10 - newton/square metre ( in older
textbooks, 00002 dyne/square centimetre)

Fig 2

R(
damping resistance)

C ( enclosure volume)

proportional to
(flux density) 2

E
(force on
voice coil)

(mass of voice coil
diaphragm and air load)
proportional to
flux density
i(
diaphragm velocity)
(radiation resistance)
proportional to
(frequency) 2

necessary to relate this figure to the performance in anormal listening environment. The
relationship is not, however, aconstant one,
but depends on the acoustics of the room.
Although the tonal quality of the reproduction
and the sharpness of the stereo images are
primarily determined by the sound that
reaches the listener direct from the loudspeaker, the .reverberant sound, which
represents the total acoustic energy in the
room, has alarge and often predominant
influence on the pressure level at the listening
point, on which the sensation of loudness
depends. To decide on the amplifier power
required, not only the listening distance and
maximum sound level, but also the volume
and sound absorption of the room have
therefore to be taken into account. Fig. 1
curve ( b) shows the approximate amplifier
rating required for amaximum spl of 96dB
on program ( which represents quite aloud
sound) at alistening distance of 2m in a
typical domestic environment, plotted against
the mid- band sensitivity of the loudspeaker.
For rooms having ahigh degree of sound
absorption, more power would be required,
and vice versa. Small changes in sensitivity
correspond to quite large changes in amplifier
rating; 3dB less sensitivity, for example,
represents ahalving of the loudspeaker
•
efficiency and calls for double the power.
With some miniature loudspeakers the
amplifier power indicated may be more than
can be safely handled without distortion or
damage; the user would then have to be
content with areduced listening distance
and/or listening level.
For the reasons given earlier, the mid- band
•sensitivity of aloudspeaker is linked, albeit
indirectly, tethe efficiency in the bass region.
Efficiency at the bass, in turn, is tied to the
enclosure volume and lower cut-off frquency.
This tripartite relationship, which follows the
same basic pattern for all types of loudspeaker in common use, can be illustrated by
analysing the behaviour of asealed enclosure
or ' infinite baffle' system.
Fortunately for designers, the efficiency and
pressure response of aloudspeaker at the
lower end of the frequency range, where all
the dimensions are small compared with the
wavelength of the sound, are not too difficult
to calculate. The acoustic impedance of the
enclosure can be represented by asingle
constant, while the diaphragm, moving as a
whole on its suspension, can be treated as a
combination of mass and compliance ( the
latter quantity being the inverse of stiffness)
having the radiation characteristics of arigid
piston mounted at the end of along tube.
•To facilitate the analysis, it is usual to
represent the loudspeaker system at low
frequencies by an equivalent AC electrical
circuit. There are several ways of- doing this,
but for the present purpose the most

convenient form is an electrical analogue of
the mechanical system, in which force is
represented by voltage, velocity by current,
mass by inductance, compliance by capacitance and damping by resistance. Fig. 2
shows the essential features on an ' infinite
baffle' system treated in this way. Here, the
alternating voltage E represents the driving
force produced by current flowing through
the voice- coil, and is therefore proportional to
the flux density of the magnetic field in which
the coil moves.
Resistor R takes account of the damping
effect of the electrical circuit formed by the
voice- coil and the amplifier output. The
amount of damping produced in the mechanical systems depends on the degree of
electromechanical coupling, and the value of
R is in fact proportional to the square of the
flux density. For simplicity, we will assume
that the stiffness of the suspension has been
made small enough to be negligible, leaving
only the stiffness due to the air trapped in the
enclosure. This latter quantity is inversely
proportional to the enclosure volume; the
corresponding compliance, represented in the
equivalent circuit by the capacitor C, is
therefore directly proportional to the enclosure volume.
Inductor L represents the mass of the
voice- coil and diaphragm, plus asmall
additional mass which is part of the load
imposed by the outside air. This air load also
includes atiny resistive component—the
radiation resistance, represented by r; the
power dissipated in this resistor is equal to
the acoustic power output of the loudspeaker.

Fig 3
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The value of r, unlike that of most resistors, is
not constant, but is proportional to the square
of the frequency—afact that has to be
allowed for in calculating the response of the
system—but it is too small to affect the
currents and voltages in the rest of the circuit.
Finally, the current i, flowing through R, C. L,
and r, represents the velocity with which the
diaphragm moves.
Given the values of E. R, C, Land r, all of
which can be derived from known physical
constants, the LF characteristics of the
complete electro acoustic system can be
calculated. This process is simplified by the
fact that when the variation of rwith
frequency is taken into account, the equiva lent circuit turns out to be asecond- order
high-pass filter, which can be dealt with—as
can the more complex filter systems referred
to later—by the standard methods of circuit
analysis and synthesis. For some purposes,
however, it is more convenient to measure the
response of an electrical simulator to study
the effect of varying different circuit constants. Fig. 3 ( solid line), obtained in this
way, shows the response of aclosed box
loudspeaker of 30 litres internal volume,
which has been designed to give afilter
charácteristic with anominal cut-off frequency 1
3— at which the attenuation is 3dB—
of 50 Hz. The characteristic is of the form
described in filter theory as 'maximally flat', ie
asmooth curve without peaks or ripples, in
which the attenuation within the pass- band is
kept as small as possible down to f
3.
By changing the component values in the
electrical analogue, we can now explore a
number of alternative possibilities. Can we,
for example, with the same diameter drive
unit, achieve the same frequency response
with only half the enclosure volume? Land C
resonate at afrequency that is proportional to
1
so simply halving C will increase this
‘/LC
frequency ,./ 2times. Fig. a ( dashed curve)
shows the resulting response: 1
3 is now 55 Hz
and the resonance is under- damped, giving a
broad peak in response at about 100 Hz.
To get back to our original frequency
response we shall have to restore the original
resonant frequency by'increasing the mass of
the diaphragm and/or voice- coil so that L is
doubled. But this measure in itself is not
enough: the resulting characteristic, shown in
fig. 3 ( dotted curve), has an even higher peak
than before. Worse still, on the flat part of the
curve, ie at frequencies at which C has no
effect, doubling the value of L has halved the
current i, so that the level in the pass- band of
the filter has been reduced by 6dB.
Since the reactive impedances of L and C
have now been doubled, the only way to
restore the response curve to its original
shape is to double the resistor R so as to
preserve the proper reactance/resistance
relationship. This can be done by increasing
the flux density of the magnet by afactor of
.,/2; the driving force, represented by E, will
then be increased in the same proportion, thus
recovering 3dB of the 6dB loss in level. Fig.
3 ( dot/dash curve) shows the net result: the
original frequency response has now been
achieved with half the enclosure volume, but
at the cost of amore expensive magnet and a
loss of 3dB in the pass- band level, ie the
efficiency has been halved and the required
amplifier power doubled.
Let us now return to the starting point
represented by fig. 3solid curvé, which for
convenience is reproduced in fig. 4, and see
what happens if, while keeping the original
enclosure volume and drive unit diameter, we
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Different types of tape have different
characteristics. Simply flicking the tape
selector to the appropriate position won't
always guarantee you get the most truthful
recording.
That's the reason for the separate and
variable bias and recording level calibration
controls on the SonyTC-K81 three head tape
deck.
All you do is keep an eye on its channel
meters. These display the calibration levels
in the form of illuminated lines of LEDs. When
both lines are the same length, you know
you have adjusted the settings truly and
accurately
The TC-K81 also has Sony's new 'dual
suspension' discrete record and playback
heads.
These separate heads are
independently mounted and
aligned on adiecast base. This
means better head to tape
contact and gap alignment
less crosstalk and less high
frequency fluctuation.

The result is optimum signal transfer, an
important factor especially when using metal
tape.
You can even compare the recording with
the original, as you record.
The TC-K81 also has two motors (one for
record/playback, one for rewind/fast
forward). Together with its closed loop dual
capstan drive, they reduce wow and flutter
levels to 0.04% wrms.
Indeed every feature of the TC-K81 is
designed to produce accurate sound.
However, we wouldn't have it any other way.
That's the truth.
The TC-K81 tape cassette deck, from
those awfully nice Sony people.

Demonstrations and further information at Sony Showroom,134 Regent Street, London W.1.
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(AUDIO PATENTS
RECENT BRITISH patent application No. 2032
222 from Pioneer of Tokyo contains some
interesting pointers buried in the small print. The
patent covers a new type of loudspeaker
diaphragm and is a follow-on from previous
work by Pioneer on diaphragm production.
The aim, as previously, is to achieve light
weight, high rigidity and high specific modulus
of elasticity at minimum cost. Boron and
beryllium have a high specific modulus but are
difficult and expensive to mould. A composite of
carbon fibre and synthetic resin is insufficiently
rigid due to the inherent lubrication properties of
the carbon fibres.
Pioneer have already proposed acomposite of
thermoplastic resin and graphite powder
carbonized at high temperature to increase its
Young's modulus. A blend of polyvinyl chloride
and graphite normally has aYoung's modulus of
about 30000 Kg/mm 2, and the modulus is
doubled by Pioneer's carbonization process at
1200°C. But, Pioneer now admit in the small
print, this is a time consuming and expensive
process because the temperature has to be
increased very slowly. However, the simpler
approach of simply orientating the graphite
particles has now found to be even more
successful.
A mix of PVC and very fine graphite particles
(of between 0.1 and 5microns in size) is mixed
in amill and rolled into asheet. This orientates
the graphite particles in parallel with the surface
of the sheet, which is then vacuum formed into a
diaphragm. Pioneer claim that the Young's
modulus of an orientated sheet can reach 80000
Kg/mm 2 .In addition to high specific modulus
there is good internal loss to suppress
resonances. A comparative table of properties
suggests that rolled
PVC/graphite sheet
performs better as adiaphragm than aluminium,
titanium or beryllium. As these metals are all far
more expensive than plastics and graphite, it will
be interesting to see how soon Pioneer offer
rolled graphite speakers at relatively low cost.
ALAN HILL inventor of the Plasmatronic plasma
loudspeaker,
has
written
following
the
September 1980 report of his British patent on
the system ( 2 023 373). The patent acknowledges that there is, as with any device which
incorporates a spark discharge, the risk of
generating ozone, and in the September report I
commented that 'We can only expect to see the
Hill system sold in the UK if it incorporates
efficient ozone traps and filters which satisfy the
local health authorities'. Alan Hill now wishes it
to be known that the ' current product produces
no ozone above ambient levels' and that ' Hill
plasmas have been sold in the United States and
around the world for over two years without any
problems or complaints concerning ozone
levels'. He also suggests that the smell reported
by some listeners, including British visitors to
the 19/9 CES Show in Chicago, may have been
harmless negative oxygen ions.
These are all fair comments, but they do not
alter the fact that ozone is adangerous gas and
any
product
which
releases
significant
quantities is to be avoided. The US publication
Dangerous properties of industrial materials,
puplished by Van Nostrand Reinhold and edited
by N. Irving Sax, describes ozone as ' highly
irritant', likely to cause headaches, explosive in
large quantities and capable of killing guinea
pigs. This is a book used as a reference by the
British Health and Safety Executive. And the
HSE issues a ' Highway Code' for industrial
employers which puts athreshold limiting value
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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on ozone in awork environment of 0.1 parts per
million, which is equivalent to 0.2 milligrams per
cubic metre. If any consumer product intended
for domestic use were to exceed this threshold,
the Department of Trade and Consumer Safety
would step in. According to Mr. Hill, his plasma
speaker produces levels which fall well below
the 0.1 ppm threshold. So Hill speakers should
encounter no problems in the UK. But my
original comment ("Any loudspeaker which
generates substantial quantities of ozone will be
banned from open sale') still stands. So does my
warning to DIY enthusiasts, namely that they
should be ' on their guard against home
experiments with plasma loudspeakers which
emit the tell- tale smell of ozone'.

TAPE Douglas Brown
MATTERS
TI

E long- promised
government ' Green
Paper' on copyright—which is intended to
stimulate public thought and discussion about,
among other things, illegal tape recording of
copyright material—has still not appeared at the
time of writing. This delay may indicate that
Whitehall is already well aware of the complexity of the problem and finds it difficult to
pose the right questions, let alone indicate any
possible answers.
But meanwhile the Consumers' Association,
commenting wisely that ' the consumer interest
will need to be represented in discussions on the
promised Green Paper', has decided to conduct
asurvey of its own. It has sent aquestionnaire to
arandom sample of its members and has invited
any members with views on the subject ' of
recording copyright to send them in. Ihope that
every reader who belongs to CA will respond.
How important this is can be seen from the
fact that the Consumers' Association, without
waiting for the results of its own survey, has

indicated some sympathy for the simplistic
attitude of the British Phonographic Industry.
'Some simple system is required to remove the
present confusion,' it writes in its magazine
Which. '
It's hard to see how a licence system
could be enforced, so alevy of some kind seems
to be the only solution ... A levy on blank tape
seems preferable to a levy on recorders.'
As awriter, Iam as concerned as anyone to
ensure that creative workers secure a proper
return for their labours, and we must try to
protect copyright in every reasonable way. But,
when it comes to collecting fees, we cannot be
concerned about the easiest way to get them in,
but only with the fairest way. Ido not suggest
that everyone who buys a photo- copying
machine shall pay a levy because he may copy
some pages from one of my book.
And, within a few years, broadcasting satellites will provide us with opportunities to receive
(and to record) programme material from every
part of the world. BPI may then represent only a
tiny minority of those with rights in the material
which is liable to be recorded. Will they ask
every satellite operator to pay them a fee?
The problems of copyright today seem almost .
insoluble—and the prospect is that they will
become even more complex. The only system
which is reasonably fair to all parties in the
foreseeable future is a licensing system—some
sort of elaboration of the Mechanical Copyright
Protection Society scheme which has now been
withdrawn, coupled with aggressive policing by
the BPI and the MCPS to catch the ' big boys'
who pirate commercial recordings. It will not be
afoolproof system, but it is the best possible at
this stage. Copyright problems will be under
constant scrutiny in the future, as technology
continues its dramatic progress. The recording
industry must use its brains, not its muscle, to
look after its interests. [
See also comments on
page 21— Ed]

THE ANNUAL general
meeting
of the
Federation of the British Tape Recordists will
take place in Edmonton, London, on May 30th.
North London Tape Club, the hosts, are arranging manufacturers' demonstrations and a
Sunday morning ' Sound Hunt'.

LOUDSPEAKERS—the bottom- end equation
want to shift the whole frequency response
curve down by one octave, so that f
3 is
halved. First, the frequency of resonance
between L and C must be halved, and since
C is unchanged, the value of L will have to
be multiplied by four, thereby reducing the
output on the flat part of the characteristic
(fig. 4, dashed curve)—by 12 dB. Again, this
in itself is not enough; at resonance the
reactances in the circuit are now twice what
they were, while the resistance is still the
same, so that the system is under- damped
and the response curve is peaked. To restore
the original curve shape the damping
resistance will have to be doubled, just as in
the previous example, by increasing the flux
density \/2 times, recovering in the process
3dB of the 12 dB loss in level. Fig. 4 dotted
curve shows the end result: the price paid for
halving the cut-off frequency for the same
enclosure volume is a net reduction of 9dB in
level, in spite of the more expensive magnet.
This means an eight- fold loss in efficiency, so
that an amplifier of eight times the power is
now required.
The results just arrived at by a step-by-step
process could have been obtained more
directly, for the two cases discussed are
particular examples of a general rule applicable to all loudspeakers which act as

high-pass filters at low frequencies. We shall
move on to these wider considerations in
next month's article.

Fig 4
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NCE YOU HAVE constructed the
crossover to your own requirements,
setting up is very much amatter of experimentation. Very often, drive- units don't
have an intrinsically flat response within their
passband—the ubiquitous KEF B110
bass/midrange unit, for instance, has an
overall rising response—so additional
equalisation could well be necesssary. Figs.
18a and bshow the circuit diagrams for
single pole Sallen & Key high and low-pass
filters, respectively. These can be easily
knocked up on Veroboard, if necessary, and
placed in circuit between the crossover
output and line driver for the appropriate
•band. Careful choice of turnover frequency, as
shown, will give an appropriately tilted
response.
A useful accessory for setting up the
correct crossover frequency and relationship
of driver levels is apink- noise source, 1/3
octave if possible. Careful listenin to
frequency bands either
side, or coincident with,
the crossover frequency
will show if the acoustic
output of two adjacent
drivers is in phase or not,
and if their relative levels
are correctly set.
The prototype was developed 'on the road'
for public address use, and it became
apparent that some kind of visual aid to the
driver levels would be of great help in setting
the crossover up. This led to the design of a
simple ppm circuit, using an LED bargraph
display. The circuit uses 'discrete' integrated
circuits, as at the time of the design work the
only IC voltmeter/LED bargraph drivers
available used alinear LED spacing and this
would have meant the use of atemperamental logarithmic stage. The recent popular
LM3915 IC features a3dB spacing between
LEDs; but adiscrete design, using op- amps as
voltage comparators and a2% tolerance
resistor ' ladder', should give greater accuracy.
The ballistics of the meter development
closely match the BBC standards for attack
and decay times, and the use of inexpensive
LM348 quad op- amp packages makes for a
compact layout.
Fig. 19 shows the circuit diagram for one
ppm. One can be used per band per channel,
meaning that four would be required for a
stereo two-way design, for instance. Two,
however, in that situation, would suffice for
setting up acrossover for domestic use. The
input is derived from the appropriate output
on the line driver pcb ( fig. 12 HFNIRR
March p. 69) and the input sensitivity is set by
VR,. A multi- turn pot makes accurate
adjustment easy. IC, acts as abuffer and
provides again of 10. IC. and IC4 and their
associated components form afull- wave
rectifier, in conjuction with an inverting stage,
IC 2.The feedback resistors R. and R,
linearise the action of the diodes. The attack
and decay times of the meter are determined
by C.. A fast attack is provided by arranging
the full- wave rectifier to turn TR, hard on. C.
then charges rapidly from the supply rail via
R,.. C. can only discharge via R. and R.,
which provide aslow decay time. IC. isolates
C. and drives the inputs of the comparator
chain. Any offset voltages from the earlier part
of the circuit can be cancelled out by
adjustment of VR.; these would otherwise
affect the accuracy of the display, the whole
meter circuit being direct- coupled.
The op- amp comparators ( 1C.-1C 1.) switch
on their associated LEDs when the output
voltage from IC., connected to their noninverting inputs, is greater than the voltage on
48
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ACTIVE
CROSSOVER
PART 3
Ben Duncan
describes a suitable
ppm circuit

their inverting inputs, which is derived from
the voltage divider ( 811 -13. 2). Subject to the
current sinking capability of the comparators,
the brightness of the LEDs is dependent on
the values of R.. — R. 2.The values of these
may be adjusted slightly to compensate for
variations in perceived intensity. Although the
brightness of the LEDs is not the best that
can be achieved, since serious listening
commonly takes place in
or darkened
rooms, this hardly matters.. Similarly, in the
studio or at agig, the ppms have always been
adequately visible.
As well as being useful for setting up the
crossover—and for impressing visitors and

deterring burglars—the ppms are very helpful if
you want to listen to Pink Floyd at concert
levels. When you push asystem using an
active crossover to its limits, the onset of
clipping does not give an audibly clear-cut
indication of overload. Whilst clipping in itself.
is not aheinous sin in active systems, in
excess it can all too easily result in a
conflagration of voice- coils. So for listening
at high levels, the ppms will tell you that it's
safe to concentrate on the music instead of
worrying about the woofer cone or tweeter
voice- coil.
The printed circuit board pattern and
component layout will be shown in figs. 20 and
21 next month. The LEDs are mounted
directly onto the pcb, and their leads are bent
at right- angles so that they lie parallel with
the board. The LEDs should be arranged so
that their tips protrude afew millimetres over
the edge of the pcb. They will then be slightly proud of the front panel when the board is
mounted. Small ' L'
brackets can be
attached to the pcb
either side of the LEDs
(photo) so that pcb can
be attached to, and supported by, the front
panel.
When assembling the board, note especially
the polarity of the electrolytic capacitors, the
LEDs and the diodes. Also, make sure that
the op- amps and TR, are correctly orientated.
Assuming the power supply is operative,
connect up acompleted ppm pcb and note
that the LEDs should illuminate and then
slowly die out. The long decay time ( afew
seconds) ensures that peaks can be seen
almost regardless of their duration. A peak
meter which does not meet the BBC's
standards in this respect. Ifeel is hardly worth
using; if you are going to register peaks, you
may as well do it long enough for the eye to
see what is going on. Back to the test bench:
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short out the input and check that all the
LEDs are extinguished. If not, try twiddling
the offset null preset VR 2.If this doesn't
resolve the problem, the board must be
carefully checked.
One or two points have arisen in connection with the earlier parts of the project. Fig.
17 referred to the 0 volt leads from the
voltage regulator's being ' tightly bunched'.
This doesn't refer to the leads themselves, but
to the fact that they should all be joined to
the OV buss as closely as possible. On the
power supply circuit diagram, the chassis

TO CENTRAL
C16 C15

ilp

earth is connected to the mains earth, to the
left of the 47 ohm resistor. The mains input
filter and VD R are included to prevent mainsborne transient spikes getting through to the
audio output. In domestic usage they may be
omitted, but for professional use they are
essential, especially when possibly 1.5 kW of

LkI348

amplification, driving efficient horns, may be
hung on the end of the crossover.
In the list ( March p. 69), C22 should be a
22nF ceramic. National Semiconductor
LF351N op- amps definitely appear to be OK
for the crossover, after some prolonged
testing, so the use of these or Texas TL071
Bi-FET op- amps, both appreciably less
expensive than the NE5534, while raising the
quoted noise and distortion figures marginally, and exhibiting a different ( less ' bumpy')

Table 6 Components List
Peak program meter
Resistors
R1 - 180k
5% carbon film,
watt
R2 - 10k
R3- lk
R4,5 - 10k
R6,7 - 2k7
R8 - 33k
R9 - 12k
810-100R
R11 - 56k
2% metal oxide
R12 - 2k2
R13 3308
R14 15k
R15 2208
R16 5k1
R17 1k
818 3k3
R19 120R
R20 3k3
R21 2k7
R22 338
R23 3k3
R24 5608
R25 270R
826 2k2
R27 1k5
R28 33R
R29 6808
R30 27OR
831 1k2
R32 4708
833 - 39, 2k7
5% carbon film
840 - 42, 2k2
VR 1 - 20- turn cermet preset, 10k
VR 2 - Horizontal sub- miniature preset. 10k

TL071
LH351N
741C

NE 5534
DA1034

HM

C20
Cc = 22pF COMPENSATION CAPACITORS
14 PIN --••TTT7
" 61.1
...
DIL SOCKET

•••• I DL SOCKETx2

CAPACITOR BLOCKS

FIG.14 FILTER PCB LAYOUT(COMPONENT SIDE)

Capacitors
Cl 220n polycarbonate
C2 10p F, 16V pc electrolytic
C3 10p F. 16V pc electrolytic
Semiconductors
1C1,2, 6-15 CA348.3
1C3,4,5, 741c
D1 - 4 IN914
TR x 1 BC337
0.2in. LEDs, red, a 3
a2in. LEDs, orange, a 2
a2in. LEDs, yellow, a 2
0.2in. LEDs, green, x 3
Printed circuit boards, transformers, and all other
components, are available from B & J Sound, Kirkby Lane,
Tattershall, Lincoln LN4 4PD, who also will supply ready
mounted boards or finished crossovers to individual
requirements. Send a SAE for details clearly marking the
envelope Dept. XOR".

The photograph (
right) shows four ppm boards attached
to the front panel by 1' brackets
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Building one of the best selling car stereo
systems is no reason for complacency
On the contrary to keep ahead of the
latest improvements in car stereo, we are
constantly testing and developing new ideas.
The KE-5300 is just one example.
That simple digital display conceals some
«the most advanced car stereo technology.
Car stereo technology sophisticated
enough to use aquartz oscillator for the most
precise 'drift-free' tuning, and an electronic
memory to pre-select fifteen stations.
Car stereo technology so advanced that
the KE-5300 has both automatic seek and
scan. Seek for instant
tuning to the next
station, and scan for a
polite pause at each
station as the tuner
sweeps across the
waveband.
All built around a
cassette deck that is nothing less than you

would expect from one of the world's leading
manufacturers of hi-fi equipment.
The KE-4300 and KE-2300 are also
electronic. Both have fifteen-station
memories, and both are built to the same
exacting standards.
For continuous cassette play, the KE-4300
has auto- reverse. And for acontinuous smile,
the KE-2300 has aprice tag that has made it
one of our best selling systems.
The Pioneer'electronics'. Complex
certainly, sophisticated definitely, the best
undoubtedly.

«DPIoNeErz
Nobody does it better.

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB.) Limited, Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire. Telephone: Iver (
0753) 652222 Telex: 847533.
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DPIONEER
SUPER DEALERS
For Demonstration, Installation
and After Sales Support.
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Stereo Rey; Street, 245 Regent St., WI.
Audiocar
uipeent, 351 Lea Bridge Rd, Leyton, London E10.
7.Penûl
n
bridgen
eer, I
e difie4 N wKings Rd„SW6.
Car Radio Services, 1144 High Road: N20.
Car Radio Station au- 60/61 Albert Embankment, SEL
299 Edgware Rd.,W2.
45 Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, SE22.
Car Sounds, 325 London Rd., MITCHAM.
Cavendish Sales,279/283 Whiechapel Rd., El
Chelsea Car Stereo, 559 Kings Rd., Chelsea, SW6.
Dawn/em Ltd„Auto.Audiolnstallations,
The Arches,Wood Lane,W12.
Kaymar, 70 High St., Edgware.
London Car Radio Centre at:25Taunton Place, NW I.
Lion House,Tottenharn Ci. Rd. WI.
HiFi Care, 245Tottenham Ci. Rd. ,W1.
Budget Sound, 242 Tonenham CsRd.,W1.
1/2 Bends= Lane, CROYDON.
Mr. Cad, Bromley }fish St, BROMLEY.
Molson Distributors, 345/347 HIgh Ftd„ ILFORD.
Neasden Electronie,51Dudden Hill Lane,Willesden,
London NWIO.
Sextons 1.0 E. at:23 York Rd„Waterloo, SEI.
180 Grays Inn Rd.,WC1.
Stereo Citx370 Grays Inn Rd,WCI.
Stereo on Wheels, 22 Chiswick Lane,W4.
ABERDEEN. Reids Motor Supplies, Hoed] Rd.
Roy Thomson Ltd., Cults.
ALDERSHOT. Roadsound, 182 Victoria Rd.
BALDOCK. Baldock Car Radio Co., 3Hitchin St.
BANBURY. Cat Radio& Sound Services, 21 North Bar.
BASINGSTOKE Drivesound,193 May St, Queens Rd.
BELFAST. Paddy Hopkirk Ltd., 20Trench Rd., Hydepark
Industrial Estate, Mallusk, Newtonabbey.
BIRMINGHAM. Studio Monica, 11The Grosvenor Centre,
Northfield.
Studio Musica,140 Sandy Lane, Camp Hill.
Midland Car Audio, 1772 Pershore Road, Cotteridge.
BOLTON. M. Bell Electronics, IDaffodil ltd., Famworth.
BOURNEMOUTH. Autoracho,106 Castle Lane West.
BRADFORD. Autosound Services,15/17 Spring Gdns.
BRIGHTON. Dials Car Radio, 187 Lewes Rd.
BRISTOL R. T. Crabbe, Lawnwood Rd., Easton.
BURGESS HILL. Road Radio, 41 Station Rd.
BURNLEY. Burnley Car Radio, 392a Colne Rd.
CARLISLE. Rickerby Ltd., Currock Rd.
CARDIFF B. & B. Auto Services, 4Romilly Cres., Canton.
CASTLEFORD. Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Rd.
CHELMSFORD. Molson Distributors, 61 Broomfield Rd.
CHELTENHAM. Regent Components, 2Gleicester Rd.
CHESTERFIELD. Car Radio Centre, 390 Derby Rd.
CH1PPENHAM. J. D. Stereo Centre, Station Hin.
COLNE. Weeks & Davies, Brake! House,Khyber St.
COVENTRY. The Parkside Garage Ltd„Wanvick Rd.
CRAWLEY. Road Radio, 4a Meld Rd.
DERBY. Autolec,234 Normanton Rd.
W. G. Wright Auto Elec, 103 Ashboume Rd.
D1NNINTON. Motor Sounds, 916 Laughton Rd.
DONCASTER. Autosound Services, C.arr House Rd.
DORCHESTER, Autoradio(VRS),North Squint.
DRWITELD. FE & J.Thompson. 18 MarIcet Place.
DUDLEY. F. H. Jeruungs, Cinderbank, Netherton
Studio Musics, I
The Trident Centre
DUNDEE. Express Ignition, 49,051 Queen St., Bre4hty Ferry.
EDINBURGH. Eastern Car Radio, 3Costorphine Rd.
George Thompson,25 Rodney St.
EGHAM. Thames Car Radio,158 High St.
EPSOM. Car Sounds, 176 East St.
GAINSBOROUGH. Sound Services, Ford House, Southohne.
GLASGOW. Motorsound Ltd. 134 Lochleven Rd.
GLOUCESTER Moons, Shell Show Hou_se, Eastern Ave.
GRIMSBY. C H. Turner, 1/5 Corporation Rd.
GUILDFORD. Norman Richardson,Reliance House,
Walnut Tree Close.
HADLEIGH. Molson Distributors, 313 London Rd.
HASTINGS. In Car Radio,117 Sedlescombe Rd. Nth.,
St. Leonards.
HAZELGROVE. Car Home Stereo,219 London Rd.
HIGH WYCOMBE. Motolec, Desborough Rd.
HOLMF1RTH. R. E Ward, Woodside Walks,Woodhead Rd.
HORSHAM. Road Radio, H Springfield Rd.
HUDDERSFIELD. Autosound Services, 89/91 Bradford Rd.
HULL A.C.C. Ltd., 38 Boothferry RcL
IPSWICH. Ipswich Car Radio, 313 Woodbridge Rd.
KENDAL. Andrew Brown Ltd, Wildman St.
KIDLINGTON. Hartwells of Oxford Ltd., Oxford Rd.
LEAMINGTON SPA. Clarendon Ltd., 75 Clarendon St.
LEEDS. Autosound Servicesd la Cherry Row.
Uni Car (Leeds) Lid., II Kirkman Rd.
LEICESR. A. B. Bun Ltd., Frog Island.
Castle Motor Co., Abbey Lane.
Car Radio Services,3.17elford Rd.
LEIGHTON BUZZARD. Camden Car Radio, Lake St.
LINCOLN. Eastern Tapes Ltd.,173 Burton Rd.
LUTON. Motolec, DIIIIOW Rd.
MACCLESFIELD, Car Home Stereo, 44 Sunderland St.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. British Engines Ltd.,St. Peters.
Dennis Car Radio,18 Sceswood Rd.
K. G. Metcalfe Ltd., Dinsdale Place.
NORWICH. Norfolk Car Audio,128 Dereharn Rd.
NOTTINGHAM. PCP Electrical, Broadholme St.
Audiovision, 27 Hayworth Road, Sandiacre.
Autosound Service, Mansfield Rd.
London Car Radio,191 Canal St.
London Car Radio Centre, Leisureonics, 30 Market St.
OLDHAM. Autosound Services, 2Huddersfield Rd.
OTLEY. Autosound Services, Walkergate.
PAIGNTON. Mobile Sound Centre,248 Torquay Rd, Preston.
PERTH. Car Radio Service, 9Greiff Rd.
PETERBOROUGH. Auto Sound Centre,1110 Lincoln Rd.
PLYMOUTH. Tumbulls Garage, Bretonside.
PORTSMOUTH. Car Entertainment, High St„Cosharn.
PRESTON. Car Radio Preston, 290 Blackpool Rd.
READING. Motolec,139 Caversham Rd.
REDHILL. Road Radio, 93 Brighton Rd.
RIPON. Ripon Auto Elect rics, Blossorngate
ROMFORD. Molson Distributors,187 South St.
SALE. Car Radio Centre,183‘Vashway Rd.
SCARBOROUGH. A.CC Ltd., 35/ 43Trafalgar Rd.
SELSDON. Car Sounds,119 Addington Rd,
SHEFFIELD. Autosound Services,3061310 Shalesmoor.
SLOUGH. Motorlec, Kelpatrick Rd„Cipperthani.
SICHTON. Car Radio ( Skipton), Unicorn Buildings,
Devonshire Place
SOLIHULL. Studio Musica,182 Stratford Rd,Shirley.
SOUTHAMPTON. Anglesea Car Radio, 23-27 Church St,Shirley.
Sextons ICE., 37 Bedford Rd.
STAFFORD. G T. Autos, Drummond Rd., Aston Field Ind. Est.
STRETFORD. Autosound Services, 708 Chester Rd.
STOCKPORT. T.S.A. Car Radio,33 Greek St.
Specialized Equipment Ltd, 341Wellineon Rd. Nth.
SUNDERLAND. Asno Save, 11 WindsorTerrace, G'town.
TAUNTON. H.N. Hickley Ltd., Castle St. Tangier.
UXBRIDGE. S.K. Radio,3 New Broadway.
VIRGINIA WATER. Wentworth Car Radio, 409 Stroud Rd.
WATFORD. Auto Sound Services, 80 Queens Rd.
WELWYN GARDEN CITY Inca Car Audio,
Woodhal IShopping Centre.
WEYBRIDGE. Thames Car Radio,Westfield New Haw.
WOKING. SR. Radio, 45 Chobham Rd.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Charles Clarke, 52 Chapel Ash,Clifton St.
WORCESTER. Mobile Electrics Ltd., Gregory's, Mill St.
YEOVIL Yeovil Autosound,Addlewell Lane.
YORK. Autosound Services,Toft Green.
& S. Motor Accessories Ltd., 148 Micklegate
CHANNEL ISLES
JERSEY. Selecta Vision, 20 Beresford Street, St. Helier.
GUERNSEY. Sound Track,Church Square, St. Peter Port.
A

FIG. 13 FILTER PCB FOIL PATTERN
noise spectrum, is entirely satisfactory.
However, this only applies to the filter stages
and IDA 1034B/NE5534 op- amps must be
used for the line- driver stages.
Having now had the opportunity to listen
to a number of '24dB/octave' systems using
this active crossover design. Ifeel that such a
system, particularly when ' phase corrected',
sounds 'tighter'. The improvement is particularly noticeable on percussive sounds and
was described by one listener as ' bringing the
overall sound together into afrightening
unity'•

In the concluding part next month, the printed circuit
board layout for the ppm will be accompanied by any
further points on construction that have arisen.

H.FAFTCALFE b M.FLANAGAN
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A REALLY GREAT NEW OFFER
HIRSCHMAN/STOLLE ROTATORS-£39•95
CORNELL DUBILIER ROTATORS ( USA)-E64-95

VAT IS INCLUDED
10% off aerials. Promotion offer 15% off " Margon TV aerials"
MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY
Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.
IMPORTANT. Quote HN 80.
For attractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
30p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials (W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials (
E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials (Holland)
OPTIMAX FM aerials ( Malta)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( UK) Our 26th Jubilee Year

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array.

ASTRA (QUALITY DIY) AERIALS
Backed by 25 years practical aerial Pigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK

CB AERIALS NOW STOCKED
COSTS.
* EVERY IMAGINABLE ANCILLARY AERIAL PART STOCKED.
* FREE BEFORE AND AFTER ADVICE ( WHAT NOT TO DO).
* ADVICE ON RECEIVING ALTERNATIVE TV/FM PROGRAMMES.
* ROTATING OR DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIED SYSTEMS PLANNED
(PLUS SIMPLE SCHEMATICS SUPPLIED ON REQUEST).
Our golden anodised, hard wearing, continental aerial range are really something. Both TV &
FM arrays have built in baluns. They're economical, effective, eye catching, atouch of class
in aplastic age.
Over 3,000 aerials stocked: all transmitters: Poles; lashings: rotator.: clamps; well
*

More information from:RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD.
BRADFORD ROAD, GOMERSAL, CLECKHEATON, BD19 4AZ.

IT SAVES HALF ANY AERIAL INSTALLATION

brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; belons, low- loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax end 300 Ohm cable.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Muudlatt

Open 9.00-5.30. Tues -Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sets.
Closed all day Monday.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

TO CLAIM THESE ULTRA SPECIAL PRICES!

CUT PRICE TApEsEREEIde,°,

iraamrazzazigil

All offers subject to stocks at riere of going to press 1.3.81 being unsold

Attach this advert to your order or bring it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
CLEO LAINE
RECOMMENDS

Apollo Watch normally r10•95
.
1.41.
4...
4 with every £ 16 you spend
on YASHIMA cassettes

yAcikim

blank cassette tapes
-When I
record something for my own
personal pleasure Ialways tose Yashima
cassettes. Completely reliable - they
give crystal-clear, faithful
reproduction. The sound is really
alive! If you want the best
verformance. Ican recommend
YASHIMA -

BASF

FUJI HITACHI

Agfa PE
•
*00' LP PE36 £ 2.08
C46 C60
C90 C120
5r 1200' LP PE36 £ 2.40
Ag fa Ferro Colour e2,
84p £ 1.25
7- MOO' LP PE36 [ 3.45
5- 1200' DP PE46 £ 2.47
Agfa Super Ferro ( SFDI: 90p £ 1.20 £ 1.60
5/ - MOO' DP PE46 £ 3.45
Agie Carat - £ 1.08 £ 1.47
7"
2400' DP PE46 £ 4.26
Agfa Superchrorne - £ 1.25 £ 1.69
5"
1800' TP PEW £ 3.58
7- 3600' TF PE66 £ 5.36
BASF LH
529
70p £ 1.17
cor 420CY One PE36 £ 8.97
BASF Super
88p £ 1.18 ( 1.55
lOr 4200' NABPE36 £ 10.32
BASF Ferro Super I 96p £ 1.28 £ 1 71
Agfa PEM ( matt)
BASF C,0 2
£ 1.16 £ 1.24 £ 2.19
5'
500' LP £ 2.90
BASF Super Chrome - £ 1.30 £ 1.75
7- 1800' LP £ 4.25
BASF F.C,
£ 1.44
109 - 3600' Cine [ 9.35
FUJI FL
53p
58p
10)" 3800' NAB £ 11.29
80p £ 1.22
5'
1200' DP £ 3.55
FUJI FX-I
71p
97p £1.15
✓ 2100' DP £ 5.96
FUJI FX•11
91p £ 1.14
f1.39
tO)' 4200' One £ 10.76
Hitachi LN
58p
82p £ 1,18
101" 4200' NAB £ 12.91
Hitachi UD
94p £1.09
f1. 54
✓ 1800' BASF £ 4.50
Hitachi UDER
£ 1.26
(1.58
7
2400' BASF £ 5.80
Hitachi UOEX IUDXLII, - ( 1.26
E1 58
7' 1800' TDK LX [ 3.45
83p El
axellUL 65p
5
A11.7- 1800' 1000 LX 6(3 77

e

PI
allffI 330 VAUXHALL
MASONS AVE.
iHIGHBORY STN.
STATION
BRIDGE ROAD
30 COLEMAN ST HIGHBUM CORNER
(Haymarket ( By Victoria Stn.) ( 01 - 606 41021 ( 01-60706441
Entrance) ( 01-834 3177)
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LEICESTER SQUARE
SINTickat Sall
ltf31(194030;=.1Exit)

UFO IIncur., eels,

-

C90 C120
79p 1.09

96P

1.28

1.64

UFO IS
_
UCD ma. coao.a. Dioxide - -

1.04

1.44

1.76

1.25 1.98

etall3111 Buy any 3YASFIINIA UFO I. UFO II or UCD and ask for 1
(same size and type) absolutely FREE. ( Not applicable to UFO* I.
EXTRA BONUS
Ask for 1 Apollo watch with every £ 16 uvorth of
Yashirna you pay for! ( This offer supersedes all previous offers) . ONLY VALID
WHEN YOU BUY AT THESE PRICES.

TOP QUALITY FAMOUS BRANDS
VHS Format: E60 (5.95: E90 ( 6.25;
El 20 (6.75; E180 £ 7.50
BETAMAX Forerun: L5(70 5.95; L750 (7,25
i
VCR Format VC 100 (9.40: VC 130 [ 12.50: VC 150 ( 13.95

BONUS OFFER!

Claim 1C90 Yashima UFO 1(normallY£1.28)
FREE with every E10 you spend on audio cassettes.
If any of our prices are not already the lowest. we will
supply at 1pper tapeless then GENUINELY AVAILABLE
from any other advertiser. Limit 20 per customer.
Please quote our competitor's price when ordering.

Despatched in 7days by RECORDED
DELIVERY. Post, Pkg, Ins: £ 1.25 perorder.

Mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, ( Dept. HFN
HIGHBURY STATION, LONDON N5.

BULL RING SUBWAY 162 WELLINGTON SI
!l
oo
tf
oroS
pt
e
.
n
Sm
tat.i
r
o
k
n
etert
loll City Square)
(221 - 64317651

C30 015 C60
46p 49p 65p
-

VIDEO

NEW CROSS GATE
STATION
101-6917294/

£10 you spend
on audio cassettes

YAsiem,A,

UFO +

lo cluse days al drools, stop watches, alarms. and
difficult to read In's. it's nice to see aclear, classic- /,‘ ,
style watch face! This attractive. functional watch IS
precision built, with an Analog Jewelled Swiss .Moyement
that ensures long lite accuracy. Second sweep hand,
- i.
stainless steel back dustprool and shockproof - awatch built
to lee The polished chrome finish blends perfectly with the
hard wearing black strap - ported for everyday wear or equally
good looking for special occasions. Guaranteed 12 months, parts an4Jabourl
Bonus offer! - GE an order together for Elt of Yesfurna UFO and we will
send you one of these beautiful watches ABSOLUTELY FREE.

1774115- 47=744 1111

vwth every

10532 -4446921

I,

10142-56 77261

MAXELL MEMOREX SONY. TOK
C46

Maxell UD
83P
Maxell UDX1.1
Maxell LIOXLII
Maven XLIS
Maven XLIIS
Maxell MX
[ 2.59
Memorex Normal Bias Memorex MRX3
Memorex High Ekas Memeces CO 2
Sony CHF
Sony EIHF
Sony AHF
74p
Sony CD Alpha
Sony F..C.
(1.01
TOK Dynamic
549
TOIT AD
87p
TDK OD
TDK SA
TOS SAX
TDK MAC
TDK MA RC
-

C60
C90 C120
92p t1.16

[1.20
E1.28
£ 1.58
[1.70
E2.90
75p
92p
[1.13
99p
559
75p
85p
£ 1 15
f1.26
65P
95p
£ 1.06
£ 1.17
( 1.52
£ 2.35
( 365

[ 1.49
[ 1.65
[ 2.15
£ 2.26
[ 3.63
79p
£ 1.09 £ 144
E1.39
[ 1.29
75p
105
87p ( 1 12
( 1.09
£ 1.50
( 1.64
79p £122
£ 1.13
£ 1.49
f1.58
( 2.09
£ 348
( 4 99

APPROACH ( Elehlnd HIppodromel

LEIGH- ON- SEA

1061-832 115921

10702-7128611

10272-290900/

j

Angus McKenzie

A London started transmitting in stereo on

Tlast, after many years of mono, BBC Radio

February 11th. It would seem that the entire
style of the station has changed, so that programmes are now about 50% light background
music and 50% chat, etc. Iam not sure that this
particular choice will in time be considered
optimum, but Radio London's new station
manager, Iam told, has many new and refreshing ideas which he hopes to put into practice.
Their main Studio 1 has two control rooms,
one either side, and both are equipped for
stereo, the Mk. Ill control desks having three
stereo PPMs, one reading pre- fade listen, the
second reading station output ( and both first
and second indicating sum- and- difference outputs), whilst the third always reads left and right
outputs from the actual studio. The BBC have
installed many stereo Studer 667s, and have
standardised on 15 i/s for stereo and 7 for
mono, tapes being leadered with appropriate
colours to signify speed. Iam slightly surprised
that speakers as small as the Rogers LS3/5As
have been chosen for monitoring, for they will
not give much volume, but perhaps these may
one day be changed.
The landlines to Wrotham are Post Office
installed, and have been equalised so that their
responses and phase match quite well across
the audio range, although it seems strange that
the stereo feed could not have been taken via the
PCM link for better quality. The Radio London
VHF transmitter at Wrotham has now, of course,
been fitted with astereo encoder, and the slant
polarised aerial gives approximately 17 kW ERP.
A move to anew transmitter and aerial system at
Crystal Palace is being discussed, and if this
does occur Itrust that the output power will not
be decreased by too much. Perhaps 5kW from
Crystal Palace would be adequate.
New Technics SP10 turntables have been
fitted, with pickup arms designed by the BBC
research department, while the pickups themselves are Shures with spherical tips. Stereo
jingle machines have been added, so that an

operator can put out asmall jingle or announcement here and there by pressing abutton. Much
of the installation supervision has been carried
out by Radio London's chief engineer Johnny
Longdon, who has recently received a presentation having been aBBC engineer for 40 years.
He was responsible for designing many of the
earlier transistorised control desks, and has been
at the helm of Radio London engineering since
its inception.
Best wishes, then, to the first BBC local
station to go stereo. Other stations have now
been given the go-ahead to go part stereo
shortly.

of Joseph Il. Ihad been forewarned by the BBC
that they were to be using the EMT 250 digital
artificial reverberation device, so Ilistened particularly carefully. There have already been afew
rumours that although the EMT 250 is an
extremely good unit for normal pu poses, it just
cannot cope with pianos, apparently making
them sound peculiarly out of tune. On this
occasion, John Rushby-Smith cunningly got
over the problem by using a touch of the old
echo- plate on the solo piano mike, whilst the
orchestra's coincident pair and two out- riggers
were used with the 250. Ithink Ihave always
said that it should not really be necessary to use
added reverberation in the RFH, but I can
I have been listening to Earthsearch, the
understand that most balancers like to use just a
Tuesday evening SF serial, set about a million
little. It can be quite effective if done very
years in the future. The main characters were
discreetly, as was certainly the case this time, for
born and bred on a ten- mile- long space ship,
Idid not realise while listening that the plate was
and have been looked after by two 'angel'
in use at all. Woodwind instruments had amuch
less coloured reverberation to them than given
computers who appear to be evil. Although the
basic production is very good, and the acting
in the past by the plate, and very good definition
excellent, anumber of points need criticising. I was maintained on the entire orchestra.
Unfortunately the EMT device is very expensive,
am very irritated with a science fiction story
which gets several facts wrong. The author
but if reverb has to be used then this unit is very
worthwhile, and Itrust we will never have to go
seams to have forgotten that there are two
planets, rather than one, closer to the Sun than
back to the dreaded echo- plate for an entire
Earth, and Ihardly think that Mercury or Venus is
orchestra.
likely to vanish in the next 300 years! There also
From February 16th the BBC will have been
seems to be amisunderstanding over the size of
using acompletely re- equipped news and curour Milky Way, and the distance of star clusters
rent affairs studio for World at One and PM. A
from us. It is also obvious that the basic budget
new Neve Mk IV control desk has been inis lower than it ideally should have been, which
stalled, with ten channels for OB insertion, and
perhaps explains the hackneyed electronic
many additional channels for great flexibility.
music ( with extra print- through!) at the beginning and end of each episode. A Lexicon
The studio is equipped with a table with four
electronic device, probably the model Varispeed
independently controllable headphone feeds,
27, has been used for the computer voices, but
each of which can be switched to avariety of
sources, thus allowing four people to come in
surely we could have had something more
original. However, the technical quality is basicon individual cues from the producer. A mike
ally very good and the story very gripping
mute ('cough key') is within easy reach of the
presenters, and this operates silently, eliminaindeed.
Ihope Iwill not start ariot, though, amongst
ting the annoying clicks and muted ( but still
those who have gone nutty on the Hitchhiker's
audible) coughs we heard in the past. The
presenters can also control their monitor loudGuide to the Galaxy, by suggesting that the
speakers' volume, and talk- back to the
repeats still seems to me aridiculous jumble of
producer. The suite has access to the very latest
rubbish, which Ido not find funny but just plain
up-to-the-minute news from the news room,
stupid. However, there are thousands of dediallowing the producer to put news into the
cated SF listeners: and many of my friends have
programme virtually immediately, if necessity
also been listening to Earthsearch, so perhaps
demands. I listen to World at One quite
the BBC will give us more SF, for which there is
clearly ademand.
regularly, and it will be fascinating to see if the
• On January 19th a concert from the Royal
BBC make use of the desk's stereo capability,
Festival Hall was relayed on Radio 3, including
allowing stereo tape inserts. It would be
fascinating to hear stereo actuality news
Beethoven's Choral Fantasia (
which has an
extensive piano part) and Cantata on the Death
recordings.

READERS PROBLEMS

Bush/Linn Upgrade

Dear Sir, Iam looking for advice on upgrading.
My Bush SRP31D record player has given me
superb service for some fifteen years. Indeed,
some time ago Isaw one of t,be other hi-fi
magazines describing the same machine as
'Patrick Moore's hi-fi', and what is good enough
for aclever man like Patrick Moore ( as one of
your previous correspondents said) is on the
whole good enough for me. But without sacrificing the superb tonal qualities of the separate
bass and treble speakers in the player's cabinet
or the sweetness of the Sonotone 9TAHC
cartridge, Iwould like to make a significant
upgrade to the system. From reading some
magazines Iget the impression that fitting aLinn
Sondek to any system will be the most
worthwhile improvement one could invest in.
As it would be difficult to re- mount the arm
provided with the BSR turntable fitted, do you
think Ishould go the whole hog and get both
Linn Sondek and Wok?
B. F., Pratt's Bottom
Yes, but you may find that the Sonotone carHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tridge is not compliant enough in relation to the
effective overall mass with the lttok arm, so it
could be advantageous to add a50p coin to the
headshell. Later, you might consider going over
to stereo—if you happen to come across one of
the Bush add-on conversion units in ajunk shop

Headphone Socket for Quad amp
Dear Sir, Ihave recently installed Monitor Audio
loudspeaker cable—despite the controversy
about its merits or otherwise—for the run from
my Quad 33/303 system to Ditton 66s. Length
is more than 40 ft.
As the Quad preamp has no headphone
socket Ihave also installed a control box to
enable me to connect two headsets, control
their volume, and switch off LSs when necessary. Inspection of this control box showed that
the wiring was. very ' light' and I have now
replaced the leads that connect to the amp and
loudspeaker with heavier cable. However, Ihave
left the original wiring to the headphone
sockets.
Iam now getting some ' buzzing' on the LH
channel, which could Isuppose be due to abad

joint. Alternatively, do you think that after
installing the heavy-duty speaker/runs, the
'lighter' wiring left in the control box is detrimental in any way?
F.S.R., Mill Hill, London
In our our opinion the control box you are using
is to some extent negating the advantage of
using Monitor Audio cable, and the design of
your Quad amplifier, circuit.
Peter Walker of Quad has often been asked
about switching and headphone sockets, but
has proved to his satisfaction that these additions do detract from the overall performance.
The short lengths of 'lighter' wiring in your
control box of little consequence, but the switch
contacts are a possible problem and may
become worse with the passage of time. To
obtain the benefit of your quality loudspeaker
cable, switches of at least 10 amp rating with
silver self- wiping contacts are necessary. These
are not readily available, nor cheap.
Try bypassing the boxes with wires straight
from loudspeaker to amplifier. If the buzzing
stops, you know the answer.
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£2 000,000 THE PAIR.
The L112 is the most powerful and
accurate compact speaker in JBL's
history.
Hardly surprising in view of the
research and development costs that
were involved.
We designed abrand new high
frequency dome radiator using laser
holography and aluminium vapour
deposition.
An exceptionally powerful midrange
unit with an outsized voice coil for better
power handling and extended dynamic
range.
Together with a12" low frequency

driver incorporating Symetrical Field
Geometry for drastically reduced second
harmonic distortion.
All things considered, £750 a
pair doesn't seem too high aprice
to ask
Maximum
Recommended
•
Amplifier Power:
300 watts per channel
Nominal
Impedance:

8ohms

System Sensitivity: 89 dB SPL, 1W, 1m ( 3.3 ft )
Dimensions:

622 nun x362 min x333 mm deep
24 1
/ in x 14 1
2
4 in x 13 in deep
/

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
HARMAN UK, DEPT 26, MILL STREET, SLOUGH.
BERKS. SU SOD. TEL SLOUGH ( 75)76911.

MUSIC on RECORD
G

USTAV LEON HARDT was already an
established figure in the world of
concert- making and recording when Ifirst
heard him on record. Iwas lucky in one way,
though; that particular recording, the
Concentus Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt Bach
Johannespassion, for which he served as the
exemplary keyboard continuo player, at once
drew to my admiring attention his distinctive
qualities: refinement of rhythmic sophistication, association only with first-class
instruments, sympathy and modesty in
ensemble. To combine all of these as two
simple words—'good taste'—is to risk
accusations of conjuring up quite inappropriate
Edwardian images, but Iknow well enough
what Imean, and so will Leonhardt's many
other admirers and even, these days, imitators.
For me, Leonhardt personifies musical
performance of our time. Indeed, he was
years ahead of current fashion and scholarship when his recordings began to appear in
the 1950s; my most treasured rarity is avery
boomingly recorded Austrian Amadeus
Vanguard disc (
AVRS 6045, issued ca.
1956). The programme is again Bach, this
time solos by Alfred Deller with an accompaniment including Michael Piguet, oboe;
Eduard Melkus and Marie Leonhardt
(Gustav's distinguished wife), violins; Alice
Hoffelner ( now Harnoncourt) and Karl
Theiner, violas; Nicolaus Harnoncourt, cello;
Alfred Planiawsky, contrabass and —of
course—Gustav Leonhardt, organ. Nor is the
programme less than fiercely challenging,
since it includes Cantata 170, Vergnugte
Ruh', which Donald Tovey considered to be
the most difficult of all the Cantatas. Ihave
heard no performance to approach it, and the
same applies to the Agnus Dei of the B- Minor
Mass on side 2.
To the record- buying public, however,
Leonhardt is better-known as a harpsichord
and organ soloist and as adirector of
ensembles. His solo playing is still immediately recognisable ( even in comparison
with those who have been influenced by him)
because the bass line is always unusually full
of expressive life and point; the characteristic
weighting ( by delay) of the accents is
achieved with such poetic variety. This latter
characteristic has been criticised occasionally
(though never by me), but the critics never
seem to notice that this, like the whole of
Leonhardt's rhythm, is as rich in inventive
flexibility as it is strong in character and
positive in its effect. Whether he is playing
Couperin or Scarlatti, Balbastre or Byrd, the
detail of his technique—which actually never
sounds strained—is harnessed to give the
optimum interpretation. The harpsichord is, of
course, through its very nature, an instrument
in which the control of the player over the
sound- source is both extremely intimate and
subtle. On excellent recordings—such as the
outstanding ( and very reasonably priced)
Harmoni Mundi Wohltemperirte Clavier (10
sides, HM 20309-13)—the detail is so clear
that one is able almost to picture him playing.
Another excellent Bach box ( now, alas,
deleted) was the latter Philips Séon account
of the English and French Suites (
6575
070-074). Those who find his performances
as exciting and creative as Ido will see no
irony in the making of comparisons between
his second and third recordings of the
'Goldberg' Variations (
fascinating in general
impression as well as in detail, phrase- byphrase and variation- by- variation). The
Telefunken recording (
AW6 41198) is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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generally tighter and less extravagantly
expressive than the later reading ( on
Harmonia Mundi HM 1C-06599710).
His repertoire is, however, extremely wide,
ranging as it does from the early 16th to the
late 18th centuries; longer, in fact, than the
complete history of the pianoforte from its
invention to the present ( amere 273 years),
although Leonhardt has recorded Mozart on
the fortepiano, besides plenty of late 18th
century harpsichord and organ music. Nor is
all of his repertoire 'serious' or ' heavyweight':
he has recently made adelightful record of
music by Louis Couperin— the provincial
uncle of the famous François— and in August
he played movements by the lightweight
Balbastre with pointed wit and obvious relish
His many outstanding records of historic
organs and harpsichords also often display
the breadth of his range; the Praeludium,
Fugue & Allegro of Bach ( on HM 065-998
67 and HM 065-997 95 and the delightful
range of Renaissance miniatures played on
the famous Churburg Castle organ ( on
deleted Philips Séon 6775 006-2 records,
still available recently at reduced prices)
spring to mind. Some of his performances are
extremely witty; many will strike most
newcomers as bizarre or very odd, but so
much care always lies behind the interpretation, and Ihave usually found that where I
have felt worried initially Ihave later come to
agree with his point of view. This happens far
less often, as well as less easily, with other
performers.
As a20th century keyboard Capellmeister.
Leonhardt has made many extremely
significant recordings, quite apart from those
in which his presence as soloist or continuo
player have involved him in performances
which he has not himself directed. His early
association with La Petite Bande resulted in
excellent accounts of works by Lully, Campra
and Georg Muffat. More recently, with the
same excellent ensemble, he has recorded
Rameau's Zes (French Stil 1010 S 77/4) in
ascintillating performance. Here La Petite
Bande outrun even the Vienna Concentus
Musicus Vivaldi Op. 8 in virtuosity, outshine
them in stylisation, excel them in flexibility of
expression. Much of this achievement—avery
considerable one when we consider the
difficulties involved in reproducing French
baroque styles—derives, no doubt, from
Leonhardt himself. And although Leonhardt
was not directly involved in either Corelli's
Opus VI ( recorded by La Petite Bande on
HM IC 065 99613 etc.) or Handel's
Partenope (HM 157-99 855/868), there can
be no denying that his personal influence on
modern accounts of Baroque music in the
Low Countries can be felt there too. We
cannot know how artists such as Frans
Brüggen, Jaap Schroeder or the Kuijkens
would have developed away from his
influence, since it is abundantly clear that
.they have been affected by it.
Artists who exert such influence are usually
strong personalities, and Leonhardt is no
exception; but as aman he is remarkably
quiet, and his manner is deliberate, yet selfeffacing. The compulsion of his playing in
performance is, however, another matter. His
concentration is readily apparent, as he puts
every ounce of effort into his execution and
listens with the utmost sensitivity and
apparent criticism to the music he has just
completed in performance. Leonhardt may not
(as some of his less accomplished rivals may)
'appear as aman possessed', like Emanuel
Bach extemporising for Burney; his playing
has no such extravagance of gesture or facial
expression.

Rather, the quiet and conscien-

Stephen Daw on the work of
a fine Dutch musician
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tious care with which he accomplishes
amazing feats in difficult pieces by Scarlatti,
Couperin or Bach remind us of Emanuel's
father, who seems to have played the
harpsichord and the organ with just that kind
of unaffected assurance. This side of his
playing is very well demonstrated in his
accompanying of Wieland Kuijken in Bach's
Three Sonatas for Gamba and Obbligato
Harpsichord (HM 22 225—an outstanding
record). Not only is the voicing and tuning a
delight here, but the playing makes each line
telling, whether he echoes Kuijken or differs
from him in the imitative work. Ihave been
slightly less impressed by Sigiswald Kuijken's
combination with him in the six Sonatas for
Violin with Obbligato Harpsichord (
HM
151-99 820/821), mainly, Ifeel, because of a
less satisfactory balance by the engineers,
which emphasises the rather different
approaches of a primarily lyrical string soloist
and this harpsichordist, who, of all, seems to
have resolved the problems inherent in
combining flexibility of expression with
strictness of tempo: the central Allegro of
Sonata VI, which is a harpsichord solo,
reminds us of this at the heart of this set of
performances. This remains my favourite of
the available accounts in general respects.
We hear Leonhardt as asoloist, as a
continuo player and as an ensemble director
in the recent ( but, most sadly, only briefly
available in the UK) Dutch Philips Séon
recording of the Brandenburg Concertos
(6775 025). Here, he heads an outstanding
Belgian and Dutch team, and, once again, the
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". . . . pretty well untouchable at or
near the price".
A. Gold FRSR PRACTICAL HI-FI January 1981
". . . . it must be considered superb value for money".
Bernard Futter NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS 1st November 1980
"The turntable offers wide compatibility with cartridges,
has foolproof semi-automation, is resistant to problems from
use in less than ideal positions and has asound quality/can
describe as second to none".
WHAT HI- Fl November 1980
.no other similar deck that even approached it for
sound quality. Enthusiastically endorsed then, "
A. Gold FRSR PRACTICAL HI-FI January 1981
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For many years Dual, based in the Black Forest region of Germany the home of precision
engineerine, have been acknowledged as one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi turntables.
In order to introduce good quality hifi products to agreater number of people, Dual have now designed abudget priced turntable, the CS505.
The CS505 is asemi- automatic belt drive turntable incorporating many of the fine
engineering facilities of the more expensive models in the range. Unusually for Dual, it is not fitted
with acartridge, thus giving you the freedom of choice on the type of cartridee you wish to use. The
straight line, gimbal mounted, low mass arm is capable of operating with awide range of cartridges
from the less expensive through to the more sophisticated performer — the choice is yours.
Selling at around £75 the Dual CS505 offers you the opportunity of incorporating agood
quality turntable into your budget priced system.
Now you've read what the trade press reviewers and we have to say, test the CS505 for
yourself at your local hifi dealer.

Please send me details of the Dual CS505 turntable:—
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Address

HAYDEN

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross,
Bucks. SL9 9UG

Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447/89221

RAMOPHILE
Concise argument with an increased density of motivic writing
are discernable. But in between
these works, in 1940, came the
The American composer Samuel
Violin Concerto which marked the
Barber died in New York in January
peak of his pre-war development
after a long illness. He was 70.
and the height of his powers of
Although his earliest published
sustained, eloquent lyricism. The
work, aserenade for string quartet,
sheer fluency of line in the first two
appeared in 1927, Barber first came
movements knows few parallels in
to public notice in 1931 with Dover
20th century music yet it remains
Beach, a setting for baritone and
under the control of a carefully
string quartet of texts by Mathew
regulated formal plan. A second
Arnold. His first orchestral work, the
symphony was commissioned by
Overture for the School of Scandal
the Air Force but Barber, always
was written a year later. This was
highly self-critical, later withdrew it
also his graduation piece from the
and all that remains is areworking of
Curtis Institute in Philadelphia—a
the slow movement, Night Flight.
tightly woven essay displaying the
gifts for wit and, especially, drama
In 1944 Barber published his first
which were to serve him so well
music
for
the
piano.
Four
Excursions show him working again
throughout his career.
This early recognition was rewithin classical forms and coming
his closest to amirroring of regional
warded in 1935 by his gaining the
coveted Prix de Rome ( for his Cello
American mannerisms. At the end of
Sonata) and Pulitzer Prizes in 1935
the war he wrote the Capricorn
and ' 36, confirming the generally
Concerto for flute, oboe, trumpet
favourable reaction to his music; a and. strings, his most overtly
response shared in Europe where in
'modern' work although it was
1937 his 1st Symphony was the first
clearly modelled on the kind of neoAmerican work ever to be played at
classical writing Stravinsky had
the Salzburg festival. In 1936 his 1st
explored so thoroughly in works like
Pu/cine/la and, more particularly,
String Quartet appeared only to be
overshadowed by its own slow
Dumbarton
Oaks.
The
Cello
movement which Barber rescored
Concerto of 1945 finds Barber
settling back into more familar terrias the Adagio for Strings in 1931. In
this form the movement was such a tory, but with the ballet Medea
huge success that it achieved, and
(1946), Knoxville, Summer of 1915
("47) and the Piano Sonata ('48) he
has maintained, almost legendary
reached the pinnacle of his achievestatus being to Barber what The Rite
ment. The ballet, adapted from
is to Stravinsky or Bolero is to Ravel,
the Greek legend, explores the
ie, synonymous with his name.
emotions of love and jealousy and
The two Essays for Orchestra of
1937 and '42 brought about a was immediately successful, as was
the concert suite drawn from it the
tightening 'of form and a more
following year. Knoxville is asetting
concentrated expression of ideas.

Samuel Barber
(1910-81)

GUSTAV LEONHARDT
impression is positively strict and rhythmically
alive. Some of the Allegro ( or unheaded)
movements are taken fast, but very tidily ( for
example, the first movements of Concertos 3
and 4, or the finale of 3), so that each motif is
imbued with character and an almost urgent
liveliness. Yet Ihave never heard such
graceful poise as we hear there in the slow,
movements, and only Jaap Schroeder's
Concerto Amsterdam ( partly an overlapping
ensemble with this one, anyway) and the
Harnoncourts seem to be as expert in the
characterisation of the dance. This boxed set
of two records, with ( rather faintly printed)
facsimile score in the box, and very sensible •
comments from Leonhardt himself, is well
worth hunting -for.
Gustav's Leonhardt has also been associated with the Teidec-Telefunken Bath
Kantatenwerk series since its beginning. Apart
from directing the Amsterdam ensemble ( with .
his distinguished wife Marie usually leading
the orchestra), he plays thé continuo for the
same ensemble, with only the rarest exceptions. In this way ( and through the lively
musicanship of the Amsterdam cellists,
bassoonists and violonists), the special
individuality of his bass- line playing, noted
above with regard to solo playing, is infused
also into the Cantata textures with highly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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for soprano and orchestra of the duced very little in the last decade,
prologue to James Agee's novel 'A partly due to his illness. Asong cycle
Death in the Family'. Barber's fusion for Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau apof words and music here is so com- peared in 1974 and aThird Essay for
plete that they become virtually in- Orchestra in 1978 is the last work to
separable, the simple overall arch have been published. Samuel
structure echoing exactly the Barber was one of the few American
natural rise and fall of the prose composers whose output has sucpoem. The Piano Sonata is a fine cessfully penetrated our European
virtuoso work in the conventional musical frontiers to become acthree- movement mould, although cepted into the standard repertoire.
its manner is modern with hints of His natural gift for melody and unBartok and more than apassing nod ashamedly romantic approach endeared his works to many audiences
in the direction of Rachmaninov.
A second string quartet of 1948 weary of the difficulties posed by so
was withdrawn and in the '50s and much other 20th century music. His
'60s Barber seemed content to music is predominantly lyrical but
pursue his lyrical, seemingly roman- this is always allied to a carefully
tic approach; certainly he showed considered formal plan and when
little interest in the avante garde these two balance to full effect the
I.H.
posturing of his contemporaries. result is truly memorable.
Summer Music (
1956) for woodwind quintet was commissioned by
ASV Records
Sound &
Vision—
the Chamber Music Society of Academy
Detroit. It is a lightweight, deftly mentioned in ' Gramophile' p. 81.
scored piece evocative of the March—have sent us their first
languid aspects of long summer batch of releases ( see reviews). In
CBS,
Decca ( inc.
days. Two song cycles followed, the line with
Hermit Songs of 1953, ten songs to Telefunken), DG, Philips and RCA,
the texts of 8-13th century Monks ASV records are not quoting specifor voice and piano, and the Prayers fic retail prices for their full and mid
of Kierkegaard for soprano, chorus price classical issues. Record shops
and orchestra, alarge-scale work on should have no difficulty in obtainthe theme of childhood. His two ing these releases, which they
operas
Vanessa
(
1958)
and should order from PRT ( Sales) Ltd,
Road, Mitcham,
Anthony and Cleopatra (' 66) were 132 Western
not wholly successful although the Surrey CR4 3UT ( 01-640 3344).
Among the first releases are volformer ( which won a further
Pulitzer prize) is the only American umes 1 and 2 of the C.S. Lewis
opera to maintain a place in the 'Chronicles of Narnia', aset of seven
repertoire. The Piano Concerto children's books about Lewis' most
(1962), along with Knoxville and famous imaginary country. The
SWD 351)
the Piano Sonata was one of Magician's Nephew (
Barber's own favourites but it seems and The Lion, the Witch and the
SWD 352), both on midto many to lack the qualities in- Wardrobe (
herent in the other earlier concertos, price 2- records sets, are read with
being somewhat stiff and more than style and involvement by Michael
Hordern. Music composed by
alittle predictable.
From the mid- 60s Barber's work Marisa Robles is played by her on
was much curtailed and he pro- harp, with her husband Christopher

beneficial results. A comparison here with the
superficially similar playing of the Concentus
Musicus Wien continuo organist Herbert
Tachezi is most interesting. Leonhardt seems
to me té be infinitely more resourceful in his
use of rhythms ( for example, in detached and
'semi-detached' recitatives), in his sensitivity
to textural and tonal requirements in
ensemble ( most obvious in the arias) and in
his little extempore embellishments at
cadences and during held notes in the high
parts. Volume 20 of the Cantata Series, ( EX6
35362) which features the Amsterdam group
in Cantatas 77 and 79, may *not be consistently excellent ( there are weaknesses,
especially -in the attack and the tuning of the
brass playing), but from Leonhardt, everything
is so tasteful and so well matched. Even
during atricky passage where •a boy treble is
short of breath and slightly out of time ( in
Cantata 77, Aria No. 3), he is the first to •
recover and, by sleight of hand ( literally), it is
he who adjusts things so that arisky situation
sounds as though it had almost been
intentional. That aria, incidentally, in which a
sweet, but rather gentle, boy's voice is
expertly accompanied by two oboes, should,
by itself, persuade listeners who were not
already aware of this fact that baroque oboes
can play beautifully and expressively at low
volumes. That, indeed; is what they were

designed to do in the first place.
Although it is true that Leonhardt has
written astimulating study of 'The Art of
Fugue', and that he is one of the very few
international celebrities of music who makes
it apart of his serious work to read widely,
study the sources of the music he plays and
investigate instruments with ever- sensitive
curiosity, he disclaims the title 'musicologist'
which has been applied to him occasionally:
He thinks of performance very directly and
practically and speaks of the performer's
responsibilities in terms that are comparable
to those used by other dedicated, but less
well-informed performers. For example, he
sees the basic problems of interpretation as
involving aquest for different kinds of
balance; to become too involved with any
one aspect of performance is as short-sighted
as it is to concentrate only upon the phrasing
of one line of acontrapuntal texture, or to
think that the ' recipe' for successful performances of early music lies simply in the use of
particular instruments, or, say, of particular
tuning- systems. The balance required calls for
some serious consideration, but in the end,
after the performer has made himself
responsibly aware of the essential background
of his musical programme, he will have to
play as he chooses, or as his instincts direct.
No amount of study tells aperformer exactly
57
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FROM MARANTZ.
Introducing two stunningly beautiful and totally
new components from Marantz.
The PM310 amplifier and the ST310 tuner.
Half the height of most standard components,
their exquisite slimline proportions are nothing less
than sheer elegance.
But although the visual lines are low, the sound
fidelity and the performance are as high as anything
you've come to expect from Marantz.
However, the real beauty lies not so much in the
eye or ear of the beholder,but more in the pocket.
For at around £65 each, the price is refreshingly
slimline,too. For ataste,call in at your nearest Marantz
Dealer on the list opposite. urzralutute&airialltZ,
We sound better

ST310 FM/AM TUNER. 1.01/V FM SENSITIVITY. LED SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR. FM MUTING. STEREO/MONO. PILOT FREQUENCY
REJECTION CIRCUIT LONG WAVE VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE AS MODEL ST310L.
PM310 AMPLIFIER. 2x25 WATTS RMS. LED POWER METERS. 6dB/OCT LOW FILTER. 41 STEP DETENTED VOLUME CONTROL.
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WHERE YOU CAN
DEVELOP ATASTE FOR
MARANTZ SLIMLINE.
The following are key Marantz Dealers where you can
be sure (subject to availability) of seeing the Marantz
PM310 amplifier and ST310 tuner. However, there are
many more Marantz stockists throughout the country
who will have these in stock. In case of difficulty or for
further details post the coupon, or use our Freefone
service- dial 100 and ask the operator for Freefone2347
Absolute Sound & Video Ltd., 19 Old Nandos Radio, 328 Edgware Road,
London W2.
High Street, Headington, Oxford.
New Dawn, 1/3 Castle Street,
A.C.L Radio Services, 1Northman,
Off Bridge Street, Chester
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Newsham & Dolby 238/240 Kings
Acton Cameras. 86 High Street,
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Acton. London W2.
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2London Bridge Walk.
Addlestone, Surrey
Craig HI-Fl. 13 South Street. Romford, London SEI 2SX.
St Ives Audio, 40 The Broadway
Essex.
St. Ives, Cam.
Delta HI-R, 23 Mansfield Road,
Sevenoaks Hi-R.118 London Road,
Nottingham.
Sevenoaks, Kent.
Fantex Trading Company 226 Soho
Sound Engineering. 68 King Street.
Road, Handsworth. Birmingham.
Foreway Services. 126 London Road, St. Helier Jersey.
South London HIFi, 210 Brixton Hill.
Headington, Oxford.
London SW2.
Forum HIFI, 78 Lower Precinct,
Sound Sense HI-FL 42 Conate,
Coventry
Peterborough.
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Street,Warwick.
Dunstable, Beds.
John Ring Films. 71 East Street,
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Brighton, Sussex.
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Leicester and branches.
Market. Loughborough, Leicester and
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branches.
Court Road, London Wl.
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All
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Street, London N16.
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Hyde- Smith on flute, alto flute and
piccolo. The storytelling seems
aimed at younger children, which
seems fair as those old enough to
appreciate the depth and maturity of
the books will presumably read
them instead. Rich, ambient musical
recording with apleasant, close and
warm spoken vocal balance. An
auspicious double beginning.

Karl Richter
The musicologist and baroque
specialist Karl Richter died in
February. A full obituary will appear
in this column next month.

Hubert Waelrant
Startling news for enthusiasts of
Music Drama! As users of that invaluable quarterly the Gr•m•ph.ne
Classical Catalogue, we had already
been intrigued by the disappearance of Berlioz's Les Troyens— a
disappearance that seems to have
inspired the rapid composition and
recording of another opera of the
same title by the contemporary
English composer of Punch and
Judy, Harrison Birtwistle ( amazingly, recorded by the same forces,
with ROH/Davis, as appeared in the
Berlioz work).
Now, on looking for a different
composer in the W
section
(Wagenseil, 1715-1777, whose recorded works are now unlisted), we
have found a remarkable entry.
Hubert Waelrant, born in Flanders
(and possibly also Germany) about
1517, d. 1595, appears to have been
responsible for an astonishing body
of work, almost all published
posthumously.
We know that the nineteenth
century
saw
a tremendous
European, and particularly German,
surge of interest in old Norse,

teutonic and Arthurian myth—
connected
with
the
German
nationalistic movement and affecting writers from Novalis to Thomas
Mann. While in England this preoccupation led chiefly to literary
works, from Tennyson and William
Morris to ( ultimately) H. Rider
Haggard, E. R. Eddison and J. R. R.
Tolkien, on the Continent opera and
drama
benefited,
with
nowforgotten operas on themes from
the Nibelungenlied, the Norse
Eddas and the European cycles of
King Arthur stories. Chief among
those that did survive—indeed, for a
considerable period, having only recently fallen out of favour ( to the
extent of now being totally unrepresented
in
the
current
Catalogue)—were aseries of stage
dramas by Richard Wagner. But
now it has been revealed that the
aforesaid Waelrant got there first.
Among the nearly two Catalogue
pages devoted to his works on
record, there is an ' Opera Cycle'
called Der Ring des Nibelungen
(almost certainly based on the
Nibelungenlied
and
already
available in five complete recordings), and four Arthurian or otherwise chivalric- sounding operas:
Lohengrin and Parsifal (
possibly
based on the stories of Loherangrin
and Parzival found in Wolfram von
Eschenbach), then Tristan und
lsolde and Tannhäuser (
Arthurian
and medieval- romantic legends
respectively). No wonder the works
of Wagner have so suddenly fallen
from favour, as they seem in the
light of this discovery to have been
at least highly derivative, if not outright plagiaristic. What puzzles us,
however, is that we had no prior
evidence of a16th Century Flemish
interest
in
Nibelungen
and
Arthurian legend: this would seem
to merit further study.
G.J.

ensemble sonata for violin and
GUSTAV LEONHARDT
how aspecified piece of music was Hammerflüget
It will be clear that I admire
originally played, nor how it should
be now. Study simply indicates the Leonhardt tremendously. So do
Bach
and
early- music
broad outlines of a performance, many
and the traps that must be avoided. specialists. What is more, he has
One of the hallmarks of the been well- served both on record
excellent performer is his ability to and via the radio throughout Europe
persuade the listener to look afresh and the Western World, so that to
at music which he had previously hear him is not difficult. However, I
thought to be less than first-rate. am ashamed at his lack of recogThe breadth of repertoire, including nition in general in this country.
lighter
music,
which
is
at Here, his recordings do not sell
Leonhardt's command has repeat- particularly well, his name is not
edly surprised serious listeners in really all that frequently seen or
just this way. Especially attractive heard and he is often dismissed for
are his renderings of 18th century being in some ( usually undefined)
French clavecin miniatures, some of way eccentric or over- sophisticated.
which may seem insubstantial in Abroad ( in USA., Western Europe,
content, but which are, as he has Australia and Japan), he is better
repeatedly shown, high in character appreciated. Can it simply be that in
and charm—a veritable portrait of England we only listen to ourselves?
their time and place of origin. On the Is it that we only applaud
other hand, when he plays Mozart 'personalities'? I cannot answer
on early pianos. Leonhardt fre- these questions, but Ihave no hesiquently reminds us of the depths of tation in suggesting that in Gustav
emotion which lie beneath the Leonhardt we can boast, in a
charming surface of much of this closely- neighbouring country, one
music, whether it be a sonata, a of the very finest musical interpreshort piece for forrepiano solo, or an ters, both live and on records •
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The word that says it all.
Revox- the name is synonymous with perfection in sound, quality and reliability,
areputation that has been established for over twenty years.
And not just for our Tape Recorders. Take the B750 Integrated Amplifier for instance:
75 watts per channel (r.m.s. into 8ohms) totally free from TIM Distortion
and it bears the name Revox, and that says everything.
Write fora copy of our new colour catalogue.

dStreet, 11(.reha mWood,Hertfordshire.Telephone:01-953 0091

NTERVIEW
Ris the first of two boxed sets of
ELEASED BY SAGA this month

records devoted to the early symphonies of Haydn—the so-called
Morzin symphonies. The project is
important for a number of reasons.
Firstly the works themselves which
mark aparticularly interesting turning point in the history of Western
music, coming as they do at the
centre of that transitional period
when composers were beginning to
expand established baroque formulas into the new procedures of
the classical era. In this respect the
present collection owes its authenticity to the work of H. C. Robbins
Landon whose painstaking research has uncovered many rather
gross errors in the numbering of the
symphonies in the widely employed
70- year old edition published by
Breitkopf & Hârtel. Secondly, these
are the first recordings to present the
works in the presumed chronological order on authentic instruments
of the period, paying careful attention to small details of performing
practice.
The
performers
are
L'Estro
Armonico, the London- based ensemble formed in 1973 by violinist
Derek Solomons primarily to play
baroque music and especially
Vivaldi ( hence the name). The
group is closely allied to the Vivaldi
Society which Derek Solomons also
formed, in 1975, although it continues to be able to function independently. This is their debut on
record using original instruments

in any way dogmatic. ' I'm vers' particularly during slow passages
democratic about everything; it's with three violins only, each of us
like playing with a large quartet. had to be very careful to match. In a
Sometimes if people disagree with larger section it gets cancelled out
each other Ihave to make ajudge- of course and these days you've got
ment, but generally the music com- masses of vibrato to help camouand the project was made possible
municates itself so well that it flage it. When the note is pure as it is
throught the generous sponsorship
doesn't arise. Everybody turns their here, you have to take great care.
of Martini and Rossi Ltd. Having
attention towards the musicians We've none of us grown up playing
attended one of the recording sesthese days—I suppose it's the these instruments; we've had to
sions for the second set of sym20th-century search for style. The learn them after playing modern
phonies Ilater met Derek to discover
pool of musicians is small and instruments.
more of the background to the proThere were just no problems doing
everybody draws from it but that
ject and indeed to the group
doesn't mean Ihaven't picked my the Haydn—it was an absolute
themselves.
players very carefully. Half the pleasure to all of us. Providing
When it was formed, L'Estro
strings have always played with me everybody is an expert on their
Armonico Ensemble, as it was oriso it is L'Estro Armonico and will instrument and is agood musician
ginally called, performed on modern
everything just happens without
play differently.'
instruments, 'and we played an
The concern for authenticity in the having to talk about it agreat deal.
awful lot of Vivaldi—I'm told some
performance of baroque and early Items of ensemble needed rehears80 works in the last few years, many
classical
music has posed special ing and things like that, of course,
first performances. That reached a
problems for players schooled in the but all the usual things which occtir
sort of highlight when we went to
techniques of contemporary instru- when using modern instruments—
the Bath Festival in '78 to celebrate
ments. Matters of bowing and into- which part of the bow, is it a long
the tercentenary of Vivaldi's birth.
nation have taken some time to stroke or a short one, up bows,
But even that was sort of transiadjust to. In this respect the German down bows—didn't occur. We used
tional because we all had gut strings
ensemble Collegium Aureum is re- for the most part the same instruand baroque bows. Ithen insisted
garded by many as transitional in ments and the same bows as for
that we had to go the whole way
that although they play on period Vivaldi; perhaps one or two more
and the group was reformed about
instruments they seem content to advanced bows because they get a
two years ago. We did anumber of
rely on 20th- century performing little longer and the fiddles get abit
concerts at the South Bank and this
practice. ' I suppose that had to louder. Iuse two fiddles, one for
is our recording debut on original
happen, but now we've taken the baroque and one for the later
instruments'. There is some contechniques of playing these instru- classical music.'
fusion over the various chamber
Part of the reason for choosing
ments more seriously; we've studied
groups in and around London bethe old tutors very thoroughly. these early Haydn symphonies was
cause there is only asmall number
Through the 18th- century and into that Derek felt the need to explore
of expert players and >everyone
the 19th the playing alters subtly, something outside of the pure baoperates on afreelance basis—there
but it is subtle. There's a gradual roque sphere but didn't wish to
is no one salaried chamber group as
transition from chins not on the move right into the classical period.
such. It doesn't follow though that
instrument at all to perhaps coming His choice was particularly happy as
the groups therefore have a cordown avery little—there are signs of it coincided with precisely the area
porate identity. L'Estro Armonico is
wear on alot of old instruments on of Haydn's output that Robbins
formed of players who enjoy a
the right hand side of the tailpiece. Landon was then researching.
working
rapport
with
Derek
And Ibelieve Mr Spohr invented the [R.L.'s book on this field, Haydn:
Solomons, who tend to agree with
The Early Years: 1732-65, one of a
his overall approach. Not that he's first kind of chin rest. As they
wanted more and more sound there series of five books on the comwas a need to grip the instrument poser, was published by Thames &
more until today you've got it under Hudson last November.] He has
your chin. You have to use vibrato been particularly helpful in the prenow: because the instrument is held paration of this recording, advising
so tightly it's less resonant. There's on points of style, the size of enno need to vibrato like mad on the semble and the use or not of harpold instruments. It's not necessary sichord continuo ( it is used disbecause they're so resonant them- creetly), and the arguments for and
selves.' ( Iwas reminded here of against these decisions are set out in
Giulini's remark to Andrew Keener the highly informative notes which
during his interview in HFNIRR. accompany the records. For the reDecember 1977. Giulini, always cording abasic group of three firsts,
fastidious in his approach, was three seconds and one each of viola,
clearly aiming at just this kind of cello and double- bass are emtalks to
quality. 'A forte attack must begin in ployed, with harpsichord, two
a polished way and then expand.' oboes and horns. In those works
Ivor Humphreys
There the effect was contrived to where trumpets and timpani are also
about performing
work for Mozart on modern instru- required, the string section is supearly Haydn
ments;
here
it follows more plemented by two violins and an
extra viola. Such a compact string
naturally.)
'I think we've had a necessary body gives much more purpose to
period of getting into playing on the periodic doubling of the upper
original instruments and so people parts by the oboes. 'That's alovely
have played in a very exaggerated thing—the significance of the
way—the well known swell of the oboes doubling the fiddle parts in
bow. You know the sort of thing: " If loud passages. It gives credance to
Iswell enormously that must be the whole idea. If you've got ahuge
right". We're now beginning to play fiddle section there's just no point in
more * naturally and less self- it. Here it's rather like the concertoconsciously and we're getting really grosso- like alternations between
polished performances . . . Yes, loud when the wind play and soft
playing in tune can be aproblem on when they don't—asimilar contrast
the old instruments—it takes great to solo against tutti. And the harpcare. The instruments are more dif- sichord is there: we feel from the
ficult to play in tune—we're playing playing point of view that it gives
at a lower pitch ( A = 430Hz)—and
to page 65
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Ears are
no longer the
best judge of perfect
tuning. At Pioneer
we've given eyes and
fingers adefinite
advantage.
Unbelieveable as
this may sound, it's the
truth. And best demonstrated by our new
receivers. The SX-600L
and SX-700L.
Their electronic pre-set
station memory buttons being
responsible for our somewhat
surprising revelation above.
Effectively, what this means is
once you manually tune into astation,
which you're likely to listen to regularly,
you can lock' on to its frequency by using
the station memory button.
You no longer have to 'search' for it
up and down the waveband. Straining your
ears to find the strongest signal.
Instead, you simply look for the button
designated to the particular frequency and
press it.
Abra-cadabra, you're listening to the
station of your choice. Loud and clear.
Faster than the speed of sound
How many times have you rushed
home, fought with your keys, burst through
the front door and flown across the room?
All in an attempt to switch on in time,to
catch the evening's headline news story or a
late football result.
Only to hear the Bratislavan top twenty
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hit parade instead.Then in afrenzied effort tc
make good your initial foray, rushed like
mad across the entire waveband in search of
the right station.
Predictably, finding it too late to hear
what you were after.
While astation memory button won't gel
you home any earlier, open your door any
quicker or help you switch on any sooner.
It would ensure you'd switch on with spot
on accuracy right on the station you want
to hear. And that's got to be good news.
The difference between 7and
5is 100.
As you can see, both
receivers have the same
expensive slim look.
But luckily, it's alook
that won't cost you alot.
The SX-600L pushes out 20 watts RMS
per channel and costs around £99.
While the SX-700L has double the output at 40 watts RMS per channel and costs
around £ 129.
Besides their price tags, an easy way
to distinguish between the two, is to
count the number of electronic preset station memory buttons
on each.
The SX-700L has
7the SX-600L has 5.
1111111111111111111.11111
And since both
receivers operate on 3wave bands :Medium
Wave, Long Wave and FM Stereo.
On the SX-700L with7 memory buttons,
there are twenty-one options for station
pre-sets. On the SX-600L with 5memory
buttons there are 15 options.
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MON ON THE LINE
MIT ON THE BUTTON.
Avoltage synthesiser won't mix your
arties.
However, what is common to both is
lcredibly accurate tuning that doesn't suffer
om any political aspirations.
Once the voltage synthesiser locks on
)afrequency, it can't be wooed to the left or
)the right.
So, you're unlikely to hear the Rolling
;tones drift in to make an unannounced
t.test appearance while you're listening to

The London Philharmonic Orchestra.Or vicea-versa.
And with both sets, even at full power,
total harmonic distortion is alowly 0.3%.
Equally impressive is their high signal-tonoise ratio of 70dB.
If you've been looking for areceiver but
haven't quite managed to put your finger on
the one you want most.
Return the coupon and we'll tell you
where to find it.

THE SX-600L WITH 20W PER CHANNEL AND 5STATION MEMORY BUTTONS

THE SX-700L WITH 40W PER CHANNEL AND 7STATION MEMORY BUTTONS.

To: Pioneer Hie Fidelity (GB) Ltd, P.O. Box 108, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. I'd like more
[nformation on receivers. Please send me the Pioneer catalogue and alist of dealers.
\lame
;.ddress
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Everything you hear is true.
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MODEL 3012-R

Manufacture of the Model 3012 Series II 12" precision
pick-up arm ended in 1972. In response to many requests
to re- introduce it for professional and hi-fi applications we
have produced the Model 3012-R. It is basically similar to
its classic predecessor but with important refinements including:
• Thin walled stainless steel tone-arm.
• New design lateral balance system.
• Extra rigid low mass shell with double draw- in pins.
• Main weight system with fine adjustment providing a
wide range of balance.
• Geometry optimised for 12" records.
Distortion caused by lateral tracking error is at least
25% less than is possible with a 9" arm and its effective
mass of 14 grams makes it particularly suitable for the
many medium and low compliance cartridges now on the
market.
Full details will be sent on request.

The S2-R shell supplied with it is
another SME 'first' in heavy gauge
aluminium with pin-up and pin-down
bayonet for positive locking. The
sockets of all SME arms employing
detachable shells are double slotted
and therefore compatible with this
design.
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Write to Dept 0363
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England
d'21" Steyning ( 0903) 814321.

Telex 877808 SME G

THINGS I
David Pickett HEAR
Htwo catergories, according to the size of
l
F1 BUFFS may be crudely distinguished in

their record collections: there are those who
have so many records that they cannot possibly
play them all, and those with hardly enough
records to satisfy the hunger of a 1955 autochanger for longer than afew hours. People in
this latter category are not so rare as you may
think, but 1must admit to being at the other end
of the scale, with far more records than 1have
time to listen to. Occasionally Ihave aclear- out,
but most of the time Iwould be reluctant to
admit that there are certain discs which Ishall
never play again, and even those which have
been waiting along time to be heard at all. As
you can imagine, my collection is rather unbalanced, representing as it does predilections
for certain composers and performers, with
some pieces represented several times. ( For
instance, Iwas amazed to discover the other day
that Icould muster no less than eleven recordings of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony.)
Naturally Inever set out to collect records on this
scale or in this way; but I managed it
nevertheless.
Something Ihave been consciously collecting
for some time now is Stravinsky conducting
Stravinsky, and Ihave extolled the virtues of this
series here before. A few years ago when Iwas
scouring the London record shops in an attempt
to fill gaps in this collection Iconstantly came
upon the reply: ' No, there's no demand for
Requiem Canticles etc, we can only sell things
like The Firebird, Petrushka, The Rite of Spring
and afew other pieces these days.' Idon't think
that the situation is much changed today and,
just as Tovey could talk about ' Haydn the
unknown', we can apply the same and more to
Stravinsky. If the so-called ' Hanslick Effect'
makes us chary of going out on a limb and
claiming Stravinsky as the most important
composer of his time and one of the all-time
greats, let us at least agree that he is astrong
contender in the immortality stakes. My own
belief is not. that Stravinsky has been found
wanting, but that he has never been properly
weighed in the balance. Istrongly suspect that
very few people indeed are really familiar with
even one work of his enormous output.
One of the consequent temptations of
owning too many records is that the appeal of
live concerts may diminish. That the same
happens to performers is illustrated by
Klemperer's remark to the effect that he saw no
reason to go and hear somebody else conducting Beethoven since he himself had heard
Mahler conducting it. Nevertheless, 1made the
experiment and on February 15th went to one of
the all- Stravinsky concerts given in the RFH as
part of the mammoth London Stravinsky
Festival. That there is aneed for such afestival
demonstrates how badly known Stravinsky's
work is and, if further proof were required, the
concert Iattended demonstrated that not all the
works have been comprehended by the
performers yet.
Sitting right at the front of the terrace and in
the centre proved amistake from the hi-fi point
of view, since there were so many strong and
almost simultaneous reflections of the solo
voices at that point as to make the soloists
sound very twittery. The position may also have
been responsible for the almost complete lack of
bass in the bass drum, which for the most part
produced only a cracking noise like heavy
amplifier overload. However, the ten double
basses employed by Atherton and the LSO were
most welcome and blended well with the cellos.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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delightful strains of French operetta. But the
British public has never been entirely sold on the
French variety; Viennese, yes, but not French.
Take Planquette's masterpiece, for instance. In
the ensuing fifty years Ihave acquired acomplete recording dating back to the mono fifties
on the London International label and two
French versions, one complete which Ibought
with difficulty, one highlights which came for
review. For some time the British catalogue has
only offered the Overture conducted by Richard
Bonynge ( aworthy champion of French operetta in this country), on Decca SXL6422. Do
such tastes simply reflect age? Will there come a
time when light music of that kind no longer has
an audience at all? Or do people grow out of pop
and gradually acquire these more sedate tastes
and a liking for classical music? Iwas at an
Albert Hall concert of military band music the
other day and, although there was asprinkling
of youth, aglance round at the audience made
me feel quite young. Iwould be very interested
to hear from anyone who has thoughts on this
subject or who would be willing to lend moral
support to get more of it brought back to general
attention.
In the meantime the record companies, in
spite of all the difficulties, do manage to keep us
Peter Gammond
supplied with excellent things beyond the
bounds of French operetta and an ambitious
new company,Academy Sound and Vision,
makes its debut this month ( see ' Gramophile'
March and April) — with all our best wishes.
From the ( now Polygram) Decca label comes a
magnificent
recording
of
Weber's
Der
KNOW it is never really wise to reveal your
Freischütz (D235D3), which one of our
I advanced age in print, but there is really no
'younger' reviewers praised unreservedly last
point in being secretive. Anyway as Iwrite, on
month.1 can only echo his pleasure ir Kubelik's
St. Valentine's Day 1981,1am reminded that this
revealing performance and no less pleasure in a
is the 50th anniversary of my becoming arecord
recording of a luminous clarity that is surcollector. The beginnings actually go back a
prisingly rare today as the recording world tries
couple of months to Christmas 1930 when I
was
to find its way in the new digital arena. This is a
given my first wind-up secondhand gramophone. Iwish Icould remember what it was. I plain old-fashioned recording and it sounds
superb. Without completely displacing Kleiber's
can vaguely remember it as being of polished
wood, and it had a sort of Venetian blind
sparkling account, this offers afinely matured
performance of awonderful opera.
contraption for controlling the volume. A few
Even after fifty years of widely generalised
ancient records came with it but they were of a
acquistion, it is still very possible to make new
boring religious nature ( Istill have them). The
discoveries and fill in gaps. Until now, Ihad no
real beginnings to my collecting came on St.
recording of Handel's charming incidental
Valentine's Day 1931 when, as special treat for
music to Smollett's Alceste. Now my catalogue
my mother on this amorous day, Iallowed her to
lists agloriously revealing performance on origtake me out and buy me arecord ( unfortunately
inal instruments under Christopher Hogwood
it was broken later). Ithink it cost all of sixpence
(Oiseau Lyre DSL0581) which is highly recomand was an orchestral arrangement, of the ' Song
mended as Handel at his best.
of the Bells' from Planquette's Les Cloches de
Otherwise 1have been treading old ground
Comeville; backed by Strauss' Morgenblàtter
newly tilled this month and enjoying Rudolf
Waltz ( abridged). It was avigorous performance
Serkin's sparkling Variations & Fugue on a
and irresistibly formed the foundation of my
Theme of Handel ( CBS 76913), which he makes
subsequent musical tastes.
Well, it is of great importance to me and I truly Handelian to the ultimate advantage of
Brahms, whose textures are in constant need of
thought somebody might like to know. It has
clarification. The record also includes persuasparticular relevance at the moment when, folive performances of the Intermezzi. Op.119 and
lowing the year of Offenbach, Iand similarly
Rhapsody. A great piano record by any
afflicted people have been attempting to stir a
standards.
public interest in what we consider to be the

Oedipus Rex was the best-known and bestperformed piece, and was quite thrilling most of
the time; but it would have been a little more
comprehensible had not the singers been
drowned by the orchestra at times. The King of
the Stars was also exciting to hear in the flesh
despite obvious difficulties in intonation. But
why was it given without the initial four- chord
chorus? If this was on the authority of Eric
Walter White's book, it was also against the
example of the composer on his recording. A
small point, perhaps, and aforgivable one, and
certainly not as dangerous as the let- down Ifelt
with The Flood, Stravinsky's only television
collaboration, originally promoted by Breck
Shampoo and CBS TV. Yet another myth exploded: it is not enough merely to play the notes,
even in Stravinsky. To say that the performance
was undercharacterised would be an understatement itself, and the most it succeeded in
doing for me was to convince me temporarily
that The Flood is apoor piece. On the whole I'm
glad Iwent to the concert, but I'm even more
glad that 1have The Flood in Stravinsky's own
recording, asubsequent hearing of which was
necessary to banish all my doubts as to its value.

LOOKING
BACK

Derek Solomons

from page 61

much greater clarity to the bass.
On the question of tempo L'Estro find
that to alarge extent the music decides its own
pace. Certainly at the sessions there seemed to
be little discussion but, rather, an instinctive
unanimity in this respect. 'The minuet presents
itself with more choice than any of the other
movements I
feel. You can say to yourself "this is
astately minuet, I'm going to ease the tempo".
But until you try it to see if it works and that
everybody feels happy about it, you don't really
know. The minuet varies and there's nothing
really to tell you except your own good taste and
sense. You hope that the music will tell you
when it's comfortable; when it feels right. If
there are very quick passages in it you might feel

it ought to go slower, or if there's very little
movement it might need to hasten on abit—if
it's very square. If Iwere to set off at apace that
feels fine on the fiddle but the oboes or horns
say "this isn't comfortable for us" then you can't
ignore it and you're probably wrong. Generally,
though, the music communicates itself so well
that problems don't arise.' ... A level of rapport
which happily included producer Martin
Compton, always sympathetic and engagingly
diplomatic, and engineer Trigg Triggvason; only
the occasional unauthentic aircraft noise disrupting an otherwise relaxed atmosphere •
Splendid news following on from our note
about this project in Gramophile last December
is that Saga will, after alt continue to have
their pressings made by Teldec.
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Bring your music into focus...

with the
B&W
DM 22.

Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a
hazy, clouded image will never make music sound real.
In a camera, exact optical focus is achieved by the combination of
advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers
achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced
technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone
inspection performed by laser interferometry. B&W's flawless construction is
evidenced throughout— from massive cast-alloy frames to exquisite wood
veneer finishes.
B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and
overtones of aperformance. By revealing the subtlest details of the music, they
add asense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience
of listening to alive performance. Serious music listeners use avariety of terms
to describe this elusive quality We at B&W call it focus.

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex
138W DM is aregistered trade mark 01 B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

DM22
Even B&Ws least expensive model, the DM22,
benefits from B&Ws most important technological
innovations, including the use of polymer driver
materials and laser interferometry design procedures.
Yet, : he DM22 is not a "utility" model but rather is a
handsomely crafted wood veneer, high performance
loudspeaker.
The DM22 achieves anew level of value and is truly the
least expensive loudspeaker worthy of the B&W name.
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Best of the month*
Hurford's marvellous Bach vol. 6
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Bruch/Mendelssohn from Shlomo Mintz
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Haydn: Missa Cellensis from Oxford
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Karajan's digital Parsifal
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Devine Orthodox Liturgy

77

Magnificent Scotto recital
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Baroque Guitar from Jukka Savijoki
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RECORD PRICES (EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.00, ' Mid' £ 3.50, ' Low' £2.00). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AO.; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533; 35/72/73/76000:
RL; DCA/ACA
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527; 61000; RL;
ACM / ASW
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS, TVS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
J. S. BACH: The Motets, BWV 225-230
Knabenchor Hannover ICollegium Aureum IHennig
Harmonia Mundi 157-99901/2 (
2 records) (£ 9.00)
(Parnote)
This newcomer invites comparison with the
Regensburg recording on DG Archly 2708 031, which
contains not only the authenticated motets, BWV 225230, but two others of interest: 'Sei Lob und Preis'—an
adaptation of the centre movement of Cantata BWV 28,
and ' Ich lasse dich' ( BWV Anhang 159), once thought
to be Bach's, but now known to be by his uncle Johann
Christoph—a highly accomplished piece. Hannover
and Regensburg are both correct in using boys for the
treble and alto lines, in employing continuo of violone
and chamber organ throughout, and in doubling the
vocal lines of BWV 226 and 228 with strings and wind.
Hannover get even closer to the original sound in using
Leipzig early 18th century pitch, a semitone below
modern standard pitch. In my Regensburg review
(HFNIRR July 74) Icommented that the impossible
had almost been achieved: a near perfect recording of
the all- but unperformable motets. Since then several
friends have been less enthusiastic than Iabout one
aspect of the singing—the consistent and pronounced
treble/alto vibrato. They will, Iam sure, prefer the much
straighter sound of the Hannover choir, despite a
certain tightness here and there, notably in the alto and
tenor lines of ' Denn das Gesetz' ( BWV 227) and
'Singet dem Herrn' ( the opening section). The
Hannover interpretation is straighter, too, far less being
made of the dramatic opportunities that abound in
such a motet as 'Jesu meine Freude'; the chorale
sections of this work, for instance, are kept moving at
an objective pace, while the affirmations ' Es ist nun
nichts Verdammliches an denen, die in Christo Jesu
sind' lack Regensburg's emphatic fervour. The techni-

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual.
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, some of the major companies are
abolishing aretail price structure. We will continue to
quote ' retail' prices where supplied to us, but would
otherwise refer readers to the box above, which relates
price to label prefixes.

cal level of the performance is high—save for
an occasional intonation lapse—and the recording
matches its rival in spacious clarity. This interesting
alternative will undoubtedly appeal to those who
favour arelatively cool sound and an undemonstrative
interpretation. [A: 2]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: The Complete Organ Works Vol. VI
Peter Hurford ( org)
Argo D226D3 (
3 records) ( mid price)
Following the established pattern of the series Vol. 6is
ageneral recital in which extended works rub shoulders with short ones, 'free' are interspersed with
chorale- based ( miscellaneous
chorale
preludes
occupy the whole of side six) and the definitely
attributable are mixed with those of distinctly uncertain
provenance. The organs are the Casavant in Our Lady
of Sorrows, Toronto, the Rieger in Ratzeburg Cathedral
and the Mittenreiter / Flentrop in the School Hall, Eton
College.
Peter Hurford's accounts are, as always, notable for
their nuances of phrasing, their outstanding musicianship and their sheer integrity. Occasional registrations
over the series may have raised the odd eyebrow,
though Ihave always found them convincing in their
context, especially when that context was liturgical.
Here, registrations seem atrifle more restrained—this is
aparticularly sensitive and subjective matter, but Ifind
this issue very nicely balanced, and likely to appeal to a
broad spectrum of opinion.
The recording quality matches the rest of the project,
with aslightly more spacious feel, excellent clarity and
good frequency extension. Peter Williams' notes are
eminently readable masterpieces of compact wisdom,
and the whole series remains very firmly at the top of
the highly recommended list[A: 1*]TrevorAttewell

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:

0 (quadraphonic: stereo compatible)

'stereo'.

Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
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This import from France ( no translated documentation,
but this is not especially regrettable) originated in Riga
as arecording for the USSR Melodia ( here Melodiya)
company. Kremer is an outstanding violinist in the East
European tradition—eloquent, poetic, just a little free
with the rhythms, untroubled by any concern with
technical 'authenticity'; his reading is extremely musical and expressively sensitive; so much so, indeed,
that I feel the continuity to be lost in the great
chaconne, which opens Side 2, and at a few points
elsewhere. But no mistake should be made; this is a
really outstanding_ account from all other points of
view, and one which violinists who try to play these
works should try to obtain, so that they can compare
this reading with that of the cooler, but structurally
more powerful, Novotny on Supraphon (with the three
Sonatas, cat. no. 111 1101-3). These are now my two
favourite interpretations of this music.
There is one serious shortcoming ( apart from minimal pre- echo before the E- major Prelude) in the
recording; this is a continuous mechanical humming
which has not been removed during editing; it sounds
like distant traffic, but is too consistent for that.
Fortunately, at low volume, it is unobtrusive, but at
anything louder its presence is very prominent, and I
found that even this most interesting performance
could not keep my attention unless Iwas some way
from my speakers; with headphones, its presence was
not too obtrusive at what Iconsidered to be reasonable
level. A pity. But worth atry for violin lovers. [
B/C:1*]
Stephen Daw

BARTOK: Five Songs. Op. 16 / LISZT: ' Die
Loreley'D ' Ne brany menya moy drug' D '
Enfant,
si j'étais roi' C ' Es muss em nWinderbares sein' C
'Vergiftet sind meine Lieder' Er '
Kling leise,
mein Lied' D '
Es war em n Kiinig in Thule' D '
Die
Drei Zigeuner'
Sylvia Sass ( sop) IAndras Schiff (pno)
Decca SXL 6984
Lizst wrote nearly eighty songs, but many of them are
unfamiliar to the average music lover. This is partly due
to the difficulty of performance, for the piano accompaniments are in many cases very elaborate and
require a pianist of virtuoso standard. Sylvia Sass has
chosen some of the finest of the songs, and she is
fortunate in having the co-operation of such a fine
pianist as Andras Schiff, who plays with complete
technical mastery and also with fire and imagination.
She sings in a highly dramatic manner, and there is
some lovely piano singing in many of the songs, with
the voice floated easily on the breath. When she sings
forte the tone is not ideally steady, and in many cases
the diction is very indistinct, as in ' Enfant, si j'étais roi',
where it is difficult to tell which language she is
singing.
In the Bartok songs, which are all deeply pessimistic
in mood, Sylvia Sass sings with great dramatic force
Again the songs are difficult for both performers, but
here the two artists are shown at their best.
The recording is first-rate, with the voice firmly
centred in the stereo image, and the piano tone is
excellent and well balanced with the voice. This is an
unusual and imaginative release, and as such can be
recommended. A leaflet is enclosed giving original
texts and English translations. [A: 2]
John F
ne
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J. S. BACH: The Three Partitas for unaccompanied Violin ( BWV 1002, 1004 & 1006)
Gidon Kremer ( vIn)
Chant du Monde LDX 78688 (£ 4.50) ( TOL)

Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

4
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg. B: 1*, A*: 2 or (
exceptionally) A*: 1*. 0 HiFi News & Record Review.

BEETHOVEN: Trio for Piano,
Flute and
Bassoon, Wo0 37 ri; Sonata for Piano and Horn
Op.17
Daniel Barenboim (pno) IMichel Debost ( fit) IAndre
Sennedat ( bsn) IMyron Bloom ( hm)
DG 2531 293
The two works—the first, in particular, rarely heard—
mark the beginning and end of aperiod in Beethoven's
development, and to which he did not revert. Both
were written to entertain, which they do superbly, but
both contain hints in their slow movements ( in the
Sonata an interlude only some 17 bars long) of the
Beethoven of later years.
There is some truly magnificent playing here, and I
feel bound to mention the pianism of Barenboim, who
is a masterly chamber player: unselfish, sensitive and
delicate—always the servant of the music. He is well
partnered here, and the result is sheer delight. Iwish I
could say that the recording equals the performances;
but it does not. Without being of a low standard, it is
curiously restricted in range at both ends, particularly in
the lower register of the piano and the top 'edge' of the
wind instruments. This results in alack of presence and
life despite brilliant playing: one keeps hoping that life
will suddenly come, but it doesn't. Icounsel against
avoiding the issue on these grounds, since on all others
it is thoroughly to be recommended. [
B: 1/1*]
Peter Turner
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 14, Op. 27, 2
'Moonlight' 8, Op. 13 ' Pathetique' El 24, Op. 57
'Appassionata'
Inger Südergren (pno)
Calliope CAL 1683 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Any new recording of these three named sonatas
(could one think of amore famous trio 7) must surely
have something to mark it off from the plethora of
available recordings—so many by pianists of established reputation and authority. Unfortunately Inger
Seidergren's performances are remarkable only for their
idiosyncracies; she certainly copes with all the notes
(admittedly apraiseworthy feat in itself) and she has a
clear idea of how she wants to shape these sonatas, but
her attitude to tempo is—to say the least—alittle quirky
judged by the contemporary norm. Icannot recall
another Appassionata which surges and retreats so
often—huge changes of tempo relax the tension greatly—the second subject of the first movement, for
example, far slower than many, many performances—
and this then involves Miss Serdergren in considerable
efforts to wind the impetus up to the original. These
large-scale changes are amplified by her extensive, and
Ithink inappropriate, use of rubato: an extreme example is the Finale of the Moonlight where she holds
up the top two notes of the opening arpeggios on their
first appearance and on successive entries. This wayward treatment of tempo completely ruins all the fast
movements; the slow movements are far less affected.
The piano is slightly distant although clear, and
while the sound is quite mellow at low dynamic levels,
a metallic edge tinges the colour, particularly in the
upper registers when the volume rises. The dynamic
range in itself could have been fuller too, to cope with
these large-scale sonatas. [
BIC: 3] Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas: 16 in G, Op. 31 no.
1 17 in d, Op. 31 no. 2P. 18 in E Op. 31 no. 3
19 in g, Op. 49 no. 1 20 in G, Op. 49 no. 2b 21 in
C, ' Waldstein' Op. 531=122 in F, Op. 54 -] 24 in Ft
op. 78
Arthur Schnabel (pno)
HMV RLS 755 ® (
3 records) (£ 9.95)
Ican only echo C.B's comment, when he reviewed
Schnabel's cycle of the Beethoven Piano Concertos
(SHB 63
HEN' RR December 1980), that Schnabel
really did lay the basis for contemporary Beethoven
interpretations. In these middle piano sonatas he pays
scrupulous attention to Beethoven's details of tempi,
dynamics etc, and there is none of that freedom which
is so often attributed to pianists of the older generation.
Schnabel's 1936 'Waldstein' first movement powers
through with an uncompromising vitality, and even if
there are some wrong notes, he comes so close to the
essential spirit of the music that they really don't matter.
The slow movement too is magnificently concentrated
and the transition to the Rondo (
which he takes, really,
Allegretto moderato) has amelting grace, which even
more wrong notes in the Rondo itself do nothing to
dispel. Keith Hardwick's compilation also gives us
some characterful performances from the early 1930s
of the other sonatas. The little G - minor Op. 49 is quite
breathtaking. HMV have transfered these mono recordings very well, with little trace of 78 surface noise,
and there are only a limited number of occasions on
which the pitch variations are uncomfortably obvious.
The piano is reasonably to the fore and the dynamic
68

range is remarkably good. Like the concerto cycle an
indispensible set for Schnabel admirers [
H: H]
Roger Bowen
BOCCH ERI NI: Quintets for Guitar and Strings.
G.450 in C and G.449 in D / GUASTAVINO: Las
Presencias No. 6 Jeromita Linares'
John Williams (gtr) ILondon String Quartet
CBS 36671
Boccherini wrote these quintets for his Spanish patron
the Marquis Benavente, who himself played the guitar.
From the very limited material given to the guitar—its
contribution, especially in the D- major, is very often
mere accompaniment—it is obvious that like so many
court composers Boccherini was at pains not to
overstretch the technical abilities of the person who
paid his salary. With this limited importance given to
the guitar, much of the weight of thematic development and characterization falls to the string quartet,
and the London Quartet perform these gracious works
most sensitively. There is, though, more equality of
interest in the C- major, with fine interplay between
soloist and quartet.
Carlos Guastavino was born in 1912 and the overlush harmonies and sentimental melodies of Jermita
Linares (
a prime candidate for the Spanish Palm
Court!) provides a rather unwelcome contrast to the
suavity of the Boccherini.
The digital recording is very sensitive to the delicacy
of the scoring and there is an acute balance between
soloist and strings in all the pieces. Placing is very
comfortable and the different timbres of the guitar
sound come across very well. [
A*: 1]
Roger Bowen
BRAH MS: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 77
Salvatore Accardo ( vIn) I Leipzig Gewandhaus I
Masur
Philips 9500 624
An imposing exposition, and abeautifully poised oboe
solo in the adagio are the most satisfying aspects of this
record. The reproduced sound works against the
possible effectiveness of a spacious musical
approach—a dimness and constricted orchestral climaxes, an over- sized solo violin, make the performance
seem respectively dull and mannered. Accardo's phrasing, in such close focus, seems very calculated, and
with orchestral sound that is not allowed to expand the
accompaniments become unduly heavy. The Krebbers
mid- priced Philips is in every way preferable to this
VEB co- production. My favourite version of all remains
the Szeryng / LSO / Monteux, listed on RCA Camden.
[C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BRUCH: Violin Concerto 1 in g. Op. 26 /
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in e, Op. 64
Shlomo Mintz ( On) IChicago SO IAbbado
DG 2531 304
Other young virtuosi have chosen the Mendelssohn
Concerto for their debut recordings; few violinists, of
whatever age, have made so interesting a recording.
And yet the Bruch coupling is even more striking. From
the very first solo entry one feels drawn into the
unfolding of something quite exceptional. It is not just
the consummate technical ease of Mintz's playing, or
even his musical assurance—there is his astonishing
'presence'. That must surely have electrified the
Chicago Orchestra too, since there is a sensation of
digging into the music with a committedness which,
frankly, one has rarely heard on records since the tenure
of Fritz Reiner. Certainly, one does not associate
Abbado with this kind of incandescence. Indeed, one
must question whether Bruch really imagined his
music presented like this!
Fortunately, the magic is lasting: that is, further
hearings bring more rather than waning enjoyment.
The sound is typical of DG's dense Chicago
productions—not an easy record to reproduce, and the
image rather narrow for such immediacy of timbres
Not to be missed. [
A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BRUCKNER: Symphony 0' in d
Chicago SO IBarenboim
DG 2531 319
In those unenlightened times ( not three decades ago)
when the Brucknerian had to be grateful for a single
recording of each of only three or four of the symphonis, there was Henk Spruit's stalwart account of no
0 among them. For many years now we have been
grateful for Haitink's version from the complete Philips
series (April 1967), though from the first a rather
metallic, hollow sound quality was a disadvantage.
Barenboim's commitment to Bruckner has now
brought him to this striking early work—actually
completed after no. 1, but in asense replaced by no. 3.

For years—from the first publication by Wes in 1924—
conductors had to rely on what Nowak's 1968 edition
has proved to be adoctored score; though Barenboim
presumably uses Nowak, the extreme variations in
tempo which rather stretch the structure of the opening
Allegro probably come from \kiss. Haitink is to be
preferred in this movement for his more closely integrated approach. The slow movement and scherzo
both go very well in the new issue, with some fine and
well-balanced playing from the CSO. The finale, an
interestng failure, by turns learned and lively, comes
over powerfully in Barenboim's hands—he plays each
episode for what it is worth. The only hesitation Ihave
in advocating the new DG for its much superior soundquality stems from Barenboim's tendency to stamp
excitedly on the rostrum at climaxes—at least, that's
what Itake to be the cause of the noise. And that leads
me to suggest not the A merited in other respects, but
an overall [
B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 7 in E
Staatskapelle Dresden IJochum
HMV SLS 5194 (
2 records) (£ 9.95)
For many years Eugen Jochum's 1967 account of
Bruckner's 7th with the Berlin Phil has been aperformance to cherish—one that has brought out the golden
glow of the Adagio and the varied moods of the outer
movements. His approach to the work has, not suprisingly, changed little over the years. With the Dresden
Orchestra in eloquent and powerful form, and with a
recording of very high quality, there is no need to hold
back a warm recommendation. In particular, finished
German pressings (
avery welcome step from EMI!) are
impeccable, so that never acrackle disturbs Jochum's
rapt and loving account of the giant score. The Adagio
is again of awe-inspiring power and tenderness—not
quite as protracted as in 1967, but still lasting appreciably longer than any other conductor's performance. The first movement has a grand sweep to its
opening pages, with rich detail yet no artificial spotlighting. There are pronounced ( but unmarked) tem po changes in the Scherzo, and some exaggerated ones in
the finale—but these are inseparable from Jochum's
approach. There are perhaps stronger changes of mood
here than usual—from jollity in the wind writing early in
the finale, to an almost savage insistence in some of the
heavy brass writing. Just once or twice in the first
movement a smudged entry reminds us of human
fallibility. But this is a grandly persuasive and deeply
satisfying performance. [A: 1] Peter Branscombe
BYRD: 10 Motets
William Byrd Choir I Turner
Philips 9502 030
Sixteenth- century England was a time of particular
religious and political upheaval. Considerable restrictions were placed on the observance of the Roman
Catholic ritual, and Byrd ( an avowed Catholic), while
exempt from personal persecution, was by no means
unaware of the fate of many contempararies. Elaborate
celebrations of the mass continued, however, in private
and the motets in this issue, almost all taken from his
Gradualia, were probably intended for use at these
ceremonies. Gavin Turner and the Byrd Choir give
interpretations which stress the character of each of
these unaccompanied motets—not all float ethereally
on their contrapuntal web. Salve, sancta Peens is quite
forceful and its 'Alleluias' leave one in little doubt as to
the composer's joyous intentions. A motet like
Tribulationes civitatum, on the other hand, shows the
choir equally at home with the more reflective aspects
of Byrd's style, with its broad sweep of melody. The
quality of the voices is very uniform, with excellent
intonation, and the sopranos in particular are very
pure—shown up well in the delicate prayer Visita
quaesumus Domine set for a four- pan choir of high
voices ( SSAT). Full text, plus translation, of all motets
is given on an insert.
Motets of this nature, scored for unaccompanied
choir, obviously need asupportive acoustic and Philips
have provided just that. The place of recording is not
given but the feeling of space around the singers and
the long reverberation time conjure up the liturgical
setting. The amount of overlapping sound is here quite
acceptable and the only strain in the recording is seen
in some of the high passages, where the soprano sound
is not absolutely true. [
A/B: 1]
Roger Bowen
CROSSE: ' Dreamsongs', Op. 43 m Elegy, Op. 1El
Symphony 1, Op. 13A
Scottish CO IBrydon
OUP 203 (£ 5.29) ( Symphonica)
Sadly, only ahandful of Gordon Crosse's works remain
available on record, so a warm welcome must be
extended to this disc, which couples two of his major
compositions with the interesting Op. 1 Elegy in its
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WAGNER: Parsifal
Hofmann fVejzovic IMoll' van Dam INimsgern Ivon
Halm I Chorus Deutscher Opera Berlin I BPO I
Karajan
DG 2741 002 digital (5 records) ( full price)

Tlegendary incomplete Act 3 under Karl

FIER Ehave been fine recordings of Parsifal since the
Muck in
1928, on through two Knappertsbusch live recordings
from the Bayreuth Festivals of 1951 and 1962, the
Boulez Bayreuth version of 1970, and then the Solti
studio production of 1972. As we move into the digital
era, the Karajan performance, based on his Salzburg
Easter Festival production, sets new standards in sound
quality as well as musical excellence. Parsifal has
indeed been one of the fortunate operas on disc—for
none of the five LP sets is less than fascinating. In the
Solt
performance (which
with
the
second
Knappertsbusch alone remain available) it is the intoxicating sensuality of the Flower- maidens' scene
which makes the most overwhelming impression ( both
for the heady direction and the glorious solo voices),
though he has perhaps the finest cast of all—including
the new version. The Knappertsbusch 1962 performance is prized above all for the conductor's supple,
infinitely loving and wise control of this broadest of
opera scares, and for Hotter's superb Gurnemanz.
Neither set has an entirely satisfactory tenor- soprano
pair, though Kollo and Ludwig came closest to the
ideal. Of the sets which have disappeared, the earlier
Knappertsbusch MI retain a special place in the
affection of all who grew to know the opera from it
(Weer, Uhde and London in particular have thrilling
qualities, and Windgassen and Mi5d1 are in some ways
finer than any before or since); the departure from the
catalogue of the Boulez set is probably less widely
regretted, for it lacks the core of deep commitment
which weuld seem to me a sine qua non of any
interpreter of Parsifal; Boulez does, however, bring out,
as few others in my experience have done, the obsessive, hectic nature of Klingsor and his world.
revised form for small orchestra. In this early piece
(1959 rescored 1961) Crosse's use of serialism is at its
most conventional, and although his natural lyricism
cannot be subdued these two facets of his style do not
lie easily together. However, in the Symphony 1 of
1976 ( a reworking of his Sinfonia Concertante of
1965) his lyricism and accurate ear for wonderfully
effective textures are naturally integrated with apowerful intellectual drive to produce a work of absorbing
interest and emotional impact_ Dreamsongs (
1978) is
dedicated to the memory of Benjamin Britten and
might also be subtitled ' Meditations on Ceremony of
Carols', so extensive is Crosse's evocative quotation
from that work. Crosse has something of Britten's
ability to create strikingly unforgettable sound images
and this, combined with the isfluence Britten's music
has had upon his style in general, makes him an ideal
composer to produce such afitting elegy.
The SCO, conducted by Roderick Brydon, makes a
fine job of presenting these works. The disparate
elements of style are well synthesised and subtleties of
phrasing and instrumental shading are not neglected.
Though the recording has agood dynamic range and
stereo image, it does seem alittle bland in its reproduction of instrumental colour, and Isuspect some marginal HF cut and unauthentic transient production may
account for this. The split rating reflects this feature, but
the disc as a wi,ole demands recommendation.
[A/B: 1]
Doug Hammond
DEBUSSY: PrelJdes,
Corner
Pascal Rogé ( pno)
Decca SXL 6928

Bcok

1 i Children's
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The key question is, naturally, how does the Karajan
set match up to its older rivals? Imust say at once, on
the basis of an all- to- short acquaintance, that it seems
to me the finest version of all, taken in the main. There
are weaknesses—perhaps they will turn out to be
merely
passing
disappointments;
yet for the
conductor's overall grasp of the score, and of the spirit
behind it, for one vocal assumption of magisterial
splendour and glory, and most obviously for the
incandescent glow and clarity of the orchestral and
vocal sound, this is a performance of rare and special
quality; never in my experience has the score seared
and glowed with such anguish, poetry, beauty.
Karajan does not have an entirely even cast, any more
than do his rivals—in few generations does one find
even one of the two singers required to convey on the
one hand both aspects of Kundry, and on the other the
growth from fecklessness to full maturity of Parsifal, let
alone both together at the height of their vocal and
interpretative powers. Which is the prelude to saying
that Peter Hofmann, the new Parsifal, is not much more
than reliable—he does not let us down, but the heights
elude him, there is little subtlety or poetry in his singing.
And Dunja Vejzovic's Kundry is also a shade disappointing. She can be thrilling, seductive, abject; yet her
line is at times far from steady, and she shows little
feeling for words. The rest of the cast is unfailingly
assured, indeed near- perfect. José van Dam as
Amfortas is deeply moving, his fine voice used with
intelligence if occasionally with unnecessary effort in
the monologues. Victor von Halem is a fine, if rather
young-voiced. Titurel; the junior members of the Grail
community are all well sung and neatly differentiated.
Siegmund Nimsgern is abrilliant, frightening Klingsor,
thrilling and imperious, aware of the special nature of
his new visitor. The Flower- maidens are suitably warm
and seductive, individually and corporately. The outstanding assumption is that of Kurt Moll, as
Gurnemanz. There has probably never been aless than
very good Gurnemanz on record—but Ishall stick my

Competition in Book 1of Debussy's Preludes has lately
grown formidable: on the one hand there is
Michelangeli ( 2531 200, reviewed 12/78), an account
of the utmost tonal purity and pianistic refinement, and
on the other, Philips offer Arrau ( 9500 676, reviewed
11/80) in readings of dark, luminous colours, expansively phrased. Rogé is at his finest in the pieces which
call for delicacy of feeling and the ability to ' place' a
quiet, potent stroke of harmony—which he does with
some of the most ravishing, suggestive half- tones I
have heard in this music. Ithink especially of the soft,
inner chords in Danseuses de Delphes, and in Voiles—
very measured—few have surpassed the feeling of utter
stillness when, 18 bars before the end, the pervasive
low B- flats are left briefly to themselves. Les Sons et les
partums is perhaps rather on the slow side to be truly
souple (
at 4'26" Rogé takes roughly a minute longer
than Michelangeli), yet I found the effect utterly
hypnotic; these dusk 'sounds and fragrances' are
wafted only by the faintest of breezes, with ' horn'
sonorities in the final bars not only distant, but
possessed of aveiled, heavy- lidded quality ( an instructive contrast with Michelangeli's equally distant, yet
pinpointed sonority). La Fille is exquisitely played with
a most touching simplicity, and once again Rogé's
ability to ' breathe' aphrase of parallel chords as if they
were asingle line is impressively demonstrated at the
sans lourdeur marking towards the end.
Occasionally Ifound myself wishing for a shade
more textural definition and impetus—not so much a
question of forward movement as one of decisive
placing of certain crucial notes or chords to give life to a
phrase. Le Vent dens la plaine, in particular, doesn't bite
and swirl as gustily as it does in Michelangeli's hands

neck out and say that Moll is the best of them all. He
sings the music most beautifully, with ample reserves
of power, and from deep understanding of the character. There is the anger at Parsifal for killing the swan,
exasperation for his inability to formulate the Question,
gentle reproach for his bearing of arms on Good Friday;
the overwhelming impression, however, is of the
rugged nobiltiy, the human sympathy and generosity of
spirit of the old knight.
The quality of the recording is of almost unbelievable
purity and richness. This was apparently the first opera
to be recorded digitally ( though not of course the first
such to be issued). Naturalness throughout the very
wide dynamic range is astrong impression. The blend
of instrumental forces with each other, and with the
voices, is compelling in its impact. From softest
timpani- tap to mightiest orchestral outburst the fidelity
is as remarkable as it is unforced. Perhaps Titurel's
'vaulted niche' is acoustically overlarge ( sounding in
fact as if sung from, say, the back of the hall used for the
recording), the crescendo and diminuendo of bells in
the first transformation scene faintly exaggerated,
Klingsor set too far forward at the opening of Act 2. But
in scene after scene the sense of space, stage movement and disposition is utterly convincing.
The Berlin Philharmonic surpass themselves. The
lower strings have the quality of deep velvet, the violins
soar, or smoulder sinuously. Yet it is to the wind playing
that my thoughts most often return: gloriously firm,
slender brass tone, and woodwind playing of rare
delicacy and character. Karajan is of course the presiding genius, his touch sure in detail, the shading subtle
yet never attenuated. No other performance conveys
the feeling that while the Act 1Grail ceremony is, as it
were, aroutine occasion, the Act 3counterpart marks
the end of an era. The way in which Karajan hushes
some of the knights' choruses—the choral singing is a
delight throughout—again suggests that we are listening to no ordinary performance, and my overall
impression is [
A*: 1].
Peter Branscombe

(where the sudden surge of the chromatic LH line at
bars 38-9 is the nearest thing I have heard to a
glissando from a keyboard instrument), and in the
context of a fine- toned, flowing opening to La
Cathédrale engloutie, the central climax lacks the
nobility and weight which Arrau brings to it.
Yet Irealise that it would be unreasonable to ask for a
more tempestuous account of, say, Ce qua vu le vent
d'Ouest. Or for amore deft reading of Dr Gradus, for, as
you see, this new disc offers unusually generous
measure. In its deliberate tread and sparing use of
pedal, Jimbo's Lullaby assumes an almost Satiesque
irony. The quality, if not among Decca's boldest or
brightest, is entirely suitable, beautifully catching the
light, clean sound which Rogé draws from the upper
keyboard. It seems marginally more reverberant and
fuller in Childrens Corner, recorded at adifferent time
and place from the Preludes. [
A: l/1*]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Symphony 7 in d, Op. 70
Philadelphia IOrmandy
RCA RL 13555
Of all Dvorak's mature symphonies the Seventh is the
one most reflective of Brahms' influence, and traditional performances, even many Czech ones, tend to
emphasise the affinity. Ormandy adopts a different
attitude to it. By lightening the texture and accentuating the rhythmic structure he draws attention to the
music's Slavonic background. It is arefreshing view of
afamiliar masterpiece and one which adds awelcome
touch of warmth to its sombre outlines. This relaxation
is achieved without losing the symphonic sweep of the
69
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movements, and pays high dividends in the Scherzo as
well as in the first movement. It is interesting to
compare this with Rostropovitch's recent HMV recording, which is more traditional in its treatment. In the
matter of recording quality, RCA have managed to
capture the essence of the performance in good, wellfocused sound which preserves the detail. The HMV
version is marginally brighter, with a touch more
sparkle in the upper registers, but there is not much in it
and this new version competes on level terms with the
best of the alternatives. In interpretation it is more
attractive than many. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Serenade for Strings in E
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings in C
Orch St. John's, Smith Square ILubbock
ASV DCA 505 (
digital)
Another recording of these two familiar serenades,
lovely as they are, may take some justifying. While I
cannot say that awhole new light is thrown upon them
by this issue, one does get some superb playing, with
an ensemble of exceptional accuracy. Everything
speaks of loving preparation and meticulous direction.
The impression created by this record is enhanced—
and in part created—by the exceptional sound quality:
the strings have that lovely sheen and absence of all
acidity which is not as common as it should be. Set in a
moderately resonant acoustic, the sections of the
orchestra intertwine with silky smoothness, the sound
of each accurately distinguished from that of the
others. The level is somewhat low, and the dynamic
range potential of the digital technique hardly called
into play. Ifound it necessary to increase the volume
slightly in order to produce the best effect. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
ELGAR: The Light of Life. Op. 29
Margaret Marshall (sop) IHelen Watts ( con) IRobert
Leggate ( ten) IJohn Shirley- Quirk ( bar) I RLPO &
Choir IGroves
HMV AS03952
The green- hued Holmann Hunt may limit still further
the appeal of this early Elgar setting of the New
Testament story of the blind man cured. Pertinently,
Michael Kennedy notes that in Elgar's time opera was a
hopeless eccentricity for an English composer; he
describes The Light of Life as influenced by Massenet's
music. The work has been criticised as weak and there
are some dull patches (side 2), yet so much of the
writing is quite lovely—notably the extended orchestral introduction. The recording suggests ample
eparation, and the solo parts are all dedicated. Choral
sibilants are rather noticable, and the RLPO strings are
better than their plain- sounding winds. The engineering is in no way stunning, but is adequate, untroublesome. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
FAURÉ: La Bonne Chanson, Op. 61
in d, Op. 120
Sarah Walker ( m.sop) INash Ensemble
CRD 1089 (
E5.25) ( Polygram)

Piano Trio

'Sarah Walker is one of that rare breed of singers who
enjoys singing', begins the biographical note with this
record. Not as rare as all that. Ihope, but the essence of
the claim is certainly on the mark, as those who have
been lucky enough to hear Miss Walker ' live' will
confirm. Her disc of La Bonne Chanson is doubly
welcome in that it uses the piano and string quintet
version. Only Fischer- Dieskau's recent BASF disc does
the same, and fine as that is, the songs were originally
conceived for female voice ( for all that the poems are
those of ayoung man to his female sweetheart). The
extra instruments, while doing little more than to lend
richer sonority to existing notes, or at most offering an
alternation with stretches of the original piano writing,
certainly clothe many of Verlaine's lines in more
sensuous colours. In the opening of La Lune blanche...,
for instance, quiet, sustained chords from all stringed
instruments but one replace the piano's recurring
arpeggio pattern. A beautifully floated sound over
which Miss Walker's voice can enter—which it does
with soft radiance. She also produces the loveliest halftone at ' Et comme, pour bercer les lenteurs de la route'
in Puisque l'aube grandit although at her Wigmore
Hall performance which preceded these sessions. I
remember her dolcissimo '
C'est l'heure exquise' as
being an effortless thing of beauty, not quite recaptured here. Likewise the diminuendo- to-piano at
the end of J'allais par des chemins perfides. These are, I
know, small points, but nevertheless Ibegan to wonder
whether the presence of strings was not partly responsible for this occasional want of inwardness, for
presenting almost too well- upholstered a sonority. A
piano followed by a pp, for instance, tends not to
withdraw further. Yet how quietly certain is Sarah
Walker's final ' N'est-ce pas?'—the confidence of one
who needs little reassurance that her and her lover's
mutual love is unalloyed. How well captured, too—
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never just overwrought—is the agitation just beneath
the surface in J'ai presque peur. The recording is good,
with the voice well forward yet surrounded by adequate 'space'; an occasional tendency for piano detail
to become masked by the strings should be noted, but
rarely worried me.
The Trio is given a most sympathetic performance,
nicely sensitive to the serene ease of movement in
much of the writing—aquality of optimism reflected in
other late Fauré such as the Second Violin Sonata. Here
the balance is more truthful, with the piano's upper
register crisp and clean. Reservations apart, arewarding disc. [
A/B: 1/2]
Andrew Keener
FRANCK: Symphony in d
O. of the Paris Philharmonic Society IDésormière
Chant du Monde LDX 78695 E (£4.50) (TOL)

To established collectors, the name of Roger Désorrniere
probably revives memories of the handful of fine ballet
recordings he made for Decca in the early- and midfifties ( his disc of excerpts from The Sleeping Beauty is
still listed as ECS 516). It was with the ballet that his
heart evidently lay; in the twenties he collaborated with
Massine at the Count Beumont's 'Soirées de Paris', and
work with the Ballets Russes ( at first with Diaghilev,
later with René Blum) occupied much of his time in the
twenties and early thirties. A significant figure, then, in
an exciting and exploratory couple of decades.
This recording of the Franck Symphony dates from a
considerably later period. The conducting is generally
straightforward with many sensitive touches—the
quiet interlude before the Finale coda, for instance, is
lovingly shaped and most affectingly played. Yet the
collector looking for a version of this work must
inevitably ask whether the present disc challenges the
claims of Beecham ( SXLP 39256), Cantelli ( SH 376,
8/80) or, of the more recent recordings, de Waart ( 9500
605, 2/80). Regretfully, Ihave to say that it does not.
Intonation, especially that of the first trumpet, was not
(in 1951, at least) this orchestra's strong point, and the
strings sound few in number. French reeds, especially
the lower ones, are nicely prominent—a truly organ.
like sonority—yet even more than usual on French
recordings of this period, Ifind the strident, vibratoladen brass hard to take. Phrasing, too, is occasionally
short- winded—an easy trap to fall into when, as so
often in this score, a rapid, inner chromatic line, its
function completed, comes to an abrupt end, rendering
awkward any attempt at musical shaping.
But it is the sound quality which finally rules this disc
out of court. Regular readers will know of my tolerance
in these matters historical, yet here Ifound it difficult to
listen with much pleasure. 'Stereo' information is
artfully achieved, yet afew moments' careful listening
soon distinguishes it from the real thing, and one or two
brief lateral shifts of the whole image are a minor
irritant. Most distressing, however, are the climaxes,
which sound very nasty indeed, rather like slightly
imperfect AM reception.
Interesting, maybe, but definitely one for specialist
tastes. [
D: 3/4]
Andrew Keener
GIBBONS: Royal Fantasies
Jordi Sayal!, Christophe Coin, Sergi Casademunt
(viols) IJohannes Sonnleitner ( chbr org)
Astrée AS43 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
During his lifetime, Orlando Gibbons was known as the
finest keyboard player of his day, and had a distinguished career, beginning as a chorister of King's,
Cambridge, and finally as one of the musicians to King
James 1—hence the ' royal' fantasies.
To enjoy this collection, one needs to have ataste for
the complex polyphony of the period. Granted that,
here is afeast. The 'fantasy' implies that the composer
has total freedom in choice of theme and its development. This is the essential nature of chamber- music,
and produces 'pure' music of the loftiest kind. In this
case, the matter is in general grave, and always worked
out with precision and elaboration—though the pieces
are short: this is music to linger over, for it is neither
simple nor trivial.
The performers—all the pieces are in three parts—
use aselection of six viols of all the pitches, and are
accompanied, according to the fashion of the period,
by a ' positive' or chamber organ of Italian Renaissance
type. The viols are all from the 16th and 17th centuries;
hence the sound is entirely authentic. No vibrato is
used, and Gibbons varies the instrumentation cunningly to accord with his musical ideas. Therels great
beauty of sound; but it is the nature of the musical
structures which offers the ultimate satisfaction from
this splendid collection.
The recording reaches a high standard: the instruments are well- separated, with stable and accurate
stereo imaging; the organ discreetly in the background.
There are no solo parts. Idetected atrace of pre- echo,
but it does not mar the total effect, which is very fine.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner

HAYDN: Missa Cellensis (' Missa Sanctae
Caeciliael E Missa rorate coeli desuper
Judith Nelson ( sop) I Margaret Cable ( m- sop) I
Martyn Hill ( ten) I David Thomas ( bass) I Choir of
Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford IAAM IPreston
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 583-4 (
2 records) ( full price)
We have had to wait a long time for this event—and
event it most certainly is. Haydn's grandest Mass has
for years been known to the British record- collector,
tantalizingly if delightfully, only through its ' Laudamus
te' and ' Ctuoniam' solos, included on asparkling 1960
record by the late Jennifer Vyvyan. This is the immense
1766 setting, erroneously called Saint Cecilia Mass,
the fifth in Hoboken's Catalogue ( often called no. 3)—
and not to be confused with the better-known 1782
setting in the same key of C major, also a Missa
Cellensis, or Mariazell Mass. Size, scoring, inspiration,
difficulty—all are on a grand scale. And splendidly
Simon Preston and his forces rise to the challenge. The
fresh, incisive playing of the Academy, and the lively,
clean attack of the Christ Church choir are the fundament for the performance, but the singing of the
soloists is its obvious adornment. All four are very
good, but Judith Nelson is particularly radiant and
assured in the taxing soprano solos, and Martyn Hill
relishes his opportunities in the tenor solos. The choral
fugues go with aswing, but occasionally some lack of
weight is felt—the Adagio opening to the Sanctus, for
instance, could have sounded more impressive. It is a
generous and welcome bonus to have the tiny Missa
Brevis—perhaps
Haydn's
earliest
surviving
composition—as afiller on the fourth side. The whole
work—with the text of the Ordinary often ruthlessly
telescoped—lasts under eight minutes, but its Agnus
Dei in particular is alovely movement. This is an issue
of great importance and great merit. [
A: 1*/1 ]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The Morzin Symphonies, vol. 1
L'Estro Armonico ISolomons
Saga HAYDN 1 (
3 records) (£ 11•99) ( Unicorn)
A handsome box introduces anew Haydn series which
sets out to present the early symphonies played on
roughly contemporary instruments and in chronological order. The tireless Robbins Landon provides
valuable notes in addition to the musical texts used,
and the performers are the chamber group called
L'Estro Armonico ( here numbering 15 players, the size
of the ensemble Haydn was writing for) which Derek
Solomons founded eight years ago for performing
Vivaldi's music. The symphonies included are, in the
familiar numbering, 1, 37, 18, 2, 15,4 and 10; asecond
volume will include the remaining seven symphonies
associated with Haydn's employment by the Morzin
family in the period 1758-60. Of course, all these works
are included in Dorati's epoch-making series of Decca
boxes—played on modern instruments and by alarger
orchestra, and in the familiar numerical order. The
delight of the new recordings ( made last August in St
Barnabus Church, Woodside Park) lies mainly in the
alert, stylish playing of the excellent little orchestra;
with three violins to each part, and one of each of the
lower strings, the oboes and horns can stand out easily,
or blend with held notes; a tactful yet never dull
continuo harpsichord with bassoon naturally completes the texture. There is aclean yet warm orchestral
sound, with just the odd gruff patch, and the unobtrusive balance leaves hardly adetail obscured. Repeats are
all observed, even in the da capo of minuet
movements—an act of piety which may not accord
with Haydn's own practice, but which certainly fills out
the otherwise often distinctly brief movements. There is
neither need nor space to discuss the individual works;
it must suffice to say that one felt one was almost
hearing them for the first time, could sense the touches
that Haydn's first audience would have found particularly exciting. Just occasionally Iqueried adetail—
a faster- than- expected minuet finale in no. 4 for
instance—but admiration and gratitude are the feelings
Iam left with. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
An interview with Derek Solomons appears on p. 61— Ed.
HAYDN: Concerto in F for Violin. Harpsichord
and Strings, Hob. XVIII/6 u Cassation in G,
Hob. 11/2
Pina Carmirelli ( vin) IMaria Teresa Garatti ( hpd) II
Musici
Philips 9600 602
Although there are two other versions of Haydn's
Double Concerto in the catalogue, it is good to have a
new one—and this I Musici performance is more
appropriately coupled than the version either of the
Weiss Duo on Unicorn ( Strauss' Violin Sonata) or that
of Messrs Schrifider and Leonhardt on Das Alte Werk
(Ctuantz and Dittersdorf). Indeed, for me the second
side of the new Philips disc is the more interesting,
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containing as it does avery early and quite captivating
Cassation for strings (* Divertimento' is how Haydn
referred to it). Robbins Landon suggests in his new
Haydn: The Early Years that this may even have been
the serenade which indirectly led to Haydn's first stage
commission. The six movements are alternately cheeky
and, especially in the Adagio with its opening and
closing pizzicato, ravishingly tender. It is attacked with
gusto by I Musici—warm, strong playing which
threatens to squeeze out the simple charm. Warmth and
vigour are again apparent in the concerto, especially in
the violinist's sweet, full- toned playing in the Largo.
The harpsichord, rather too prominent in the opening
tutti of the first movement, is a sprightly and wellbalanced companion in the solo duettings. The recorded sound is of a piece with the performances:
warm and generous, if rather grander than this essentially simple music requires. [
El: 2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartet in D, op. 20, no. 4 CI
String Quartet in g, op. 74, no. 3
Guarneri Quartet
RCA RL 13485
The Guarneri Quartet have chosen to pair the noble,
spirited D - major Quartet from opus 20 ( 1772) with the
G - minor Quartet ('The Rider') from opus 74 of 1793.
Both are masterpieces—from his early and his late
maturity respectively. The Guarneri Quartet is astrong,
lively ensemble, capable of playing with great tonal
beauty, and also with delicacy. Like so many quartets
nowadays, they tend to shy away from a true
pianissimo, though their dynamic range is quite wide
nevertheless. Their approach to the D- major is warm yet
crisp; and right from the start they are placed in broad
yet quite close perspective ( sniffs are as audible as if
one were sitting in the front row of aconcert hall). The
pleasing resonance and complete absence of surface
noise are added benefits. The playing is by no means
cut and dried—indeed, I
was surprised once or twice at
the freedom in tempo in the opening movement of the
G - minor Quartet. In this work the tense, brooding
atmosphere of the Largo assai is nicely caught and
conveyed. The minuets and finales are lean and nimble;
that of op. 74, no. 3 might with advantage to the
semiquaver runs have been marginally more deliberate.
Impressive performances, finely recorded. [
A: 1)
Peter Branscombe
HOLST: A Somerset Rhapsody b Brook Green
Suite / VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Wasps
Bournemouth Sinfonietta Idel Mar
HMV ASD3953
The Somerset Rhapsody, Holst's earliest success, is
juxtaposed with the short, lively piece written at the
end of his life, for the strings of the St. Paul's Junior
Orchestra. Structured on three Somerset folksongs the
Rhapsody is not, as the opening oboe cramore might
suggest, in the dreamy manner of Lark Ascending or
the Shropshire Lad; with sparing orchestration Holst
builds something as sharp, as pungent as the finest of
Mahler's Knaben Wunderhom settings.
With the transfer to one disc of Boult's Sea
Symphony recording we have lost the excellent 1968
LPO Wasps Suite—apity, when del Mar's approach is
so different, not to have both available. The new
version is sensibly arranged with side- turn after the
Overture ( abracing reading); the sound is more overtly
'hi-fi' than the earlier Kingsway Hall production, the
listener brought to
rostrum
immediacy.
This
Bournemouth performance is most contrasted in the
*Kitchen Utensils' March, where del Mar takes amock
solemn pace, relishing the ' Haydn Surprise' punctuations. These are enjoyable tapings, and if the Boult
Wasps seems cleaner in articulation, that may be
because Southampton Guildhall recordings, by Brian
Culverhouse, carry alot of ambient noise. This is clearly
heard in quiet sections, most of all as the tracks are
faded down at the end of the Brook Green 'Air. With
this background the clean quality of the EMIIASM St.
Paul's Suite is not matched; however, there is some
depth in the imagery, and many will enjoy the bold
tympani in Vaughan Williams' Entr'acte' [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
d'I NDY: Jour d'été à la Montagne, Op. 61 ILa
Forêt enchantee, Op. 8 .71 Six Tableaux de
Voyage, Op. 36
Pays de Loire PO IDervaux
EMI 2C 069-16301 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
'These are impressions of my mountains, three moments from asummer day', wrote d'Indy in 1905.'... I
am still in the throes of it all, and have put into this
project all my mountaineer's heart.' Judging by the
main work on this disc and the better-known
Symphony on a French Mountaineer's Song, moun tainscape was to d'Indy what the sea and its elements
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were to Debussy, Intriguingly, both composers were
working on their respective 'symphonic triptyches' at
much the same time. The Debussy parallel extends
further in this sumptuous three- movement work
(Dawn- Daytime- Night): the ends of both the first and
second movements leave adistinctly La mer like impression ( ablaze of added sixth for the former, asoft,
held string unison for the latter), while there is amarchlike section with brass and side- drum in the second
movement which put me in mind of a passage just
before the reprise in the first movement of ibéria. Nor
does it come as any surprise to read of d'Indy's
admiration of Franck, for there is much Psyché like
chromaticism and richness of texture.
Imention these parallels and influences not to decry,
but merely in an attempt to give some of the flavour of
this music. It is amost atmospheric and touching score,
sumptously and imaginatively orchestrated. The other
two, shorter, works are less memorable, although
unfailingly attractive. Tableaux de Voyage started life
as a set of piano pieces, while La Forêt enchantée,
written when d'Indy was twenty-two, is asymphonic
poem of Lisztian aspirations with tints of German
nocturnal Romanticism (Wolf's Glen) and, once again.
Franck—this
time
from
the
world
of
Le
Chasseurmaudit. Performances are highly accomplished and sympathetic ( nothing provincial about this
orchestra's playing), and the recording does abeautiful
job of capturing the glow and richness of d'Indy's
orchestration. [
A: 1]
Andrew Keener
KREISLER: Recital
Shlomo Mintz ( yin) IClifford Benson (pno)
DG 2531 305
Shlomo Mintz, 23, presents a programme of favourite
Kreisler original compositions, arrangements, and 'in
the style of' pieces, in a manner combining his own
approach to the instrument with elements of the
master's style. A mercurial artist, he cannot be easy to
accompany, and Clifford Benson is sometimes disadvantaged by the reverberant acoustic of the
Jerusalem Music Centre, or by the engineering
arrangements. In fact this issue presented severe imaging problems: Iuse Quad ESLs on stands, and to
minimise multiple images of the violin some repositioning was needed. ( This could be likened to the effect of
looking between paralleled mirrors, for shifting the
head suggested different focuses for the violinist.)
Also, the levels on this recording are very high, creating
difficulties on peaks.
However, Ido not want to put anyone off this
remarkable recital. More than a match for Perlman's
(two HMV Kreisler discs), Mintz's playing may lack the
charm that Kreisler% own recordings radiate, but his
individuality shines through, even where he deliberately models his approach—as in Dvorak's Slavonic
Dance Op. 72: 2 ( my own current favourite from this
disc!). And in the presto pieces like Tambourin chinois
the presentation is scintillating. [
A/B: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
LEFANU: ' The Same Day Dawns' D ' But Stars
Remaining' D '
Deva'
Jane Manning (sop) IChristopher van Kampen ( vc) I
Nash Emsemble
Cha ndos ABR 1017 (£ 5.50) ( Lugton's/ H. R. Taylor)
It might be expected that, as the daughter of Elizabeth
Maconchy and wife of David Lumsdaine, Nicola
LeFanu would show considerable compositional nous
but, as the works on this record splendidly attest, her
talent goes well beyond the basic craftsmanship that
term suggests. While maintaining the characteristic
features that British music has acquired over the last
decade, her style still manages to be highly individual,
despite showing some of its sources—a touch of
Stravinsky here, alittle of Maxwell Davies there, etc. The
sounds she creates are refreshingly original and often
very beautiful, the structure of her works clearly defined
and apposite to the meaning of the words and nature of
the melodic ideas. The performances on this disc are
expert and full of feeling for the delicate tonal balances
that the works demand. Jane Manning's interpretation
of But Stars Remaining for soprano solo is a tour de
force of vocal nuance, and in The Same Day Dawns she
lifts the notes from the page in amost commendable
fashion. She is sensitively accompanied in this latter
work by Gemini, while Christopher van Kampen as
soloist in Deva gives, with the Nash Ensemble, a
performance that seems in perfect sympathy with the
general meditative quality of the piece. However, the
record is unsatisfactory in certain aspects of the recording and production. Although the overall sound is
detailed ( in a closely-miked way) with good stereo
imaging, traffic noises have been allowed to
intrude and many of the reverberation effects of But
Stars Remaining are spoilt by strong pre- echo. It is
such apleasure to have these works available on disc

that this issue must receive awarm welcome from me,
despite my reservations about the production, and I
look forward to many more recordings of Nicola
LeFanu's works [ B/C: 1*]
Doug Hammond
LISZT: Consolations b Liebestriiume 0 3
Petrarch Sonnets
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DG 2531 318
These threp sets of pieces show Liszt in amainly lyrical
and gentle mood, apart from some powerful outbursts
in the Petrarch Sonnets. They are all played here with
great sensitivity by Barenboim, who observes all the
nuances and uses little rubato. The piano tone is full
and round, and is rather more forward than in the only
serious rival in the Petrarch Sonnets, Wilhelm Kempff
(also on DG). Alfred Brendel and Kempff both recorded
the Sonnets as part of the second book of the Années
de Pèlerinage, but the Consolations and the first two
Liebestrâume are only available on Barenboim's disc.
As regards interpretation, Barenboim's style is rather
more outgoing than Kempff's restrained mastery; personally, Iwould be happy with either version, but
perhaps Barenboim has s slight edge over Kempff,
especially because of the recording. A very pleasant
and successful record. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
LISZT: Sonata in b / Late Piano Works
Michael Rudy (pno)
Calliope CAL 1685 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Michael Rudy was born in Tashkent in 1953; after
studying at the Moscow Conservatoire with Jakov
Flier and winning anumber of prizes he settled in Paris.
His performance of the Sonata is lyrical rather than
brilliant; it is at the opposite extreme to Horowitz's on
RCA. The piano tone is pleasant but not particularly
bright on this side of the record; the playing is sensitive,
but the tempi are pulled about to some extent—not,
however, in the fugal passage, which is excellently
handled. Rudy comes into his own in the late pieces,
which are played with agreat feeling for atmosphere,
even surpassing that of Ere Szegedi in the two- record
Hungaroton set reviewed here recently. Rudy includes
two pieces which are not in Szegedi's set, Am Grabe
Richard Wagners and alate Ave Maria (No. 545 in the
Grove catalogue); the remaining ones are the two
versions of La Lugubre Gondola, the Bagatelle sans
Tonalité, Nuages gris, En Rêve and the Csárdás
Obstiné. Those who do not want to buy the two
set will find this a fairly satisfactory substitute, especially as the recorded piano tone on this side is much
fuller and rounder. [
A/B: 1/2]
Humphrey Searle
DU
MONT:
Motets
for
solo
voice
DI
Instrumental pieces
René Jacobs ( c- ten) IJanine Rubinlicht, Anne Marie
Hess ( vins) IJérôme Lejeune ( bass viol) IKu Ebbinge
(bsn) IJohann Hys (hpd) IJoseph Wolteche ( org)
Alpha MBM 21 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The music of the seventeenth century Belgian composer Henri du Mont is not well known, and precious
little is available on disc. This Belgian import is therefore
awelcome release, especially since the record contains
some most attractive music. Henri du Mont began his
musical career near Liège, but later moved—under
slightly mysterious circumstances—to Paris, where his
skill as an organist and composer brought him acclaim,
as well as publications in both Italy and Germany.
The music on the record includes solo motets with
continuo, and a selection of chamber instrumental
works. The latter are often short, light pieces, very
French, and frequently very charming. The instrumental playing is good, and although lacking in attack
(which seems the right approach anyway) has nicely
shaped phrasing and closely knit ensemble.
The singing of René Jacobs strikes me as a bit
patchy. There are some lovely moments, it is true,
especially in Regina Divina, but sometimes the poise
and rich tone are negated by a tendency to 'heave'
towards some high notes. Also, intonation is sometimes abit suspect. But it is only on occasion that one
becomes aware of these faults, and they are unlikely to
mar enjoyment of the record.
The sound is clean, and while the instruments are
nicely balanced, the voice is a little too forward. The
echo effects produced during In lectulo meo are
very striking. This record is certainly worthy of recommendation, but bear in mind that the brief sleeve notes
are in French, and for some reason the texts of the vocal
numbers have been omitted. [ A: 2]
Colin Evans
M EN DE LSSOH N: Symphony No. 4in A ( Italian)
Op.90 / SCHUMANN: Symphony No.4 in d
Op.120
Bpo Tennstedt
HMV ASD 3963 digital (£ 5.40)
This is the first digital recording Ihave heard of early
Romantic repertoire. Previous hybrid discs which have
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dassical
come my way have contained large amounts of percussion on which the effect of the digital recording has
been most marked. In these two Mendelssohn and
Schumann symphonies Icannot identify any particular
passages which have given difficulty to previous
analog recordings and therefore am not surprised to
have to report that any improvements in clarity offered
by this disc over analogue recordings are marginal. In
any case, the surface noise on the finished pressings
supplied was not good, so the expected 96 dB of signal
to noise ratio as nowhere apparent.
It would seem reasonable that since adigital system
should be capable of greater subtleties than an analogue one, these subleties should be taken advantage
of in the recording of well-worn repertoire; and Iam
saddened to report that, while I find Tennstedt's
performances very good, they are not revelatory of
anything new. In common with many conductors he
makes such heavy weather of the transition after the
Schufnann scherzo that the finale which follows
sounds very subdued. Unfortunately he does not
command a wide range of dynamics anywhere else,
and accepts crudities of balance and poor intonation
from an orchestra which can certainly avoid both.
(There is also afluff in the 1st trumpet in the transition
just mentioned.) Actual sound quality is good, though I
was disturbed in the Mendelssohn by the distant
woodwind and vague positioning of the strings, particularly the second violins. Perhaps in purely digital
format this recording is impressive; but as ahybrid it is
disappointing. [
A/B: 1/2]
David Pickett
MOZART: ' La finta giardiniera'
Soloists ISalzburg Mozarteum Orch IHager
DG 2740 234 (
4 records) ( full price)
This is the first recording of La finta giardiniera that can
claim to be complete and in the form that Mozart
originally gave it. Previous performances have had to
labour under the disability of a first act reconstructed
with varying degrees of success from the old Mozart
edition which consisted of aseries of musical numbers
in German but no dialogue. The recent discovery in
Moravia of acopy of the Italian first act together with
the recitatives has enabled the editors to compare it
with the text of Anfossi's opera based on the same
libretto and to produce for the first time aviable threeact opera consistent in style throughout. This recording
is aproduct, as are so many of these recordings of early
Mozart opera, of a performance in Salzburg last year.
As aresult largish claims are being made for the work
which are difficult to sustain, due in great measure to
the dramatic silliness of the story which Mozart, even in
1775, was not entirely capable of overcoming. The
invention, especially in the orchestral writing, is nevertheless of a very high standard and is sufficient to
interest all students of Mozart and most lovers of 18th
century opera buffa—or drama giocoso, to which
category La finta giardiniera is now optimistically being
elevated. The performance introduces several new
names, notably Julia Conwell, whose Sandrina ( the
pretended lady gardener) is not an unqualified success
as adramatic interpretation, though elegantly snug, and
Ezio di Cesare's Podesta. Cesare is not new to opera or
to record, of course, but this appears to be his first
recorded venture into this repertory. His performance
has great strength and character. The other newcomers, Lilian Sukis as the noble Lady Arminda, and
Jutta- Renate I
hloff, delightful in the soubrette role of
Serpetta, add distinction to the estimable performances
of the more established members of the Salzburg cast,
Brigitte Fassbaender in the trouser role of Count
Ramiro: Thomas Moser's bemused lover Belfiore, and
Barry McDaniel strong in the comic servant part of
Nardo. As usual the impetus and ultimate success of
the performance derives from Leopold Hager's unerring control and lightness of direction which gives
point to the orchestral playing, helped, though perhaps
not quite as distinctively as usual, by DG's recording.
For once in this series there is atouch of insensitivity in
the balancing of the voices, notably of the two tenors,
and the possibility of a confusion of identity, and a
slight mushiness in the orchestral sound, uncommon in
this otherwise invaluable series. [
A/B:
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Mass in C ( Spaur Mass), K258 DJ
Vesperae Solennes de Confessore, K339
Felicity Palmer IMargaret Cable IPhilip Langridge I
Stephen Roberts I St John's College, Cambridge I
Wren Orchestra IGuest
Argo ZRG 924
Mozart's early and middle period church music, particularly the Salzburg Missae Breve, have never been
much noticed by the gramophone, though afew have
had good representation in the form of alternative
recordings in recommendable performances. But they
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tend not to last long, and it is coincidental that at the
present time more are available, in performances of
varying acceptability, than have been for a very long
time. The Spaur Mass ( so called after Count von
Spaur's consecration, for which event it was presumably written) is not otherwise represented, however, and this fine account of it is therefore doubly
welcome. The various sections are compactly composed but full of invention, and for once the trombones
doubling the voices can be heard quite clearly. The
clarity of texture and balance between the voices and
orchestra are noteworthy here since this is an area in
which so many Mozart church music recordings fall
short. The Vespers are more familiar, partly because of
the famous setting of Caudate Dominum, beautifully
sung here by Felicity Palmer, though the contributions
of the remaining soloists are also of a high standard.
The male voice choral singing is more appropriate than
the mixed voice choirs one usually encounters in
British performances, and the St John's College Choir
acquit themselves with distinction, as does the Wren
Orchestra under the guidance of George Guest. It is
quite awhile since we had such good performances so
well recorded, but perhaps it is too much to hope that
this team will do for the Mozart Masses what they so
admirably did for Haydn's. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Fantasy and Fugue in C. K394 gi
Funeral March, K453a b Adagio in b, K540 CI
Minuet in D, K355 with Trio CI Eine kleine Gigue
in G, K574 D Fantasia in d, K397 D Rondo in a,
K511 CI Variations on ' Ah, vous dirai-je Maman',
K265
Paul Badura-Skoda (f-pno)
A
AS 40 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
By curious coincidence this month has produced two
records of . Mozart's piano music played on early
pianos. The first, aBelgian issue, is by apianist virtually
unknown here; the second, French, by a pianist of
international repute both as performer and scholar.
Since both include the 0- minor Fantasy, the A- minor
Rondo and the variations, it is possible to test the
suggestion that limitation of the listener's pleasure may
be due to the pianist, to the instrument or to both.
Immerseel uses a modern copy of a Stein. BaduraSkoda a genuine 1790 piano by the Viennese maker
Schantz, an instrument not associated with the composer but in such magnificent condition that its full rich
tone and carrying power are unimpaired. The matter is
settled to Immerseel's disadvantage when it becomes
clear that Badura-Skoda's whole approach is more
dynamic and at times quite dramatic, and that his
technical mastery of trills and turns is superior. His
account of the B- minor Adagio and the Minuet
emphasise how original Mozart's harmony could be,
and how surprising. A Trio discovered by the pianist
and believed by him to belong to the Minuet is
appended,
but
the
case
remains
unproven.
Occasionally, as in the opening bars of the Rondo,
Badura-Skoda's playing can seem atrifle wooden due
to over- emphasis of the left hand accompaniment. This
may be something to do with the piano or the position
of the microphone, though on the technical level both
recordings are excellent, lively, clear and pleasantly
resonant. Sceptics are recommended to investigate,
while those who just fancy the music are just as likely to
be won over. [
A: 1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Fantasia in c, K475 0 Sonata in c,
K457 b Fantasia in d, K397 b 12 Variations on
'Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman', K265 0 Rondo in a,
K311
Jos van Immersed! (f-pno)
Chandos 'Accent' ACC 8018 (£ 5.50) ( Lugton's/
H. R. Taylor)
The claims made by its adherents for the fortepiano in
the performance of late 18th century music are now
well known and largely conceded. The trouble is that
many of the instruments employed are old and unlovely, their sound as antique and unendearing as their
mechanical infirmities. Jos van Immerseel, about
whom the sleeve is unduly reticent, has opted for the
obvious compromise, a1978 copy of aStein piano of
1788, the instrument Mozart was so enthusiastic
about. The effect is certainly pleasing and can be
compared with that of Badura-Skoda's 1790 instrument in the Harmonia Mundi recording also issued this
month. That contains three works included in
Immerseel's recital so the curious have an acceptable
standard of comparison. As to Immerseel's playing, his
performances of the Fantasy and the Rondo seem
lightweight in the light of those acclaimed performances on the modern concert grand, while the great C minor Fantasia and Sonata certainly shed afew layers
of intensity, though whether because of the player or
because of the instrument is not always easy to decide
The clarity of Immerseel's fingering is offset by some

clumsy- sounding turns and inelastic phrasing in the
popular variations, as well as in the first and last
movements of the sonata. He and his instrument are
nicely recorded, and there is a welcome absence of
extraneous noise. [
A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL:
Pictures
at
an
Exhibition b MUSSORGSKY: Night on the Bare
Mountain
Concertgebouw IColin Davis
Philips 9500 744 digital
The very best examples of the Philips Concertgebouw
sound—and Ithink immediately of two Haitink recordings: his shimmering Debussy Images and richly hewn
Tchaikovsky Pathetique—have cultivated, to my mind,
the ideal marriage of natural concert hall perspectives
and superb inner definition. By comparison, some may
feel that the digital process, in use here, produces a
slightly drier sound by virtue of its even sharper
clarification of individual instrumental timbres. It is, I
think, largely an illusion. The resonant Concertgebouw
bloom remains mightily impressive, and Ravel's wonderfully inventive orchestral coloration is exquisitely
detailed without sounding obtrusively analytical.
Telling 'extras' like the piccolo in the ' Chicks' movement and contrabassoon in ' Baba Yaga' make their
presence felt, of course, and it almost goes without
saying that the percussion fairs particularly well; one
actually feels the soft tam-tam note at the close of
'Catacombs' while the bass drum in ' Baba Yaga' and
'The Great Gate of Kiev', to say nothing of aparticularly
dangerous bell in the same, carry tremendous weight.
I need hardly enlarge much upon the immense
character and individuality of the Concertgebouw
playing which is a joy from start to finish. ' Pictures',
though, is so much more than just a showcase and
Davis's characterisation from the podium, in comparison with, say, Giulini, Muti or the classic Toscanini
account, falls short in anumber of places. 'Tuileries', for
instance, is far too fussily phrased ( why such heavy
weather made of the pauses and hesitations?) and I
think he could have encouraged his all too brilliant first
trumpet to chatter a little more nervously as the
diminutive 'Schmuyle' in 'Samuel Goldenburg and
Schmuyle'. On the credit side, 'The ballet of the
chickens in their shells', superbly articulated, is deliciously animated and the massive triplets of 'The great
gate of Kiev' are opened out to impressive effect, if
without the sustained blaze of colour that Muti and the
Philadelphia ( HMV) extract from the closing pages.
Incidentally, the side turnover is surely better placed
after '
Cum monuis in lingua monua' and not before.
There is, after all, acleaner break before the assault of
'Baba Yaga', and 'Cum mortuis' really belongs in spirit,
to the ' Catacombs' movement.
Abbado's new recording of Mussorgsky's original
'Night on the Bare Mountain' ( see HFNIRR Feb 81)
has somewhat spoiled me for the Rimsky version. I
have, anyway, heard more exciting accounts than this.
[A*: 2/1]
Edward Seckerson
NOVAK: South Bohemian Suite, Op. 64 D
Marysa Overture, Op. 18
Brno State PO IPinkas
Supraphon 1110 2486 (£ 3.75) ( Lugton's/ H. R.
Taylor)
Novak, apupil of Dvorak, belongs in the conservative
group of early twentieth century Czech composers. The
South Bohemian Suite (
1936/7) is alarge-scale quasi symphonic orchestral suite whose four movements
embrace themes by earlier composers from the region
and others like the Hussite Chorale which have become
an integral part of Czech musical literature. Novak's
skill as an orchestrator lends conviction to this large
canvas, but his music lacks the truly dramatic ' bite' it
needs to give it compulsion. The work sprawls,
paniculary in its long first movement, a series of
variations on what is apparently an original theme. The
Overture, amuch earlier work, was part of a projected
opera which never materialised. It is a much tauter
piece, and with a dramatic programme—a village
drama by the Mrstik brothers—the music achieves
more cohesiveness and impact. The performances are
convincing, though it would have been interesting to
hear what the late Erich Kleiber made of the Suite, a
work he apparently adopted. The recording, made in
Brno in 1978, is adequate but rather soft- focused. This
is the only example of Novak's music currently listed,
but interested listeners should seek out an earlier
Supraphon recording of his suite In the Tatras (
SUAST
50747), an altogether more impressive work. [
8: 1 ]
Kenneth Dommett
OFFENBACH: Mélodies— Six Fables de La
Fontaine 0 Chanson de Fortunio & other songs
Bruno Laplante ( bar) IMarc Durand (pno)
Caliope CAL1881 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
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UNICORN-KANCHANA
DIGITAL FILM SCORE SERIES, VOLUME 2
Music by LAURIE JOHNSON
Suite: FIRST MEN IN THE MOON
(based on the novel by H.G. Wells)
and music from HEDDA.
CAPTAIN KRONOS & DR STRANGELOVE
London Studio Symphony Orchestra
conducted by the Composer

SAGA
We are now distributing this well-known
label that includes many acclaimed
performances in German Teldec pressings
NEW THIS MONTH HAYDN
'THE MORZIN SYMPHONIES'
VOLUME 1

DKP 9001
Ambisonic UH1 Encoded Recording using the Cairo(
'Soundfield' Microphone. Stereo Compatible
Pressed by !VC. Japan rrp £6.75 (
inc. VAT)
Volume I - Bernard Herrmann ' North by Northwest Biwa.'
available on DKP 9000

For further information see front cover
and separate Saga advert in this issue
3LPs in box with booklet
HAYDN 1rrp £11.99 (
inc. VAT)
Send for complete list

IMF

ELECTRONICS

IMF ELECTRONICS

DIGITAL
CHALFONT DIGITAL
SAINT- SANS SYMPHONY NO. 3 ' ORGAN'
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Loris Tjeknayorian
Recorded in Liverpool Cathedral
with Noel Rawsthorne. Organ
SDG 312
Pressed by JVC. Japan rrp £8.80 (
inc. VAT)

'VARESE SARABANDE

DIGITAL
VARESE SARABANDE, DIGITAL
THE DEVIL'S TRILL
TARTINI The Devil's Trill Sonata
and works by DVORAK
(including Songs My Mother Taught Me)
SARASATE. YOSHIZAWA & MIYASHITI
Violin Recital by the young Czech virtuoso

Vaclav Hudecek. Violin
with Josef Hala. Piano & Susumu Miyashita, Koto
VCDM 1000.60
Pressed by JVC. Japan rrp £8.80 (
inc. VAT)
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FIRST ' AMBISONIC* ISSUE

CENTAUR, DIGITAL

BEGINNINGS
includes Muskrat Ramble,
Darktown Strutters Ball and 9others
The New Reformation Dixieland Band
AMB 5201

FIRST RELEASE FROM THIS NEW
AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE LABEL

Ambisonic UH1 Encoded Recording using the
Calrec ' Soundfield' Microphone.
Stereo Compatible
rrp £6.75 (
inc. VAT) Further issues to follow

IMPORTANT NEWS FOR CASSETTE COLLECTORS
We are new importing into the UK an initial selection from

the marvellous new range of REAL-TIME' cassettes
manufactured by In Sync Laboratories, New York from
master recordings in the Connoisseur Society catalogue.
The quality and fidelity of these cassettes must be heard
to be believed. Duplicated at 1-to- 1ratio. i.e. ' real-time'.
direct from the production master tape via Nakamichi 582
cassette recorders onto the finest American Du Pont
'Crolyn' II Chromium Dioxide tape.
ROUSSEL
PSALM 80. BACCHUS ET ARIANE SUITE NO. 2
John Mitchinson, Tenor Chorus of Stephen Caillat
Orchestre de Paris conducted by Serge Baudo
'A Psalm of elemental power. . The concluding chorale is astroke of genius
'mil stunningly beautiful' Stereo Review. USA
Only available recording of Psalm 80. C 4008
BEETHOVEN ' APPASSIONATA'. TATHETIQUE*
& • MOONLIGHT Piano Sonatas Ivan Moravec, Piano
(Moonlight) The Presto medal° is played more powerfully than Ihave ever
heard it done before. The symphonic drive that explodes from every measure
is thrilling: (Puthetique) '
This is one of the most beaublul performances
tcan recall. You may never again he willing to settle for merely nole.perfect
performances. • American Record Guide
C 4047

RACHMANINOV
PIANO CONCERTO NO. 3
Jean-Phillippe Collard, Piano
Orchestre du Capitole de Toulouse
conducted by Michel Plasson
C 4003
FRITZ KREISLER
INCLUDING: Tambourin chinois.
Schein Rosmarin, Liebesleid.
Liebesfreud. Caprice viennois.
Midnight Bells and others

DEBUSSY LA MER
RAVEL DAPHNIS AND CHLOE,
SUITE NO. 2
London Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Sir Charles Mackerras
CRC 1007
Custom pressed in the USA rrp £7.97 (
inc. VAT)

We distribute in the UK all of the leading audiophile and
other specialist blinds UNICORN. l•NICORN-KANCIIANA. CRYSTAL CLEAR.
CEN•KAUR. DF:LOS, ENTR•ACIT. DENON. FINLANDIA,
HYPERION. SAGA. SHEFFIELD LAII.TELARC.
«
VARESE SARABANDE. CITADEL. CI IALFON'T
EI.Fr MOMS.
Available from le:tiling record shops and agrowing
number of hi-f loalors. In the event of difficulties we
will suppl%
uash-wiih-order please plus 46p
wards postage and patting n, orders for less than
flier It's. otherwise p & p

Wanda Wilkomirska, Violin
Antonio Barbosa. Piano
C 4039
CHOPIN
NOCTURNES, VOLUME 1 ( NOS. 1-10)
Ivan Moravec. Piano
His playing is ravishingly beautiful, magical
and exalted. The piano sound is possibly the
best Ihave ever heard on records.•
American Record Guide
C 4025

Prices correct at time of going to Press but liable to possible change due to Budget.
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OFFENBACH: Suites por Deux Violoncelles
Etienne Peclard & Roland Pidoux ( vIcs)
Harmonie Mundi HM1043 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
There is little point in making grand claims as to
Offenbach's stature and profundity as acomposer. He
was a born writer of satirical operetta with an inbuilt
strain of melancholic lyricism and, like Rossini before
him, all his works are compulsively operatic ( or
'operetticl) The music of Offenbach is a musical
speciality that you like or you don't, asking for an
appreciation of light craftmanship, melodic boldness,
occasional vulgarity; but amixture of heady delight for
those in key with French frivolity. Which is simply to
say that if you enjoy Offenbach's stage works then
these songs and cello pieces will give similiar pleasure.
Some of the fables are like miniature stage works in
themselves, Offenbach throwing in several themes
with generous carelessness where most would make
do with one or two—as in La cigale et la fourmi.
Elsewhere, as in the famous Chanson de Fortunio, the
gently melancholic strain is uppermost. The same
mixture of gaiety and lyricism is to be found in the cello
duets. They are not always written in accepted cello
terms, one cello often simply supplying an orchestral
sort of accompaniment, but again they are full of charm
and a generous profusion of melodies. In both
instances we have artists who are in complete
sympathy with his style. Laplante shows afine clarity of
diction in his intelligent and lively performances, with
Durand providing a spirited backing. Peclard and
Pidoux bring an obvious sense of enjoyment to their
playing. Both recordings are beyond reproach, the
cello disc being of particularly excellent quality with
very natural instrumental tone. [A: 1] each.
Peter Gammond
OSTRCIL: Calvary, Op. 24 Él The Orphan's Tale,
Op. 9'
*Libuse Mero va ( m- sop) ICzech PO INeumann
Supraphon 1110 2548 (£3.75) ( Lugton's/H. R.
Taylor)
Otakar Ostrcil ( 1879-1935) belonged to the same
generation as Novak and Suk, but his music is much
less familiar, to British audiencies at least. Occasional
recordings have appeared from Supraphon including
an earlier version of Calvary by the Czech Philharmonic
under Neumann released here in 1960. This new
version was recorded in 1979 and is avery successful
realisation of what must be the composer's most
ambitious orchestral score. Calvary is aset of fourteen
variations for avery large orchestra on the theme of the
Stations of the Cross and the Crucifixion. It was
composed in 1928 and is virtually the last work by
Ostrcil to win approval by virtue of its genuine inspiration. Ostrcil seems to have suffered the misfortune of
losing his creative gift, rather like Sibelius, and most of
the products of his later years declined into mere notespinning. The nature of the work largely dictates its
mood and, magnificent though it is, one does look for
some relief from the prevailing dark coloration. The
accompanying cantata, The Orphan's Tale ( to folk
poems), though pretty gloomy in subject matter, is
shorter and rather more varied in style. The singer,
Libuse Marova, gets the spirit of the text over well and
her voice has arich middle register without too much
wobble. The orchestral performance under Neumann's
seasoned direction is excellent in both works and thé
sound, well balanced and spacious, captures the detail
but is slightly short on brilliance. [ A/B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
PIERN É: I
mages bPaysages franciscains _ Les
Cathédrales
Loire PO IDervaux
EMI 2C 069-16302 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
'Nijinsky's laurels are keeping our conductors on their
toes', wrote Satie in 1913 ( areview quoted in the lucid
and entertaining sleevenote with this disc). 'Chevillard
has mimed Daphnis and Chloé. Pierné has danced
Jeux and Monteux has gyrated to Petrushka'. Unlike
his two colleagues, however. Pierné was also enjoying
considerable success with his own ballet scores, of
which Images (
1935) is his last. The two versions
recorded here ( the earlier working is aDivertissement)
bear ample evidence of Pierné's knowledge of the
orchestra. Scoring is vividly colourful, its effect evocative and often magical, whether conveying lush- toned
pastiche ( a Viennese waltz, more Richard than
Johann),
or
barefaced
cribbing (the
last
'Divertissement' more than nods in the direction of
Debussy's Gigues tristes). As on the other two
EMI/Pathé discs reviewed this month, Pierre Dervaux
and the Loire Orchestra evidently delight in this
music—ripely sensuous one moment, gravely beautiful
the next—and so, apparently, do the recording team,
who have surrounded the players with awarm, sumptuous acoustic. [A: 1]
Andrew Keener
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RABAUD: Divertissement sur des Chansons
Russes, Op. 2 La Procession Nocturne, Op. 6Ei
Marouf Dances .) Eglogue—poem for orchestra, after Virgil. Op. 7
Pays de Loire PO tDervaux
EMI 2C 069-16303 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
If Henri Rabaud ( 1873-1949) is known at all in this
country, it is probably for his comic opera Marouf,
savetier du caire (
an outstanding success during the
months immediately before the First World War) from
which the group of four dances is included here. A man
of wide reading and highly musical parentage. Rabaud
became apupil of Massenet, and in 1894, like Debussy
before him, won a Grand Prix de Rome. Predictably,
Wagner exercised apredominant influence, succeedéd
by Franck and the new French generation.
The best music on this record, it seems to me, is the
rather heavily Lisztian/Wagnerian tone- poem La
Procession Nocturne, inspired by Lenau's Faust. Even
so, the procession is arather static one—acompelling
sense of atmosphere is not in itself an inevitable result
of evocative orchestration, and Isoon became tired of
so much brooding lower woodwind and strings, to say
nothing of melodies which do not so much develop as
repeat themselves to different accompaniments. The
solemn melody portraying the St. John's Feast Day
procession in Op. 6 is made more, rather than less,
tedious for being set in canon on appearing for the third
time—a desperate measurel Yet the Epilogue, where
from his misery Faust 'weeps burning tears' at the
procession's happiness, carries agenuine, rather grand
pathos.
Of the Marouf Dances there seems little to say except
that in their bogus- oriental way they are entertaining
enough, and brillantly orchestrated—all open interval
accompaniments and snake- charmer woodwind
arabesques.
The performances are sensitive and sympathetic, and
apart from atoo- closely caught harp in Op. 2, much the
same applies to the sound quality here as to the other
discs in the series, reviewed this month. Like those, too,
this comes in an attractively illustrated gatefold sleeve
with thorough, adequately- translated notes. [
A: 1]
Andrew Keener
RACHMANINOV: Variations on a Theme of
Chopin, Op. 22 D Variations on a Theme of
Corelli, Op. 42 D Melodie in E, Op. 3 No. 3 17
Scherzo from 'A Midsummer Night's Dream'
Howard Shelley (pno)
Hyperion A 66009 (£4.99) ( Lugton's/Unicorn)
Howard Shelley has chosen here works from either end
of Rachmaninov's solo piano output. The Chopin
Variations is his first large solo piano work and the
Corelli Variations is his last, dating from 1931. There is
no other version of the Chopin Variations in the current
catalogue and Howard Shelley copes well with the
formal problem of articulating these 22 variations,
roughly organized into afour 'movement' structure In
away he makes this problem of cohesion more difficult
by making aclear break between variations, but his big,
Romantic approach pushes the momentum through.
The competition for the Corelli Variations is very much
more daunting: Ashkenazy's superb account on the
very well recorded SXL 6604 ( coupled with
Rachmaninov's Étudestableaux 1-9) and Berman's
recently released—and rather poorly recorded—DG
performance ( 2531 276) with some of the Préludes
(reviewed HFNIRR November 1980). The Hypérion
recording is of ahigh standard and the dynamic range
is particularly wide—of course adistinct advantage in
works which exploit dynamics so extensively. Clarity is
good too—all of the flying notes of the Midsummer
Night's Dream come across sparkingly. [A: 2]
Roger Bowen

ROSSINI: Overtures—' The Silken Ladder' b
The Barber of Seville' U '
Semiramide' D 'The
Journey to Rheims' D '
The Siege of Corinth' 1:1
'William Tell'
Philharmonia IMuti
HMV ASD3903 (£ 5.40)
These performances are exactly as Iexpected them to
be from long previous acquaintance with the joint
efforts of Muti and the Philharmonia. Not unnaturally
the best Rossini performances have always come from
Italian conductors— Toscanini, Giulini, Abbado, to
mention the obvious—and Muti is firmly within that
tradition; with warmhearted readings that revel unashamedly in the seductive melodic lines and add
rhythmic zest to the straighforward beat of the bass
line. Being Muti, ever impulsive. Irightly expected that
they would be taken at acracking pace, which they are,
and being the Philharmonia Iexpected that they would
respond magnificently, which they do. The string
playing in the opening overture, The Silken Ladder, is

immaculate in spite of the pace. The contrasts of tempo
are finely judged and the essential rhythmic lift is never
lost. Delightful performances that can be highly recommended. The recording, in common with many today,
is not really as clear as it ought to be. Overall there is the
usual warm EMI sound with plenty of reverberance and
in the quieter passages one admires the rich tones of
the woodwind and the smooth quality of the strings.
Added to the general echoing studio cum Albert Hall
effect there is distinct pre- echo throughout so that
when the multi-miked climaxes come upon us the
sound clouds gather and the result is, to say the least,
rather confused. These are splendid performances and I
regret the loss of so much detail. [ B/C: 1]
Peter Gammond

D. SCARLATTI: Harpsichord Sonatas K. 46, 87,
95, 99, 124, 201, 204a, 490, 491, 492, 513, 520, 521.
Trevor Pinnock ( hpd)
CRD 1068 (£ 5.25) ( Polygram)
Scarlatti's harpsichord sonatas, whose virtues have
already been extolled by me at some length in previous
editions of HFNIRR, are always aconstant delight to
both ear and intellect. The artistic qualities of these
truly captivating pieces can only be fully realised when
they are performed with a flawless technique of the
kind offered by Trevor Pinnock here. Throughout this
programme Mr. Pinnock demonstrates the extravert
nature of the music by means of ascholarly approach
and a dextrous execution. His handling of Scarlatti's
intricate triplet figurations, florid scale passages and
kaleidoscopic cascading arpeggios is truly breathtaking. The overall sound effect is much enhanced by the
use of aharpsichord modelled on aperiod instrument
by J. D. Dulcken ( 1745), which is tuned to low pitch
(A = 415) in unequal temperement. The recording,
made at the Church of St. Margaret, Harpsden-cumBolny, Oxon, is most successful in capturing the
flavour of this marvellous music [ A: 1]
Victor McAloon
D. SCAR LATTI: Harpsichord Sonatas Vol. 12: K
108, 156, 157, 240, 241, 197, 215, 216, 364, 365,
468, 469
Gilbert Rowland ( hpd)
Keyboard KGR 1012 (£ 3.73) ( Cession)
Those who enjoy eighteenth century harpsichord
music with astrong Spanish or Flamenco flavour will
find much to admire in Gilbert Rowland's persuasive
and scholarly accounts of these Scarlatti Sonatas. The
twelve pieces comprising this programme admirably
demonstrate the composer's facility for exploiting
daring harmonic modulations, flamboyant rhythms and
sharply contrasted textures. These facets of Scarlatti's
music are vividly conveyed by Mr. Rowland, who has
adopted Ralph Kirkpatrick's practice of pairing the
sonatas according to tonality.
The harpsichord employed for the recording has
been modelled on aperiod instrument of Pascal ( later
enlarged by Taskin). However, from atonal viewpoint it
does not approach any Pascal-Taskin instrument I
have so far encountered. In my view this entire series of
Scarlatti's complete Harpsichord Sonatas would have
been rendered vastly more interesting and would
have afforded the listener afar greater variety bf tonal
timbres had the producers chosen to employ aselection of genuine period instruments rather than the one
copy which has been offered throughout.
The recording is very close but exceptionally clear. It
has also captured a fair amount of the instrument's
mechanical action. This does not necessarily detract
from one's enjoyment of the music, provided one is
prepared to accept these sounds as forming an integral
part of the harpsichord- image. In these days of.everrising prices it will be difficult to resist such abargain as
this. [A/B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon

SCHUBERT: String Quartet No. 12 in c, D703
'Quartettsatz' c String Quartet No.14 in d, D810
'Death and the Maiden'
Quart ello Italiano
Philips 9500 751
This the second time that this particular coupling has
been offered by the Italian Quartet, the first being in
1966 ( SAL3618) and acomparison obviously had to
be made. So remarkable was the similarity of approach
and detail that only the listing of the quartet's
new viola player—Dino Asciolla nowreplacing Piero
Farulli—convinced me that Iwas not listening to areissue at times. Obviously we presume that the quartet
feel that they have something to add but, allowing
them their second thoughts, there is much to be said for
the fact that their reading has so much continuity. If
they were already deeply committed to the works in
75

1966, by now they could only achieve either a new
profundity or the familiarity that breeds less desirable
characteristics. It so happens that time has simply
matured their vision. Much is as it was but there is an
increase in authority and this is an exceptionally
probing performance which, as one might expect, has
mellowed with more intimate familiarity with the notes.
Such long-term mastery leaves the critic hardly daring
to utter a word; but fortunately there was nothing to
quibble about in the performance which Ifound wholly
satisfying. However, Imust quibble about the recording which, strangely, for one expects older Philips
recordings to be more mellow, has the same hard,
almost grating quality. In fact, Ialmost preferred the
1966 vintage: there the lower strings had more bite
where now they sound vaguer; but in both instances
the higher strings are raspingly sharp and need some
filtering. There is plenty of detail but Ido wish we could
discern atrend toward agenerally sweeter string tone
in present day recordings—or am Imerely being oldfashioned in an age where dulled senses apparently
prefer the edgy sound? [
B/C: 1*/1'
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String trio in Bb, D581
String trio
in Bb (
movement), D471 O Arpeggione Sonata in
a, 0821
R. Pasquier ( vin) IB. Pasquier ( via) IPidoux ( v/c) I
Pennetier (pno"
Harmoni Mundi HM1035 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
With one reservation, Iimmediately liked the sound of
this recording. The instruments are give afull-bodied,
warm tone, so often lacking in string recordings, and
are nicely blended to produce an overall sound of
satisfying musicality. To achieve this they have perhaps
been closely recorded and, whether as aresult of it or
because of the location used, there is a very echoing
swimming- bath sort of acoustic which you have to get
used to. Had it not been for this it would have been of
star quality. Starting with a warm sound has the
immediate effect in chamber- music recording of
making it seem a warm performance, the intellectual
edginess softened. In fact, there is acosy atmosphere
of relaxed enjoyment about the whole production. The
rarely heard Trios, with few rival recordings, are played
in alyrical and rhythmic vein and seem so attractive that
it is surprising that they are not given more attention,
Iwas always very fond of Gendron's eminently
straighforward D471 on Decca, and Tortelier's
fine performance is still available from EMI
(HQS1398). However, this, and other performances,
all couple it with works by other composers ( which
might or might not please) and therefore this allSchubert disc is in a favourable position. Roland
Pidoux, although he does not hit every note cleanly,
produces ajoyful pertormance that shows no restraint.
In this he is admirably partnered by Jean-Claude
Pennetier. Overall, this is adisc of pleasurable musicmaking in which we are invited to join the fun. There
are not many recordings of this kind in the present
world of over- serious intent. [
A: 1*/1 ]
Peter Gammond

SCHUBERT: Piano Trio 1 in Bb, 0898 b
Notturno in Bb for Piano Trio, D897
Suk Trio: Jan Panenka (pno) IJosef Suk ( yin) IJosef •
Churcro ( vie)
Supraphon 1111 1896 (£ 3.75) ( Lugton's/H. R.
Taylor)
Of those available the Beaux Arts Trio get nearest to
the ideal but appear in atwo- disc set on Philips. Ihad
high hopes of this issue, particularly as Suk is generally
awarm- toned player, but the Trio here quite definitely
verge on the tense side, the modern exclamatory school
in which every phrase has to be driven home with
academic intensity. They are not as wholly given to this
as some and a proper sense of enjoyment emerges in
the scherzo. On the whole it is an acceptable performance but ( compared to the String trio recording reviewed above) they have been given a fairly thin
sort of sound that does meagre justice to the instruments and has the immediate effect of making the
performance sound less lyrical than perhaps it really is. I
can only partially recommend this recording. Some
amends are made by the inclusion of, and a good
performance of, the endearing Notturno. It has been
thought that this might be part of an unfinished work,
but equally likely it was written as ashort piece for one
of the Schubenian musical get-togethers. The piano
does all the hard work and the strings merely comment.
Because Panenka plays his part so well this is an
effective performance, if not so lyrically moving as the
one Menuhin led. Ihave heard the work spoken of
slightingly. Ifind it an absolute charmer and interestingly reminiscent of the great String Quintet. [
B/C: 2]
Peter Gammond
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SHOSTAKOVI CH: Symphony No.13 ( Words by
Yevtushenko)
Dimiter Petkov ( bass) I LSO chorus ( male voices) I
LSO IPrevin
HMV ASD 3911
The cantata- like 13th symphony was the list of
Shostakovich's works to suffer open rebuke at the
hands of the Soviet authorities. Ostensibly on account
of Yevtushenko's texts and, in particular, his bitter
poem ' Babi Val' with its heavy intimations of Russian
anti-semitism, it was hustled away into obscurity
following its farcically 'played- down' premiere in 1962
and re- appeared in Russia only twice ( 1963 and 1965)
prior to its western unveiling under Ormandy in 1970
(sbbsequently recorded).
In the years preceeding that American premiere, the
only access that we in the West had to the piece came
by way of a fearfully recorded pirated tape of
Kondrashin's lacerating 1965 performance in Moscow
(issued on Everest). That remains afascinating document if you can find a copy. No performance since,
including this new Previn, has come anywhere near recapturing its unique undercurrent of anger. Even
Kondrashin's 'official' Melodiya recording was somehow more subdued.
The new Previn—believe it or not, the only version
now available singly ( Kondrashin and Ormandy are
part of box sets)—is, of course, blessed with arecording of resounding depth and that in itself places it in a
class apart. Take the extraordinarily evocative and
menacing scoring for tam-tam, bass drum and growling Fafner-like tuba at the start of the poem ' Fears'—
captured here with an almost uncanny presence—or
the hyper- bright prominance given to the metallic
dissonances of the brass writing. Previn and the
engineers have rightly spared no- one's senses in this
respect. This is profoundly uncomfortable music after
all. Never should it be easy on the ears.
Previn certainly exerts an uncompromisingly iron
grip on this score, spaciously pacing its sizeable time
scale with great assurance and a deal more naked
power than his Western rival Eugene Ormandy.
Missing, perhaps, is the last degree of raw cynicism in
the second movement, ' Humour'. His bass, Dimiter
Petkov is arefined and sensitive artist to be sure, but his
overall restraint and warmth of tone are apt to undercut
the pungency of the words. A coarser, more sharply
characterised delivery, such as Vitaly Gromadsky gave
on the pirated Kondrashin disc, has to be what
Shostakovich intended. The LSO men's chorus, if also
alittle polite at times, nonetheless project with tremendous vigour. To their credit, Iwas less aware of their
inherent Englishness than Iwas of the Ormandy choir's
Americanisms. [
A: 1]
Edward Seckerson.
SPOHR: Clarinet Concertos 1 in c and 2 in Et,
Anthony Pay ( cif) ILondon Sintonietta IAtherton
Argo ZRG 920
Spohr's star really is rising!—this is the third version
currently available of his first clarinet concerto, and its
coupling with his even more brilliant second gives it
one clear advantage over the versions made by Gervase
de Peyer and Thea King, which are paired respectively
with Weber and Mozart. Spohr was in his mid - twenties
when he received the commission to write the C- minor
Concerto for the remarkable virtuoso Hermstedt in
1808; their artistic friendship flowered in several further
works, including the Et> Concerto of 1810. They are
both uncommonly attractive works, rich in thematic
invention, interestingly orchestrated, spirited and melancholic in turn. They are beautifully played by
Anthony Pay and the London Sinfonietta, with accompaniments shaped and deftly controlled by David
Atherton. The solo writing is difficult yet very
rewarding—whether in long melodic line or rapid
figuration Mr Pay is equal to all demands; there is no
feeling of empty bravura. Ihope the same artists will be
asked to record Spohr's considerably later third and
fourth concertos. Argo provide a warm if not particularly
spacious
acoustic,
with
the
soloist
prominent—as he deserves to be, and as Spohr would
have expected. [ A/B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 1 in G minor,
Op.13 ' Winter Reveries'
C. Or lCcrtgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam IHaitink
Philips 9500 777
The First Symphony is the earliest of Tchaikovsky's
major orchestral compositions and dates from 1866,
the year after he had completed his formal musical
education ( though he revised the score some while
later). Its title is derived from the superscriptions of the
first two movements (
Reveries of aWinterJourney and
Land of Desolation, Land of Mists), although the work
is in no sense a ' programmatic' symphony.
Tchaikovsky was much attached to the work which, in
spite of acertain diffuseness, shows inventiveness of a

high order and bears many hallmarks of the composer's
genius. Only the Scherzo is somewhat derivative
(Mendelssohn is the model here), but the waltz- like
Trio could not have come from any pen other than
Tchaikovsky's.
With this splendid recording, Philips' Tchaikovsky
Cycle featuring Haitink and the Concertgebouw
Orchestra is almost complete—only No. 3, the socalled ' Polish' Symphony, remains to be issued ( it is,
presumably, already in the pipe-line). Haitink's way
with Tchaikovsky is very much to my liking: he respects
the score and handles the music with freshness and
affection, refusing to sentimentalise lyrical pages and
seeing to it that some of the more frenzied passages do
not become over- heated.
Apart from a moment or two in the Finale, when
ensemble and articulation struck me as atrifle ragged,
the Concertgebouw Orchestra plays superbly for its
conductor- in- chief, with woodwind and brass especially noteworthy. Philips may be the last major company to issue any 'digital' recordings, but their sonic
standards have, in recent years, maintained an exceptionally high level, and the present recording is quite
admirable in terms of sound- quality, balance and
perspectives. [
A: 1]
Thomas Heinitz
TCHAIKOVSKV: Symphony 5 in e, Op. 64
LSO IBeihm
DG 2532 005 digital
The two previous records in this LSO trilogy were not
recommended: Böhm mauled the Fourth uncharacteristically, and althougn more straightforward his pathetique was glaringly lit. Here, the digital sound gives
pinpoint locations and freedom from distortion, but the
trumpets are balanced too aggressively, and the
massed violins are not very ample in body—so no stars.
The detailed sound exposes some imprecision: in the
very opening paragraphs clarinet/string entries are not
always together, suggesting that Böhm sees this orchestra too infrequently. His view of the Fifth Iconfess
to finding disconcerting, too heavy, too severely restrained and fragmented. Whereas Haitink's Fifth conveys aclose relationship with the orchestra, and where
dynamic markings are scrupulously observed, Bôhm's
is more akin to Stokowski's, a mosaic of imposed
nuances. An idiosyncratic view, like Celibidache's
(Eclipse), can be persuasive, but Bôhm's Tchaikovsky
strikes me as very foreign. [
A: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
VERDI: La Traviata
Sutherland Pavarotti IManuguerra IJones ILondon
Opera Chorus I National Philharmonic Orchestra I
Bonynge
Decca D212D 3 (
full price)
There are real virtues in this set which make it avaluable
addition to the substantial number of La Traviata
recordings. Most of these virtues belong to Joan
Sutherland. She portrays Violetta as amature, sensitive
woman. Where appropriate, she adds ornaments and
cadenzas and this, combined with the warmth and
depth of her vocal timbre to project a very
sympathetic figure. There are debits as well: avibrato
which is at times too prominent and words which
though clear are somewhat lacking in meaningful
emphasis and drive, but overall, this is a welcome
extension of Sutherland's earlier recording of this role.
Sadly, most of the virtues stop with Joan Sutherland.
Pavaroni's Alfredo is insensitive—far too frequently he
sings with too much force and too loudly. A tone which
is perfectly appropriate for his fury in Act II ( when he
flings his winnings from gambling at Violetta) is hardly
acceptable when he is declaring his love! Matteo
Manuguerra will earn no prizes for asolid ( even stolid)
Germont père. His voice sounds shadowed and
withdrawn and he offers little which illuminates or
moves the feelings. On the credit side, the London
Opera Chorus sing with spirit and a buoyant rhythm
which contributes much towards establishing an appropriately exuberant atmosphere. The orchestra is
rather variable—at times good, at others suffering from
a lack of coherence and poor co-ordination.
The recording is pressed from a digital master. It
shows some of the expected virtues such as clarity and
a wide dynamic range. It also shows some less expected and unwelcome characteristics: one would
hope to be free from such gremlins as pre- echo, but
sadly there are anumber here. In sum, whilst the issue
has exciting moments, the overall effect is disappointing. [
B: 1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker
VIVALDI: Concerti Op. 8 Nos. 1-12 for Violin &
Orchestra D Concerto for Flute RV 429 El
Concerto for 'Cello RV 424
Simon Standage ( vin) I Stephen Preston ( llt) I
Anthony Pleeth ( v/c) IEnglish Concert IPinnock
CRD 1092/4 (
3 records) (£ 13.25) ( Polygram)
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Concertos 1-4 of the Trial Between Harmony &
Invention are more familiarly known to music lovers as
The Four Seasons. The picturesque inventiveness,
eloquence and imaginativeness of their composition
put them head and shoulders above the remaining
eight concertos comprising the set. Nevertheless, even
if one were to exclude the Seasons one could still find
much to admire in Opus 8. There is, for example, the
lusty ' La Tempesta di Mare', with its rushing arpeggio
figurations representative of the waves breaking and
reforming, or ' La Caccia', with its rumbustious imitation of the hunt. In the present production the Opus 8
concertos are supplemented by the splendid Flute
Concerto ( RV 429), beautifully played by Stephen
Preston on abaroque fl ute, and the Cello Concerto ( RV
424), admirably performed by Anthony Pleeth.
The outstanding soloist who claims the focus of
attention throughout the Opus 8set is, without reservation, Simon Standage, whose captivating and
dedicated reading of the Four Seasons is aconstant
delight. Iparticularly enjoyed his beadtifully ornamented interpretation of the Largo in ' La Primavera' and his
breathtaking rendition of 'The Tempest at Sea'.
The accompaniments of the original instruments ( or
copies thereof) are mellow and the violins play with
fine tone. Trevor Pinnock's harpsichord continuo
makes amemorable contribution in the Adagio of the
'Autumn' Concerto. The recording is of high quality
with a pleasing ambience. My only reservation concerns the balance, where just occasionally it tends to
favour the organ continuo. This set may be unreservedly recommended to all those who possess an
ear for eighteenth century music. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: Cello Concertos RV 400, 401, 424 ri
Concerto for 2 Cellos RV 531' b Concerto for
Violin & 2 'Cellos RV 561't
Paul Tortelier ( v/c) I ' Maud Tortelier ( v/c) ItJacques
Manzone ( vIn) ILondon Mozart Players directed from
the harpsichord by Philip Ledger
HMV ASD 3914 (£ 5.40)
Although these works were written during what might
be regarded as the ' renaissance' period of the Cello
Concerto genre, they are a far remove from mere
novelties or trifles. Vivaldi exploits the expressive
possibilities of the solo instrument in amanner hitherto
unheard, introducing an enormous variety of violinistic
devices including the ubiquitous arpeggiated chord.
The concertos recorded here, including that for violin
and two cellos, and the double cello concerto, all
adhere to the Venetian pattern established by Vivaldi
insofar as they are cast in three movements, of which
the outer two are in fast tempo.
Paul Tortelier's interpretation is full of good humour
and enthusiasm. It is vigorous and extravert in the
allegros but rather lacking in expression and ornamentation in the slow movements. Nevertheless, there are
many magic moments to be savoured in these forthright performances and no doubt those who enjoy Mr.
Torteliers playing will find much to admire in these
readings.
The orchestral accompaniments are rather more
weighty than one might have expected from players
accustomed to performing Mozart. Iwould have preferred more light and shade and far less use of the
proverbial loud pedal; there is an overall general lack of
refinement here. Tempi are, however, perceptively
chosen.
The soloists are very closely recorded and the
vastness of the sound can tend to be just alittle tiring
on the ear. The balance is not sufficiently natural for my
taste, and Ifound the persistent pre- echo on my
pressing highly disconcerting. [
B/C: 2]
Victor McAloon
THE HUGO WOLF SOCIETY— Albums 1—VII
Various singers and accompanist
HMV RLS 759 (g) (
7 records) (£ 35.00)
It is all too easy to exaggerate the importance of the
issue one is reviewing. Not in this case. This, quite
simply, is the chance of alifetime for the lover of the
Lied: 138 songs, interpreted by fourteen singers and
seven accompanists, which comprise the legendary
volumes of the Hugo Wolf Society. Only the first
album, of nineteen songs done by Elena Gerhardt, is
likely to be known to younger readers—for that, despite
worries about what the original subscribers would say
about areissue, reappeared in the 'Great Recordings of
the Century' series in 1964. What no one will have
heard before is the seventh album—Isuspect that eight
of these songs do actually come from DB 6812/3,
which used to be available to special order; but there
are twenty on this record, ranging from the fami liar to
the distinctly rare, and the singers are Karl Erb, Tiana
Lemnitz, Ludwig Weber, Herbert Janssen and Marta
Fuchs, mostly accompanied by Gerald Moore. These
riches are typical of the entire series—which runs to
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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well over half Wolf's mature output. Through fourteen
sides the standard is consistently high. Inevitably Ipick
out what for me are the highlights—Erb's insight and
integrity in many high tenor songs. Roswaenge's
brilliant ' Feuerreiter', McCormack's chaste ecstasy in
'Ganymed', Schorr imperiously Wotanesque in
'Prometheus' ( in Wolf's orchestration, played by the
LSO under Heger), Kipnis firm and sonorous in the
Michelangelo settings, Janssen velvety yet firm in
many superb Mdrike songs, Hüsch ideal in light
baritone Lieder, Weber not quite letting me forget
memorable evenings in the opera house in darkly
dramatic accounts of ballads. But there are the women
too—Lemnitz, delicate yet with gloriously sustained
line, Rethberg imperious and anguished, Ria Ginster
witty, relaxed, radiant, Alexandra Trianti acid of tone
yet astylist, and Fuchs, sure of touch, and touchingly
vulnerable in the Mignon songs. Gerhardt ought to
have a paragraph to herself—inimitable, often unsteady, radiant, mannered. She was approaching fifty
when she made her album, fifty years ago. History is
brought startlingly to life here..And the rejuvenation of
the original Gaisberg ( volume 1) and Legge soundquality is as magical as anything in the grooves.
Comparing prized old much- Played 78s from volume 2
with Keith Hardwick's near- perfect LP pressings is
revelatory--gone are the crackles and scratches and
most of the familiar swish, but marvellously preserved
are the unique vocal qualities, and even the pianos
sound good. A splendid 72- page book of notes, text
and photographs is included. Order this set now! [
H:
1*12]
Peter Branscombe

cLassicaL
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BAROQUE SONGS & AIRS
.Works by Bach, Handel and others
Hermann Prey ( bar) IEduard Melkus ( vIn) ICapella
Academica Wien
Philips 9502 500
An unusual programme of German music by Handel,
Bach and avariety of less- known composers, some of
whom appear on disc for the first time. The selection of
songs and airs spans approximately a century and a
half, from early baroque to rococo ( 1600-1780). The
pieces are, in the main, lightweight. The most substantial items are undoubtedly ' Die ihr aus du nklen Grüften'
and ' Künftger Zeiten eitler Kummer', both of which are
taken from Neun Deutsche Arien (
Nine German Arias)
by Handel. These meditative pieces are settings of
poems by Barthold Heinrich Brockes ( 1680-1747) and
are taken from his Irdisches Vergnügen in Gott. Handel
is believed to have set these pieces in the year.1729.
Those acquainted with the Notenbuch für Anna
Magdalena Bach (Kdthen 1725) will recognise at once
the extract from this volume. The song ' Bist du bei mir'
may be heard in its soprano version sung by Maja
Weis- Osborn on the ( now apparently deleted) Pye
recording PVL 7048, where it forms part of a more
comprehensive selection from Anna Magdalena's
notebook.
The eight- year- old recording stands the test of time
very well, though on occasion Ifelt the stereo separation between the voice and the accompaniments a
trifle exaggerated. However, the performances, having
regard for their vintage, are decently contrived.
Hermann Prey is an expressive artist who sings with
precision and fine tone. Gorner's ' Das Heidelberger
Fass' demonstrates these qualities admirably.
Unfortunately, Ifeel this recording is likely to appeal
only to a very specialist listening public. In short, it
deserves more attention that it is likely to enjoy. f13: 2]
Victor McAloon
CANTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis IBinkley
Harmonie Mundi 065-99898 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
The Cantigas de Santa Maria is a collection of 400
songs commissioned by the 13th century Spanish King
Alfonso Xel Sabio, '
The Wise'. They are all in praise of
the Virgin and describe the miracles she performed on
behalf of mankind, and there is evidence that some
were written by the king himself. Musically the pieces
are rondeaus, virelais or songs similar to alitany, and
they have solo sections alternating with choral and
instrumental refrains. Only five cantigas out of the four
hundred are performed here: numbers 100, 181, 195,
260 and 389. Number 195, Quena testa eodia, taking

up the whole of Side 2, is a lengthy strophic song
interspersed with instrumental pieces, held together
through amost complicated scheme of cyclic rhythms.
The singing and playing of the Schola Cantorum
Basiliensis point the influence which Arabic music
exerted on the performing practice and choice of
instrumental combinations. All of these cantigas are
given fairly large-scale treatments, with big instrumental forces, and Binkley favours much fuller musical
textures than many other early music groups. There is,
though, adanger that less dedicated ears will find this
constant welter of lines, filled with embellishments,
rather tiring.
The recording copes with this complexity and the
odd muffled passage cannot be laid at its door, for both
vocal and instrumental lines are quite clean. There are
many dramatic antiphonal effects between solo voices,
chorus and instruments in all the cantigas and the
staging of these is realistic. The huge assortment of
plucked instruments are slightly overshadowed by the
voices, but the bowed instruments and recorder fare
better for balance. [
A/B: 2]
Roger Bowen
ENRICO CARUSO Vol. 4: Thirteen operatic
arias
Enrico Caruso ( ten) I Various orchestras and
conductors
Rubini IIV 558 1
,- r(£ 3.99) ( Parnote)
This record gives examples covering almost the entire
period of Caruso's gramophone activities, starting with
the piano- accompanied ' Dream Song' from Manon,
recorded in 1904 and ending with ' Rachel quand du
Seigneur' which dates from 1920. It is interesti ng to
note how the voice gradually darkened over the years,
and at the same time became more and more powerful,
although this was achieved by sacrificing some of the
easy lyrical beauty of his earlier years. However, even as
late as 1920 it was still amagnificent instrument, and
the tenor used it with ever-increasing dramatic intensity. All the recordings given here are splendid
examples of Caruso's great artistry, and they have been
transferred as well as any Ihave come across. They
present the voice as it was heard on the original 78s,
with no attempt to add, subtract or change anything in
the process. Highly recommended! [
H: 1]
John Freestone
DECAMERON. BALLATE MONODIC:WE DE
L'ARS NOVA FLORENTINE
Works by Lorenzo Masini, Ser Gherardello, Landini
Esther Lamandier (sop) ( organ) ( lute) ( vièle)
Astree AS56 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The title ' Decameron' is rather more artistic license on
the part of the producer than an indication of the
musical content of this issue. True, Boccacio's group
of Italians fleeing the plague begin and end each
'giornata' in the Decarneron by singing and dancing,
and it is possible that they sang "
bal/ate, but here any
direct link with Boccacio's occasionally saucy tale
ends.
Not the least amazing feature of this record is that
Esther Lamandier sings and plays the instruments
entirely herself: pieces of considerable rhythmic and
melodic complexity are executed flawlessly—the vocal
lines of some ballate are in themselves fearsome, and
then to add another part, often totally rhythmically
independent, must involve afeat of mental separation
which relegates tapping your head. while rubbing your
stomach to Playschool. Per non far fleto by Ser
Gherardello is a case in point, where an elaborately
fashioned vocal line filled with melismas and ornaments is added to a complex two-part contrapuntal
organ part. Her lute and vièle playing is equally
accomplished, and Landini's lo son un pellegrin,
scored for voice and vièle, shows this well. Esther
Lamandier's vocal timbre is slightly nasal, but is free
from excessive vibrato, is consistently true and marvellously articulated.
The recording was made in aParis church and the
sound is quite resonant, which fills out these sparsely
scored pieces quite well. It also lets the voice float
nicely through all its coloratura display without destroying the individuality of the solo and accompaniment lines. Voice and instruments are well placed, but
whether this large acoustic is best suited to these
bal/ata is a matter of taste. There is no denying,
however, the atmosphere of the recording. [
A: 1]
Roger Bowen
DIVINE ORTHODOX LITURGY
Choirs of the Holy Trinity-St.Sergius Monastery
(Zagorsk) and the Ecclesiastical Academy ( Moscow) I
Archimandrite Nikolai Vassilievitch Mattel [ Matthew]
Chant du Monde LDX 7869/2 (
2 records) (£9.00)
(TOL)
The male voice seminary choir of the Holy TrinitySt.Sergius Monastery near Zagorsk, the fortified home
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of the Moscow Ecclesiastical Academy and the centre
of the so-called Moscow school of old patriarchal
Russia, is currently represented on disc by three Ikon
releases and one on Archiv featuring Pontifical Mass
(see HFNIRR Nov/Dec 1980). The present doublealbum import, recorded by Melodiya in April 1978 and
carrying the benediction of the Patriarch of Moscow,
combines music associated with Easter, Pentecost and
Assumption, together with the Divine Liturgy for the
Feast of St.Sergius of Badoneje ( 1314-92), founder of
the original monastic community at Zagorsk in c. 1345.
A major release, the range covered is wide: from
simplistic, often austere harmonisations of traditional
material made largely by 19th/20th century choirmaster/arrangers ( Makarov, Kastalski[y], Kallinikov,
Zoubatchevski, letchkovnov, Dinev, Nathaniel) musically and religiously sensitive; to the modality, plastic
metre and the devotional stress and spirit of the
originals; to examples of melody drawn either from
ancient Znammeny, Kiev, Moscow, and Greek chant or
from the tradition of specific monasteries and basilicas
(the Cathedral of St. Sofia of Novgorod, for instance,
the Valaam Monastery, St. Sergius itself). Various
pitched bells ( from abig tolling bass bell in Fto high
chimes and carillons) complete the montage.
As always with St.Sergius, the singing is outstanding: now lusty, now tender, supple in phrasing, naturally paced, slightly ' hard' ( vibrato is not encouraged in
the Eastern Orthodox traditions), splendidly true in the
lower register, wide in dynamic range, tightly disciplined yet never restricted. Technically, both production and pressing quality are high, with alot of depth,
space and presence and the minimum of surface noise.
A footnote: the first sides of the present set and of
Ikon IKO 11 ( Easter midnight Matins, a continuous
sequence) are identical in content, performance and
timing. However, Ikon don't acknowledge the Soviet
Melodiya origination. Nor is their poorly pressed transfer anywhere near as clean or vivid as Le Chant du
Monde's. [
A: 1*)
Ates Orge
PLACIDO
DOMINGO— MUSIC
OF
MY
COUNTRY: 10 Zarzuela Arias
Placido Domingo ( ten) I Barcelona SO I GarciaNavarro
Decca SXL 6988
Domingo is one of the leading operatic tenors of the
day, but he is also aSpaniard ( born Madrid 1941) and
the Zarzuela is in his blood. From the very earliest years
he was associated with this music, for both his parents
were leading singers in this particular field. They toured
Mexico in 1946, and were so successful that they
stayed there, his mother having the distinction of being
crowned 'The Queen of Zarzuela'. The young tenor
sang in the chorus of his parents' company, but when
he was sixteen he had to replace the leading tenor at
very short notice, and from then on his progress was
rapid.
It follows from this background that he is very much
at home in Zarzuela arias, and on this record he sings
with irresistible open- throated eloquence and dramatic
involvement. He was in splendid form when these arias
were recorded, and his incisive diction, impassioned
high notes and warm vocal timbre ( which maintains its
quality in the piano passages) all combine to make this
an outstanding release.
The balance of the recording is not ideal, with the
singer too prominent most of the time, the orchestra
receding into the background, but there is good stereo
spread, reasonable orchestral definition, and the
(Dutch) pressing is commendably silent. [
B: 1*]
John Freestone
JOSEPH HISLOP—RECITAL
Operatic arias, duets, songs and ballads
Joseph Hislop (ten) IVarious orchestras and pianists
Rubini RS 308 in ( 2 records) (£7.98) ( Parnote)
Joseph Hislop was born in Edinburgh in 1884, but
soon after studying at atechnical college in London he
emigrated to Sweden, where his remarkable voice was
soon noticed. He studied with Dr Gillis Bratt, who also
taught Kirsten Flagstad, and after three years of intensive training he made his official début in the title role of
Gounod's Faust in Stockholm in 1913. He sang very
successfully in the Scandinavian countries for five
years, then decided it was time to embark upon an
international career. For this purpose he went to Italy
and made his début at the San Carlo in Naples with
immediate success. In the following years he sang at
many of the world's great opera houses, including
Covent Garden, where he made his début in La
Bohème in 1920.
This album includes a number of selections from
Puccini's Manon Lescaut and these would undoubtedly have received wider recognition if it were not for
the fact that they are sung in Swedish. The voice is
warm and powerful, and Hislop sings with great
dramatic intensity. Other recordings of opera include a
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fine unpublished ' Dream Song' from Massenet's
Manon, and an excellent ' E il sol dell'anima' from
Rigoletto, in which he is partnered by Lotte Schoene.
There are also many of the well- loved Scottish songs
and favourite ballads like ' For you alone' and 'At
Dawning', and aparticularly beautiful song by Phillips:
'Nightfall at sea'. The re- recordings are really first-rate,
and this interesting album can be strongly recommended to all collectors of historical vocal recordings.
[H: 1]
John Freestone
ICH FREUE MUCH IM HERREN
Works by Schein, Dulichius, Widmann, Di Lasso,
Schutz and others
Laubacher Kantorei IGoebel
SDG 610324 (£2.50) ( TOL)
This collection of largely unaccompanied motets and
song- settings by Continental composers of the late
16th and 17th centuries is performed by achoir of boys
and men only. The boys in particular have that open,
slightly edgy quality to their voices which gives many
German choirs a distinctive timbre so different from
their English counterparts. The intonation and coordination of the Laubacher Kantorei is ' very good
throughout, apart from an uncharacteristic lapse by the
sopranos in Sweelinck's Mein genres Herz and their
particular tone quality makes contrapuntal lines stand
out clearly. The supplicatory motet Exaudi Deus by
Lasso brings out some fine singing, and the joyful
Lobet den Herren by Crüger—altogether more strophic
in form and simpler in style—gives the choir an
opportunity to have their head. The place of recording
is unspecified, although the acoustic is quite dry,
particularly so considering the liturgical inspiration of
the music. There is some resonance and the sound is
that of afairly large space, but lines are never clouded.
The choir is well spread across the speakers and placed
at a reasonable distance. [
B: 2]
Roger Bowen
KAMMERKORET CAMERATA IN CONCERT
Works by Monteverdi, Weelkes, Dowland, Clemens
non Papa, Janequin and others
Kammerkoret Camerata IEnevold
BIS LP-148 (£ 3.95) ( TOL)
This collection of late 16th century and early 17th
century vocal music makes up arather mixed issue. The
first side consists of chansons by Janequin, Sandrin
and Clemens non Papa, and madrigals by Weelkes,
Bennet, Dowland, whilst side 2has two more substantial works by Monteverdi—the Lamento d'Arianna and
the Lamento della ninfa. I have considerable reservations about a large choir performing madrigals,
and the Kammerkoret cannot match, in a works like
Weelkes' Hark All Ye Lovely Saints with its sharp
rhythms and splendid fa- la- la refrain, the crispness of
attack of asmall group such as the Kings Singers ( CSD
3756). Also, the Danish group's interpretation of
Janequin's famous Chant des oyseux, with its imitation
of bird-song, etc, is oddly inhibited. The vocal tone is
very smooth and unvarying and perhaps it lacks the
essential spark of vitality needed to make these pieces
come alive. The treatment and tone quality is much
more suited to the Monteverdi.
Even if one accepts the performance of madrigals
and chansons by large forces, one would be hard put to
justify the church acoustic in which they are set here.
The excessive reverberance is at odds with so much of
the music and merely exacerbates the problem of
articulation. It is naturally more appropriate to the
Monteverdi, and whilst the chorus is set back slightly
the soloist and the small instrumental group are placed
more favourably. Tonal range is a little disappointing
too. [
B/C: 2/3]
Roger Bowen
LIEDERMAGAZIN
Various artists
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 5102 (£ 3.95) ( TOL)
I'm-not quite sure how to react to this record. In a
curious mixture of 25 mainly re-licenced, tracks—all
very short and mostly faded- out—it ranges from
Benedictine chant, Magyar dirge and Irish song to
political speech, Hanns Eisler and Jimi Hendrix ( the
Star Spangled Banner), via snatches of Tchaikovsky/
Karajan,
Mozart/Klemperer,
Haydn/Jochum,
Beethoven/ BÔhm, Berg/Boulez, Negro -spiritual/
George Gershwin, and almost anything else you might
care to think of. Described as aKlangbeispiele prepared
by Günther Kleinen and Helmut Segler, the net result
seems to be some kind of illustrative compilation
designed to accompany alecture or text. In the absence
of clear sleeve documentation one can't be too sure.
Given no point of reference, a frustrating, puzzling,
useless experience. Reasonable pressing; variable performance and recording. [
B/C: 2/3]
Ates Orge
LITURGY OF ST. BENEDICT
Schola of the Chi* of the Benedictine Monks of
Münsterschwarzach IJoppich

Harmonia Mundi 065-99847 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
1980 saw the 1500th anniversary of the birth of
Benedict of Nursia, the father of Western monasticism.
On this celebratory record we are given the whole of
the Mass of the day, together with some most welcome
additions from Matins and Vespers. The Mass is not
particular to St. Benedict: '
Gaudeamus' was originally
composed for St. Agatha, but became one of several
which could be readily adapted to other saints by
a simple change of name: '
diem festum celebrantes
beati ' It is, however, avery fine setting; and here is
included a Sequence and Preface proper to St.
Benedict. Much material on this issue is not, so far as I
know, available elsewhere, which makes the issue
doubly welcome.
It is difficult to enthuse over the chanting of the
Münsterschwarzach schola. There are no obvious
eccentricities of interpretation, and the whole is meticulous, accurate and worthy; but there is no real joy,
and that arises from afailure to exploit the free rhythm
of the chant, and to unify the various pieces; we get a
somewhat staccato, episodic rendering: the music
tends to plod. A lighter, faster touch would have done
wonders; and the very German Latin does not help,
either.
The recording is perfectly adequate, but one can
hardly say more. Of course, a unison group is not
your engineer's inspiration, but the whole might have
sounded better with alittle more presence and bite to
the sound. [
B: 2]Turner
Peter
LUNDS STUDENTSÂNGARE SJUNGEP IN
VAREN — Choral works by various composers
Lund Student Choir IBohlin
BIS LP-162 (£ 3.95) ( TOL)
The Lund Students' Choral Society celebrates its 150th
anniversary this year, and this collection of pieces by
composers all closely associated with the institution
gives agood impression of the choir's quality and offers
an introduction to much attractively written and almost
totally unfamiliar music. Yet although unfamiliar, one
or two evoke suggestions of other, better known
works. One, for instance, bears an uncanny resemblance to ' Nimrod' in Elgar's Enigma Variations,
while another sounds very like the National Anthem
sung very slowly and in the minor mode.
Most of the pieces belong to the 19th century, the
bulk having been composed by the choir's first director,
Otto Lindblad ( 1809-64). These are nicely contrasted
in style and mood. Attractive too are the two choruses
by King Oscar l's son, Prince Gustav ( 1827-52). The
most recent piece represented is by Axel Melander
(b.1913), but in style it is very much in line with the rest
of the recital. If Iam reticent about offering detailed
information it is because the entire sleeve is in Swedish,
alanguage of which my extremely limited knowledge is
entirely deductive. Recording, as is usual with these
(German- pressed) products, is excellent, spacious,
detailed and lifelike. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
RENATA SCOTTO OPERATIC RECITAL
Arias by Catalani, Cilea, Mascagni, Puccini and Verdi
Renato Scotto (sop) ILPO ILSO IGavazzeni
CBS 79230 (
2 records)
These two discs were apparently recorded in 1975,
when Scotto was in fine voice. The first is devoted to
arias by Verdi, and the second gives examples by
composers of the 'verismo' school, including Catalani,
Cilea, Mascagni and Puccini, who is represented by
seven arias. In all of these, Scotto sings with acomplete
command of her technical resources and unfailingly
lovely tone. In some of her recent recordings Ihave had
considerable misgivings about the quality af her upper
register which, especially in forte passages, sounds
hard and unyielding—but here there is no trace of this.
The voice is steady, with lovely warm limpid tone, and
as one has come to expect, she sings with rare musical
intelligence and adramatic conviction which is equalled by few of her rivals. In particular her pianissimo
singing, floated effortlessly on the breath, is quite
exquisite. To quote just one example, the ending of the
aria 'Arrigo, ah! pa rli aun core' from / Vespri Siciliani is
breathtakingly beautiful. Her scena from Otello, including the Willow Song' and the 'Ave maria' also has few
rivals, and the excerpts from Gianni Schicchi and Suor
Angelica are technically and emotionally superb. Many
of these recordings will now become the standards by
which Ishall judge others, and it is agreat pleasure to
be able to write what is certainly intended to be a ' rave'
review.
The recording is technically very good, with the
orchestra well in the picture, while the definition and
stereo image are well projected. The accompaniments
are on the same high level, and the voice itself is
recorded without a trace of over- modulation.
Altogether this is amagnificent release. [
A: 1*]
John Freestone
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Not Vocal
BAROQUE SUITES ON GUITAR
J. S. BACH: Preludio, Fuga & Allegro ( BWV
998) / BUXTEHUDE: Harpsichord Suite in e
(BuxWV 236) / CORBETTA: Suite in a / WEISS:
Dresden Lute Suite in a ( here transposed into e)
Jukka Savgoki ( gtr)
BIS LP-176 (£ 3.95) ( TOL)
Provided that, like me, readers have no objection to
hearing old music transcribed to fit the modern guitar,
this recording seems to deserve the strongest possible
recommendation. Ihave liked Robert von Bahr's nononsense recording ( and good documentation
thereof) in all of the BIS records that have reached me,
but this is his best issue yet to have come my way—
indeed, probably the very best- recorded guitar record I
have heard. Furthermore, the Finnish virtuoso Savijoki
is an excellent musician, with a really clear expressive
style, a notable sensitivity and what must surely be a
thoroughly reliable technique beneath this.
The programme, which includes alittle-known Lute
Suite by Weiss (
unpublished), a piece composed for
Spanish guitar in the mid- seventeenth century by De
Visée's teacher Francesco Corbetta ( 1615-1681), as
well as rather less novel items by Bach and Buxtehude
(both presumed to have been composed for keyboard
instruments), is attractive, and it extends the repertoire
of
recorded
music
for
plucked
instruments.
Documentation ( in four languages including fairly
good English) is good, and the price makes the whole
enterprise highly attractive. Recommended. [A*: 1*]
Stephen Daw
CONCERTOS FOR BRASS INSTRUMENTS
NERUDA: Trumpet Concerto in El' / BIBER:
Sonata in a 6 for Trumpet and Strings /
RÔSSLER-ROSETTI: Horn Concerto 1 in E, /
RYBA: Horn Concerto in Di
Josef Svelkovsky ( tpt) IStanislav Suchanek (hm) I
Pisen RO IMacura
Supraphon 1110 2434 ( f375) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
These four concertos, for such they are in most
respects, date from the 18th century, the Biber Sonata
from near the beginning and the Ryba almost certainly
towards the end. Biber's baroque style calls for brilliant
solo work in the clarino style, while Neruda's, which
probably dates from about 1750, was originally intended for the small- bored and brilliant- toned cor de
chasse, which is why the trumpet has been selected to
show it off (
as it was for William Lang's performance
on Unicorn). The Ressler work is presumably the same
as that recorded by Baumann with the Concerto
Amsterdam for Telefunken some years back. Reissler,
incidentally, appears twice in the Gramophone
Classical Catalogue, both under his Italianised name
(Francesco Rosetti) and under his German name
(Franz Anton Reissler). His concerto, finely handled by
Suchanek, is a fairly ambitious example of the early
classical manner with some tricky work for the soloist;
Ryba's, or what appears to have survived of it, since this
is deemed not to be the complete work, is attractive but
comparatively undemanding. The Pizen
Radio
Orchestra is acompetent group and up to the demands
of the music without revealing itself as being in any
sense outstanding. The conductor sets good tempi and
is rewarded with generally alert performances which
have been caught in reasonably spacious, detailed and
bright recording. A pleasing recital of generally entertaining music. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
GUITAR MUSIC OF SPAIN
Carlos Bone ( gtr)
ASV ACM 2003 ( PRT Sales)
London- born of Spanish parents, Carlos BoneII has a
special love of the popular music of Spain, often folkoriginated. This is a recital which includes Rodrigo,
Torroba, Sanz, Pujol, Tarrega, and is therefore in no
sense a collection of antiques. It also avoids the
concert- platform warhorses with which too many
recitals are larded. BoneII is a strong and vigorous
player, equipped with aformidable technique, but he
can also meditate and linger lovingly over a suitable
theme. There are no mind- stretching profundities here,
but there is a great deal of satisfying melody, urgent
rhythm and not afew intriguing special effects for the
curious.
The recording is adistinguished one: were it not for a
rather insistent hiss, one might imagine it to be digital:
transients are sharp and vivid, the tone full, the
presence at times uncanny. Microphone placing is
close, revealing some of the player's movements, and
showing even the sympathetic vibrations of strings not
themselves plucked. For some tastes, and on some
equipment, the bass end may seem a trifle heavy; but
there is adeal more bass to aguitar than we are often
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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allowed to hear. It is a pity that so excellent an issue
should come in a nasty, cheap, paper inner which
deposits fragments liberally over the surface.
Nevertheless, guitar lovers—and all others—should
hear this one. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
OBOE CONCERTOS
HAYDNI: Oboe Concerto in C / A. MARCELLO:
Oboe Concerto in d / VIVALDI: Oboe Concerto
in a ( P. 42)
Derek Wickens ( oboe) IRPO IHowarth
ASV ACA 1003 ( PRT Sales)
It's asign of the current vogue for Vivaldi that his Aminor Concerto ( identified on the label as P 42, but
more helpfully denoted RV 461) is easily the most
popular of the three works here presented, with at least
five other versions to be had. The Marcello—
Alessandro, the older and less familiar brother of
Benedetto—has a particularly lovely Adagio middle
movement. The Haydn, easily the biggest and finest of
the works, is not really by Haydn at all—but it is none
the worse for that ( is it by a Bohemian, or aprovincial
Austrian master?). Its large-scale scoring and melodic
charm make it aready favourite, but nowadays there are
no more than three other versions of it to be had. Derek
Wickens makes much of all three concertos, with
strong, supple playing; the vibrato is somewhat pronounced in sustained notes, but he decorates neatly
and avoids romanticizing. The RPO plays keenly for
Elgar Howarth, but the recording presents problems: I
found it rather bottom- heavy, with wiry violin tone. I
was also disturbed by the audible cut-off at the end of
movements—there is a lengthy reverberation period.
[C: 1]
Peter Branscombe
SCANDINAVIAN MOODS
JEPPESEN: Little Trio in D ' La Primavera' /
NIELSEN: Canto serioso, The Children Play /
GROVEN: Sun Mood / KVANDAL: Introduction
and Allegro / OLSEN: Aubade, Op.57/3 ci Poem,
Op. 11 / ALFVEN: Notturno elegiaco, Op. 5 /
BERGH: Pan
Ingegiird Olen (hm) IPer Oien (fit) I Geir Henning
Braaten (pno)
BIS LP-171 (£ 3.95) ( TOL)
Should you happen to play the second side of this
collection before the first, the plurality of the title may
strike you as unwarranted. The four works by Kvandal,
Olsen, Alfven and Bergh share a common reflectiveness that might be classed as pastoral and, apart from
the Allegro of Kvandal's virtuoso piece for horn and
piano, a similarity of idiom and tempo. The first side
broadens the picture and introduces a light-hearted
gaiety in Nielsen's The Children Play (
for flute and
piano), and most particularly in Eivind Groven's decidedly folky Sun Mood (
Solstemning). The longest
work, Jeppesen's Little Trio, subtitled Primavera,
covers alot of the ground within its own compass, and
there is atouch of earnestness, not otherwise apparent,
in Nielsen's lovely Canto serioso.
The more aggressive and dramatic moods find no
place in this admirably played collection of littleknown music. Nielsen and Alfven apart, even the
composers are little known here, though they all
receive dedicated attention from the three players who
present the music with unfaltering skill. They are
recorded with realistic balance in the Trio, the only
piece to feature all three players, and in Olsen's
Aubade, which is for wind instruments only; and there
is awarmth and brightness that is particularly pleasant
in Braaten's agile work at the keyboard [A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
LA SPAGNA
Works by Josquin, Sweelinck, Farnaby, Cabezon,
Caroso and others
Atrium Musicae de Madrid IPaniagua
BIS LP 163/4 ( 2 records) ( f7.90) (TOL)
Today, with such ease of intercontinental communication and with the ether packed with so much music,
it is difficult for us to appreciate the processes by which
music was transmitted in earlier centuries. Yet so much
music was carried around Europe and there were the
equivalent of best-sellers: the l'homme armé tune is
one example, and the melody/a Spagna is another, later
one. The prodigious number of works incorporating
the tune of la Spagna, either as the actual melody or as
acantus firmus in often elaborate pieces, is illustrated
by the present issue.
The idea of exploring its use through the 15th, 16th,
and 17th centuries is an interesting one, but the
dangers of producing atwo- record set of mostly short
pieces, all based on some derivative of the same tune, is
obvious. This surfeit of la Spagna is made worse by the
similarity of so many of the realisations. Despite the use
of over 50 different instruments ( they use ten different
types of drum!) many of the pieces sound too similar in
sonority, heavily overscored and lacking vibrancy. I
also found the use of cymbals, bells, metallophone,

LassicaL

gong, triangle, mule jingle bell, and 'small roofing tiles'
frankly just too much! Even when there is an opportunity for primary colours in pieces such as Farnaby's
Spagnioletta, originally scored for keyboard, the
Spanish group cannot resist the 'big band' treatment
with all crispness bleached out.
Recording quality is disappointing too, with much
fuzzing of instrumental lines and avery long reverberation time. Separation of the instrumental groupings is
lamentable, and they are for the most part set far back.
[C/D: 3]
Roger Bowen

THE VIRTUOSO MANDOLIN
CALACE: Prelude 2 for mandolin solo /
HOWARD: Ramble on a Russian Theme for
domra and piano / Popular violin and piano lollipops
by Rimsky-Korsakov, Sarasate and Rachmaninov arr.
for domra & piano / Works by Kreisler and Kaufmann
for mandolin & piano
Keith Harris (mdln & domra ILeslie Howard (pno)
Hyperion A66007 (£4.99) ( Lugton's/U nicorn)
The small repertoire and its heavy dependence in recent
times on plectrum/tremolo effects have resulted in the
mandolin's comparative neglect by serious composers,
although it is popular, as always, for purposes of
domestic and communal music- making. However, it is
just this kind of instrument and music that can live and
reach a wider audience through recordings, and this
record is to be welcomed as a really agreeable introduction to the instrument's repertoire as asoloist with
piano accompaniment; the first piece listed above is,
however, for mandolin alone.
Keith Harris plays extremely well; it is all so tastefully
and tidily controlled, and his somewhat restrained
emotional approach suits the elegant wistfulness of his
largely East- European programme well. The more
Russian pieces are played on the mandolin's Russian
cousin, the domra, but Ifound the instruments barely
distinguishable despite very clear digital recording.
The piano caused me some problems; was it, in fact,
a rather modest specimen, or was the recording at
fault? Iremain unsure, but its sound is by no means
ideal, and the highlighting of timbre which its function
here necessitates brings its weaknesses to the fore.
This, however, is a small point; the record is an
enterprising issue, and amust for enthusiasts. [A/B:1]
Stephen Daw
THE WORLD OF RED SEAL DIGITAL
Works by Brahms, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schumann,
Stravinsky
Philadelphia I Dallas SO I Omandy I Mata I Az I
Levine
RCA RL 13624 digital ( full price)
If, as one assumes, RCA intend this compilation to
serve as akind of digital 'trailer' (certainly the truncated
musical selections make little sense on their own
terms), then surely they have placed it in the wrong
price range. ( Indeed, the record would seem more
appropriate as a free sampler given to dealers than a
collection offered for sale.) Who, for instance, is likely
to pay full price for a tantalising foretaste—the first
movement, no more—of James Levine's forthcoming
Schumann First with the Philadelphia, or anonsensical
snippet of Emanuel Ax in the first movement cadenza of
Mozart K.466, while there is even the remotest possibility that they might actually end up paying all over
again for the privilege of hearing the whole work? Far
more sensible, surely, to await further comment from
within these pages as the various issues appear individually ( so far only Orrnandy's Mendelssohn
'Hebrides' and the Mozart concerto have appeared).
In the meantime, Ican preview the respective sounds
on display. For instance, were IRCA, Iam not so sure
that Iwould want to over- publicise the engineering on
their Emanuel Ax Mozart record. This is quite the
oddest concerto balance Ihave heard for avery long
time, the piano occupying acuriously recessed central
position somewhere among the woodwind desks—or
so it seems, given the immediacy of the string sound in
relation to the keyboard.
Generally, the other Philadelphia samples are sturdy
and impressive. Ieagerly await the Levine Schumann
series for anumber of reasons instantly apparent from
even the one movement given here. Some may find the
orchestral sound alittle too big for its boots, but few. I
suspect, will be able to resist the rhythmic invigoration
and ear- pricking textural clarity of Levi ne's conducti ng.
Best of all, from a sound point of view, are the
enchanting Stravinsky Suites for Small Orchestra from
the Dallas Symphony under Mate. The acoustic is
perhaps slightly too big for the tightly knit chamber
qualities of the music ( and, incidentally, Mata's Dallas
records appear to be jinxed with extraneous clicking
noises) but the dynamic range is very wide and if the
couplings are of similar interest than that looks like
being a disc to hear. [ Overall A: 1]
Edward Seckereon
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DéJà oci

A reissue roundup by members of the record review team
Orchestral/Symphonic

VET another reissue of the 1963
I LSO/Davis recording of Berlioz's
Fantastic Symphony brings this fine performance onto Philips' new Sequenza
label ( 6527 081), using the matrix series
employed in 1976 for the ' Universo'
issue, with last year's recut ' Festivo' version now withdrawn. It's as good as ever,
perhaps just a wee bit down in tonal
brilliance and with the pastoral movement still inconveniently split between
sides, but splendid overall and still an
ideal bargain version. [
A: 1]
J.C.
Conducting music by 'an amateur of
genius'—Delius' Appalachia and Brigg
Fair—Sir John Barbirolli made his last
recordings at Kingsway Hall. By midJuly 1970 he was already threatened by a
weakened heart: his determination to go
on, at all costs, must have inspired
these valedictory Halle performances.
Reissued on HMV ESD7099 the sound is
rich in body and presence. [
A: 1*]C.B.
An HMV disc called Divertissement
(ESD 7097, £3-45) carries music by
Berlioz, Ibert and Satie, played by
CBSO/Frémaux. The Berlioz side comprises three items from The Damnation of
Faust and the ' Royal Hunt and Storm'
and 'Trojan March' from The Trojans,
which appeared originally on an allBerlioz disc in 1975, while on the other
side lbert's own Divertissement (
for
smallish orchestra) and two of Satie's
Debussy- orchestrated
Gymnopédies
from a 1974 disc join Bacchanale, the
latter from a 1976 all- lbert issue. The
Satie suffers from acuriously high level of
recorded background noise, but the lbert
items are performed with verve and
recorded with great impact. The Berlioz
pieces are generally well performed, with
the bonus of a chorus in the Hunt and
Storm, but the sound here needs atouch
of treble lift in places. [
A/B: 1/2] J.C.
Sir Alexander Gibson's Chandos recording of Dukas (
SorcerersApprentice),
Rossini - Respighi
and
Saint-Saêns,
originally on MFP 57012, now returns to
home territory on CBR 1003 at £ 3.99.
The sound remains beautifully natural,
clean and spacious, with better surfaces
than on my MFP pressing ( although a
suspicion of pre- echo—tape printthrough?—dimly makes itself felt at, for
instance, the two loud chords which
introduce the fugato episode of the
Saint-Saêns). La Boutique Fantasque
(eight out of the original 15 numbers)
sounds irresistible here, full of sparkle
and delicacy; the best at any price. Less
infectiously pointed is Danse macabre,
made when the 1972 SNO leader was
not on his best form. This apart, a most
entertaining disc. [
A: 1]
AX.
Cesar Franck's Symphony and
Symphonic Variations are coupled together on CFP 40347 ( Cl . 99). The performers are the Bournemouth SO under
Berglund, with Sylvia Kersenbaum as
pianist in the Variations. The recording
was made in 1976 and, although this is
not mentioned on the sleeve, is SQ encoded. Wishing to be charitable to everyone from Franck downwards, Ishould
like to suggest that maybe this accounts
for the extremely foggy impression the
record gives. The sound is in any case
ungenerous and tight, with violins hard
left and cor anglais very close at times
SQ cannot account for out- of-tune violin
playing in high lying passages, or be
allowed to excuse the bad tape edit at the
beginning of the first Allegro in the
Symphony. The soft middle section of
the Variations fares best of all, but this is
not enough to justify much of a recommendation for Berglund's otherwise dull
and routine performances. [
C: 3/4]
D.P.
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Kostelanetz's collection euphemistically entitled The Beet of George
Gershwin (
CBS 61449) invites comparison with the same company's recently reissued set by Ormandy, Thomas
et al. Not so much the content—there are
few actual duplications, and Kostelanetz
includes one chirpy number Promenade
(Walking the Dog) originally intended for
Shall We Dance but dropped, not otherwise available—but for style. What
should a Gershwin show score actually
sound like? Kostelanetz's versions are so
obviously 'arranged', and with that
special quasi- Mantovani touch that was
his trademark, that one questions the
whole
thing.
This
is
Hollywood
Gershwin, except for the Porgy extracts
which have the authentic touch which
Ormandy's does not, whereas Thomas
manages to conjure up visions of the
front row of the stalls with the show
overtures. You takes your choice, but
remember some of this collection was
originally mono and has been electronically re-recorded. The grading is strictly
personal. [
B: 2]
K.D.
Ozawa and the Orchestre de Paris
perform
Tchaikovsky's
Fourth
Symphony on CFP 40351 (£ 1.99) in a
1971 recording which seems not to have
been remastered. The performance is exciting but not earth shattering and the
recording matches. The main quibbles
are over an irritatingly poor ensemble in
string chords, arestricted dynamic range
and an excessively distant sounding
wind section, with consequent places
where the accompanying strings all but
drown wind soloists. [
13: 1/2]
D.P.
The new mid- price Philips label,
Sequenza, features two Tchaikovsky
miscellanies both of which include the
familiar
concert- suite
from
The
Nutcracker. The version by Dorati and the
Minneapolis is, presumably, derived from
their recording of the complete ballet, for
the ending of the Dance of the SugarPlum Fairy is that normally heard in the
theatre, not in the concert hall. The same
disc ( 6527 065) also contains excerpts
from Tchaikovsky's other two famous
ballets, both featuring the LSO: Monteux
conducts the Swan Lake extracts and
Fistoulari those from The Sleeping
Beauty (
both selections differ somewhat
from the usual concert-suites). Good
performances and more- than- acceptable recordings here add up to a wellfilled disc which ought to prove pretty
popular [
B/C: 2]. The other reissue, of
more recent vintage ( 1972 as against 62),
features the LPO under the late Leopold
Stokowski and turns out to be something
of a teaser. It begins with a splendid
account of the colourful Capriccio Italien
yet, on the same side, the Polonaise and
Waltz from Eugen Onegin are handled in
somewhat straight-laced fashion. Better
this, however, than the conductor's idiosyncratic approach to The Nutcracker
Suite, wherein the March is more of a
canter ( Idoubt whether any orchestra
could play the piece cleanly at such a
pace) and, as though to make up this, the
Dance of the Sugar- Plum Fairy sounds
positively lugubrious at so funereal a
tempo, not to mention Stokowski's
comically exaggerated rubato. It is a
shame, because this disc ( 6527 079)
could
have
been very enjoyable.
[A/B: 1/3]
TR.

Concertos
E ROM Philips come three Bach concerto records, reissued in the ' living
Baroque' series. The six ' Brandenburg'
Concertos, from the ' first versions' recording initiated by Thurston Dart ten
years ago, were played by astar-studded
cast of soloists, and, after Dart's collapse

in the midst of it all, aformidable array of
harpsichordists, as well as the Academy
of St. Martin- in- the- Fields under Neville
Marriner. Now Concertos 1, 2 ( with
horn) and 6 are available again on
Philips 9502 014, whilst Concertos 3
(with two cellos), 4 ( with sopranino
recorders) and 5 ( with the short cadenza) occupy Philips 9502 015. Iargued
on their first appearance against Dart's
theory that these preserved and partly
hypothetical alternative versions were
neither all early nor all Bach; but they are
all of at least some interest, and all are
played in such a way as to revive appetites jaded by too much listening to
more orthodox readings. A fine anniversary tribute to Thurston Dart, too. A third
record ( Philips 9502 016) features
Henryk Szeryng with the Collegium
Musicum Winterthur in the two ' usual'
Violin Concertos—mostly well played
and recorded; in the ' Double', however,
things go less well; the momentum slackens, the orchestra sounds tired, and the
soloists are not shown at their best either.
All of these are of [
A/B] standard—clear,
warm, acceptable, if lacking any superb
immediacy of presence. Performances
[1*/1 ].
S.D.
On Philips ' Living Baroque' 9502 004
reappears I Musici's now 10- year- old
recording of Bonporti's Op. 11 Nos 4, 6,
8 & 9. Roberté Michelucci gives adazzling account of these brilliantly arabesque violin concertos and IMusici's support is both stylish and sympathetic. The
recording is extremely satisfying but between tracks Inoticed an irritating noise
akin to that experienced upon the upper
deck of a London bus which happens
to be driving into a galeforce wind.
[A/B: 1/2]
V.M.
Continuing the reissue of Enigma recordings, ASV release the 1978 Handel
Concerti Grossi Op. 3 with George
Malcolm and the Northern Sinfonia on
ASV ACM 2004 ( PRT Sales). Whilst not
approaching the excellence of the version by Marriner, Dart and the ASM on
Decca, Malcoim's grasp of tempi and
changes of mood are good, although his
Handel sound now seems rather dated.
The recording feels alittle cramped, it is
also quite resonant, and both these factors cause the string sound to suffer.
[C: 2]
R.B.
Haydn's early Divertimentos for harpsichord and strings—miniature keyboard
concertos rather than quartets—are
delightful little works which deserve to
be more widely known. It is good to have
the chance to greet five of them again in
exemplary performances from anos and
Sebestyén and three members of the
Tátrai Quartet; they are on Hungaroton
'Budapest' FX 12 300 (£ 3.25) ( Parnote)
and made their original appearance here
in 1972. The sound is fresh and, apart
from some sibilance in Hob. XIV:4 ( the
other works are nos. 7, 8, 9 and 13),
admirably clean. Three of these divertimentos are included in an Alpenheim/
Dorati Turnabout box, which for some
collectors may slightly diminish the
appeal of avery nice record. [
A: 1]
P.F.
An interesting re- coupling appears on
CFP 40349 (£ 1.99) in Tchaikovsky's
Violin Concerto played by Ulf Hoelscher
and backed by Hermann Krebbers playing the less popular Dvorak Violin
Concerto. Both recordings date from
1973 but, not unnaturally, there is a
difference in sound quality since different
performers/engineers were responsible
The Tchaikovsky has a most pleasingly
rich and well focused character to the
sound, whereas the sound of the Dvorak
is, by comparison, constricted and over
reverberant. The playing is very good in
both concerti although Hoelscher has the
easier task in that the Tchaikovsky needs
less persuasion than the Dvorak. If you
are without recordings of both these
concerti, this version may appeal; although there are other good ones of
both pieces by more famous players.
[Tchaikovsky A:1, Dvorak B/C:1/2] D.P.

Chamber/Solo
D HI
LI PS have patched together various IMusici recordings from the
60's and 70's and re-released them as a
Barockfestival on 6770 057 ( 2 records,
mid- price). Hardy annuals such as the
Pachelbel Canon, Albinoni's Adagio
frame, less well-known works by
Durante, Galuppi and others, in addition to Bach's Brandenburg No. 3,
Handel's Harp Concerto and Vivaldi's
Concerto for two mandolins. Solo performances by Ursula Hollinger and
Severino Gazzelloni are well supported
by I Music who, as usual, give their
scrupulously well prepared interpretations. The different recordings are well
matched and are on the whole consistently up to standard. Balance in the
concertos is good—even in that for
mandolin—and the acoustic is pleasantly
dryish. [
A/B: 1]
R.B.
Chorzempa's serious 1971 performances of Beethoven's Moonlight
Pathetique and Appassionata sonatas
appear again on CFP 40352. The performances may lack some sparkle but the
piano is well forward and the recording
clear. Definitely competitive at the price.
[B: 2]
R.B.
Previously issued by Enigma on
K53524, John Lill's 1977 Beethoven
Piano Sonatas No 2 in A and No 3 in C
op.2/2-3 are now on ASV ACM 2023
(PRT Sales). As well as the customary Lill
drive and crisp attack there is here some
lovely slow movement playing too, although the climax of the A major's Largo
appassionato shows up the recording's
inability to cope with the big sound; it is
otherwise clean with a natural acoustic.
[B: 1/2]
R.B.
On Philips' new mid- priced label,
Sequenza, comes Leopard and the ECO
playing Handel Music for the Royal
Fireworks and the Suite No. 1 from the
Watermusic (
6527 047). These 1972
performances have greater ceremony
than the Marriner alternative and
Leppard points the music most stylishly.
The recording has quite an outdoor feel
in the large movements and has agood
edge to it, although in some of the
smaller, more chamber- like numbers,
the instrumental groupings could have
been projected more. Altogether most
enjoyable. [
A/B: 1]
R.B.
I Musici's
1974
coupling
of
Mendelsaohn's Octet and
String
Symphonies 10 and 12 is given astraight
transfer by Philips to their new Sequenza
label ( 6527 076). Although the string
symphonies are not Mendelssohn at his
best, they need to be played as though
they were, and these performances are a
little uninteresting compared with the
competitive ASM recording of them.
The dull- edged recording of the Octet
conceals asensitive and poised account
of the work, but even substantial treble
lift cannot open up the sound. For this
work Iwould pay the extra for Philips'
own ASM version. [
B/C: 1/3]
D.H.
Iseem to recall aless- than- enamoured
mention, some time ago in these
columns, of Julian Lloyd Webber's
Enigma ' Romantic Cello' collection. It
was a criticism levelled at the musical
content, Isuspect, rather than at JLW's
advocacy of these miniatures, some of
them the expected cellists' fare ( SaintSaiirns'
Allegro
Appassionato,
Mendelssohn's Song without Words),
others a characteristically enterprising
choice. For the playing from both cellist
and pianist ( Yitkin Seow) is unfailingly
sensitive and sympathetic. And in fairness, there is also some entertaining and
worthwhile music here, the most substantial being Chopin's Introduction and
Polonaise. Lloyd Webber himself discovered the Delius Romance, and has
since been playing it as an encore piece.
Both artists went on to record the
Rachmaninov Sonata complete, and the
remake possesses amore inward feeling
than Idetect in this account of the slow
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movement, where initially both artists
tend to ' play out'. Conversely, Ifind 'The
Swan' far preferable here than in the
arrangement with ' Mantovani' strings
and harp to be found on JLW's new
Polydor single. How appealing Elgar's
Salut d'amour sou nds in this form. Warm,
natural sound (ASV, ACM 2002). [
A: 1]
A.K.
Serkin's performance of the Schubert
Piano Sonata No. 21, D960 ( CBS
'Maestro' 61946) was originally part of a
2- record set ( 79216) and is of a live
performance at Carnegie Hall in March
1978. Admirers of Serkin will like his
lively, detailed performance, generally
unsentimental to the point of brusqueness, aware that there is a great
Schubertian mind at work. There are,
however, other excellent performances
of this work available ( Kempff, Brendel,
Curzon). This can only be wholeheartedly recommended for its cheapness, as the sound is generally unsatisfactory; adamp sort of 'Diann tone and an
overall haziness that helps not at all. [
C:1]
P.G.
The recording of the Schubert Octet
(ASV ACA 1004) ( PRT Sales) by the
Music Group of London was reviewed as
recently as September 1980 when it was
an Enigma issue. These have now been
taken over by Academy which keeps a
very pleasant performance of this ever
delightful work in the catalogue. The
sound is pleasingly rich and clear and
allows us to enjoy a thoughtful and
cohesive reading. It does tend to be on
the sedate side, with slow tempos
adopted-for instance in the andante
variations movement; but this is amatter
of taste and can hardly be called afault as
the result is effective on its own terms and
only remembered comparisons with
livelier approaches ( by the Melos for

example) force an initial impression of
slowness. On the whole a fresh and
satisfying version. [
A: 1]
P.G.
Versions of the Schubert Trout Quintet
proliferate and many are excellent. The
present one with the Beaux Arts Trio
supplemented by Samuel Rhodes and
Georg Hiirtnagel ( Philips 6527 075) is a
worthy contender and is highly recommended in some quarters. On its original
1976 issue ( 9500 071) we gave it a B:2
rating, perhaps influenced by the proximity of many contemporary and excellent rivals. Some faults of balance remain,
notably the fluctuation of the piano level,
but a re- acquaintance with this nicely
integrated performance now inclines us
to raise the rating. Certainly by comparison with some recent chambermusic issues, the sound seems pleasantly
fresh and open and the performance
exhibits the usual probing togetherness
of the Beaux Arts players. [
A: 1] P.G.
Spirited performances of pieces from
the 13th to the 17th centuries are given
by St. George's Canzona on A Tapestry of
Music for Robin Hood and his King,
originally on the 1976 Enigma K53532
and now available on ASV ACM 2017
(PRT Sales). Pieces by de la Halle,
Richard
I
himself,
Cornish,
Ravenscroft and others, all on the
theme of Robin Hood and Coeur de Lion,
provide a rich variety of styles, moods
and instrumentation, and the recording
does full justice to the batteries of percussion instruments and many plucked
instruments which are used. Dynamic
range is wide too, as it needs to be, and
the image is well to the front. [
A/B:1/2]
R.B.

Vocal/Operatic
1979 Chicago SO Beethoven Fidelio1 with Behrens, Hofmann, Sotin, Adam

cassettes
reviewed by Peter Gammond

Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record
sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques can degrade'
cassette sound quality between samples, and that the 'recording' ratings given here
apply only to our review copies. KEY: P- Performance; R- Recording; D-Original
review of disc version, when discoverable.
BOXED SETS
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Vol. 2:
Nos.
8-15-Schnabel-HMV
TCRLS754 Igt (
3 cassettes)
D: 1932/4. R: Historical, but not too offputting. P: Inspired and eccentric. [ H:
1*/1]
BELLI NI: ' I Puritanr-Caballé I
Kraus I Hamari I Ambrosian Opera
Chorus I PO I Muti-HMV TCSLS5201 (
2 cassettes)
D: Jan '81. R: Reasonably good but
occasionally confused. P: Dramatic and
well- sung. [
B/C: 1]
G ERSHWIN: ' Rhapsody in Blue El
tAn American in Paris bttOvertures
O''Piano Concerto in F D Porgy
and Bess-symphonic picture ( arr.
Bennett)-" Gershwin (
piano roll) I
Columbia Jazz Band IThomas ItNYPO
IttBuffalo PO IThomas I • ' Entremont I
Phil I Ormandy I • - Phil I OrmandyCBS 79329 (
3 cassettes)
D: 1973/76/78; DV: Mar'81. R: Superb
in
the
recent
issues,
Rhapsody,
Overtures, etc. good elsewhere. P:
Fascinating
(
Rhapsody);
brilliant
(American & Overtures), others good.
Titles on cassette 2 reversed. A fine set.
[A*/A: 1*/1]
OPERETTA
AT
THE
WELLS.
Excerpts from '
Die Fledermaus', 'The
Gipsy Baron', 'The Merry Widow', 'The
Land of Smiles', ' La Belle Helene', ' La Vie
Parisienne', ' Orpheus in the Underworld'-Sedler's Wells Company I
various-HMV '
Greensleeve' TCESDW712 (
2 cassettes)
D: 1958-1961; DV Jan'81. R: Pleasantly
warm sound. P: Generally pleasing and
light-hearted anglicised versions [
B: 1]
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THE
GOLDEN
GUITAR:
Guitar
concertos by Giuliani, Vivaldi, Rodrigo,
Villa-Lobos & Castelnuovo TedescoWilliams ECO IBarenboim IGrovesCBS 79334 (
3 cassettes)
D: 1968-1979. R: Startlingly good to
good. P: Mainly inspired; Williams
always excellent. A superb set. [
A/B:
1*/1 ]
SINGLE CASSETTES
J. S. BACH: Overtures ( Orchestral
Suites) 1-4, BWV1066-9-Eng/ish
Concert I Pinnock-DG Archly 3310
175 (
double cassette)
D: Dec '80. R: Clear but slightly thin. R:
Enjoyably free. [
B: 1/2]
J.
S.
BACH: ' St
Matthew
Passion'-excerpts-Munich
Bach
Choir & Orch IRichter-DG 3301 317
D: ( complete '79). R: Slightly muzzy,
generally warm. P: Accurate but rigid.
[B/C: 2]
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1 & 4VP0 / Bernstein-DG 3301 308 /
Symphony 2-DG
3301
309 /
Symphony 3 ' Eroica'-DG 3301 310/
Symphony
5- DG
3301
311 /
Symphony No. 6 ' Pastoral'- DG
3301 312 / Symphony 7- DG 3301
313-all available separately
D: 1980; DV: Mar '81. R: Generally very
good but not quite star quality. P:
Energetic
and
commanding
performances of great impact. [A: 1*/1 ]
BEETHOVEN:
Septet-ASM
Chamber Ensemble-Philips 7300 873
D: Mar '81. R: Finely balanced, very clear.
P: Effortless enjoyment. [
A: 1]
BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 1Rubinstein I CSO I Reiner-RCA RK
12044
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etc-was first digital opera. Decca highlights ( SXDL7529) regrettably reinforce
impressions of Solti's conducting as
superficial in energy. With few moments
on inspiration, this proved a curiously
uninvolved production. Well balanced
but unremarkable sound. [
A: 2/3] C.B.
Michael Haydn is unlikely ever to
emerge far from the shadow of his mighty
brother, but the reissue on Hungaroton
'Budapest' FX 12 301 (£ 3.25) ( Parnote)
of some of his church music gives an idea
of what we miss by neglecting him.
Originally issued in 1973, and even more
welcome now when there is no other
example of Michael Haydn's sacred
music in the British catalogue, the
Vespers and two Graduals written for the
Feast of the Holy Innocents ( 28
December) will give much pleasure.
Miklós Szabó directs three female
soloists, the Girls' Choir and the
Philharmonic Orchestra of Gytir in alively
account of really good music; it is decently if rather shrilly recorded, with
some loss of quality towards the end of
side 1. [
B/C: 1]
P.B.
Walter Legge assembled one of the
most prestigious casts ever for his 1962
recording of Mozart's Cosi fan tutte,
with Schwarzkopf and Ludwig as the
two girls, Kraus and Taddei as their
lovers, and Steffeck and Berry as Despina
and Alfonso. And wisely he got Bethm to
conduct it with the Philharmonia then at
the height of its fame. The excerpts-too
few of coursel-collected and reissued
now ( Concert Classics SXLP 30457)
force one to hurry back to the admittedly
cut but otherwise splendid complete set
(SIS 5028) happily still available and
brilliant-sounding. [
A: 1]
K.D.
The purist Catholic- traditional approach rejects use of the organ, but some
of us find it most enjoyable. Authentic or

not ( in that organ notes are heard,
though not strictly as musical accompaniment), Regina Cadi is an excellent
Gregorian Chant compilation from previous ' Universo' and ' Festivo' reissues,
originally 1960 and 61. On Philips
Sequenza' 6527 073, the Benedictine
monks of SS. Maurice & Maur present
eighteen chants. One cannot speak of
'performance' as such in this context, but
the rendering is superb. Stereo- separated
vocal groups are heard with great clarity
(only marginal tape hiss) in alarge, warm,
monastic acoustic, and lack of dynamic
range= high recorded level = inaudible
surfaces. [ B: 1]
G.J.
Originally released in 1968 on 6580
039, Mauersberger's performance of
Schutz's Musikalische Exequien with
the Dresden Kreuzchor, Peter Schreier
and Hans- Joachim Rotzsch, is now put
into Philips' Living Baroque' series on
9502 025. The funereal restraint of the
score is matched in the performers'
approach-committed but calm, with the
timbre of boys' voices, soloists as well as
chorus, adding their distinctive quality.
The acoustic is definitely one of achurch,
a little distant but rich in resonance,
although the balance between soloists,
chorus and continuo group is never
strained and lines are well differentiated.
[B/C: 1/2]
R.B.
Decca have selected highlights from
their complete
II
Trovatore
with
Sutherland, Pavarotti, Horne, Wixell and
Ghiaurov all in fine form. The London
Opera Chorus really excel themselves in
some of the splendid choruses, and the
National Philharmonic Orchestra under
Richard Bonynge play with fine precision. ( Decca SET 631). The recording is
full, warm and vivid, with good stereo
separation, and altogether this is an outstanding reissue. [
A: 1]
J.F.

D: 1977. R: Poor stan, improves but
generally fairly coarse. P: Effective. [ C:1]
BRAH MS: Variations & Fugue on a
Theme of Handel D 3 Intermezzi-R.
Serkin- CBS 40-76913
D: Feb '81. R: Clear sound, hard
instrument. P: Authoritative, enjoyable.
[B: 1]
CH ERUBI N I: Requiem in c-ORF SO
& Chorus IGardelli-Philips 7300 805
D: Mar '81. R: Woolly. P: Good but
hampered by sound. [
C: 2]
DVORAK:
Symphony
9 ' New
World'-P0 I A. Davis-CBS 4076817
D: Feb'81. R: Clear, spacious, natural. P:
Generally very good. [
A: 1]
DVORAK:
Violin
Concerto
CI
Romance-Accardo
Concertgebouw
IC. Davis-Philips 7300 614
D: Feb ' 81. R: Good concert hall sound.
P: Fresh and moving. [
A: 1]
FALLA: The Three- Cornered Hat /
RAVEL:
Rapsodie espagnole /
CHABRIER: Eames-Philadelphia /
Muti-HMV Digital TC-A81:13902
D: Mar '81. R: Impressive but contrived.
P: Vigorous, occasionally hard-pressed
and lacking in finesse. [
A/B: 1/2]
GRANADOS: Goyescas-Achucarro
-RCA RK35301
D: 1979. R. Pleasant small- room sound.
P: Lively and charming. [
A: 1]
LEFANU: The Same Day Dawns O
But Stars Remaining ID Deva-Jane
Manning ( sop) IGemini! Van Kampen
(vIc) I Nash Ensemble I LefanuChandos ABT1017
D: 1981. R: Good quality. P: Interesting.
[B: 1]
LISZT: Consolations o 3Sonetti del
Petrarca
o
etc.- Barenboïm- DG
3301 318
D: Apr. 81. R: Good quality. P:
Convincing, poetical, often great. [
B:
1*/1 ]
MAHLER: Das Lied von der ErdeHaelliger 1Merriman IConcertgebouw I
Van Beinum-Philips '
Festivo' 7310
193 @
D: 1957; DV Feb '81. R: Voices
unbalanced, abit rough. P: Impassioned.
[C: 1]

MENDE LSSOHN: Violin Concerto /
BRUCH: Violin Concerto 1-Mintz
Chicago SO IAbbado- DG 3301 304
D: Apr '81. R: Very good concert hall
sound. P. Briskly effective. [A: 1]
MOZART: Symphony 38 ' Prague' b
Symphony 41 ' Jupiter'-88C SO 1C.
Davis- Philips '
Festivo' 7310 087
D: 1972; DV Feb ' 81. R: Low level but
pleasant. P: Very satisfying. [
B: 1]
MOZART: Horn Concertos 1-4Heigner I VP0 IBáhin-DG 3301 274
D: Mar '81. R: Smooth, pleasing sound.
P: Elegant large-scale approach. [
A: 1]
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto O
Concerto for Flute and HarpBrymer IBarwahser IEllis IC. DavisPhilips ' Festivo' 7310 146
D: 1964; DV Feb'81. R: Good. P: Brymer
superb; others very good. [
B: 1*/1]
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5-Israel
PO I Bernstein-CBS digital CrI4
H MT35877
D: Dec '80. R: Spacious, rich but slightly
artificial. P: Dramatic. [A/B: 1 ]
RESPIGHI: The Pines of Rome /
BERLIOZ: Roman Carnival / LISZT:
Les Preludes-PO I Karajan HMV
'Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30450
D: 1958; DV Mar81. R: Still amazingly
good. P: Brilliant. [
A: 1*/1]
RILEY: Terry Riley in C-Various I
Riley-CBS 40-61237
D: Mar '
81. R: Close and bright. P:
Nervously energetic ( with- it). [
A: 1]
RUBBRA: Symphony 5 / BLISS: 5
Dances
from ' Check mate'Melbourne SO ISchanzeler-Chandos
ABT1018
D: Mar '81. R: Warm, thickish sound. P:
Good with slight defects. [
B/C: 2/3]
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5NYPO IBernstein-CBS digital CrO.
H MT 35854
D: Dec '80. R: Reverberant, live; heavy
bass. P: Highly dramatic. [
A: 1]
SCHUMANN: Works for Oboe and
Piano-Holliger I Brendel- Philips
7300 847
D: Mar ' 81. R: Superbly clear. P:
Excellent. [
A*: 1*)
R. STRAUSS: Don Juan o Till
continued overleaf
81

First listen to
our side of the
bargain.
Most people who buy cassettes buy both
pre-recorded albums and blank tape.
Which is why we've developed arevolutionary
new concept.
One plus One.
One side acomplete album.
Plus abonusOne side ablank tape for you to record
whatever you like.
All on high quality chrome tape
for guaranteed top performance.
And for about apound less than you'd normally
expect to pay for acomplete cassette album!
Now you've listened to our side of the bargain,
listen to One plus One.
Our recording - and your recording.

1+1

orvo

One side what you like One side whatever you like
1+1 Steve Winwood. — Arc of aDiver

1+1 The Best of Cat Stevens.

1+1 Bob Marley & The Wailers. — Uprising » 1U2. — Boy

1+1 Robert Palmer. — Clues 1+1 Todd Rundgren - HeaLng
1+1 The B52's.— Wild Planet1+1The Jags.— There's no tie like a present

1+1 Bob Marley & The Wailers.— Exodus 1+1 Grace Jones.— Warm Leatherette 1+1 J. J. Cale - Shades
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1+1 Bunny Wailer Sings The Wailers.

1St AND

J,477
Ken Hyder

¡HILE it's not as challenging as
his 'Tales of Captain Black',
James Blood Ulmer's No Wave has
a lot more to offer than 'Are You
Glad To Be In America?' This new
album on Moers Music 01072 contains just four pieces, each long
enough for the Music Revelation
Ensemble to stretch out. The sound
is rough and ready for anything and
this unit fairly packs punch. There's
a driving force from
Ronald
Shannon Jackson on drums which
keeps the music pushing forward all
the time, while Amin Ali bobs and
weaves with manic funk bass lines.
The energy from David Murray on
tenor is immediately apparent, but
at times the frantic vibe seems all to
easy to turn on. Ulmer himself
seems reluctant to take on the guitar
hero role, and alot of what he does
is subtly flowing quite far back in
the mix. What he has going for him
is aprimitive approach to the guitar
which gives him an original sound,
based on something much more
old-fashioned than the aura surrounding his activities would suggest. It's a patchy album, however,
with chunks of unfulfilled promise,
and in particular, Big Tree seems like
a throwaway track. One of the
bright spots is Baby Talk which
starts with ajaunty, bouncy theme
which soon gives way to an all-out
heads- down session where Ulmer
starts playing with some of the intensity and imagination which
made the Captain Black album such
a stunner. It's a bit of an up and
down album, but at least the up
parts are up. [
A: 2]
Orange Juice/Nice Food is
the title, and Antonello Salis is the
man who makes the music. This live
solo piano performance on hat Hut
1R10 is alot of things. It's delightful, it's provocative, it's groovy, it's
outside, it's avant garde, it's down
home ... and it's fresh. Idon't know
where he's from, but he's certainly
got his act together. There are
touches of the best of Keith Jarrett
and Dollar Brand in there for astart,
and a lot more besides. He moves
the music around at a phenomenal
rate with rapid changes of mood.
Yet it all adds up and makes sense.
Complete, rounded music like this
doesn't come easy, no matter how
easy Salis makes it sound. He's not
afraid to throw in devices either.
Sometimes he's inside the instrument rubbing and scraping and
drumming up sound from the
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innards. He has aknack of knowing
just how long to stick at one thing,
before taking the listener's interest
on to something else. The variety of
emotions he expresses is considerable. There's awarm atmosphere in
this clear and bright live recording
which shows that sometimes you
can catch spirit on vinyl. [
A*: 1/2]
Billy Bang's violin playing has
become more and more talked
about recently, and Distinction
Without A Difference on hat Hut
1R04, [
A: 2], clearly shows what all
the fuss is about. This live album
showcases Bang's solo playing, and
he makes good use of the space
with a style of playing which incorporates many elements of music
outside jazz. His bowing and his
phrasing sometimes owe a debt to
contemporary classical violin playing. And there's even a bit of folk
music in there too. There's awarm
humour in his playing which comes
through and relieves the tension.
The basis of his playing is rooted in
form. He builds up his solo on
repeated phrases, each reaching a
point where they naturally lead on
to something else. His facility on the
instrument is never in doubt and
there's a great potential waiting to
be developed further. Bang seems
to be typical of a generation of
youngish American jazz musicians
whose awareness extends way past
the boundaries of jazz—and they're
not afraid to incorporate what else
they hear.
The links between John Coltrane
and Johnny Hodges have been well
documentated, yet people coming
to Trane's music in the past few
years might find it astrange liaison.
Trane himself readily acknowledged
the debt to Hodges, with whom he
played as one of the altoist's sidemen in the early fifties. Hodges has
quit the Ellington orchestra after 23
years to set up his own small band.
On The Rabbit's Work Vol 4,
Trane is there on afew tracks from
that band, but most of the time it's
Hodges—or Rabbit, as he was
known—who is up front. The first
thing which strikes you about this
music is the way the band is made
up of musicians—many of whom
were ex-Ellingtonians—who use
sound effects as a part of their
regular improvising armoury. The
growls and whoops are the same

growls and whoops which made up
part of the Ellington stamp of identity. The music is good-natured and
entertaining, and solos are little
cameos of stylish expression. The
seriousness which was going on in
the rest of the music at that time and
which was to become more dominant in jazz didn't attract most of
those players. On the ballads
Hodges demonstrates a warm
fluidity of sound and expression
which clearly impressed Trane—as
well as most everybody with even a
passing interest in the music. These
may not be the best examples of
Hodges' work—at times the rhythm
section is a bit stodgy—but that's
not to say that there's alot of music
happening in these grooves. It's on
Verve POL 340. [B: 2]
Andrew Hill is one of the few
pianists who didn't move over to
synthesisers. He sticks to the acoustic instrument which is being
rowed out by the convenient electric keyboards, and if you add that to
the fact that he's been underrated
for years, there's not much chance
of many people hearing Strange
Serenade on Soul Note SN 1013.
Which is apity. For Hill is adeveloping player, developing at a time in
his life when most musicians sort
out a style and stick to it. There is
something Bill Evansish about his
music and I'm not going to get into
an argument about who influenced
whom—or not. That's only ashorthand way of describing just part of
the way Hill approaches his music.
He's freer than Evans was, yet his
excursions are linked to structure.
On this album he's accompanied by
acouple of lively imaginative players, Alan Silva, bass and Freddie
Waits, drums. The first side is upand- at- it music, fiery without being
aggressive, while the second side is
more relaxed and reflective. There's
an extraordinary sensitivity among
the musicians involved, and it's one
of the most satisfying piano trio
albums I've heard for some time. [
A:
1/2]
Cross Roads by harmonicaplaying vocalist Sugar Blue is a
choice album of blues and jazz. He
presents the blues in a variety of
settings which allow for contributions from jazz musicians like
Steve Potts and Mike Zwerin.
There's a polish to the production

which creates a cooler atmosphere
than on most blues albums. It's this
almost
eerie
mood
sustained
throughout the album which I
found so attractive. It may not be the
heaviest blues album you come
across but its overall sound is impressive and attractive. It's on TOL 1
(TOL being The Other Labels record
distribution company's new label).
[A: 2]
The new or rather renewed interest in Chet Baker continues with
Once Upon A Summertime on
Artists House AH 9411, an album
recorded in / 977 with Gregory
Herbert, tenor,
Harold
Danko,
piano, Ron Carter, bass and Mel
Lewis, drums. Say what you like
about Chet Baker, but he's got guts.
The sleeve note pictures of him as a
young musician and as amusician
later ravaged by years of drugs
abuse should serve as a warning.
Yet what he plays is without bitterness. Sure, there's afragile quality to
his trumpet playing, which has its
attention- grabbing attractiveness,
but it's the feeling of hope that
is generated in the music which
reaches me more. He's soft without
being lush, and he has asharp ear
for asimple, effective melodic line,
which he pursues with an amazing
economy of notes. Tenorist Herbert
is more robust, stringing the notes
together in bursts of energy. The
rhythm section does its stuff without throwing in anything special. It
is agood solid modern/mainstream
album which strives towards magic
moments when Baker makes his
voice heard. [
A: 2]
Guitarist Pat Metheny is very
popular on the easier- to- listen- to
end of the jazz scene, and while it's
not exactly my cup of sweet tea. I
find his double album, 80/01 on
ECM 1180/81, likeable and listenable. The line-up bristles with the
heavy-duty qualities of Charlie
Haden, bass, Jack DeJohnette,
drums, Dewey Redman and Mike
Brecker, tenors. The propulsion is
taken cam of by DeJohnette, who
from the first few bars plays with a
determination that's his own business. There's more authority on this
set than I've heard from Metheny
before—perhaps because of the
sidemen he used—and Metheny
freaks should find this music to their
liking. [
A*: 2]

D: 1965. R: Pretty good. P: Lively yet
disciplined. [
B: 1 ]
VIVALDI: Flute Concertos—/ Music/
IGazzelloni—Philips '
Festivo' 7310
186
0: 1974; DV: Mar '81. R: Very good. P:
Brilliant. [
A: 1*]
WILDER: Music for Wind and
Orchestra— Wilder Octet I Columbia
Strings ISinatra—CBS 40-61989 I:
D: 1956 ( 1940s). R: Cavernous. P:
Convincing. [
C: 1]

40-61433
D: 1963. R: Good but limited. P: Friendly.
[9: 1]
ALEXANDRE LAGOYA: Guitar music
by Albeniz, Pujol, Rodrigo, Tarrega &
Torroba—Lagoya—CBS 40-76946
D: Mar '81. R: A bit overdone. P: Great
virtuosity. [
B: 1*/1 ]
NEW YEAR'S CONCERT: Music by
the Strausses etc.— VP° IMaazel— DG
digital CrO a 3301 002
D: Jan ' 81. R: Very good. P: Very good
but not star. [A: 1]
SOME ENCHANTED EVENING:
Music from musicals—Luxon INational
PO IHughes—RCA RK25320
D: 1981. R: Very forward voice; warm. P:
Very good. [
A: 1 ]
THE COMPLETE CARUSO, Vol. 6—
record i
ngs
1909/10—RCA
computerised RK13373
D: 78s; 1981. R: Historic, improved P
Caruso. [
H: 1*/1

CASSETTES continued
Eulenspi eg el
LI
Death
and
Transfiguration--Cleve/and / Maazel
—CBS digital Cr0 2 HMT 35826
D: Dec '80. Very good but slightly
overdone. P: Flashy. [A/B: 1/2]
STRAVINSKY: '
Petrushka'—NYPO
I Mehta—CBS digital Cr(ll HMT
35823
D: Dec'80. R: Brilliant but slightly hard.
P: First-rate. [
A: 1*]
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5—LSO
IBeihm—DG digital CrO., 3302 005
D: Apr '81. R: Pleasant uncontrived
sound. P: Beautifully controlled. [ A: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture /
MSKY-KORSAKOV:
Russian
Easter
Festival /
BORODIN:
Polovtsian Dances—Concertgebouw
/Marke: itOi Philips ' Festivo' 7310
191

APRIL 19111

COLLECTIONS
MUSIC FOR STRINGS: Music by
Barber, Banok, Britten & Respighi—/
Music—Philips '
Festivo' 7310 181
D: 1961; DV: Jan '81. R: Smooth, clear
but confined. P: Generally good. [
B:
1/2]
THE LARK ASCENDING: Music by
Bach / Walton, Delius, Vaughan Williams
& Warlock—Cleveland I Lane—CBS
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Paradise did. [A: 3]
members Doug Sahm (
guitars an d about being phased out. And
had been subtly terminated by a
At this point in the proceedings,
v
doubtless The Dells re mem ber that
ocals), Augie Meyers (
organ) and
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I'll admit to asneaking regard for the
J
era, for the group '
s b
een in exohnny Perez (
drums), plus Speedy
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A*: 3]
and the other seaside postcard
t
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80,
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Yancey's pretty Passionate Breezes,
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1]
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His own approach to folksong is
akin to the Jimmie Rodgers style
with added flavours from vaudeville, musical comedy and the dance
band world, in which spheres he
Peter Gammond
was also active. Iam especially
pleased to be able to retire my own
threadbare 78 of the Victor recording of Down in the cane break, a
OR MANY YEARS now, collectors of a light and popular family favourite, and to add some
music of the past have mainly had to
new found treasures in the same
rely on the regular ( superb) issues
unaffected, very rhythmical style
from World Records with oclike Kingdom coming and Thanks for
casional sorties in certain fields from the buggy ride, two fine ventures
Decca and isolated efforts from
into Rodgers & Hart (
Mountain
small companies like Saydisc and greenery and The girlfriend), afolky
Pearl. It is exciting to find, therefore, Billy boy and, perhaps my favourite
that the newly founded company,
on the LP, a splendid version of
Academy
Sound
and
Vision
Richard Whiting's Ukelele lady. A
Limited, are devoting considerable marvellous record and Ihope many
attention to this area in addition to more will be of alike mind in sharing
their classical activities. Their my enthusiasm.
'Living Era' series gets off to agood
Next, an invaluable survey of
start this month, under the expert America's top bands of the 1920s
guidance of Kevin Daly. Iwould like called
Shake
That
Thing
to wish ASV aprosperous future in
(AJA5002 ®). Names like Selvin,
these difficult times and much Weems, Lyman, Whiteman and
strength to their elbow. ( Distri- Aaronson will mean a lot to the
bution is by PRT Sales, 132 Western
collector and Ican promise you that
Road, Mitcham, Surrey.)
this is asplendid compilation. We
First, to my delight, comes acoleven have Crumit appearing as
lection of Frank Crumit items under vocalist with Nat Shilkret. At the
the title Mountain Greenery very moment that Iwas making my
(ASV AJA5001 C)). Crumit is a appearance in this world Howard
name Ihave long been dropping
Lanin was recording Melancholy
into polite society with mixed reLou which, coincidentally, is my top
choice. Regardless of the title it is
sults. Americans seem generally unnot at all melancholy, but one of the
aware of him and he appears to be
far more revered in this country. I most infectiously driving band rewas reared on his records — which cordings you could hear. An album
may explain something. He was, in
not to be missed by big band
the 1920s, a unique figure and an enthusiasts.
important pioneer in the popular
Into the music hall world with A
revival of interest in folk- music. He Chip
off
the
Old
Block
was no purist but he caught the
(AJA5003 C)), which successfully
spirit of such things so well and was carries through the bright idea of
an obvious influence on later artists.
coupling George Formby Sr. and
He even inspired George Form by Jrl
George Formby Jr. The elder, with

F

recordings from 1910-17, passes
on the style to his even more famous
son; and Formby enthusiasts will be
particularly delighted to have these
first sessions, made in 1926 and
1929 where he was still sounding
very much like his father. Another
fine record. Finally, a whole
package of music hall nostalgia in
Your Own, Your Very Own
(AJA5004 Cgt) with mainly rare recordings of people like Champion,
Lloyd, Coborn, Leno, Chirgwin,
Lauder, Bard and Sheridan. It is an
excellently chosen compendium in
which nothing disappoints, for
everyone seems on top form and the
old recordings have been well
transferred. So a fine month for
music hall collectors as well!
Two other items from ASV are by
modern artists. Firstly asurprise appearance of Three Cheers for
Pooh ACM2001), in which Robert
Tear with Philip Ledger sings the
Fraser-Simson settings ( the composer's name is wrongly spelt
throughout except in the photo) of
A. A. Milne's immortal Christopher
Robin verses. Those who remember
George Baker's fine versions will
find these in every way as sensitive
and uncondescending; and, if you
like Milne, this should be areal treat:
[A: 1].
Then
we
have the
ubiquitous Stuart Burrows ideally
employed in aprogramme of Great
Welsh Songs (
ACM2007), a
repertoire that he deals with convincingly and with his usual skill:
[A: 1].
At one time the Hungarian Gypsy
orchestra was very popular and
there are still probably many who
enjoy the unique flavour; violins in
thirds, virtuoso display, cimbalom,
clarinet and the dashing csárdás.
The Virtuoso Primàs (Bumpest

FX101165, Parnote, mid- price) features an outstanding Hungarian
primás, Sándor Lakatos, in a fine
display of this kind of music, well
recorded. You are not playing it at
45 rpm at the begipning. It just
sounds like it. [A: 1].
EMI continue to make good use
of their star material of the past in
three albums: the earthy Bernard
Cribbins (
One Up OU2234) in
mainly 1962/3 recordings of his
warm humour; the even earthier
This is Benny Hill (EMI THIS27),
from whom you know what to
expect; and lusty romantic singing
in This is Malcolm Roberts
(THIS28). There is hardly need to
explain what each of these artists
does and all, in their ways, are
[A: 1].
Grosvenor continue to supply a
sort of recorded shop- window of
electronic organs; avery useful service if you are contemplating
buying one; also very entertaining.
Each record retails at £ 3.99.
Travelling
Light
(
Grosvenor
GRS1088) presents Brian Hazelby
on the Wersi Orion', an instrument
that has a vast range of strange
electronic sounds which the organist uses lavishly. Coronado
Cascade (
Grosvenor GRS1091)
finds Tony Pegler at the Thomas
'Coronado 29T an instrument
which has apronounced electronic
sound, smoochy and very much to
the taste of some people. My own
preference was for Elegance
(GRS1090) and Peter Hayward on
the Baldwin Fanfare, which sounds
most like atraditional organ, though
not at all limited in its electronic
devices. Anyway this month, if
'Ernie' obliges, Ihave decided on a
Baldwin Fanfare. Listen and make
your own choice. All [A: 1].

folk

and neither My Grandfather's Clock (TARA 3001) ( the same number as welcomed afew songs to vary the
A: 1/2]
nor D'Ye Ken John Peel add much. the ASV issue, so be careful when programme. [
Their Saturday Night and Sunday
But an instrumental selection of ordering) is by another versatile
tunes associated with Thomas group which is built round pipes Morn and Kettle Drum are tunes that
Hardy and a round, The Bell player Liam O'Flynn and flautist were published by John Playford in
John
Playford:
The
Ringing, are novel items. Ifind the Matt Molloy, both of whom are 1651.
Chant
Yetties' treatment of Gypsy Woman accomplished whistle players too. English Dancing Master (
and The Grey Hawk too sweet, but Jigs and reels are featured but not du Monde LDX 74690) is sometheir mixture ot songs, somewhat excessively; in fact it is the songs thing of a surprise in that it is a
akin to that of the Spinners, ensures like The Good Ship Kangaroo or the French recording of the dance
their continued popularity. [A: 2]
Rambling Siúler with vocals by tunes—some 22 of them. John
Another popular group is now to Christy Moore ( guitar and bodhran) Wright plays violin, guimbarde,
be heard on an eighth album, The and Andy Irvine ( mandolin and crwth and, as the notes charmingly
Boys of the Lough—Regrouped bouzouki) which linger in the put it, chante en diddeling. The rest
(Topic
12TS409).
Instrumental memory. The latter has a spirited of the group are French, with
variety and an innovative repertoire rhythm and twin whistling chor- Dominique
Paris
playing
are the ingredients of their success, uses. But the tour de force on this Northumbrian pipes and Yvon
and both are evident on this album. album is Smeceno Horo, a fast Guilcher flutes and whistle: he solos
The replacement of Robin Morton Bulgarian dance played in 9/16 delightfully on Rutty Tufty. Stingo
by Tich Richardson, who plays time; a long way from Ireland but is played on jew's harp while other
guitar, has made the jaunty jig The well worth the trip! [A: 1'1
themes are played with the full
King's Favourite, among other
Quietly, John Kirkpatrick and Sue group, like the romping Maid peept
dance themes, refreshingly different Harris have built up a substantial out at the Window. This version of
in texture. Martin O'Connor guests following. On Facing the Music Kettle Drum (
the one title common
Paul Oliver
on button accordion on I'll Buy (Topic 12TS 408), their fourth to both) is far superior to the
Books for Maggie, a polka, and is album for Topic, they concentrate Kirkpatrick one and an ingenious
heard elsewhere as accompanist, on instrumentals, drawing from solution to the notation problems
EANWHILE, as the novelists
while the excellent bodhrán player, William Chappell's Popular Music that baffled Cecil Sharp. The pages
IV I used to write, home-grown
Len Graham, is typically responsive of the Olden Time for Millfield and of the Dancing Master are repro'folk music' attracts faithful audienin his accompaniment to Cathal All Flowers in Broome and Cecil duced and the steps of the dances
ces to the clubs. Icannot say that it
McConnell on acouple of reels from Sharp's manuscripts for themes like illustrated
in
this
exemplary
flourishes, for the ' boom' is over and
North Clare, and sings in unison Trip to the Cottage or Three Jolly recording. [
A: 1*]
sales of folk records have declined.
with him on a McPeake-like Jog Sheepskins. They rightly castigate
Where to get them: ASV from PRT
Nevertheless, a thin but steady
Along. Though I've emphasised the Sharp for publishing the latter, Records,
trickle of issues continues to flow,
132 Western
Road,
'regrouping', Boys of the Lough among many other dances includ- Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UT; TARA
into which we'll dip this month. The
fans can be assured that there is ing The Flaxley Green Dance, as from 5Tara Street, Dublin 2, Ireland;
Yetties have come up with A Little
Bit of Dorset (
ASV ALA 3001), a much fine fiddle from Aly Bain and sword dances. The combination of Chant du Monde from TOL, 63
flute from the ever- dependable melodeon and hammer dulcimer on Salusbury
characteristically cheerful and ecRoad,
London
Cathal. [ A: 1]
lectic selection. Icould do without
many of these tracks is ideally suited NW6 6NJ, and Topic from most
Planxty—After the
Break for dancing, though Iwould have stockists.
their popular Nellie the Elephant.
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TOPS
THE BUDGET!

ANTIGUA SERIES

HAYDN

The Morzin Symphonies 1758 - 1760

Yes, at long last it is being
realised that the turntable
has priority in abudget
system, and the models we
show here represent the tops
in budget models

hem the Rirnberu Camion

on original instruments

12 ESTRO ARMONICO

DEREK SOLOMONS

Volumel

Symphonies: No 1in D • No 37 in G • No 18 in G
No 2in C • No 15 in D • No4 in D • No 10 in D
HAYDN I - 3 records in aboxed set, complete with booklet
by Harold C Robbins Landon

R.R.P. £ 11.99

Volume I()I' Haydn% lirst 14 youthful and exuberant ss m'Atonies,
which can be heard l'or the lirst time in the order

ii winch they

were written and originally performed,using the kind

or

or instruments

arid size
orchestra as in Haydn's time. Perlitrmed by I:Estro
Armonico, an English group, who with adeep committment to style
and beauty of sound. coupled with unl)oundecl vigour. are a tiare-

The famous Rega Planar turntable represents aunique
approach to turntable design. Amazingly good and
prices from only £ 114.90 including arm

runner amongst original instruments bands.
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We offer the Thorens TD160 and 160 Super, fitted with
Rega, ADC and SME arms. Prices from £ 145.00

The Dual 505 must be the best low budget model, and
we offer it with the Nagaoka 0M -10 mat and with a
wide choice of cartridges

All these models, plus many others from STD,
Ariston, Logic, Linn, and Oracle are available for
demonstration.
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• AMPEX TAPES (
All on 7" reels)
Series 2020 1800 £4-40. Ser. 292 back ctd.
£2-08. Ser. 651
2400' r3-75 Ser. 661,3600' £4-20. Ser. 342 Plus 1800 £3.75. Grand
Master ( SER.357) 1800' £ 5435.
• SHAMROCK TAPES
7' 1800 £1-60. 7" 2250' £2-40. 5" 900' £1 - 07, 5" 1200' £1-28, 7"
1200' £ 1.06.
You get afair deal at afair price when you get it from

1800
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• CASSETTES
C.50
C.90
C.120
VIDEO RECORDERS
- £ 1-95
Ampex GM
& TAPES
f2•20 .Ampex Grand Master 2
Akai, Grundig, Hitachi,
£128 £ 1.76
Ampex High Bias
JVC. Maxell, Philips,
65p
90p
El - 20
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
Sony, T.D.K. & V.H.S.
£1-07 £ 1-44 £ 1.92
LH/SM Super
Appointed stockists
£1 . 44
fl . 76 £ 2.70
Chrome
Akai, AKG, Beyer,
Et . 12
fl .49 £2.20
Fern Super LH1
Grundig, Hitachi, JR,
1180
E2.40
Ferrichrome
£70
£
2.20
JVC, KEF. Koss,
Super Chrome
Onofon, Philips, Hi -Fi
£1.17 £ 1.60
Fuji FX1
& Black Tulip, Pioneer,
84p £ 1.17 £ 1.60
Fuji FL
QED, Scott, Sennheiser,
El . 12 £ 144
El . 97
Hitachi UD
Sharp, Shure, Sony,
70p £ 100 £ 1.44
Hitachi LN
Tandberg, Technics.
£1-54
El 97
Hitachi EX or ER
Wharfedale,
Yamaha.
£1 • 12 £ 144 £ 1 • 97
Maxell UD
Maxell UDXL or UD/XL2
El . 57 £ 203
METAL
CASSETTES
£1•90
12-50
Maxell UDXLIS
Hitachi C60 £ 3 50
f2.00 £ 2.50
Maxell UDXL2S
TDK MA60 £ 4.00
64p
85p
El • 22
Philips Ferro
TDK MA90 £ 5.00
75p
96p
Super Ferro
TDK MAR60
E5-50
85p £ 1.07
Super Ferro 1
Maxell C.60 £ 3.80
El - 28
£1-76
Chrome
Maxell C.90 £ 4.85
f1 . 49 £ 1 92
Ferrochrome
Philips C.60 £ 3-80
59p
85p £ 107
Pyral Hi -Fi
Philips C.90 £4-80
80p £ 1 ' 10
Maxima
Sony C.60 £ 3.80
70p
El - 00
Optima
Sony C.90 £ 4.85
El - 00
tj • 60
Super Ferrite
.Sony CFH
65P
.
91 o £ 1.22 TDK ENDLESS
£1.26 £ 1.66
CD Alpha
LOOP CASSETTE
El - 50 £ 1 . 90
Ferrichrome
C.46 f1•22
- 1 min £1-86. 3mina.
Et 07
El - 31
90p
BHF
£2-08.
£1.02
£
1.30
AHF
C.46 88p
6 mins £2-39.
77p
96p
£1-46
TKD Dynamic
C.46 70p
T.D.K. CASSETTE
£1.80 £250
SAX
DEMAGNETISER
£1.40 £ 1.85
SA
£9-50
£1. - 1.0
11-33 £. 97
AD
C.46 £ 1.00
• REEL TO REEL
Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony,
Philips, Akai, Uher &
Others. Mics. Mixers.
Accessories

• OWN SERVICE
DEPT
• CREDIT FACILITIES

FRAIIIPS OF STREATHAM 169-171 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 GEG
Between St. Leonard's Church and Streatham Station. Phone: 01 - 769 0466: 01 - 769 0192

EQUIPMENT REVIEW)
Four budget amplifiers
m

Ytask was to investigate four amplifiers falling within the so -called
budget category, spanning aprice range from about £ 75 to £ 120.
Despite the relatively low prices, detailed lab tests were made in an
endeavour to discover any shortfalls and to get some idea how they differ
in features and performance from their more expensive brethren.
Iam becoming afirm believer that the auditioning judgement on an
amplifier is not so much related to the lowness of its ,distortion yield
(although Ihave proved that the nature of the harmonics can have an
influence) and the span of its bandwidth, but more to the properness of its
operation within its power capability and how well it interfaces with its
partnering bits, especially the speakers. Poor interfacing can make avery
good amplifier sound as though it were a ' bad' one. In fact, it was not long
ago that Ialmost de- ranked an amplifier which tested well in the lab
because of its poor auditioning impressions, which were later shown to be
caused by a relatively high contact resistance in the DIN plug/socket
interface of aspeaker circuit. Subjective distortion at low-level rose to a
disturbing level, giving a 'tizzy', transistor- portable- like quality.
Wriggling the plug in the socket would remove the distortion ( or worsen
it). Cleaning the contacts of the DIN plug and tensioning the socket
contacts cleared the trouble and made it into afine sounding amplifier.
Some people always seem to want agreater sound pressure level ( SPL)
than their amplifiers are capable of producing. Budget amplifiers rarely
have the sheer ability of the more expensive ones to create SPLs
(corrected for true music peaks) around the 100dBA mark in the
reverberant field where most people normally listen. Then, of course, there
are those amplifiers which are not happy driving into low impedance loads
and wide phase angles, thereby making them more critical of speaker
interfacing. Properly driven and interfaced, and working at realistic SPLs,
budget designs are capable of good auditioning—sometimes indistinguishable from that of more expensive designs operating at the same
level.
Unfortunately, the impedance of speakers is not constant over the audio
frequency range. Some dip right down to 2 or 3 ohms at certain
frequencies, which if hard- driven by an amplifier that bucks at high current
flow will certainly give an incorrect impression of the amplifier. Ihave
particularly investigated the four models in this respect and have given
outputs both in ' heating watts' and decibels referred to 2.828 Vacross the
stated loads.
Ihave used 2.828V as my 0dB not because it has any special magic but
because it is now becoming commonplace to express speaker sensitivity
as xdB SPL at 1metre when atest signal ( often contoured noise) of this
voltage is applied. It is thus possible to use my decibel findings with
respect to aspeaker whose sensitivity is so expressed to discover the SPL
at 1m that the speaker might produce ( assuming that it can handle the
input without distress and excessive distortion) when partnered with the
amplifier.
For example, let us suppose that at a given load the amplifier can
produce amaximum ( to clipping) of 15dB and that the sensitivity of the
speaker as defined above is 86d B. You merely add the two figures together
to get the 1m SPL, which in this example works out to 101dB. In astereo
system there are two amplifier channels and two speakers, of course, so
with the two running you can add another 3dB, giving atotal of 104dB.
This is avery high SPL, but it is at 1m, remember. With music ( or noise
contoured to simulate music) the SPL falls quite significantly several
metres away from the speakers, but in the reverberant field the level holds
fairly constant, despite mike positioning and further small increases in
distance from the speakers. This, then, is the reverberant SPL.
By how much the SPL falls from that at 1m ( from the speakers) to that in
the reverberant field depends on the acoustic nature of the room—size,
type, density of furnishings and so forth. In one of my listening rooms I
have measured a reduction of about 7dB, which would mean that the
reverberant SPL produced by the above exampled amplifier/speaker
partnership would be approximately 97dB. Isay 'approximately' because
acoustics, in this sense, is the least exacting science that Iknow of; also
because the 1m SPL to determine speaker sensitivity is generally made in
open space or in an anechoic chamber ( although at 1m distance in aroom
the measuring microphone is responding essentially to direct sound
emission and only slightly to reflected sound).
Anyway, if Itried to raise 100dB SPL on music peaks Iwould almost
certainly be running the amplifier into about 3dB of clipping. Although
this may not be obviously audible, owing to the fact that the ear/brain
system is far less sensitive to short- than long- duration distortion, Iwould
detect that all was not well and, unless Iknew better, would be
encouraged to down- rank the amplifier for relatively poor auditioning,
when in fact it would not be the amplifier at fault but the way it was driven!
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Another point is that not all amplifiers have the same overload
characteristics. At clipping threshold, one may yield awide spectrum of
singularly unpalatable harmonics, while the 'overload splash' of another
may be far less disturbing. This is sometimes interpreted as one amplifier
overloading less gracefully than another. The speed at which an amplifier
recovers after an overload can also differ between designs. If the recovery
time is protracted, the ear is more likely to detect the overload distortion. At
full power, and particularly when driven into overload, one amplifier may
produce higher level mains ripple components than another, which is a
further auditory influencing factor. Iused adigital spectrum analyser to
measure the ripple components with both channels driven to full power.
You will also see from the Table ( p.91) that the decibel- rated output of an
amplifier is load dependent. Driving into alow value resistive load or alow
impedance load of wide phase angle, as might be exemplified by a
'difficult' speaker at certain frequencies, the output of one amplifier might
hold up quite well, indicating ahigh load current, while that of another
might tend to collapse dramatically owing to operation of its protection
circuits.
Ihave also presented an oscillogram of the distortion factor residue of
each amplifier at a10 dB/16 kHz output across afairly difficult load (
ZL)
whose characteristics are given in the lab charts. To give some idea of the
differences between the amplitudes of the distortion, the gain of the
oscilloscope's channel to which the distortion signal was applied was
held fairly constant for all the oscillograms, except where it was necessary
to reduce the gain owing to an excessive high distortion yield. The other
trace is that of the 16 kHz signal itself, and was fed to the other Ychannel
of the oscilloscope.
Ihave also measured many of the more conventional amplifier parameters and have supported my findings with acomprehensive pen chart
for each model, showing frequency responses with tone and filter
characteristics. Each amplifier was separately investigated, and the order
in which they are presented is of no significance.

TECHNICS SU V2
THIS ARRIVED without an instruction book, so Iwas working ' blind' on
this one. Anyway, to clipping threshold Iraised 48 + 48W into 8- ohm loads
over 20 Hz-20 kHz. The amplifier's nominal rating is probably less, since
this is generally referred to alow value of distortion, whereas at clipping
threshold the distortion is around 1%.
A fascia emblem signifies that the amplifier is of the latest breed of ' new
Class- A synchro-bias' design. In essence this means that the bias of the
power amplifier adjusts itself according to drive requirements, so that at
low output the biasing is around Class- A, as distinct from Class- AB or
close to the Class- B of more conventional fixed- bias amplifiers. The
attribute of Class- A working is well known—aprimary factor being that
the push-pull output transistors are not switched on and off alternately on
positive and negative signal half cycles, which eliminates crossover
distortion. With 'sliding bias' designs the bias goes more towards ClassAB at increasing output, the net result being improved efficiency over true
Class- A designs, with less idling current and hence the need for less
massive heat- sinks.
It is agood looking little amplifier, which sports the usual ' brushed
aluminium' fascia and matching metal knobs and switches. Enclosure is
grey- finished metal with plastic vent grilles, afeature of the fascia being a
twin bar- graph display calibrated from 0.1 to 100 watts, complemented
by apress- switch which increases the readout sensitivity by afactor of
100 (
le, 1W max). The calibration refers to power into 8- ohm loads. It was
found that the display responded very rapidly with no under- reading at all
on 20 ms bursts, so it can be regarded as atrue peak- responding device. It
will tell you when you are approaching peak clipping threshold should
your ears fail to get the message!
A large and smoothly operating volume control works against surround
numbers, while asmaller knob with centre indentation adjusts channel
balance. Source selector switch has positions for pickup ( no MC), tuner,
aux and two tape machines. Inputs and tape outputs refer to phono

sockets at the rear, with the option of DIN for tape circuit 1. There is a
separate switch for the recording source, which means that you can record
from one source while adifferent one is being heard from the speakers,
which can be useful.
Number- indicated bass and treble controls work over clicks, with the
centre ' neutral' settings marked defeat, and there are switches for low and
high filters and the inevitable loudness. A standard jack socket is present
for headphones, and the amplifier is equipped with two speaker circuits
operated by push- buttons so that either or both can be operated or both
switched off for headphone- only listening. The speaker cables are
connected to convenient rotary locking terminals at the rear.
Iwas impressed by the lab results for an amplifier in this price range.
Power yield will be adequate for awide range of domestic applications,
and with suitably sensitive speakers you will obtain virtually all the SPL
needed in a typical environment. The amplifier was not troubled by
low impedance or difficult phase- angle loads and, as you will see. I
obtained a good 15dB output per channel into 2.7 ohms. Premature
protection operation did not bug the results into the ZL load, the output
being the same as into a pure resistance.
Distortion factor results were very good in all modes, with correspondingly low I
MD. The oscillogram ( fig. 1) shows very slight notching across
ZL at 16 kHz, but this can be virtually discounted owing to the very low

Fig. 1
amplitude of the residue, which is composed mostly of wideband noise.
Mains ripple under full drive was well down, and despite the large smallsignal bandwidth the slewing factor was greater than 5. Speaker damping
factors held at an adequate value over the spectrum, and the pickup
preamplifier was endowed with satisfactory headrooms. Although the
pickup signal/noise ratio was not as large as measured on some of the
other amplifiers, the presence of the noise ( very low-level hiss and slight
hum) will be deeply masked by the background noise of any record.
Power amplifier noise ( volume control turned right down) was very low
indeed, and the hiss content alone ( ripple filtered out) was even lower.
Speaker output offset voltages were also very low.
The pen chart ( fig. 2) reveals less than 0.5 dB error in the RIAA eq and a
preamplifier inbuilt low- frequency roll- off, which Iregard as logical. Since
this was measured at tape output the upper- frequency end could, in my
judgement, be less extended. In the 'flat' ( defeat) position of the tone
controls the response was very extended, but the tone controls are nicely
tailored, resulting in desirable characteristics. You will see that the
loudness serves only to lift the bass, which can be achieved just as well by
the bass control! The low and high filters have avery modest 6dB/octave
rate of roll- off, but do attenuate the very low and very high frequencies
that the tone controls cannot get to ( below 20 Hz and above 20 kHz) so
they might have some use.
Frankly, excepting the points of design philosophy which I have
mentioned, Ifind it very difficult to criticise the performance of this model.
Ithink the designers have done agood job and created avery desirable
amplifier for the price.
TECHNICS
SU V2
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.11VC AX1
THIS MODEL is of lower power than the Technics, the yield being given in
the instructions as 30+30W minimum into 8- ohm loads over
20 Hz-20 kHz for no more than 0.007% distortion. It too is of the 'super- A'
design, thereby following the philosophy as outlined for the Technics.
Incidentally, if you do require abit more power you could opt for the AX2,
which is rated at 40+40 W and as otherwise defined for the AX1.
Like the Technics, the fascia includes apower indicator for each channel
calibrated from zero ( first indication 0.02 W) to 80w, ref. 8ohms. There is
also adecibel scale with 0dB at 32 W. Again, the indicators were very fast
responding and are true peak.

Fascia is of ' brushed aluminium' with matching knobs and elongated
press- switches of two sizes, and the enclosure has 'silver'- finished metal.
Volume is controlled by alarge smoothly operating knob working against
panel numbers. Balance is asmall knob with centre 'click' and the tone
controls have full range 'click' positions but no resetting numbers. Sources
are pickup ( no MC), tuner and aux, and the amplifier caters for two tape
machines but without aseparate recording selector switch. Phono socket
ins and outs are at the rear, with DIN socket option for tape circuit 1.
The amplifier is equipped with loudness but no filters, and there is a
button for mono selection ( which can be useful for certain tape
recording/replay applications). Two speaker pairs are catered for by pressbuttons, so that either, both or none cari be energised. Headphone
listening is provided by a front jack socket. The speaker cables are
connected to screw- clamp terminals at the rear.
In the lab the power was found to be well up to specification and,
bearing in mind the limited 8- ohm power rating, quite afair output was
available across 2.7 ohms. However, the protection tended to trigger
when the signal was steadystate ( non- burst) driving into this low value;
but it is unlikely that the protection would trigger on music even when the
speaker impedance falls toa low value. Recovery from burst overload was
very swift and the amplifier didn't react adversely when driving into the ZL.
Distortion in all modes was very low and Iam convinced that it would
not be subjectively detectable. The distortion residue oscillogram ( fig. 3)
shows mostly noise across ZL at 16 kHz, with no sign of notching or
crossover artifacts. This is avery good result indeed.

Fig. 3
Ripple components were relatively high at full power, but they reduced
when the output was reduced and increased significantly when the
amplifier was driven to peak clipping. Damping factor held fairly constant
over the spectrum and the slew factor was again greater than 5 ( no TI D).
There was adequate pickup preamplifier headroom and the signal/noise
ratio was close to that of the Technics. Residual hum plus noise and noise
alone were also close to the Technics results. Although the offset voltage
across the right speaker was higher than that across the left one, the
voltage was so low that its effect on speaker performance would be
negligible.
The pen chart ( fig. 4) shows that in the 'flat' position of the tone controls
a very slight response dip is present around 200 to 500 Hz, but the
response ( ref. 1kHz datum) was level both at 20 Hz and 20 kHz, showing
1dB drop at 40 kHz, which is nearly right!
Although the RIAA eq was accurate over the spectrum, there was no
low bass roll- off ( and no way of introducing it with switchable filtering)
and the upper end rose to + 1dB at 38 kHz. Tone control characteristics
were, again, very acceptable .and nicely controlled, and this time the
loudness is effective at both low and high frequencies.
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Excluding the minimal criticisms made, here is another amplifier which
reflects competent design engineering, but Ido feel that the nth- degree
subjective impressions would be enhanced from disc sources by low- bass
filtering and by the introduction of earlier treble filtering in the pickup
preamplifier.

SEOUM SA4160
ALTHOUGH AN instruction booklet accompanied this amplifier it did not
contain atechnical specification, so Ican't tell you the power rating given
by the manufacturer. However, you will see from the lab results that into 8ohm loads, at least, it delivers over 70 watts.
The ' brushed aluminium' fascia reflects a vague 'gold' tint and the
enclosure is of black- finished metal. The inevitably large knob for volume
operates over ( annoying!) soft ' clicks' against resetting numbers on the
panel. The smaller tone controls are similarly engineered, and the balance
control has the usual centre indentation at ' neutral'.
Source switching caters for MM or MC pickup, tuner, microphone and
aux, but the switch of the sample felt abit spongy. There are also two tape
circuits with push-button source monitoring for both. Rear phono sockets
accommodate the sources and tape decks ( no DIN option on this
amplifier), while afront jack socket aside that for headphones accepts a
microphone ( Ioften wonder whether many people use the mike facility
when it is available, or whether the manufacturers are wasting time and
money which might be better spent elsewhere in the design).
Press- switches provide for speaker pairs one and two ( both, either or
none can be energised), tone control defeat, — 20dB mute, loudness,
mono mode and low filtering ( manufacturers will insist on calling this
'subsonic"). Like the Technics and JVC, the fascia carries a peak power
indicator for each channel, calibrated from 0.05 to 80 watts. A small
indicator light aside the power on/off switch glows green under normal
conditions. However, should the protection be activated by abnormal
drive or loading, or by afault condition, the green changes to red and the
amplifier ceases to work. The plan is then to switch the power off, clear the
fault and switch on again once the red light has faded completely. This
was found to work well in practice and during the lab tests, but it takes
quite afew minutes for the red to fade so that normal operation can be
restored.
You will see in the lab chart that Iraised avery healthy 72+72W into 8ohm loads to clipping over 20 Hz-20 kHz. However, with both channels
driven with continuous sinewave signal into 4- ohm loads the protection
activated before full output was realised. For the same reason Iwas unable
to measure the 2.7 ohm burst output or the overload recovery time. I
couldn't help thinking that the protection in the test sample was set too
sensitively, as the action being precipitated by 20 ms bursts would seem to
indicate that the same may happen with some music signals when the
amplifier is driving at high output into speakers whose impedance drops to
alow value at certain frequencies. However, Imust admit to not being so
troubled when using the IMF monitors. Neither was the protection
activated by the 16 kHz Z, test.
Iwould say that the amplifier is better suited, as it was supplied, to
speakers of 8- ohm nominal impedance, and that with two pairs working
together there might be a real possibility of premature protection
triggering on very loud music peaks.
Although the 300 Hz distortion across 8 ohms of pure resistance was
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commendably low, it was almost amagnitude higher across ZL at 16 kHz.
Compared with the Technics and JVC the distortion factor residue
amplitude was greater, as the oscillogram shows ( fig. 5). However, it was
not so high at 1kHz with the signal going by way of the pickup
preamplifier into 8 ohms resistive, the residue then being that much
cleaner.
Iwas impressed by the low level of mains ripple components at full
power. They increased in amplitude at overload but vanished almost
completely into the test noise floor of lie spectrum analyser without signal
drive. Small- signal response relative to power transistor speed was, again,
well balanced to achieve a slew factor greater than 5. The speaker
damping was high over the whole spectrum which, along with the lowlevel mains ripple, would indicate a low impedance power supply rail of
many microfarads.
The 1kHz pickup preamplifier headroom could be alittle better, but it is
unlikely that you would suffer clipping troubles here with ordinary
cartridges. Iwas impressed by the goad pickup signal/noise ratios, and the
relatively low hum- plus- noise residual is afurther indication of remarkably
good power supply smoothing. Residual noise alone ( with CCIR/ARM
weighting) was also very good. The offset voltage at the right speaker,
though, was getting towards 'danger' level.

The pen chart ( fig. 6) shows that better RIAA eq accuracy would he
welcome, but frequency response from tuner input and with the tone
controls defeated was very flat. Again, the tone controf characteristics are
respectable for the nature of circuit used. The loudness function produced
strong bass and treble lift and the law filter shows a6dB/octave rate of
roll- off. Iwould have preferred the addition of low filtering in the pickup
preamplifier, and an earlier upper- frequency roll- off there.
This amplifier, then, has some goad as well as bad points. It is possible
that critical auditioning might expose the peaky distortion factor residue at
high frequencies, and also the deviation from true RIAA at pickup. There
also remains the possibility of temporary failure owing to the time-lag of
overdrive resetting should you be driving hard into problem speakers.

MARANTZ PM310
THIS AMPLIFIER is significantly smaller than the three so far described. It
is more of aslim- line design and has adefinite 'gold' tint about it—on the
brushed aluminium fascia as well as the metal enclosure. My colleagues
(and family) and Ifound it aesthetically pleasing and it was liked for its
smartness and convenience of operation.
The lab tests placed it in the moderate power category where you will
see that Iraised 22+22W into 8 ohms over 20 kHz-20 kHz, with 0.5 dB
more at 1kHz to clipping threshold. The amplifier also had a little more
dynamic headroom than some of the others.
The large volume control knob operates against decibel numbers over a
multiplicity of soft indentations and. as usual, the smaller balance control
knob has its centre setting indentified by a ' click' stop. Bass and treble
controls are sliders, also with resetting numbers.
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CORNWALL'S

Gustav Leonhardt is an accepted world-wide authority on the harpsichord His
playing and scholastic research, particularly into keyboard works by Bach have gained
him international repute A considerable part of Gustav Leonhardt's repertoire is on
Harmoma Mund, records, examples of Which are given here

J. S. BACH
Klavierübung - Partitas Nos. 825 to 830
IC 157 99840/2
Three record set £ 13.50
The Ottobeuren Organ - including works by Sweelinck,
Muffat, etc.
IC 065 99612
One record £ 5.50
The Art of Fugue
IC 165 99793-4

"The sheer achievement of playing the work is colossal, but
Leonhardes interpretation is so authoritatively fresh, so
technically commanding and so imaginatively evocative that it
makes demands on the listener as well".
Hi Fi News

Anna Magdelena Notebook- with Elly Ameling, H. M.
Linde, Tülzer Boys Choir.
IC 065 99710
£ 5.50
The Goldberg Variations
IC 065 99710

DIM

1
2 6/2(CM
Optimum performance from any cartridge
...._ .._... _...
STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 3
555550 MSC AMPUMER 3
Line level RIAA equalised outputs
=c
from moving magnet cartridge
':<, °
-,,, .
inputs.

••

WWWG COW PREMPURER

a,..m.

•

Dominus

MOVING COILPREAMPLIFIER
A preamplifier for all low impedance
'cartridges.
Used by broadcasters and recording
studios. Thoroughly researched and
specified units for superlative disc
playback. Please ring or write for
comprehensive leaflets.

•

P.O. Box 1, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 TIT

Tel: 04866 6477

One record £ 5.50

3 Sonatas for Viola da Gamba and Harpsichord with
Wieland Kuijken, viola de gamba
HM 22225
One record £ 5.50

SCARLATTI
Harpsichord Sonatas
IC 065 99615

£ 5.50

ENGLISH VIRGINALISTS
IC 065 99609

£ 5.50

FRESCOBALDI
First Book of Caprices
IC 157 99835/6

NEWCWAY 6390

SPECIALIST

"EASTCROFT", 39 PARGOLLA ROAD,
NEWGUAY, CORNWALL TR71RP

Two records £ 9.00

The Well Tempered Clavier ( The 48 Preludes and Fugues)
IC 153 99752-6
Five record set £22.50

HI-FI
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I
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BRITISH

ON COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR
LISTENING ROOM
Agents for: A & R, B & W, KEF, IMF, Meridian, Mordaunt Short,
Quad, Rogers, SMC, Spendor, STD etc
-I- THE BEST OF THE REST

Two records £ 9.00
.111,1 CICI
1_,J

Catalogue on request

harmonia mundi records

Open: Tues. —

Sat.

Easy parking

47-51 chalton street london NW 1 1HY 01-380 0752
76 Bedford Road, Kempston, Beds.
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Tel: 0234 854133

The source switch has positions for pickup ( no MC), tuner and aux
(which can second as tape circuit 2). Monitoring tape circuit 1is by pressswitch. Similar switches also activate low filter and loudness. Rear signal
interfaces are phono sockets ( no DIN) and the speaker cables are
connected to spring- loaded terminals. The mains cable plugs into the rear.
The amplifier also has peak- responding power output indicators ( lightemitting diodes) which, referred to 8ohms, read from 0.005 to 40 watts.
This particular model, though, has just a single speaker circuit—no
terminals or switching for an additional pair—but it does have a
headphone jack socket. ( Model PM350 incorporates facilities for two
pairs of speakers, along with other extras, but the owner's manual is
common to both models and the differences between the two are not
clearly defined.)
In the lab it was found that the protection can come in alittle too early
and cause distortion when the load has afairly wide phase angle. This is
Fig. 7

shown in the lab chart by the Z, output at 16 kHz being about 1.6dB
below the 8- ohm output. Unfortunately, the distortion at HF tended to
climb steadily as the output approached the protection threshold, then
rising swiftly after the threshold. There is no actual 'cut-off' action.
You will see that even at 10dB output the distortion factor at 16 kHz
was relatively high across ZL.
The oscillogram ( fig. 7) shows the nature of
the distortion residue, which is even more startling than that of the Seoum.
Across pure resistance and at lower frequencies the distortion factor was
nearly amagnitude less.
Mains ripple components, on the other hand, were well down at full
power, but the residual hum plus noise was atrifle higher than Iwould
have expected, though the noise- only result was very good. Once more
we have aslew factor greater than 5 ( it is along time since Imeasured a
factor less than 5, so it would seem that all designers are now well aware of
TID and how to ensure its absence!). Damping factor was adequate in my
opinion and held reasonably steady over the spectrum. Pickup preamplifier headrooms were high enough not to cause trouble with all
conventional cartridges, and Icannot criticise the pickup signal/noise
ratio nor the offset voltages across the speaker terminals.
The pen chart ( fig. 8) shows 'typical' tone control characteristics, RIAA
eq of reasonable accuracy ( but in my opinion again too extended at both
ends), aclassic loudness response, alow roll- off rate low filter, and atuner
frequency response in the centre position of the tone controls which is not
perfectly flat.
Here, then, we have an amplifier which is likely to give its best when
partnered with reasonably efficient speakers and designs which hold fairly
to page 99

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

TECHNICS SU V2

JVC AX1

SEOUM SA4160

MARANTZ PM310

Output per channel, max 20 Hz-20 kHz
8 ohms both driven ( W/dB):
4 ohms both driven (W/dB):
8 ohms one driven (W/dB):
4 ohms one driven (W/dB):

48/16.8
53/14.3
50/17
72/15.6

32/15
42/13.2
34/15.3
53/14.2

72/18.6
see text
91/19.5
121/17.8

22/13.4
25/11
30/14.8
40/13

Headroom 1kHz 8 ohms/4 ohms ( dB):

0.2/0.7

0.2/0.25

0.67/see text

0.5/0.5

Dynamic headroom 1kHz 20ms IHF bursts
4 ohms one channel driven (dB):

1 ( meters very fast
responding peak)

1 ( meters fast responding
peak)

ea

1.3

Output per channel, max 1kHz (
IHF bursts)
2.7 ohms one channel driven ( dB):

15.3

14.8 ( protection triggers
steadystate sinewave)

see text

12-1 ( fast peak•responding
meters)

Recovery from 10dB IHF burst overload (ms):

very fast

vinually instantaneous

see text

very fast

Output per channel, max 16 kHz (
one driven)
8 ohms/Z, ( dB):

17.4/17.4

15.6/15.6

19.5/19.5

14-8/13.2

Dist worst channel 10dB output 8 ohms 300 Hz (%):
10dB output Z„ 16 kHz (%):
10dB output 8 ohms IkHz
50 mV input to MM pickup (%):

0.013
0.014 Fig. 1

0.009
0.008 Fig. 3

0.006
0.04 Fig. 5

0-04
0.1 Fig. 7

0.012

0.009 mostly noise

0.02

0.04

Vector sum of 50,100 and 150Hz mains ripple
at maximum 300 Hz 8- ohm output (dB):

-87

-75 (diminishes when drive
reduced)

-88

-80

Slew factor IHF at 8 ohms and rated output (dB):

>5

>5

>5

>5

Damping factor 3dB output ( BSI) 40/1 k/20k Hz:

60/60/50

66/66/50

100/100/80

44/50/44

Frequency response and tone controls

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

Fig. 8
—

Filter responses

Fig. 2

—

Fig. 6

Pickup frequency response RIAA eq tape o/p:

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

Fig. 8

Pickup overload input
10 Hz MM/MC ( mV):
1kHz MM/MC ( mV):
40 kHz MM/MC ( mV):

20
160
1400

18
160
700

14
130
750

17
160
1400

Pickup S/N ref OdB output (
inputs loaded IHF)
MM ref 5mV input (dB):
MC ref O.5mV input (dB):

73
—

73.5
—

80
74 approx.

74.5
—

Residual hum+noise wideband ( pV):

450

420

350

600

Residual noise (
pV):

185

150

100

100

Offset voltage at output L/R(d.c.mV):

-1-2/-1.2

1.7/ - 13

- 18.6/77

3-4/-24

Notes: Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated load. Noise
weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewave into 8ohms resistive,
500 mV input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifier and power amplifier sections
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD RILVIEW
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coupled together as for normal operation. Z, corresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation
o 5 ohms modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase angle at 16 kHz approx.
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LONDON AREA

SYSTEMS
LEWISHAM HI-FI
We are main dealers for Technics, Trio, AR, Tannoy,
Toshiba,
Wharfedale,
Sanyo,
Hitachi,
Pioneer,
National, Rogers, Sony.
Competitive prices on all makes of Hi -Fi equipment.

57 Lee High Road, Lewisham, SE13.
Telephone 01-852 5487

HAMPSHIRE

WEST MIDLANDS

• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents: ADC, Aiwa, AKG, AR, A & R, Ariston, BW,
Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Dumpa, Decca, Dual, Denon, Electro
Companiet, Elite, Eumig, Entre, FR, Gale, Grado, Harbeth,
IMF, KEF, Linn-Sondek, Lentek, Meridian, Maxell, Michell,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Nightingale, Ortofon,
QED, QUAD, RAM, Revox, Rogers, Radford, Sansui,
Sennheiser, SME, Spendor, STD, Stanton, Stax, Sugden,
Supex, Tangent, TDK, Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha and
others.

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Demonstration tackles and speciallst service for a wide range of high
quart,' sound equipment including:

ADC Aiwa, Ake, Aka ABA, Ariston. Audiomaster, Audio Techmca,
B&W. Beyer, Calres Cambridge, Castle, Coke Chartwell Connoisseur,
Demo. Dual Dynasector, Elite. Empire. Entré, Formula 4, Garrard
Glans Grado, Hadcock, Haller, Harbeth. Heybrook, IMF, JR. JVC KEF.
Lentek, Linn, LN8. Lowther, Lux. Matants Meridian Michell, Mission,
Monitor Audio. Mordaunt-Short ,Nakamichi -Neal Ortolan Pioneer,
QEDQuact RAMReference. Reties Rogers Rot« Sansuk Sennheiser
Shure, Signet SMC SME, Sonus Spender. STD, Sugden, Tangent
Therein, Toshiba, Trio, Ultimo, Wharfedale, Yamaha,

Hampshire Audio Ltd

Firewaye High Fidelity Ltd., 12 lelington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0887,
9.30-6.00 Monday-Saturday

8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2877 or 65232

RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS

CHESHIRE

Lost in the Hifi Jungle?
the territories of:

HEAR
THE TRUTH

Raga, Cale, A & R, Linn Sondek, ProAc, Lentek, Mission,
Electrocornpaniet,

Phone WILMSLOW 526213
for an expert guide to

LANCASHIRE

For all that's best in real Hi -Fi

Michell,

Systemdek,

Tresharn

Audio.

Sup.,

JOE,

Syrinx,

Quantum,

Koetsu,

Dynavector,

Nagaoka, ADC, JBL, Elite. Sugden, Trio. Entre, Stax. Fidelity
Research,

Diesis,

Quad,

Jeweltone,

Oracle,

Heybrook.

Nag at ron j
cs.

Demonstrations strictly by appointment Phone Gradlett 3773

at

Radian Audio Consultants. 141 Watl, Street. 'Wien Nertfordshire

AIWA • ARISTON • AUDIOMASTER • 13 Er W • DALESFORD • () UAL •
GRADO • HARBETH • HITACHI • JVC • KEF • LION • MITSUBISHI.
NAGAOKA • ORTOFON • RAM • ROGERS • SALORA • STD •
THORENS • ULTIMO • VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE •

(NEW MILTON) LTD.

SOUND ADVICE FROM EXPERT STAFF

SPECIALISTS IN SOUND!

MINIMUM OF 2 YEARS GUARANTEE ON ALL PRODUCTS.
(SERVICE DEPT ON THE PREMISES,
OUR PRICES ARE USUALLY LOWER THAN THOSE QUOTED BY
THE SO CALLED ' DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES'

)

.
SWIFT
OF WILMSLOVV

Street ,
Wilmslow. Cheshire.
5Swan

Holdings Photo Audio
Darwen Street
Mincing Lane
BLACKBURN

AUDIO HI-FI CENTRE

Bang and Olufsen, Tandberg, Quad, Sony, KEF,
IMF, etc.
Receivers, Amplifiers, Cassette and Reel Decks
Accessories and High Quality Music Centres
All plus our enviable after sales service
Hi -Fi and Acoustic Engineers for 40 years
51/53 Old Milton Road, New Milton, Hants.
Tel: 611290

EULIPION/
UDION/
AMIPLYTHE
BEST
81 WILMSLOW ROAD,RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061-2254448 061-2486206

IN IRELAND

LINNSONDEK
A&R A60

THE

The Cotswolds leading HiFi
Equipment Specialists
S.T.D.
Quad
Rogers
Sugden

Most leading brands stocked
Full demonstration facilities
Friendly assistance from
experienced staff.

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
TV & HI- Fl CENTRE
35 CASTLE STREET,
CIRENCESTER
TELEPHONE 4756
92

NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA, JVC,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, FERROGRAPH,
IMF, SONY, DENON, DUAL

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT
SPENDOR

DENYO

QED

ELITE

HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI, TECHNICS, J.V.C,
AR., K.E.F., MORDAUNT SHORT, MARANTZ, SONY,
QUAD, AKAI, ROTEL, TANNOY, TOSHIBA, TEAC,
NAT- PAN,
TDK,
TRIO,
MONITOR
AUDIO,
AUDIOMASTER,
SENNHEISER,
FISHER,
AUREX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL: 22317

NICK DAKIN

REAL HI-FI

JR

12c1 's

EAST MIDLANDS

IRELAND

SUPEX

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

HEYBROOK

and many other leading makes.

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

WE WILL EQUAL ANY RETAILERS PRICE
DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE

ENTRE

SATIN

45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM

DISCWASHER

783 862

Phone today for an appointment—after all, it
costs nothing to listen and compare.

NOEL CLONEY

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON

AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmine,
Dublin 6

ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Telephone:
ALAN WALDER, ADVERTISING MANAGER

Tel: 961316

01-686 2599

mirk

•

LINCOLNSHIRE

SURREY
WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

[THE CRITICS CHOICE
Main agents for Linn, Ariston, Thorens, S.T.D.,
Michell, Revox, Nytech, Meridian, Mission,
Classic, II
m, Crimson, B & O. Technics,
Optonica, Pioneer, Trio, Hitachi, Sansui, B & W.
Celef, Dual, Castle, IMF, Sigma, Bose, Lentek,
Heybrook, etc, etc,.
64 A HIGH STREET, LINCOLN.
Telephone Lincoln 38 718

,

248-256 STATION ROAD

ADDLES] ONL , ufrilseY

Probably the largest range of Audio, TV

& Video in the

Home Counties. Demonstrations anytime WM

pop

in!

MOST BRANDS STOCKED INCLUDING:
AR, JBL, KEF, LUXMAN, MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTONICA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY, TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

WEYBRIDGE 54522 ( 5 lines)
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Four £200 cassette decks
N THIS review we look at adual-speed cassette deck from America
I ( the BIC T2), amachine from Grundig of Germany ( CF5100) which
includes the ' High Corn' noise reduction system, and two standard decks
from Japan, the Pioneer CT400 and Teac A660. But before examining
the individual decks it will be helpful to discuss some more general
points. When the Philips cassette first came onto the market it was, to say
the least, anoisy low fi recording medium. But by the end of the sixties
Dolby Laboratories had developed an acceptable system which greatly
reduced the noise and increased the fidelity. It does this by raising the
amplitude of low-level HF signals during the record process to lift them
well above the noise floor, and reverses the process on replay, thus
retaining the improved S/N ratio. With acorrectly adjusted system you
end up with the same gain at all frequencies and a dynamic range
capacity of around 60 dB. However, the main drawback of the cassette
system is still that it fails to retain enough of the original dynamic
information. The dynamic range of the most massive music can
approach 80dB, and thus must be compressed; such compression is
worse at high frequencies, although metal tapes are helping to overcome
this on some of the better class machines.
Most program material can be accommodated within a60dB span,
but even though the Dolby- B system can achieve this by providing an
improvement of 10 dB, there is still quite alot of ground to be made up if
the very loudest musical peaks and the quietest 'silences' are to be
handled with complete safety. In the mid seventies the dbx Corporation
launched a2: 1compresser/expander system which could produce an
80-90 dB dynamic range on cassette, and very spectacular it is to listen
to; but many people can hear it ' breath' as the noise- gate opens and
closes. On certain pieces of music this can be very distracting.
Telefunken's ' High Com' which is fitted to the Grundig CF5100 is
similar to dbx but does not have the same rate of compression or
expansion and is reputed not to breath quite so much. But, as we shall
see, although we did not detect breathing the sample we looked at did
have its problems.
High-speed working is not new to me because Iwas testing cassette
tape at ni/s as long ago as 1976. Indeed, quite alot of C60 low- noise
cassette tape is supplied to the audiovisual market for operating at this
higher speed. So it was with some interest that we looked at the BIC T2
with its dual- speed facility. Unlike the other decks in this review, the T2
is not able to work with metal tapes. But at its higher speed it compares
very favourably with metal tape.
Finally, before we take an in-depth look at the four decks Ifeel that a
mention should be made of aword that doesn't seem to be very popular
with some equipment manufacturers: ' reliability'. Although all the decks
were obtained direct from the manufacturers or their importers, during
the course of the tests all four failed in some way or other. This would not
be so bad if it were just an isolated case, but manufacturers seem unable
to send their decks out correctly set-up and in full working order. Having
been heavily involved in the cassette tape industry for over five years I
was always taking knocks for variations of 1to 2dB, yet it would appear
that we must be quite happy, as reviewers, to allow the hardware
manufacturers to produce equipment to this same low standard. During
the time Ispent with atape manufacturer agreat deal of pressure was
placed on us by Angus McKenzie and Gordon King to improve the tapes
that we produced, and quite rightly so. Now that Iam on the consultants'
side of the fence Iwill do everything that actively encourages equipment
manufacturers to improve their standards.

The CF5100 is not to my mind as attractive as the Pioneer CT400,
although the controls are well laid out and easy to use—apart from the
start button to which Iwill return later. The cassettes are loaded into a
'direct loading' cassette drive, which is situated at the right-hand end of
the machine, with a removable plastic dust cover being supplied to
protect the heads when there is no cassette inserted. The single
record/replay head is of the Sendust type, with a twin- gap
erase head. Immediately to the left of the transport are six mechanically
operating push- buttons that control the deck functions. They are fastwind and rewind, record and play, pause and stop. Most of them are
fairly easy to use and Ifound them to be positive in operation apart from
the start button, which required afair deal of pressure to get it to lock into
place. In fact it required so much force that on several occasions the deck
moved away from me unless Iheld it with my other hand. Above the deck
control buttons there is athree- digit counter with azero re- set control.
There are no timer or memory facilities on this machine.
A variable output control is fitted that swings the output level from
500 mV to 1-5 V, at 0dB/VU. Tape selection is by three push- buttons
which select ferric, chrome and metal tapes. Ferrochrome can be
selected by pressing both the ferric and chrome switches together. Two
LED level meters are located slightly left of centre and consist of ten
segments per channel reading from — 20 to + 5dB. The LEDs changed
colour as the level increased, from green for signals below 0dB, to
yellow at 0 and to red above. Imust point out that the multi-lingual
instruction book gave very little advice on adjusting the machine to the
correct level, and while the recommended level of 0dB was correct for
ferric it was some 2dB below optimum on metal tapes.
Beneath the meters are dual- concentric friction- coupled input level
controls which have the added feature of an adjustable stop. This
enables the user to pre-set the record level to any point between zero and
maximum and to refer to the same level again at alater date. To the left of
the level controls are the two noise- reduction switches, one for High
Com and the other for playing back Dolby cassettes.
The single DIN microphone socket is intended primarily for use with
Grundig's series of stereo mikes, although with the aid of a special
adaptor it can be used with a pair of mono models. Insertion of the
microphone plug disconnects the line input from other souces. The
sensitivity for microphones is 600 pV across 5k- ohm, and asecondary
input is available for phono of 120 mV into 1 meg. The line input

Grundig CF5100
DURING THE late fifties and for most of the sixties, to many people the
world of tape recording meant one word: Grundig. Their reel-to-reel
machines became famous for technical performance and reliability.
Unfortunately, with the advent of the cassette Grundig's customers
began to buy the smaller more convenient machines, and for several
years in the UK their tape recorders became amemory from the past. But
now the company is fighting back with anew range, which includes the
CF5100.
The main feature of this deck is that it incorporates High Com, anoise
reduction system developed by Telefunken. High Com is designed to
increase the dynamic range capacity of arecorder from amere 50 dB or
so to astaggering 80 dB, across the entire frequency spectrum. This is
achieved by compressing the signal during the recording process and
expanding it again during playback. The ' breathing' problems associated
with systems of this type have been overcome by Telefunken, who have
split the spectrum into separate bands and treated each band on its own.
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SURREY

YORKSHIRE

SURREY'S LEADING
AUDIO- VIDEO
CENTRE
* MICRO- COMPUTERS
* RECORDS
* HI-FI
* VIDEO
* TELEVISION
27 Chobham Road
Woking
Surrey GU21 1JD
Tel Woking 4667/4926

3 MARINE COURT

lb 8;

4

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA
EAST SUSSEX

HIFI

TN38 ODX

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.

Tel. Hastings (0424) 439150

Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

Main Agents for:
NAO., HITACHI, TECHNICS PIONEER,
SANSUI, MISSION, KEF HAFLER,

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

PLUS ALL HIFI MAP,KETS PRODUCTS.

EAST SUSSEX

JEFFRIES HI-FI

SCOTLAND

WEST SUSSEX

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity

As recommended by HI-FI ANSWERS—April 1979
Oracle, Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox,
Nytech, A & R., Rega, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal
Ferrograph, Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg,
Sansui, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK,
Thorens,
Entre,
Grace,
S.M.C., A.K.G.,
Mordaunt Short, Castle, Gale, Hadcock, J.R.,
Nakamichi, Tannoy, J.B.E., Trio, Black Tulip,
K.E.F., A.R.C., Azak, Syrinx, Griffen, Tresham.
Sony, Heybrook, Ariston, etc...
FULL CREDIT FACILITES
Up to 3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here
(BOWERS

eWILKINS)

34 Northumberland Street,

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Edinburgh

TeLVIloithing 64141

031 557 1672

Late night dems. Wed. 6-9.00 pm.

IERES
H141

NAIRN

Agents for: Yamaha, JVC, KEF Monitor
Audio, Videotone, Sansui, Enigma,
Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rega, Quad, Dual & Naka.rnichi,
Neal, Sugden, Allison.

e

YORKSHIRE

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

WHEN ANSWERING

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED

0977-553066
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Video Stockists

WE SPECIALISE ONLY IN HI-FI
FOTOSONIC HOUSE

TELEPHONE 695776 ( 0273)

RAWSON SQUARE
grOeMPORID

DUAL

rr-

LINN
THORENS

Fl

ARISTON

ITTOK

A&R

DOWNSTAIRS—all the popular hi-fi
and video.
KEEN PRICES

AZAK
EXPOSURE

. . the good deal store

ISOBARIK

NIGHTINGALE
MISSION

BRADFORD 22972

UPSTAIRS the best electronics with
speakers £200 plus.
QUAD

MORD SHORT

A.R.C.

GRADO

S.M.E.
ORTOFON

AIWA
AIWA

SANSUI
RODGERS

KEESONIC AUDIOTECH AUDIOMASTER SUGDEN

THE BEST OF
BRITISH HI- Fl
1YORK PLACE, BRIGHTON
km.in
Closed Monday

I

F1

0667 52230.

ERIC WILEY

BRIGHTON

H

76 HIGH STREET,
NAIRN, SCOTLAND.

HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

MENTION HI-FI NEWS

B&W

for

136 PORTLAND ROAD,

4 Albert
Parade,
Green
Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: ( 0323)
31336
69 London Rd., Brighton. Tel: 609431
Brighton closed Monday
Rega, Eastbourne only,

IT HELPS TO

MUSIC

SOUNDS SUPREME

o

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
Hi Fi Consultants for

QUAD, ROGERS, SUGDEN, EXPOSURE, GRANT
LUMLEY, RADFORD, CRIMSELECT, ISLEWORTH,
ARO, CAMBRIDGE, SAE, STD, ARISTON, TEAC,
TASCAM, REVOX, SONY, BLACK TULIP, TECHNICS,
ETC.
Also, Worksop's only

Bang &

Olufsen dealer

Demonstrations by appointment only
10IA Ecclesall Road
39 Carlton Road
SHEFFIELD SI I8HY &
WORKSOP, Notts.
Tel: 23365
Tel: 87762
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sensitivity is 0-2 mV into 1-6 k. A single toggle switch is mounted at the
extreme left-hand side of the front panel to control the mains supply.
Unfortunately, as the machine is not logic controlled the deck does not
drop out of the play position when the supply is disconnected, so one
has to remember to stop the machine before switching off, otherwise the
pinch- roller could become damaged.
At the rear there are two cables, one for the supply and the other
(which is 1metre long) is terminated in afive- pin DIN plug, which may
suit some amplifiers but not all. It is of course possible to use an adaptor
lead, but Iwould have thought it made far more sense to use the more
normal phono/DIN combination of sockets on the rear panel. The output
of the machine is only available during play, in accordance with DIN
requirements.

Mechanics

The cassette drive is derived from asingle DC servo- motor coupled via a
belt to aflywheel, which apart from being directly coupled to the capstan
also drives the appropiate spool, depending upon the mode. The
operating buttons for the various deck modes are mechanically connected to the transport mechanism, and although the instruction book
states that one can go from function to function without going through
stop, Iwould not advise this—especially bearing in mind that there is no
effective braking on the supply spool.
To test transport control Isimply insert aTDK MAR cassette, which
has crystal-clear sides, and observe how well the machine controls the
tape through its various functions. The CF5100 is fine in all modes
accept when stopping from fast- wind, when on several occasions Isaw
tape being spilled into the cassette body. It is possible under these
conditions for a cassette to jam, especially if it is removed from the
machine in this state. All the various take-up and supply torques were
reasonable, and in themselves should not create any problems with
cassettes, but Ido have serious doubts about the braking system. Total
wow and flutter measured 0.15%.

Electronics

This machine came out as best of the four decks in terms of dynamic
range at both ends of the spectrum ( see fig. 1) and was also the bee setup model for metal tape, especially for its record/replay response
without Hi- Corn ( fig. 2a). It auditioned superbly when used in this
mode, but it did not fair so well on pre-recorded Dolby tapes, which
reproduced with too much treble cut. However, reproduction of
standard test- tapes gave a response within 1dB out to the recorded
upper limits. With Hi- Corn in use, the record/replay responses suffered a
slight lift below 1kHz at high recorded levels ( figs. 2b and c).
On chrome and ferric Ithought that it was biased too low, as it tended
to favour low- bias tapes. This seems a pity, as many good tapes are
found just above the DIN bias slot, which Ithink most people agree is a
little out of date. Indeed this is supported by universal acceptance of the
new I
EC recommendations which have just been bought up to date to
include all the new tape formulations. Unfortunately atechnical problem
arose just before we were due to plot the Grundig's ferric performance
figures. This was no fault of the deck and we apologise for the missing
curves and HF compression data in this model, but we did take adequate
general notes for overall assessment of ferric performance. Best results
on chrome were obtained with BASF Chrome II and Contek CrO., and
FIG.2
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on Ferric with Memorex MRX3 and Pyral Super Ferrite, along with Sony
BHF.
Iexperience afew problems with the high sensitivity of the DIN input,
where the gain control is situated afterthe input stages which means that
they can very easily be overloaded. However, during auditioning we
used a QED attenuator with complete success, and although the
CF5100 would not match directly into the majority of Japanese or
American amplifiers, it should give no problems with the majority of
European models, which tend to have adjustable inputs and outputs.
The High-Com did present one problem in the form of pumping on
high level signals of 10 kHz. if a signal of 10dB below Dolby was
injected for 30 seconds or more, the unit started asevere pumping action
at regular intervals, varying from — 20 to — 30 dB in level. But to be fair to
Grundig, we could not repeat this effect with signals of short
duration—and it was not aproblem during subjective tests. However,
although this is untroublesome in use it is something that Grundig
should pay attention to.

Subjective
For the auditioning we used aLinn LP 12 with an Wok and Asak, fed into
aNaim amplifier and then to apair of Spendor BC is. All four decks were
connected to the tape output socket in turn and an identical program
recorded. Levels were set with the aid of aB & Kpink- noise test record to
0dB on the level meters.
Connecting the Grundig to the Naim was no problem, due to the QED
attenuator, and the CF5100 auditioned extremely well: overall
there was more depth, good detail and plenty of information at the top
end. If anything the tonal balance of the recording was alittle bright, but
not unduly so. The bass was nicely controlled. We also listened to some
Decca pre-recorded cassettes, and this was the only time that the
performance of the Grundig fell behind that of the Teac. The detail and
clarity of material recorded on the CF5100 itself had gone, and in fact we
preferred the results without the Dolby noise reduction circuit in use.
Overall, then, avery good machine provided you are not bothered
about compatibility. Apart from the problem on the High- Corn Ifeel that
Grundig should increase the bias on the ferric and chrome positions to
become compatible with the IEC reference tapes. But in the
record/playback tests on metal this deck reigned supreme among the
four reviewed here. Certainly worth considering if you are in the market
for amachine around £ 170.

Pioneer CT400
VISUALLY THIS deck had the greatest impact of the four, with its clean
uncluttered lines and sleek front panel. Everything seemed to be in just
the right place, both aesthetically and operationally. Apart from being
the cheapest of the four decks at around £ 140, it is also the smallest,
occupying just over 10cm in rack height. Also, although the CT400 is
one of the cheaper Pioneer decks it does have the ability to cope with all
current tapes, including metal. Unfortunately our first sample of the
machine was faulty, so all our results apply to areplacement model.
The first thing that catches the eye is the large dark purple bezel of the
twin gas- discharge level meters. When the deck is switched on the
legend strip glows in anot- too- bright turquoise. The bezel also contains
a three- digit mechanical counter ( without memory functions) and
beneath the bezel are the main control switches, with four finger- touch,
logic- controlled deck- operating buttons. Alongside these are four
toggle type switches that select bias, equalisation, Dolby and recordmute. Unfortunately, although two switches are provided for tape
selection Pioneer do not say which is for eq and which for bias, and
neither is the Dolby- B circuit provided with an MPX filter. So if you
wanted to use this deck for recording from FM radio you should ensure
that the tuner had its own pilot- tone filter.
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To the right of the selector switches are three jack sockets, two for
microphones and the third for headphones, the latter offering plenty of
volume for both high and low impedance phones. Above these is the
dual- concentric input gain control, but there is no provision for
controlling output level. At the other end of the machine is the eject
button, mains switch and the timer select switch, which will start the
deck in either record or play mode when the mains is switched on.
Microphone input sensitivity is 0.3 mV at 10 k, and phono is 50 mV at
75k, while line output level is 450 mV into 50k. The machine features a
Sendust record/replay head and atwin- gap ferrite erase head.
The cassettes are housed in aforward tilting door that swings out from
the top, the heads being located at the bottom of the machine. Access for
95

We Need Space— Limited Stock Available
High Technology Loudspeaker Driver
Typical Fequency Response

Typical Frequency Response

MRHF

Strathearn SMA2
• Direct Drive •
e Ortofon VMS20 Mk II •
Cartridge Fitted •
• Colour Black •
• Del UK £ 69.99 •
•
•
I

Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
System Power Rating 100 Watt Max.
Above 400 Hz-20 kHz
Dim 590x128
Weight 3.3 kg
Tweeter may be used as Mid Range—with Optional Super Tweeter
Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean at 1 metre
As used in the Infinity System

Strathearn SM 2000
• Direct Drive
• Ortofon VMS20 Mk II
Cartridge Fitted
• Colour Silver
• Recommended by
HiFi choice
• Del UK £ 89.99

1 Pair MRHF plus two Toroidal Transformers

Delivered U.K. £119-99

STRATH EARN AUDIO LTD
Large Range of Spare Parts Available
Service & Repair Enquiries Invited
R. F. R. Dowling
7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462 71272/78155

The TRANSCRIBER

IMAGINE
the sound you would get if only you could
copy 15 ¡ Ps Dolby A master tapes straight onto your cassette
deck
NOW STOP DAYDREAMING — we've done it for you! Libra
Realsound cassettes are precision real-time transfers by Gemini
Sound of superb crossed- pair stereo master recordings.
LRS108 The George Malcolm Piano Trio give superb performances of Beethoven
Trios Op. 1 Nos 1 & 3.
LRS109 Gerald Gifford plays arecital of 18th Century music on the fine Phelps organ
in Hexham Abbey.
Both at£8.62 each post free
LRS104 Ken Morrish plays aselection of popular numbers on the Wurlitzer organ in
the Bath Pavilion.
LRS111 The Shortwayeband with some of their brilliant arrangements of traditional
Irish and Scottish tunes.
Both at £ 6.90 each post free

British Made, and the only high technology parallel
tracking turntable made in Britain. Magnificent Glass
case, the table for the perfectionist. Sold only Direct
f155.00p with cartridge.
19 Charnvvood Street, Sutton in Ashfield Notts.
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Available by post from: WHITETOWER RECORDS
2

Roche Gardens, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK36HR.

Telephone enquiries to Gemini Sound on ( 025 672) 2605

HADCOCK GH 220 ARM

The Hadcock GH 220 arm is an entirely new 4 bearing advanced design developed from the GH 228, but
incorporates pre- loaded miniature stainless steel instrument bearings resulting in extremely low friction. The
method of weight adjustment is very accurate and by using asmall rider weight calibration is simple. The arm- tube
is damped completely. The whole top arm tube is detachable by means of gold plated plug and socket. The
headshel Is are available separately. Stainless steel arm tubes are now available and the complete arm with stainless
steel arm tube is the GH 220 s/s
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Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN, England
Telephone: Uttoxeter 2452
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cleaning is provided by removing the plastic cover to the door, which is
held on by two screws; once this is done, cleaning the heads, capstan
and pinch- roller is afairly simple task.

Mechanics
Despite its small size the CT400 handles the cassette tape exceedingly
well. At no time during the test program or mechanical evaluation did the
tape go out of control. Full logic control means that it is possible to go
directly from one function to another without having to go via stop, and
although Ideliberately tried to foul-up the logic system, in no way could
Iget it to misbehave itself.
Rewind was rather slow, taking some 138 seconds to rewind aTDK
MAR C90. Take-up torque is moderate and the deck should handle the
folded- foil type of cassettes without any problem. Many manufacturers
fail to provide enough back- tension, with the result that cassettes tend
to overun. Personally Iwould like to see the recommended 8 grams
adopted, and not the mere 2-4 grams that many manufacturers use,
including Pioneer. But despite this there were no tape handling
problems with the CT400.
All deck functions are driven from asingle motor, which is connected
to both flywheel and transport system. Although this type of arrangement is very simple and easy to maintain, it does tend to suffer from poor
wow and flutter, basically because all the moving parts are connected
together. We measured an average W & Ffigure of around 0-9%, which is
not very good at all. Perhaps I
should mention exactly how we measu re the
W & Fof cassette decks and what we are looking for.
Initially we record a3-15 kHz tone onto the cassette at areasonably
high level, and although much of the W & Fwill come from the cassette
itself we use particular types which are very good in this respect, while
the results are averaged across three different cassettes. On playback the
signal is fed into ameter which measures the frequency variations of the
3-15 kHz tone using FM detectors. The output is weighted to international agreements, of which there are three main ones: DIN ( quasipeak detection), NAB ( average detection, RMS calibrated) and JIS
(RMS detection). The interesting difference between these standards is
that the DIN figure will always appear worse than the other two.
Apart from the basic W & Ffigure, which does not tell us the cause of
any problem, we also analyse the flutter component using areal-time
third- octave analyser which operates from 0-22 to 180 Hz. This type of
analysis allows us to pinpoint the individual components of adeck that
are actually causing problems.
Having related the wonders of our measurement method Ihave to
admit that we found the results on the Pioneer rather confusing because
of the single motor drive. There was not one or even two main problem
areas, but ten or more, all producing variations on the capstan.

In the ferric position I
preferred Sony AHF, Fuji FX1 and TDK 0.D, which
means that the deck is biased in the middle of the current bevy of ferric
tapes. On chrome we again liked BASF Chrome II, although the results
were slightly better with TDK SAX. In fact many more tapes than these
will perform on the recorder reasonably well, but these definitely gave
the best overall results without affecting the tonal balance of music.
Metal was disappointing; as the results show, it was only marginally
better than the chrome. But this is typical of many machines around this
price tag and Imust admit it is very difficult for amanufacturer to decide
where to draw the line with machines built to aprice. Certainly Pioneer
are not alone in this. As one dealer put it to me ' no cassette deck under
£200 works well on metal'—he is probably right. But to set the record
straight, Ihave seen excellent results from Pioneer decks on metal
formulations. You pays your price and takes your choice, it is as simple as
that; however, if you wish to use metal on the CT400, then we found that
Denon DXM and TDK MA gave the best results.
Subjective
As we expected, metal was adisapointment, but the results were very
good with chrome tapes—especially when we left the Dolby circuits
switched off. On aThelma Houston album the results with metal were
dull, but with an extended bass, Vivaldi was muddy and heavy, and
a Dire Straits track sounded softer but with a good stereo image.
However, with chrome and no Dolby the performance was nearly up to
that for the Grundig subjectively, only lacking in dynamic range.
A nice looking deck, then, whose performance doesn't live up to its
looks. If you want aPioneer, Isuggest that you look at one of the more
expensive models like the CTF 750.

Teac A660
THE TEAC A660 is a 2- head, two- motor deck with logic control and
facilities for ferric, chrome and metal tapes. It also includes Dolby noise
reduction for around £ 170. Apart from aproblem with level when the
Dolby was activated on the first machine, and aminor difficulty with the
record- enable switch on the second sample, the A660 was the best setup machine of the four decks in terms of its non- Dolby record/replay
responses. In fact it tested on ferric, chrome and metal more like agood
cassette deck should. The responses were flat and the bias slots nicely in
the middle of various tape groups.

Electronics
For its price the CT400 performed fairly well on the three basic tape
types, but we have come across something which Iregard as amajor
problem with Pioneer decks: poor Dolby alignment. Icannot see the
point of installing any noise reduction system if it reduces the performance capability of the deck. Many manufacturers can get it right, so why
can't Pioneer? Some 2dB is lost on HF saturation ( the dotted lines on
Pioneer ferric and metal bar- graphs in fig. 1 show the no- Dolby
performance) and the frequency response at low levels is noticeably
altered (see fig. 3) The latter was not helped in this instance by a
response bias of the same general shape ( but not so severe) when Dolby
was not applied.
The playback- only response alignment was good on both ferric and
chrome, being within 1dB up to 12-5 kHz on the two calibration tapes.
f
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The front panel of the machine is neat, being grouped into three main
areas. On the left-hand side of the panel is the front loading cassette
compartment, access to which is gained via atilt forward door with an
inbuilt cassette tray. When the door is forward aguard plate is brought out
to protect the heads. Cleaning of the heads and pinch- roller is facilitated
by removing acover on the door while it is open, then by closing it again
so that the guard is placed in the operating position. A twin- gap erase
head is fitted and aSendust record/replay head.
The transport controls are located in the centre of the machine and are
of the lightweight touch variety laid out in the familiar Teac configuration. Apart from the usual transport and record buttons, arecord- mute
button is provided. Red LEDs are fitted to indicate record, mute and
pause. Above the transport controls is athree- digit mechanical counter
with memory, that allows you either to stop at 999 or automatically to
put the deck into play mode.
Two large peak- level meters are provided which seemed to work very
accurately, and although they have adynamic range of 25 dB we had no
problems in use. Beneath the meters, four switches of the toggle type
select memory, bias, eq and noise reduction. The bias switch has three
positions for metal, chrome and normal, there being no provision for
ferrochrome. The eq switch has the same markings and the two switches
are designed to be operated together. The Dolby switch is astraight
on/off type, with no MPX filter provision for FM radio.
Three jack- sockets are located next to the Dolby switch, being the
inputs for microphone ( with an input sensitivity of 250 pV at 2000) and
headphone outputs suitable for both high and low impedance models.
The output level to both the headphones and the phono sockets,
situated at the back of the machine, are adjustable with the output level
control, the basic line output level being 300 mV into 50 k, with phono
input sensitivity of 60 mV into 50 k.

Mechanics
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Being a dual- motor drive type of machine, we did see a reasonable
wow- and- flutter figure and analysis. The average result was around
0-15 to 0-25% ( DIN weighted), with the majority of the variations
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coming from the flywheel and the cassette itself. The logic control
system is quick and precise to use, the functions being under the control
of amicroprocessor, and although it was possible to transfer from one
function to another directly, I
encountered no problems because the tape
is kept effectively under control at all times.
Take-up and fast- wind torques were alittle on the high side and could
be lower. However, they are not likely to cause any problems in
operation unless you buy inferior cassettes that are badly slit. Cassettes
of this type tend to jam very easily, especially with machines of higher
torque.

Electronics
This deck gave the best results on playback of pre-recorded Dolby
cassettes and on Dolby record/replay with metal ( fig. 4c). In fact it was
only ' High Com' that gave the Grundig the best overall rating, and note
should be taken of the well extended bass response here, albeit achieved
at the expense of some irregularity below 120 Hz. The only minor
problem we found in using the machine was that the input sensitivity
was alittle low for the Naim pre- amp, and to achieve the correct levels
we had to operate the gain control at 85% of its travel.
On replay- only of test- tapes the machine was flat to within 1dB up to
14 kHz, which may explain why it sounded so much better on prerecorded cassettes. No azimuth problems were encountered, the machine being very well set up in this respect. In the ferric bias slot several
tapes worked well, with Fuji FX1, Maxell UD and TDK OD giving the
best results. These tapes were so well biased that they all produced their
best LF MOLs, yet at the same time produced quite acceptable saturation
results.
Chrome produced fair results, although the low-level frequency
responses show some Dolby misalignment ( even worse on ferric); also,
saturation was alittle low, which would indicate amismatch between
bias and record equalisation. There is no doubt that to obtain best results
metal tapes should be used. For example, the A660 averaged saturation
figures of — 5dB on chrome and — 2dB on metal, a very useful
improvement. Even so, Ifound that BASF Chrome II gave very good
results, as did TDK SAX and Maxell XLII S, the latter two giving
improved HF saturation.

Subjective
We found the input alittle insensitive, but despite this we experienced
no problems with excessive noise; in fact quite the reverse. On reggae
music the bass was slightly extended, with agood stereo image. We
detected no coloration and the transient response seemed quite good,
though not quite up to the standard of the disc or the Grundig.
We enjoyed the classical selections best on this machine because of its
excellent tonal qualities. The bass was a little pronounced on some
passages but this did not detract from enjoyment of the music. The
vocals in the Dire Straits track were not as clear as the disc, but to be fair to
the recorder this is avery difficult track and precise positioning of the
vocalist is not easy with the disc, let alone from acopy.
This is agood machine and far outclassed the Pioneer and BIC and it is
not very expensive at around £ 170. Ihave no hesitation in recommending it to anyone who needs a good quality deck and requires
compatibility with other machines. Moans: just acouple. It was apity
that two machines were required and that the second also had afault,
although minor. Iwould also like to see the chrome bias shifted alittle
lower to improve the saturation on this type of tape, for it has alot to offer
and is alot cheaper than metal.

was quoted at 1%. I
thought that it was amisprint, but it wasn't and this is
indeed acassette deck with inbuilt distortion. In fact it was so bad that
we have assumed it is faulty and have worked out the specified LF MOL
from the information supplied with the machine. This explains the
missing figures against the T2 in the distortion table. Apart from this the
machine proved to be interesting and produced some good results.
Apart from being adual- speed model the T2 boasts Dolby- B, MPX
filter, three- digit counter with memory stop function, three bias levels, a
two- position switch, separate output level controls for the line output
and headphones, and apair of peak- reading meters. The front panel is
finished in black with black and chrome controls, and the panel lettering
in white. A little old-fashioned and certainly on the heavy side. The
transport controls are via piano- key operation, with an interlock which
means that you have to go through stop when changing functions.
Front panel layout is fairly straightforward and reasonably logical. The
cassette transport is located at the left-hand end of the panel, with
access being gained via adrop- down type of door. Two thumb- screws
release aremovable cover to allow access for head cleaning. Atwo- head
configuration is used with single- gap ferrite erase head and apermalloy
record/playback head. The transport controls are located beneath the
cassette compartment and control the normal deck functions. To the
right of these and on the same level are the selector switches, of the
toggle type, for speed, record safety and mute switch, Dolby selector
with MPX filter, alow, normal and high bias switch, and finally one to
select the correct equalisation.
A push-button selects line or microphone input, the level of which is
controlled by alarge dual- concentric control placed beneath the centre
of the two peak- reading meters. Phono input sensitivity is 200 mV , with
a600f) microphone input, and output from 50 mV to 2Vinto 10k. On a
level with the selector switches and at the extreme right-hand end of the
machine are three sockets for two microphones and headphones. A
good point with this machine is that mono recording from a single
microphone is possible if you use the right-hand mike input; the signals
then appear on both stereo channels.

Mechanics
belt- driven from asingle motor which also drives the
transport functions of the deck, so the same comments apply here as
with the Pioneer. Wow and flutter was measured at 0.12% ( li Vs) and
0.05% (
)Main causes of flutter were the flywheel, pinch- roller and
cassette, although there was a further problem at a slightly higher
frequency for which we were not able to find the cause.
The flywheel is

ni/s .
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Drive torques were on the medium to heavy side; care would have to
be taken with the choice of cassettes at high speed, where we noticed an
increase in take-up torque. BIC warn the owner about this in the
instruction book, saying that only branded cassettes should be used at
the higher speed. Ican only endorse their remarks. An auto- shut-off
device is fitted, utilising a rotating magnet placed over a Hall- effect
transistor—if it stops rotating, after ashort delay the auto-stop works.

Electronics
Apart from LF distortion the deck worked very well, especially at the
higher speed. The input level needed was fairly compatible with the
majority of equipment and should present no problems in use, while the
output should match the least sensitive of amplifiers; we found the
headphone output more than adequate. The replay- only response was
fair, especially at HF where it extended to 16 kHz for — 1dB, although
there was a3dB lift at 40 Hz and a2.5 dB lift at 63 Hz, the result of which
was to make pre-recorded tapes sound somewhat boomy. A similar
boosted LF response shows in the record/replay results at 3ti/s ( fig. 5).
The flattest ferric tape we found to be BASF's Super Ferric LH1, which
also produced areasonable saturation at — 6dB at slow speed and — 1dB
at 3I i/s. On chrome, TDK SAX provided the best results, but the results
on distortion were abysmal and much worse than normally expected for
this type of tape. It was no better at the high speed. Saturation did not
improve agreat deal with chrome, although one has to remember that
the reduced noise floor nevertheless increases the dynamic range.

In conclusion Iam going to comment on the T2's specification rather
than the model we tested, which was obviously faulty. There are so many
good cassette decks around which perform better than the T2 at normal
speed that Icannot see where BIC expect it to fall in the market. Even the
rated distortion of 1% is far in excess of modern ferric tapes, let alone the
latest bevy of high- bias chromes and, pseudo- chrome tape, plus the
immense advantages of metal. Really, since this machine was introduced, developments in the cassette field have overtaken it.

Conclusions
DESPITE THE problems that arose from faulty machines, the review has
raised several interesting points. Perhaps the first is that metal tapes do
not benefit a//machines, and in the case of the Pioneer CT400 you would
do far better to use it on chrome, where it worked fairly well. Secondly,
apart from the pumping problem during testing, the High-Com seems to
work exceedingly well, and with this system and the superb way in
which the Grundig was set up on metal, the CF5100 came out as the best
machine in the record/replay section of the test program and auditioning. However, for compatibility and all-round performance the Teac just
had the edge.
May Isum up like this: if you are starting to consider cassette
machines, then listen to the Grundig and Ithink you will find its
performance surprising. If on the other hand you have acollection of
tapes, then the Teac could well be abetter choice, with the Pioneer third.
DISTORTION AND MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVELS

Subjective

Model

Characteristic

Ferric

Chrome

Metal

As one might imagine, the high distortion tended to take one's attention
away from the other subjective aspects of the recorder. But we heard
many problems other than the breaking up of guitar notes and the
general fuzziness that seemed to accompany each track. The bass end
was also boomy, and this was really more pronounced than the
distortion. The vocalist on the Dire Straits track seemed to have moved
backwards. Apart from these faults the stereo image was tight and the
sound rather warm. Iwas disappointed because Iwas looking forward to
the performance of ahigh-speed machine. But the boomy bass coupled
with distortion proved too much for our ears, so subjectively we rated it
at the bottom of the four.

Grundig
CF5100

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315 Hz ( dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5 kHz (dB)

0-89
+4
+1-5

1.2
+7
-4

0-73
+8
+8

Pioneer
CT400

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz ( dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5 kHz (
dB)

0-3
+5
-3-3

0-4
+5.6
-2.5

0-7
+5
+0-5

Teac
A660

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz ( dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5 kHz ( dB)

0-56
+5
-0-7

1-58
+5.7
+0-1

0-9
+7-3
+2-3

BIC
T2

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz ( dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5kHz (
dB)

see text

5.1 ( lii/s)
see text

see text

AMPLIFIERS from page 91
steady in impedance over the frequency spectrum, and which do not
exhibit violent phase- angle swings, particularly at high frequencies.

Conclusions and listening impressions
HAVING IN MIND the prices of these amplifiers Iwas very encouraged on
the whole by their performances, both in the lab and auditioning room.
Excluding nth- degree power potential, neither my colleague listeners nor I
were able to come to adefinite conclusion as to which out of the Technics
and JVC auditioned the best to our ears. Partnered with my resident IMF
TLS80 Monitors and using direct- reel master tape program source, both
models belied their relatively modest prices.
The Technics has the advantage of about 1dB more power potential
than the JVC, but to ensure that none of the amplifiers ventured too close
to peak clipping threshold during the listening tests the output from each
channel was continuously monitored using the excellent Nakamichi T100
Audio Analyser switched to peak mode, where it has a 10 ms rise- time.
The sound pressure ( corrected for true music peaks) in the reverberant
field was also monitored. In the particular room used for auditioning I
could just about raise 96 dB SPL on music peaks from the Technics before
the Nakamichi indicated the pre- determined electrical output threshold
for this amplifier.
At the same SPL the JVC was exceeding its electrical output threshold.
Owing to the smaller yield of the Marantz and the possibility of the Seoum
going into protection at 96 dB SPL when driving the IMFs, Idecided to
compare the amplifiers at acommon SPL of 90 dB on peaks of music, and
to help with the setting of the amplifier volume controls to achieve this
condition Iinitially used the pink- noise signal which is also provided by
the T100. For those who have not measured it, music peaking at 90 dB in
the listening position is avery loud sound.
As Ihave said, there was little to choose between the Technics and JVC
under these conditions with the input going to tape. From disc, however, it
was concluded that the Technics just about had the edge over the JVC.
For the pickup input tests Iused the commendable Audio Technica AT32
moving- coil cartridge and the AT650 transformer, which is one of the best
passive step-up devices Ihave tested. It was thought that the low-level
ambience and the overall 'smoothness' of response of the Technics were
just that shade better than the JVC; but the differences would be hard to
detect conclusively by many people under controlled listening conditions.
It is also surprising just how much opinion can change by using different
records.
The Technics is more expensive than the JVC—£119 against £ 85—so
in this case it is the matter of the higher the price the better. The Technics is
also the more powerful model, as we have seen.
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The Seoum and Marantz both sell for around £ 75, and in my opinion
both models represent good value for money, but adisadvantage of the
Marantz might be its limited power yield. It would be most suitable for
smallish rooms, and with relatively sensitive speakers which are noted for
their smooth impedance curve and freedom from wide phase- angle
swings. There are agood few moderately priced speakers around which
have these characteristics.
From master tape the Seoum gave afair account of itself. Bass was firm
with the mid- range nicely related, but the upper- treble was less ' clean'
and some listeners were troubled by an abnormal ' brightness' which
seemed less apparent from the Technics and JVC. Similar impressions
were also obtained when using records. Background noise was low, but
some trouble was experienced when the MC input of the Seoum was tried
in comparison with the input from the AT32 going to MM through the
AT650. Background hum was then more difficult to eliminate. In general,
the results through the transformer were favoured rather than the MC
input direct.
Last but not least, the Marantz. Although the output appeared ( from the
T100 indications) not to be clipping at the established SPL, we all thought
the amplifier sounded better with a further reduction in volume control
setting. At the higher levels ( even before amplifier clipping) the reproduction from both master tape and disc seemed to possess akind of metallic
quality, with abrightness similar to that experienced from the Seoum. This
could be minimised by applying alittle treble cut with the tone control ( it is
a pity that this model does not include a high filter with a fairly high
turnover frequency).
It must be understood that we were trying to detect small variations
between the amplifiers; auditioned on its own one might well form a
different opinion. Portrayal of low-level ambience was quite good, this
being framed within alow- noise background. Bass was well controlled
and firm at the SPL used, and overall frequency response 'smooth'. By way
of an experiment Itried this amplifier with a pair of Tannoy Cheviots,
which are more sensitive than the I
M Fs, and while the test SPL was
obtained at alower volume control setting, we still experienced the treble
effect described, which seemed to be emphasised by the Tannoys.
Your own decision will undoubtedly be tempered by the price and
features offered. At £ 75 the Seoum is astonishingly well equipped.
Indeed, you can pay as much as this or more for a head- amplifier alone,
and the Seoum includes not only aMC input but amicro- input as well. I
often wonder how amplifiers can possibly be made to sell at such alow
price. Most people would find it difficult to obtain just the component
parts for this sort of price. That's competition for you!
Ialways try to include British made equipment in my group reviews, but
never seem to win. Two were promised, but one failed to arrive in time for
the deadline and the other had to be aborted for technical reasons •
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In this first part of two, Angus
McKenzie looks at 18 cardioid designs
Editorial Introduction

CHOICE OF MICROPHONES for the amateur recordist is always a

difficult task, particularly if the same basic microphone is to be
used for different purposes. The design requirements for a mike to be
used for public address work and vocal amplification, for instance,
are very different to those for recording classical music with a
coincident technique. And yet the manufacturers have to produce
models which are in the main intended to be 'general purpose', in
order to sell enough to make the whole business commercially
worthwhile.
As a result, the polar response pattern that has become most
popular is the heart- shaped cardioid ( fig. 1). It gives sufficient
directionality to cope with feedback problems in PA usage but can
also give acceptable stereo imagery when used as part of a
coincident pair angled at about 135°. Its lack of response to the rear
gives minimal intrusion of unwanted sounds when used in close
multi- mike situations and also usefully suppresses the hall reverberation when used in astereo pair. Striking the right balance between
the direct instrumental sound and the hall reverberation, when a
theoretically correct coincident pair of mikes with figure- of- eight
responses is used, is the largest headache for the would-be purist
recordist.
Theoretically, acardioid pattern ( polar equation = 1 + Cos 0) is
generated by summing the response of an omnidirectional capsule
(o/p = 1, fig. 4) and the response of a coincident figure- of- eight
capsule ( o/p = Cos 8, fig. 3). Thus the output for sound sources at
the front ( 0 = 0°) is 1+1 = 2, at the sides (
0= 90°) is 1+0 = 1, and at
the rear (
0=180°) is 1-1 = 0.

Akai ACM 100 electret cardioid (£25-50)
This model is of tubular construction, with ametallic, silver- coloured
finish. The attached 3 metre lead was fitted with a moulded mono in.
jack. The cable was athin, single screened one, but this did not present any
particular problem. External hum and thyristor noise pick-up were
minimal. Two windshields are supplied, the orange one seeming slightly
better for wind rejection, but no explanation was given about these, the
instructions being very brief, and rated only fair. No damage resulted from
dropping or cable pulling tests. We liked the feel of the mike, and its little
stand, and clamp which could only be used with the stand, were excellent.
Close speech produced some p- blasting, but distant speech
was satisfactory, although even close speech
suffered bass loss, and distant
speech was particularly
thin and received a poor rating.
Otherwise, speech quality was fair.
Harpsichord showed asevere lack
of bass, the sound being described as 'cold', although coloration was low. The double- bass
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badly lacked LF, and bowing produced an excessive 'wasps' nest- like
noise and the poorest marking in the review. The French horn had avery
peaky sound with afizzy HF end, and was marked very low.
In the handling test the rating was just average, high frequency handling
noises being clearly noticeable. The chamber responses show a severe
lack of bass, and a slightly peaky HF at around 8kHz, the response
attenuating above 10 kHz. The directivity pattern measured quite well,
being fairly broad across the front, but note that the 8kHz 180° response
could be better. Background noise was reasonable for an electret, and
distortion content was relatively low up to 120dB, but very bad by
130dB. Output sensitivity was fairly high. The impedance characteristic
was very stable at between 600 and 660 ohms.
This microphone cannot really be recommended for music, but may be
satisfactory for speech, and sound effects recordings not requiring an even
HF response. Notwithstanding these critical comments, it is only fair to
point out that this mike is very modestly priced.
There is alarger version, the ACM 200, which is not available in the UK.
This has asimilar response but with an improved bass end, and is well
constructed, but has apparent mike hiss.

AKG D190E moving- coil cardioid (£ 59)

'
Ç

—

However, in order to generate the rear null response and produce
the correct polar response from just one capsule, that capsule, be it
moving- coil or capacitive, has to have resonant chambers, slots in
the body, acoustic damping, and other bits of technical jiggerypokery added in the correct places. Although these do give an
approximation to the correct cardioid pattern, the basic on- axis
frequency response of the capsule, which may well be reasonably
flat over its useful bandwidth, can be significantly modified, resulting
at worst in severe coloration. Omnidirectional microphones, while
often suffering from a restricted rear response, do have a basically
flat response.
We chose for this project, therefore, to look at aselection of the
cardioid microphones available at reasonable cost to the amateur. A
few are moving- coil models, but the majority are capacitive, and all
but one of those are electret models, in which the ' plate' charge is
'built-in' during manufacture. The exception, the Calrec CM652, has
to have a DC polarising voltage supplied from aseparate power
supply. The first part of this review looks at mono cardioid models,
while in part two next month, stereo and dummy- head models and
mono models having responses very different to the basic cardioid,
such as the hypercardioid ( fig. 2), will be examined.
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This model has acylindrical body and bulbous end, and can be supplied
with an XLR male socket ( 190E) or a DIN socket ( 190C). Other versions
incorporate an on/off switch, but windshields are only available as
optional accessories ( not supplied).
The output is balanced, but no cable is normally supplied and there is no
room for a cable in the otherwise excellent padded plastic box. Only a
specification sheet was included, showing just pin connections and
impedance, etc, and the lack of instructions is unhelpful. An excellent
swivel clamp adaptor with two bushes is supplied, but no stand.
The D190E was very solidly constructed and no damage resulted in the
drop or cable pulling tests. It had agood mechanical balance, and grip,
and was liked ergonomically. Hum pick-up from thyristor and fluorescent
lights were about average for a moving- coil. There was a tendency for
wide- range handling and cable noise to be reproduced, the rating being
poor. Wind noise pick-up was very poor ( slightly improving with bass cut)
and susceptibility to p- blasting only fair for close speech, but very good for
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slightly more distant speech. Awindshield should have been included and
would have significantly improved results.
Although the speech response showed only aslight lack of bass, the
overall subjective comment was that it was slightly coloured, having an
upper middle frequency twang ( see response around 4kHz). Harpsichord
reproduced with a slight bass boominess, possibly due to mechanical
rather than acoustic emphasis. Middle frequencies seemed alittle coloured, and reproduced with aslight metallic twang, EHF being subjectively
slightly lacking. Double- bass reproduced with mid coloration, and an
apparent lack of EHF, clearly due to the lower HF boost. The French horn
fared slightly better, being rated as fairly good, but the general panel
conclusion was that quality was only fairly adequate, overall. The
anechoic chamber response showed the bass to be well extended, but a
considerable hump of around 5dB, just above the presence region, was
not liked. The 180° response was surprisingly good, deteriorating slightly
around 8kHz. The 16 kHz pattern was reasonably good. The impedance
rises alittle at low frequencies, but the output sensitivity is reasonable for a
moving- coil. The mike would give its optimum performance into an input
impedance of around 1.5 k- ohms, lower impedances giving progressive
bass cut.
The price seems a little high for the performance, and our main
reservation is the 5kHz response hump, for without this the quality would
have been considerably better. It can certainly be recommended for its
robustness and extended LF response, though.

AKG D1200E moving-coil cardioid (£76)
With its tapered, somewhat stubby stem, the 01200E slightly resembles
an ice cream cone ( though not so closely as does the professional 0202).
Different models have avariety of connectors and impedances. A reliable
three- position switch selects degrees of bass cut, but was slightly noisy in
operation. The XLR male socket produces a balanced output. The
windshield is available as an optional accessory, but was not supplied,
although an excellent stand clamp and adaptor were (three threads
available). The foam- lined plastic box was rated very good. The instruction leaflet was rather poor, showing only abrief specification and pin
connections etc. The balance felt slightly top heavy, but ergonomics were
generally liked. A dent in the top cap occurred in the drop test, but the
cable connection survived. The mike was nevertheless well and robustly
constructed. Handling noise was poorer than average, and it was
particularly sensitive to the cable being caressed. Hum and thyristor
rejection were slightly better than average for a moving- coil, and
fluorescent light interference was minimal. Wind susceptibility was very
poor, and only improved to ' poor' with maximum bass cut. A windshield
should be considered essential here, although close speech gave just as
acceptable results without one.
AKG D1200E

The response pen charts actually look reasonably good, although the
bass is shelved down when supposedly flat, and several humps and
valleys clearly affect subjective quality. The 180° response shows aslight
deterioration at the HF end, but was otherwise good. The bass cut
responses showed an acceptable compromise if the middle position is
used for speech. The polar diagram seemed to show high directionality at
HFonly, but was too broad at LF and MF. The impedance at low frequency
rises by around 50%, and the mike will give its best performance into not
less than around 1.2 k- ohms, the output sensitivity being reasonably high
for amoving- coil.
This mike can be recommended for PA applications, but its high cost,
together with its apparent mid coloration, do not really recommend it for
serious music recordings. Astereo pair would give avery wide stage at HF,
but it would be much narrower at middle frequencies, and therefore rather
poor.

Audio Technica AT811 electret cardioid (£47-80)
This stick- type microphone, having a bulbous head, incorporates a
built-in windshield and is supplied with an XLR male socket which gives a
balanced output, the 5m lead supplied being thick twin- screened, but
terminated in a tin. mono screened jack which thus unbalances the
output. Its plastic case includes asoft plastic wallet for the mike, and is
well padded and extremely well presented. Excellent instructions are
included, together with afair swivel adaptor clamp ( stiff, but safe), with
just one thread available. Balance and grip were good, but the cable alittle
heavy. A battery on/off switch was quiet and substantial. The drop test
dented the top cap, but did not affect quality, and the cable survived the
pull test. Handling noise was only average, and when the mike was shaken
the intentionally loose capsule mounting tended to give arustling noise.
Hum rejection was good, and thyristor noise rejection very good. The
interchangeable top unscrews to reveal the battery compartment, and
allows other Audio Technica tops to be used with it. Wind susceptibility is
rather poor, and p- blasting also only fair, showing the windshield to be
only partially effective.
Close speech, other than p- blasting, was rated superb, slightly more
distant speech still being good, but with slight HF peakiness ( rated good).
Harpsichord reproduced with a slight brightness, and very slight HF
distortion was suspected by one panel member ( A. McK!). Nevertheless,
the sound was liked and rated good. Double- bass reproduced quite well,
but was very slightly fizzy, emphasising the bow rosin. French horn was
again liked, but had aslight HF hump and marginal HF coloration. This
was clearly one of the better electret models, and even noise was not
seriously criticised.
The response measurements show awell extended bass end, but with a
useful steep cut below 50 Hz, becoming a little peaky above 5kHz,
although it extended, surprisingly, to above 20 kHz. The back-to-front
ratio was not particularly good generally, and decidedly poor at the
extreme HF end. The extended LF end showed the expected bass rise in
the 20cm proximity test, and perhaps abass cut switch would have been
useful. The polar pattern shows less than average attenuation at 90°, but
nevertheless is smooth, so image positioning with astereo pair would be
very good, although the stage would be slig htly narrower than ideal. Mid
frequencies distortion came in at an spi of 128dB. Background noise
measured quite well for an electret. The impedance showed a50% LF
increase from the nominal 6000, and so around a4k- ohm load would be
advisable for ideal matching. The output sensitivity was reasonably high.
The microphone seems fair value for money, and can certainly be
recommended for those wanting an electret, for it does not show any
serious failings.
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With maximum bass cut, even close speech was much too attenuated at
the LF end, although speech was very smooth in the mid and HF regions.
However, it would give excellent speech results for PA use. With less bass
cut, slightly more distant speech was quite well reproduced, with no pblasting, but the sound was slightly hard and forward in the mid region.
Slight mid coloration was noticed. Harpsichord reproduced with some
mechanical feedthrough from the stand at LF, and seemed to lack EHF
reproduction, again with slight mid coloration. Double- bass seemed to
reproduce with abroad mid predominance, and with noticeable coloration
which was not liked. French horn fared better, although the sound was
rather cold and lacking in body.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Audio Technica AT813 electret cardioid (£56-80)
This cardioid stick model is fitted with an XLR output socket, and athick
twin screened balanced cable ( 5m) with ascreened 4. in. mono jack plug is
supplied. The single on/off battery switch was quiet in operation, and was
liked. A windshield is built in, but wind noise susceptibility was bad,
although p- blasting on speech was only aminor problem. The excellent
packing was identical to the AT811, asimilar clamp being provided, and
instructions again were very good. The mike head is interchangeable with
that of the 811. Ergonomics and balance were very good, the cable being
subjectively easier to control. Handling noises were not a problem, and
even hum induction was only avery minor concern. In the drop test the
first sample's capsule mounts broke, but the second sample only dented
slightly, no trouble being experienced in the cable pulling test.
Both close and distant speech seemed alittle bright, with aslight HF
coloration, the bass end being reasonable. The harpsichord was on the
bright side, and the LF end seemed lacking because of this. The sound was
very clear and reasonably liked, being rated as good. Double- bass
reproduced with a smooth treble, but had an apparant lack of bass
because of the high end's general predominance. French horn was also
liked, but showed the same tendencies with only mild coloration. Slight
noise was noticed at times, but it did not seem to be as annoying as with
other mikes giving the same figures. The pen charts confirm the subjective
comments, showing ageneral broad hump above 1.5 kHz which would
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alter the tonal balance as described. The response extended well up to
20 kHz, though, and the LF end actually bumped up 2dI3 at 80 Hz, below
which it fell fairly steeply. At LF and HF the back-to-front ratio was none
too good, although acceptable at middle frequencies. The polar pattern
seemed reasonably good generally, although the pattern at low frequencies is getting on for omnidirectional. Distortion measured well, but noise
was average for an electret. The impedance characteristics were similar to
those of the 811, and therefore the same loading recommendations should
apply. Output sensitivity was about average for an electret, and about 2dB
below that of the 811. Since the 811 was slightly preferred subjectively,
and is cheaper, the 813 is not quite such agood buy, but is nevertheless
mildly recommended.
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end can be seen, which obviously helps. The back response was well
down at MF and adequate at HF. The polar pattern is clearly cardioid,
although at high frequencies the mike becomes much more directional at
the front, and at LF there is insufficient rejection around the back and
sides. You might get a reasonable stereo spread with a pair, but central
images would be clearly down in HF compared to extreme left and right
images. The output sensitivity is quite high for moving- coil, and whilst the
impedance is around 600 ohms on average, it rises dramatically to 1.2kohms at 125 Hz, so it is not suitable for inputs of below 5k- ohms or so. The
mike is thus suitable for interconnection with many cassette and reel-toreel decks, with which it would match well, and give agood S/N ratio.
Considering its below average cost, for amoving- coil, and its surprisingly reasonable subjective performance, particularly on speech, this mike
is certainly recommendable for many applications, but please don't yank
the cable too hard! Beyer also supply many useful accessories and stands,
including astereo cross- bar, allowing two mikes to be mounted easily on
one stand. Two mikes can be supplied in amuch better box, with astereo
mounting bracket and aYjunction adaptor lead, known as the model 818.

Calrec CM652C/652D true capacitor cardioid
(£54 + psu
Calrec is well known amongst professionals as asupplier of very high
quality mixing desks and professional mikes. The 652 is available with
either an XLR or DIN socket. A complete stereo kit is available with cables,
power supply, windshields and swivel stand adaptors in acarrying case,
but the review sample was housed just in awooden box with padding and
without any instructions or specifications. Calrec offer various accessories
including windshields. A true capacitor type, it requires a polarising
voltage of 48V and gives an unbalanced audio output. It is of metal
tubular construction. The power supply can drive two mikes and
incorporates in. jack sockets with pre-set pots to control output level.
Wind noise pick-up was very bad without the windshield, and still very
poor with it, and p- blasting was disastrous—it was even poor at 30 cm,
but with the optional shield it was satisfactory at that distance. The mike
had excellent hum and noise shielding properties, and gave no trouble
whatsoever. Mike and cable handling noise was minimal, although it is not
intended for hand use. The optional clamp works well and accessories are
well made.

Beyer M81 LM moving- coil cardioid (£42)
This is arather stubby, black square cross-section model, fitted with an
attached balanced cable ( only 2metres), terminating in a3pin DIN plug.
No windshield or switch is provided, although the former is an optional
accessory. A small tripod stand ( flimsy but with good stability), adaptor
(rather too loose and perhaps dangerous), and an additional bush are
provided, with arather poor cardboard box and abrief specification, but
no real instructions.
Hum induction was average for a moving- coil, and thyristor pick-up
was only fair, although fluorescent light buzz pick-up was minimal. Wind
noise rejection was rated poor, but p- blasting was acceptable. The mike
was very susceptible to handling noise, and even cable noise was rated
'poor'. The front was slightly dented in the drop test, but the mike still
worked, though it failed miserably on the cable pull test.
Close speech fared surprisingly well, the response being considered
quite smooth, and its quality was rated 'very good', as it was for distant
speech. EH Fseemed subjectively alittle dull, this being confirmed on the
harpsichord recording, which also showed some acoustic vibration at LF,
due to insufficient LF isolation in the clamp assembly. Double- bass
sounded quite good, but rather muffled. The horn seemed slightly mid
predominant, and showed up the minor response anomaly quite easily.
This is clearly a better than average moving- coil. The response seemed
much better controlled than that of the Beyer M 69N ( next month), as the
pen chart, while being similar, was smoother and less peaky. A flatter LF

The response on close and distant speech was extremely smooth, and
actually preferred to that of the Neumann reference. Background hiss was
totally inaudible. Harpsichord reproduced extremely smoothly, and the
sound seemed more open than the Neumann; no mechanical acoustic
coupling at LF was noted, which is excellent. Double- bass was again very
much liked, although the Neumann seemed marginally warmer. The horn
seemed very slightly bright, and perhaps analytical, but was still regarded
as excellent. Quite clearly, this was easily the best mike apart from the
professional reference model.
CALREC 625C
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The response chart shows the extremely smooth curve, which is very
well controlled apart from aslight shelf at HF. The LF response extends
well down, and clearly contributes to the wind sensitivity. It is thus not
suitable for PA use! The back response shows a reasonable null and is
satisfactory at HF. The polar pattern is extremely good at low, middle and
lower HF frequencies, but is slightly too directional at 16 kHz. A pair of
these mikes gives well above average stereo imagery, and the extremely
low measured background noise means that it can be used well away from
performers, while maintaining a wide dynamic range. No distortion
problems were noted at very high levels, and the available maximum
output level is easily enough for almost anyone, and thus can overcome
even a noisy input stage ( but watch out for the clipping margin of the
latter). With presets flat-out, the source impedance is very stable at just
over 100 ohms. However, note that when the preset pot is brought down
the output impedance will rise to a maximum of 2.5 k- ohms approximately. No problems arose in the drop and cable pulling tests, and the
construction is excellent. This mike receives our very warmest recommendation, and in the opinion of all at our lab it far outclassed any other
mike surveyed, and is particularly suitable for use as a stereo pair for
coincident recordings.
If purchased in the complete stereo kit package with power supply etc, it
is expensive but well worth it, but if you buy two separate mikes and make
your own power supply, the price becomes very reasonable and represents
excellent value for money'

JVC MD725 moving- coil cardioid (£35-75)
This model has atapered barrel with alarge round top, and incorporates
astrange 5pin connector which is rather inconvenient. The supplied lead
(5 metres) has an appropriate plug, fortunately, and is terminated in a
mono moulded * in. jack, the mike itself having a balanced output. A
swivel stand adaptor was considered very good, and the windshield is
built-in and rejected wind noise extremely well. P- blasting rejection was
good, even on close speech. The box was cardboard but was well padded,
and instructions, whilst brief, were straight to the point and useful. The
grip was good, but the hand balance a little heavy. The on/off switch is
silent, and seemed reliable.
Hum induction was better than average for amoving- coil, but thyristor
and fluorescent light pick-up were very bad, and problems were encountered with general radio frequency interference. The problem was
possibly due to bad earthing of the mike casing, or inappropriate wiring in
the socket or cable. Mike and cable handling noise were average. The
basic construction was robust and the mike survived the drop test,
although the second pull in the cable pull test caused total failure. Speech
JVC MD725
..—.

10d8

Eagle PRO M90 moving- coil cardioid (£60)

—

The PRO M90 has agrey tapered barrel with asilver bulbous top, and
includes astand adaptor, without an additional bush, but no stand. Its box
and padding were considered very good, and the stand adaptor worked
well. Only a brief specification was included. The mike has a built-in
windshield, which rejected wind noise very well, p- blasting rejection also
being rated good. The mike is fitted with an XLR socket, and the supplied
lead ( 6metres) is thick twin- screened, but the output is unbalanced by a
mono screened jack plug. A switch selects ' off', ' music' or 'speech' with
bass cut ( noisy in operation), but unfortunately protrudes, and might get
damaged. The mike was thought robust, but while surviving the cable pull
test, one sample rattled after the drop test, though it still worked
satisfactorily. Mike and cable handling noise were poorer than average,
and whilst hum rejection was average for amoving- coil, thyristor rejection
was good. Other than the protruding switch, hand balance was good, and
the ergonomics quite liked.
Close speech reproduced with considerable coloration, LF was lacking,
with clear response anomalies elsewhere, and the sound was rather
hollow. Normal speech was metallic and peaky, and rather coloured.
Harpsichord reproduced with considerable coloration and twanginess,
and with apoor LF end, and transients appeared to shriek. The LF register
of the double- bass was severely depressed, and the instrument again
appeared to 'twang', yet was lacking at EHF. Again, excessive coloration
was audible, and the final rating was ' bad'. The horn was also horrible,
with coloration and mid band resonances. We could clearly raise no
f
EAGLE
PRO M90
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reproduced with decided coloration, and both LF and EHF were lacking
and the sound was thus rather constricted, also sounding peaky in the
lower HF. Harpsichord reproduced with much 'clothiness', with transients
missing. The double- bass sounded very thin, and lacked top and bottom,
and what remained was very coloured, the sound being intensely disliked.
The horn fared better, sounding reasonably smooth. The response charts
show that the response is indeed restricted at both ends, with general ups
and downs between 1 and 10 kHz. The back response shows good
rejection at middle frequencies only. The polar pattern shows lower
frequencies to be almost omnidirectional, while at high frequencies the
response has almost a rifle mike pattern, which seems rather ridiculous.
The pattern only seems to be areasonable cardioid in the 1to 4kHz region.
The output sensitivity was average, and the impedance typically around
600 ohms. The mike seems to have so many problems that it cannot really
be recommended, despite the reasonable price

Marantz ( Superscope) EC9P electret cardioid (£ 52)
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enthusiasm for this mike's sound quality. The on- axis frequency response
shows asevere lack of bass below 150 Hz, and yet a hump just above.
Various humps and valleys can be seen, in particular a massive peak at
5kHz, which obviously caused many of the subjective problems. The back
response was good up to 2kHz, but barely acceptable above this. The
polar patterns show areasonable cardioid response up to mid frequencies,
but at HF the mike is much too directional. The output sensitivity is just
above average, but the impedance curve shows alift at LF so that the ideal
load impedance is probably around 1'5k- ohms ( a lower resistance load
would just reduce the already lightweight bass).
The price seems ridiculously high for a mike that could otherwise be
recommended for cheap discotheque or PA applications.

Of tubular metallic appearance, this mike is fitted with an XLR socket
and can usefully be used either with an internal battery or with external
balanced phantom powering. The 3 metre balanced thick screened lead
was supplied with tinned ends for easy soldering. Phantom powering can
be from 12-48V, and worked well. A metallic windshield is provided,
which rejected wind noise barely adequately, p- blasting characteristics
being quite good, though, even on close speech. The plastic swivel stand
adaptor was satisfactory, but no extra bush was supplied. The plastic case
and packing were excellent, and the instruction leaflet, although basic,
was useful. Mike and cable handling noses were better than average,
which is an asset, and the mike itself felt easy to use and was much liked,
although the on/off/bass-cut switch was ' ust slightly sloppy, and alittle
MARANTZ
SUPERSCOPE
EC9P
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noisy when used, the off position not disconnecting the battery. However,
current drain was extremely low, so this is not a problem. A 10dB
switched attenuator is fitted inside the battery compartment. Some hum
can creep in the mike stem, which is unusual for an electret, although
thyristor and fluorescent light interference were minimal. The drop and
cable pull tests presented no problem, though the capsules came slightly
unscrewed.

Speech reproduced generally with quite asmooth response, tending
towards marginal brightness at HF, which exaggerates slightly with
distance, some hum becoming apparent in the background, although
dependent on circumstances. Harpsichord reproduced with avery mild
hollowness, but was quite liked and sounded better than average.
Coloration was particularly low, and double- bass sounded quite reasonable throughout. The French horn also reproduced well, but sounded
very slightly husky. Hiss levels were generally thought to be just
acceptable. The on- axis response shows some bass attenuation, but is
otherwise reasonably smooth, although the EHF end falls fairly rapidly.
The back response shows very good cardioid rejection, and the polar
patterns are quite reasonable, although at 16 kHz the pattern is rather
directional. The Mike would seem to be areasonable candidate for use in a
coincident pair, but at fairly close spacing to give an acceptable dynamic
range, since the background noise only measured average. No distortion
was noted, and the output level was alittle low for an electret, but output
impedance was very stable at around 185 ohms. The price seems quite
reasonable for what we feel to be auseful model, our main reservation
being that its dynamic range is inadequate for coincident recordings
where the mikes are required to be at a reasonable distance from the
performers. It is recommended for many applications, since the switched
bass cut characteristics are also more sensible than usual.

Philips N8501 electret cardioid (£32)
This might be described as aslim- line, cylindrical model, with aslightly
bulbous head, and has an attached 1.85 metre lead terminating in aplastic
mono I
t
-in. jack plug. A foam windshield is supplied, which barely rejects
wind noise at all, although p- blasting characteristics were good. A mike
stand with afixed adaptor is supplied, but this did not swivel, although the
stand was stable and easy to use. A strong plastic box is provided with
compartments for storing everything, and brief but well presented
instructions are included, in nine languages, including Finnish. The
battery drain is so low (< 80 pA) that no on/off switch is provided, and
Philips recommend leaving the battery in. Hum etc rejection was excellent,
which is most commendable. Mike and cable handling noise susceptibility
was average, mainly at LF, and the mike itself was easy to grip and
balanced very well, being easy to use. It was very well constructed;
although the cable was alittle thin, it survived the pull test perfectly, and
although the head buckled in the forward drop test, it continued to work
satisfactorily.
Speech reproduced with quite a smooth response but was slightly
metallic. Harpsichord reproduced very smoothly in response, but transients appeared to sound distorted and rusty at HF, and HF I
M distortion
was suspected. One panellist ( A McK.) reacted quite violently in the
listening test, though not aware of the microphone's identity or measured
distortion performance problem. Double- bass seemed to be slightly
lacking at LF, but was otherwise well reproduced. French horn was over
bright, but fairly smooth, and some clicks or spits were audible occasionally. The sound, however, was very clear and detailed. The front response
chart shows a slightly sloping LF end and a tendency towards slight
peakiness at HF, although the response was generally thought reasonably
smooth. Note asteep valley around 15 kHz, though. The back rejection
was very good indeed and the polar pattern was decidedly better than
average, being probably one of the best, and surprisingly of almost text
book shape at all frequencies. Background noise was slightly better than
average for an electret, but distortion came in at only 110 dB spi at 1kHz,
and probably at alower level at higher frequencies. The distortion was
primarily even harmonic, so the FET current was probably set at too low a
PHILIPS
N8501

level for many uses. A second sample showed an identical problem. The
output sensitivity was very high for an electret, and the impedance was
also very high, averaging just over 1k- ohm, so this model would match
straight into many recorders very reasonably.
Its remarkably modest price allows this model to be recommended fairly
strongly, provided the user keeps well back from loud sounds and does not
forget it is the peaks of waveforms that cause distortion, and not the
average or RMS values. A peak of 110 dB, which could not be handled by
the microphone without distortion, represents an spi of only around
95-97dB measured on a normal 'average' sound level meter. The
excellent polar diagram shows that it would be very suitable for coincident
stereo use.

Sennheiser MD412LM moving-coil 'super' cardioid
(£45)
Rather like the Beyer M81 LM, this model has ablack, square crosssection, and is fairly stubby. It has an attached thin screened, unbalanced
2metre lead, terminating in aDIN plug ( the alternative model 412K has a
jack plug). A windshield is provided, and gave good rejection of wind
noise and p- blasting. The mike comes in alarge plastic case with afolding
tripod table stand with detachable swivel clamp adaptor (jerky and just
one thread). An outer cardboard box includes the plastic box ( no room for
windshield or instruction book), and instructions were very good. A bass
cut switch is incorporated, which worked efficiently. Two samples failed
the drop test, so the cable pull test was not done, since the mikes were
already dead! The capsule of one sample rattled and the construction did
not seem very substantial internally. The design was not considered
suitable for hand use, as it introduced considerable LF noise when
touched. Hum and thyristor interference pick-up was poorer than average,
but fluorescent light interference was minimal.
In the bass- cut position there was asevere lack of bass, even on close
speech, and the reproduction had anasty ringing HF quality. Even distant
speech was highly coloured, metallic and exceedingly thin. Harpsichord
reproduced with abad bass boom caused by acoustic vibration pick-up,
and EHF seemed lacking. The double- bass was very boomy indeed,
although this did marginally improve with hand holding in the chamber.
The sound seemed phasey and again EHF was lacking. The horn sounded
very cold, hollow and peaky. The sound quality was generally disliked
throughout.
The response slowly but steadily rises from extreme LF to 6kHz, above
with it gradually falls again. The back response showed reasonable
rejection at middle frequencies, but was poor at LF and HF. The polar
pattern seemed almost omni at LF, approximately cardioid in the mid band,
and only super-cardioid at 16 kHz! Output sensitivity is quite high, but so
is impedance, averaging around 750 ohms and rising to twice this at LF.
This mike is considerably over- priced, and there is so much wrong with its
performance for any reasonable application that it cannot be recommended. Sennheiser might claim that it is only suitable for use with cheap
equipment, but then the price becomes absurd.
t
SENNHEISER
MD 412 LM
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Shure 515SB moving- coil cardioid (£30)
This very robust microphone incorporates an attached balanced thick
screened output lead ( 4.5 m) which is normally supplied unterminated.
No windshield is supplied, but there is one available as an accessory. The
plastic/metal swivel clamp adaptor worked extremely well, but only one
thread is available. The tapered stem has awide black plastic head and a
lockable on/off switch, which is very quiet in operation. This model is
available in a high impedance version. Wind noise susceptibility was
about average with no shield in use, and p- blasting was also average. In
SHURE 588 SB
SHURE 515 SB
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the drop test the head became slightly dented, but no audio deterioration
resulted. Hum susceptibility was average for a moving- coil, and slight
thyristor breakthrough was noted, but fluorescent light interference was
minimal. The cable was slightly prone to hum pick-up when very close to a
hum field. Although the case was cardboard, it was robust, padded and
light in weight. Instructions were useful and informative but slightly basic.
Handling was convenient and well liked, although the cable was alittle
heavy, and cable handling noise was clearly noticeable.
LF was found slightly lacking on close speech, with HF sounding just a
little scratchy, although clearly better than average. Distant speech was
brittle and very lacking in bass. Harpsichord lacked bass quite badly and
the mid region was rather predominant, but EHF was lacking and detail
was lost. Double- bass reproduced with asevere lack of LF and sounded
throaty, also lacking EHF and being rather coloured. The horn lacked
body, was up in the midband and had slight coloration, but the quality was
regarded as average.
The LF end has been deliberately rolled off by Shure, since this mike is
recommended for PA and stage applications. From 2kHz to 10 kHz there is
an average of a 5dB shelf lift, above which EHF is attenuated. Back
rejection seems quite good throughout the audio range. Although the
basic pattern can be seen to be cardioid, it becomes more directional at HF,
which is useful for stage applications but not for stereo. The output
sensitivity was very much on the low side, especially considering the low
impedance, averaging 200 ohms, but this rose by nearly 50% at 125 Hz.
This model cannot be recommended for hi-fi use, but it is clearly agood
mike for general PA and stage purposes, where speech clarity is of
importance. Its robustness and reliability are well known, and it is a
popular mike for its recommended purposes, at avery reasonable price.
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though, is optimised for stage use. The back rejection is excellent, apart
from two peaks at 3and 5kHz. The cardioid pattern is very well maintained
up to 8kHz, but becomes increasingly directional above this. Output
sensitivity was rather low, the impedance averaging around 200 ohms. As
with the 515, it would normally be used with atransformer to step the level
up, as required.
Again, this mike is not really suitable for hi-fi music recording, although
it is excellent for PA and stage applications, and multi -miking certain types
of instrument. Although costing £ 10 more than the 515, it is much better
overall, and again can be recommended for stage and multi- mike pop
recordings, particularly in view of its robust construction.

Sony ECM220FA electret cardioid (£29)
Agrey, metallic, tubular model, it is fitted with an attached, unbalanced
5metre lead, terminated in amono moulded in. jack plug ( also available
with a3.5 mm jack). A swivel stand adaptor is provided, with two threads
available, and ergonomics were good. The windshield was built-in, but
wind reduction was only fair; however, p- blasting rejection was quite
good. The cardboard box was poorly constructed and probably wouldn't
last long. Instructions were brief but reasonably helpful. Grip and balance
were very good. The on/off switch does not switch the battery, only the
audio signal, and it was fairly quiet. Battery consumption was very low, so
it can probably be left in. Whilst the mike did not look robust, and the cable
seemed flimsy, it survived the drop and cable pull tests.
Close speech reproduced with quite bad LF loss, and upper presence
was over- bright and hard, and not much liked. Distant speech was slightly
worse, and also coloured. Harpsichord seemed very thin, and yet smooth
at HF and surprisingly clear. Double- bass reproduced with too much
presence, and with slight mid coloration. The French horn seemed bright
and peaky, and yet was not disliked. Slight very high frequency hiss was
noted.
The pen charts reveal afront response showing aslight lack of LF and a
slight, but general, peaky presence and HF end, but with EH Fwell up. The
back rejection was very good, although deteriorating between 4 and
7kHz. The polar pattern seems to be rather a wide cardioid, with
insufficient attenuation at 90° at some frequencies, and thus two mikes
SONY
ECM 220FA

Shure 588SB moving-coil cardioid (£41)
This mike has astainless steel tapered body with aspherical head, and a
male XLR output socket. A built-in windshield gave excellent wind
rejection and good p- blasting properties. An unterminated, twin
screened, thick cable ( 4.5 m) was fitted with the appropriate XLR plug.
There are various alternatives available, including a high impedance
version. Packing etc was identical to the model 515. Hum and noise
rejection was also similar to that of the 515. Slight LF handling noise was
apparent, but not objectionable, although the cable was rather sensitive
when touched. The mike was very robust and was only slightly dented by
the drop test, despite its fairly high weight, and the cable was not damaged
in the pull test. The lockable on/off switch was very quiet in operation but,
as with the 515, was not labelled. The swivel adaptor was very good ( one
thread only) and the feel of the mike was liked, although the cable was
rather stiff.
Close speech slightly lacked bass, and while on the bright side was well
liked, being very clear and obviously excellent for stage use. Normal
speech lacked bass, but was again clear and alittle hard, and coloration
was very low indeed. Harpsichord slightly lacked bass, but was otherwise
very smooth, and double- bass also lacked LF, being rather hollow and
coloured. French horn was up in presence and slightly lacked warmth, but
again was smooth in response. The pen chart shows afairly steep roll- off
below 200 Hz, but the effect of this was obviously less noticeable because
of the much smoother HF end, as compared with the model 515. HF,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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would have to be angled fairly wide for stereo. Background noise was
quite reasonable for an electret, with CCIR/ARM weighting, but was
rather EHF predominant. No distortion problems were noted, and output
sensitivity was reasonable, with impedance fairly low at around 200 ohms,
which was very well maintained across the audio range.
It would seem that the main problem with this model is the balance
between LF and EHF, which produces asubjectively unbalanced sound.
This was, nevertheless, not too bad at times. Ijust cannot see why the
response could not have been made alot flatter, in which case the noise
would have been lower and the sound quality much better.
Not really recommended then, although it might be attractive because
of its very reasonable price.

Sony ECM260 electret cardioid (£32)
Fairly similar in construction to the ECM 220, and slightly more
expensive, this model has an XLR male socket ( balanced output), and a5
metre single screened medium thickness lead terminated with a tin.
moulded mono jack ( unbalanced). The foam windshield had very good
wind rejection and was better than average at p- blasting rejection. The
stand adaptor was very good, with two threads available. The presentation
was good, and allowed easy re- packing, instructions also being very
satisfactory. Current consumption was low and no switches are provided.

SONY
ECM 260F
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emphasised valve clicks, but nevertheless acceptable. Background noise
was adequate but not good.
The front response shows a bass roll- off and an EHF peak, and was
generally very like that of the ECM 220, as was the back response. The
close response in speech was surprisingly flat at LF. The polar pattern is
again rather broad across the front, but acceptable at HF. A fairly wide
angle should be used for stereo pairs. The background hiss measurement
was acceptable for an electret. Output sensitivity was fairly high and
impedance very stable, averaging 225 ohms.
We preferred this model to the ECM 220, but the same comments apply
to the response, although the sound quality was slightly preferred. For its
price, we consider the performance acceptable, and so think it fair to give a
marginal recommendation.

Technics RP3330 moving- coil cardioid (£20)
The RP3330 has atapered metallic grey plastic stem with aspherical
top, and it is quite small. It has an attached 3m lead, which is single
screened, unbalanced, and terminated in amoulded 1 in, mono jack. An
on/off switch is provided, which was satisfactory. The built-in wind shield
gave acceptable wind noise attenuation, but p- blasting rejection was only
adequate. The plastic tripod stand was rather unstable and the adaptor
clamp only fair. The flimsy cardboard packing was very poor and
instructions only fair. Rejection of hum, thyristor and fluorescent light
noise was decidedly poorer than average, some RF internal problems also
being noted, presumably due to the poor screening. Susceptibility to
handling noise was particularly apparent at middle frequencies. Grip and
handling were fairly good. Construction appeared somewhat cheap and
plasticky, but no damage resulted in the drop or cable pull tests.
Speech badly lacked bass, and HF was peaky, metallic and ringing. Hum
and interference problems were also noticed. Harpsichord reproduced
with shrillness, and badly lacked bass and EHF. The sound quality was
likened to that from ahissy squawker. Double- bass was coloured, peaky
at HF, and fairly poor at LF, coloration also receiving unfavourable
comment. The French horn had anasty, peaky top, and valve clicks were
predominant, the instrument seeming to be made of very cheap metal.
The front response clearly shows the bass cut, and the HF ringiness is
caused by the large peak around 5to 9kHz, above which the response
falls rapidly. The 180° back response, however, is quite good at LF and
MF, but deteriorated at HF as usual. The polar pattern was considered
quite reasonable throughout, especially for an inexpensive model. The
output sensitivity was rather lower than average, and the impedance
averaged around 450 ohms, showing no bad LF rise. This mike is very
cheap indeed. So it should be, for it cannot be recommended for hi-fi
applications at all, but, at its price, could well be useful for cruder
applications.
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Grip and balance were comfortable. The mike seemed robust, and passed
the drop and cable pull tests. Fluorescent light/thyristor problems were
minimal, but there was atendency for some hum pick-up from AC mains.
Mike and cable handling noise was average.
Close speech seemed slightly bright, though not too peaky, and was
moderately liked, but sibilants were slightly emphasised. Distant speech
seemed a little lacking in bass and became slightly husky, but was
acceptable. Harpsichord reproduced with aslightly metallic and peaky
sound, but LF was acceptable here. The double- bass seemed alittle fizzy
at HF, but gave avery detailed quality, the LF end sounding acceptable
although slightly down. The French horn was about average, with
Table 1. ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS
Hum .00
MM. end model

elf;"

AKAI ACM100
AKO 5190E

'VI«

£25.50

E

C

2801V

630 0

-66.5dB

71 dB

Exc.

Av.

C59

M- C

C

2.0 mV

2500

—

86d8

Av.

Poor

AEG 01200E

£76

M•C

C

2.500/

2300

—

85dB

Good

Poe

AUDIO TECHNICA AT811

C47.80

E

C

290,0

6000

-70d8

79 de

Good

Av.

AUDIO TECHNICA AT813

£58 80

E

C

2.1 m5

6000

-66 dB

84013

Good

Good

REVER M81LM

£a2

M- C

C

2.8 rieV

6000

—

8308

Av.

V.Poor

CALREC CM652C

£54 plus
p/SuPPIY

CAP

C

1201V max

1130

-78.5dB

913d13

Exc.

Exc.

EAGLE PRO M90

£60

M- C

C

19mV

4700

—

680B

Av.

Poe

JVC M0725

£37 75

M- C

C

1901V

8000

—

82013

V.Poor

Av.

MARMITE SUPERSCOPE
EC.9P

£52

E

C

1IreDI

1850

-811dB

75dB

Good/Av.

Av.

PHILIPS 08501

£32

E

C

8001V

12k0

-69 de

88d8

E..

Av.

SENNNEISER M0412LM

£45

M•C

SC

2.8 mV

7500

—

65dB

Av

V.Pooe

SHORE 515S8

C30

M•C

C

0-85 mV

2000

—

73dB

Av.

Av.

C

095 my

2000

—

<60d8

Av.

Av.

SHORE 5885111

(41

M- C

£29

E

t=nce

Needling

¡We

SONY ECM220FA

Z le
.

&erap'l
l Zee
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ter"' ;et

C

24mV
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-70dB

77 d8

Good

Av

$0511 ECM2130F

£32

E

C

2401V

2200

-7008

860E1

Av.

Good/Av.

£20

11.1.0

C

11mV

4500

—

67 d8

V.Poor
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Technics RP3640E electret cardioid (£47)
This model has ametallic tubular stem with around top, including the
capsule. It requires two Ull-type batteries and incorporates an on/off
switch, which worked quietly. The output lead is attached, and is 5m long,
in single screened, fairly thin cable, terminating in amoulded in. mono
jack. Battery consumption was 7mA, which we consider very high, and
possibly mainly due to the LED 'on' indicator! Wind noise pick-up was
quite bad, although p- blasting rejection was fairly good despite the lack of
an external windshield. Accessories included a metal tripod miniature
stand, which is stable, provided the clamp adaptor is mounted centrally,
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this having an additional bush for floor stand mounting. The plastic box
was considered only fair, because its lid was difficult to close, and
instructions, although quite helpful, were in rather strange English! Hum
and noise rejection was excellent throughout. Grip was excellent, balance
good, but handling noise was only average. Although construction looked
quite reasonable, the top was dented in the drop test and the adaptor
clamp was damaged, although the mike still worked, and survived the
cable pull test.
Speech reproduced fairly well, with atendency to brittleness at HFand a
slight lack of bass, noise being considered reasonable. Harpsichord
sounded quite well, but lacked LF and EHF slightly. Double- bass,
however, lost LF quite badly, but was thought otherwise quite smooth,
although some hiss was produced. The French horn reproduced with
quite a warm sound, but lacked EHF, and yet was not disliked. The
response chart shows quite abad LF roll- off, and aslight peak around
7kHz, the response attenuating rapidly above 10kHz. Even so, the mid
and lower HF response was reasonably smooth, which is why we quite
liked this mike on some material. The back response shows surprisingly
good rejection, and the polar pattern was also thought good.
Background noise was quite good as electrets go, and output
sensitivity was much higher than normal, which is useful. The source
impedance averaged around 700 ohms. Distortion was apparent at spls
above 124 dB, despite the higher battery voltage.
Whilst this mike gave quite good results on some material, its restricted
response range is clearly its main problem. Considering the price, it is not
really avery good buy and so cannot be recommended. If only Technics
could have improved the LF and EHF performance, this model might well
have been recommended. [We hear from Technics that the two models
reviewed are being replaced by anew range next month—Ed.]

Conclusions
When undertaking asubstantial project such as this one it is important
to judge all products by the same criteria throughout and this we have
tried to do very consistently. All the anechoic chamber recordings
were made under identical conditions and played back on the same
equipment in our Finchley listening room. The reviews have had to
be brief because of space and the subjective comments are, of course,
very considerably shortened.
We have introduced many tests which perhaps are not so frequently
done in order to check the suitably of each model for many purposes,
and we also hope that readers will find comments on grip, handling,
hum, etc, radio frequency interference pick-up, and even handling
noise useful. After all the tests had been completed, it was felt
reasonable to carry out the drop and cable pull tests even if these so
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD.REVIEW
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severely damaged amike as to render it almost beyond economic
repair and, after all, we did drop them in acontrolled fashion on to a
carpet, which might be fairly typical of agenuine accident! How often
have you, by mistake, stood on amike cable and caught it underneath
something when picking the actual mike itself up to use it and found
yourself looking at abare end with puzzlement?
Many of the mikes are clearly not suitable for use in hi-fi recording,
although unfortunately they are all models recommended by various
hi-fi dealers, which perhaps shows that you should be careful which
dealer you frequent. Iam sorry to relate that only one mike in the
entire survey was thought really good by the panel, this being the
Calrec 652 model. Quite frankly, there is aworld of difference between
its reproduced quality and that of any of the other models reviewed,
only the reference Neumann KM84 being possibly better in some
respects; but the Neumann does cost about four times as much as the
Calrec. It is astonishing, when one has the possibility of immediately
comparing the quality of various mikes, to appreciate how very bad
many of them are in their reproduced quality. It is ashame that some
models from many famous manufacturers received very critical
comments.
As for the mono electrets, there are just afew which can be
recommended, notwithstanding various reservations which we have
on all of them. The Sony ECM260 is clearly worth considering since it
did not have any really bad points and, at best, sounded reasonable.
Some of the sounds reproduced by the Philips N8501 were very
good indeed, but the reservation that auser must keep the mike along
way back from even only moderately loud instruments is an unfortunate reservation indeed. Philips will be introducing anew electret
microphone in the Autumn of 1981 which may well have an improved
distortion point. If you buy apair of Philips N8501s and use them a
long way back in the hall, and fairly high up, they will probably give
reasonable results. Do not forget, however, that the margin between
hiss on the one side and distortion on the other is fairly small, so
you will have to get positions just right for optimum results.
The Marantz Superscope EC9P was also quite well liked, but it has
the drawback for classical work in that it cannot be used very far away
from any performer without hiss becoming obtrusive.
The Audio Technica AT811 was thought to be surprisingly good
value for money, giving an acceptable sound quality on much of the
material and having an acceptable dynamic range for many uses.
Of the moving- coil types. Ifeel only able to recommend two models,
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since in one way or another, these seemed well above the performance of the remainder.
The Beyer M81 LM works very reasonably as astereo pair with a
bare cross- bar, and the high sensitivity will mean that users should be
able to obtain quite good dynamic range recordings from them. Even
when inter- connected straight into cassette deck mike inputs they

should just about give a reasonable recording level on models having
average sensitivity, although there are some decks which may require
you to shout abit to achieve full recording level!
The Shure 588SB is avery robust model which is very suitable
indeed for stage use and public address applications, and it may give a
reasonable stereo pair sound quality despite the lack of bass. It is fairly

Table 2. MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
Mike
socket I
Cable
attached

Make and Model
AKAI ACM100
AKO 0190E

Balanced

0/mans ens
Cable
length
(m)

Cables
plug
unbalanced details

Table
stand
supplied

Swivel
clamp
supplied

Wind
shield
supplied

Bass
cut
switch

On/Off
switch

Other
functions

Drop
test

Cable
pull
test

LvW
(cm)

Cable
Attached

Unbal

Mono Jack

,/

For own
stand only

,i

—

—

—

OK

OK

19.2

XLR

Bal

No cable
supplied

—

./

—

—

—

—

OK

—

../

—

./

—

—

OK

or

,

Instruction
Weight manual
gms
rating

Packaging
rating

3

145

Av.

Ex

16.4

—

170

Poor

Ex

—

16.4

—

260

Poor

Ex

ASCO D1200E

XLR

Bal

No cable
supplied

—

AUDIO TECHNICA AT811

XLR

Bal

Mono jack
(unbal)

—

Built in

—

,/

OK

OK

21 > 3.5

4.9

185

Ex

Ex

AUDIO TECHNICA AT813

XLR

Bal

Mono jack
(unbolt

—

Built in

—

,.I

—

Failed

OK

20.R25

48

210

Ex

Ex

BEYER M81 LM

Cable
attached

Bal

3 pin DIN

,/

../

—

—

—

—

OK

Failed

14.5.3.5

2

280

Poor .

Poor

CALREC CM652C

(see review) Unbal

(see review) —

—

—

—

On power
supply

Output
level
control

OK

OK

13.2.2

6

115

None
supplied

'Ex

EAGLE PROM90

XLR

Mono jack
(Unbal)

,/

Built in

si

59 .

265

Poor

Ex

.
5

245

Good

Av

Bal

—

JVC MD725

Special
5 pin
connector

Bal

Mono jack
(Unbal)

—

MARANTZ SUPERSCOPE
EC.9P

XLR

Bal

Bare ends

PHILIPS N8501

Cable
attached

Unbal '

Mono jack

SENNHEISER MD412LM

Cable
attached

Unbal

3 pin DIN

s/

SHURE 515S8

Cable
attached

Bal

Bare ends

SHURE 5118SB

XLR

Bal

SONY ECM220FA

Cable
attached

Unbal

SONY ECM260F

XLR

TECHNICS RP3330

Cable
attached

TECHNICS RP3540E
Notes: Av = Average ( fair)
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Cable
attached

—

../

—

OK but
Rattled

OK

16.5.6

si

—

OK

Failed

19.6

./

Built in

—

../

../

../

-,./

10 dB
attenuator

OK

OK

19-75.3

3

260

Good

Ex

,./

—

./

—

—

—

OK but
bent casing

OK

23.5.2.5

1.8

75

Good

Good

t/

si

-ti

—

—

Failed

OK

14.4

2

165

Ex

Ex

—

../

—

—

.../

—

OK

OK

16-5.3.75

4-5

340

G444

Good

Bare ends

—

./

Built in

—

„/

—

OK

OK .

16-5.5.26

4-5

345

Good

Good

Mono jack

—

•,/

Built in

—

s
i

—

OK

OK

21.4

4.8

125

Good/Av .

V. Poor

Bal

Mono jack
(Unbal)

—

./

../

—

—

—

OK

OK

18.3.5

4.9

130

Good

Good

Unbal

Mono jack

,/

../

Built in

—

,i

—

OK

OK

17.5

3

110

Av

V. Pair

Mono jack

s
i

..1

—

—

..I

Battery
indicator

OK

OK

26.4

5

.235

Av

Av

Unbal

.

Ex - Excellent *Weight does not include cable. ' Length' does not include any necessary connector plug.
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large, though, and you will find it alittle difficult to mount apair of
them even fairly close together for coincident recordings.
We were sorry to find that the AKG models gave rather acoloured
sound reproduction, being too bright in the presence region, and that
the Sennheiser moving- coils were so much disliked for various reasons
by the panel.
It will be seen that in almost all the cases windshields are essential
if one is to reproduce speech which has necessarily to be fairly close
to the mike, particularly for public address use. If you are to record
more distant speech you would probably find it better to switch out
any bass cut. Do not forget that some of the mikes have rather alow
output sensitivity, so if you want to use them on distant speech
successfully, you may well need impedance transformers if they are to
be plugged directly into the average recorder rather than via amixer
having low impedance inputs. Some mikes claiming to have abuilt-in
windshield gave inferior results on wind noise rejection although they
were usually satisfactory on p- blasting rejection. A few were not
supplied with windshields, but these are available as an accessory and
since almost all users will at some time wish to record speech,
windshields are virtually essential. Vibration isolators can also be very
important and these are not often found in retailer's stocks, although a
few manufacturers can supply them, including Shure, Audio Technica,
Sony, AKG, Sennheiser and Beyer, who manufacture awide range of
accessories.
Many of the models were fitted with bass- cut switches, sometimes
labelled 'vocal' or 'speech'. We felt that too many of them introduced
much too much cut at LF and it would have been much more useful
for. them to have been rather gentler, such as is provided by the
Marantz model. The AKG D1200E did have athree- position switch
and speech was reasonably well reproduced in the centre position, but
full bass cut made it sound very thin. This mike did not quite make a
general recommendation in these conclusions because of its rather
high price and some criticisms of its coloration, although it is very
suitable for PA applications.
Quite afew mikes have abalanced output, although the cable
supplied was either unbalanced itself or was made unbalanced by
being provided with amono jack plug. If you wish to use even fairly
long cables with the mikes under mobile conditions, as opposed to at
home, then abalanced feed is virtually essential to reject the many
types of interference that always have ahabit of creeping in when you
least want them. Transformers are widely available which are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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unbalanced on the secondary for directly feeding into the mono jack
sockets on an average open- reel or cassette deck. In such an installation, it is usually vital to connect an effective earth to the equipment
and to ensure that this earth makes through to the screen of the
balanced mike cable. You will find that with many decks you will get
improved signal-to- hiss performance if you use atransformer giving an
actual step-up, having perhaps a1000 ohm primary and a10k-ohm
secondary, the voltage stet:pup in this case being 10dB.
As digital recording is just on the horizon for domestic applications,
and the quality you will be able to obtain from this should be
fantastic, Ican assure you that it will pay you handsomely to purchase
the best that you can afford, and Imost Strongly recommend the *
Calrec 652 models for your consideration, although you may find it
beneficial to add balancing transformers on the outputs of the power
supply if you are to use long cables. You will find that atypical
problem area will be in achurch, having abadly suppressed thermostat in the central heating system, or anywhere near high power
transmitters, such as those at Crystal Palace, which produce ahumlike sound if the radio frequency energy can find its way somewhere
into the equipment. Stage lighting dimmers can also create chaos,
so be careful to keep your mike cables away from lighting cables and
circuits.
We were all appalled by the lack of useful information concerning
the basic facts of microphone use, for only afew manufacturers
supplied more than barely adequate instructions with their mikes. With
adequate information it should not be too difficult to make agood
effective coincident- pair recording of amusical performance, and it
should not take the amateur recordist long to begin to get an idea of
width, depth and perspective. Iwould like to refer readers back to an
earlier HFNIRR article of mine on microphone techniques and
differences ( Nov. '79); in my opinion acoincident technique recording gives much better stereo results than aspaced microphone
recording, such as we have so frequently heard on many American
classical recordings, which gives ' ping pong' like imagery with an
enormous hole in the middle.
To conclude, perhaps this review has shocked many readers who
have previously thought that most microphones sound alike. Judging
by the models reviewed, mikes are at least as different from one
another as are loudspeakers, and unless you are able to consider yen/
expensive professional models, with only the odd exception you will
get perhaps less than you pay for •
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What you've just experienced is something very unusual. But then, this is certainly
no ordinary amplifier.
Its external design is arevolution in itself.
Its champagne gold colour aradical departure
from traditional expectations.
This is the face of hi-fi for the future. One
of Pioneer's new range of Communication
Components.
Created specifically to increase the awareness between man and machine by applying
the philosophy of human understanding to
high technical innovation. Adding avisual
dimension to hi-fi sound that relates and informs in an excitingly original way.
The central indication panel acts as an
information centre, for easy understanding of
the amplifier's working condition.
Communicating at aglance,the exact flow
of current, output power, mode of operation
and other features in use.
But establishing anew philosophy of
amplifier design was only
the first step towards more you ARE
faithful hi-fi sound reproduction.
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The next step was
to reduce all distortion which affects the three circuit with aspecial operational amp to
target areas of frequency range, dynamic range instantly compensate for any drifting of the
and dynamic characteristics.
DC offset voltage and attenuate sharply any
The basic principle behind the design
DC and subsonic components.
policy of every Pioneer amplifier, as illustrated
NEW LINE-STRAIGHT CIRCUIT
by the diagram.
On the A-9 output is 110 Watts per channel
Offering both the high effidency advanat 8Ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
tage of aclass-B amp and low distortion
than 0.003% total harmonic distortion.
advantage of aclass-A amp, the A-9 eliminates
Also the low noise element in the moving
all switching distortion by having the bias
coil cartridge pre- amp reduces back-ground
controlled by avari-bias circuit
hiss and gives ahigh S/N
preventing either output
ratio of 72dB ( 100W
transistor from being
input).
driven below its idle
While the novel
current into cut-off.
Line-Straight circuit
Completely remosends pure signal
ving any switching
directly to the power
distortion, since neither
amp stage, by-passing
transistor is ever
balance control, tone
switched off during
control and mode
operation.
switch. Thereby minThe resulting pure
imising crosstalk and
signal is made stable
distortion all the way.
by using aDC-Servo
THE F-9 TUNER AND A-9 AMPLIFIER COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS.
An orange indi-

DMMUNICATING WITH
UN NEW A-9AMPLIPIER.
cator lights up on the central panel when this
switch is pushed.The switch itself is concealed
behind the left hand panel door, alongside
other less frequently used control switches.

THE THREE TARGETS OF 3- DIMENSIONAL AMP DESIGN AND THE
FACTORS THAT AFFECT THEM.
Expansion of
dynamic range (dB).

A

THD
Noise.

Switching distortion.
IMD

Frequency response.
Power band width.

Improvement
of dynamic
characteristics
(ms).

A
TIM

Linear
phase-

Expansion of
frequency range
(Hz).

Like the resistance load selector for the
MC cartridge and the capacitance load selector
for the MM cartridge.
ILLUMINATED CONTROL INDICATORS.
On the central panel the protection circuit
lights up green under normal conditions and
red when it automatically-prevents the rare

possibility of damage occurring. The balance
indicator lights up red when the control isn't
at centre position and green when it is.
The Rec-Out selector indicates crossdubbing between decks while listening to the
same or alternative source.
And 12 part quick- response LED power
meters warn against excessive power levels.
There are three amplifiers covering a
range of power from 70 Watts to 110 Watts per
channel in Pioneer's new series of
Communication Components.
Each designed to integrate,visually and
technically, with the new Communication
Component tuners.
Like the F-9 advanced digital quartz
synthesizer tuner, seen in combination with
the A-9 on the left.
As separates they are remarkable.
Together they are unrivalled.

PiONEER®

Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB) Ltd., The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9J-L.

It was thought at one time that high technology had to look highly complicated, that
the more capabilities ahi-fi component had
the more mystery surrounded it.
But now with Pioneer's new range of
Communication Components advanced technology needn't look complicated at all.
There isn't amore advanced tuner with
more sophisticated capabilities than the new
F-9. Yet youll find it very difficult to see anything more simple to operate.
Its striking slim design owes nothing to
convention, displaying awell balanced layout
with three precise sections. Each with its own
function.
As aPioneer Communication Componentit tells how advanced it is through its own
operation.
REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN FROM
BEGINNING TO END
For instance,the station memory buttons
on the right-hand panel indicate that it is a
synthesized tuner with push button
ease.
The concentrated central panel
informs that it has instant recall on
six AM and FM stations, a5point
LED signal strength meter, a
digital tuned frequency readout,
astereo and IF wide indicator
and asmall red LED multipath
indicator for FM broadcasting distortion.
site shows its superiority when compared witiWhile the left-hand concealed panel when another similar tuner.
open reveals the manual tuning, memory
NEW ADVANCES IN EFFICIENCY
button, IF width selector and other less freqBy controlling the radio frequency divider
uently used controls.
the pulse swallow system on the Quartz PLL
Behind its champagne gold textured
synthesizer doubles the reference frequency
finish lies an equally original concept in tuner
to 25kHz which takes it out of the audible
technology.
frequency range.
A push-pull type front end using newly
And makes the low pass filter more
developed Pioneer Ionefficient in reducing the resiImplantation Double
dual noises and increaDiffusion MOS FETs
sing the S/N ratio.
in the RF amplifier
And the static
stage, atwin-cap
control system reduces
diode and adoublethe synthesizer's inhebalanced mixer
rent electronic noise,
achieves superior
which normally leaks
intermodulation ininto the audible
terference ratio
frequency range, by
without sacrificing
employing alarge LSI
sensitivity.
to allow the control
The chart oppo- THE F-9 TUNER AND A-9 AMPLIFIER COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS,
signals to be fed through

'S TELLIN
CED

GYOU HOW FAR
THE P-9TUNER IS.
Dn independent cables. While the digital
detector has extremely wide linearity and low
Jistortion.

PIONEER F-9 IM
A SIMILAR TUNER IM.
INPUT SIGNAL STRENGTH ( Fi F2) = 75 dBF. Fi = 96.8 MHz, F2 = 97.4 MHz.

Thanks to the linear multiplier in the second mixer it avoids ageneration of beat
noises which enhances the reception sound
quality.
The direct through MPX demodulator
circuit, splits the FM detected composite signal
into Land Rchannels at 38 kHz, achieving a
high S/N ratio.
Unlike conventional switching systems
which create noise and distortion, anewly-

developed IC solves the problem by adapting
agr ounding method.
AN ADVANCED NEW RANGE OF
COMPONENTS.
The F-9 is one of two tuners in Pioneer's
new series of Communication Components.
A new line of component separates which
are all original in concept and very revolutionary in design. Adding avisual dimension to
hi-fi sound that relates and informs in an excitingly original way.
Both tuners are designed to integrate,
visually and technically, with the new
Communication Component amplifiers.
Like the A-9 non-switching amplifier, seen
in combination with the F-9 on the left.
They match each other so well, there's no
doubt they were made for each other.

PlONEell®

Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd., The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL.

Despite rapid and continuous technical progress in sound reproduction, there has been little
success in building aloudspeaker capable of
reproducing sound,within close tolerance, identical to the original sound.
The obstacle mainly responsible for this
limitation is the heart of the loudspeaker itself,
namely the diaphragm.
•
Or rather the lack of suitable material for construction of the diaphragm.
But now with the development of Polymer
Graphite, Pioneer has brought atremendous improvement to loudspeaker performance.
Setting anew low in distortion and anew
high in technology.
The result is the new HPM loudspeaker
series with better transient performance, wider
frequency range and good overall flat response.
The HPM series is part of Pioneer's new
range of Communication Components.
Created specifically to increase the awareness between man and machine by applying the
philosophy of human understanding to high
technical innovation.
THE ROLE OF THE LOUDSPEAKER.
In hi-fi, loudspeakers are the mechanical
link after achain of electronic components. They
are ultimately responsible for the final quality of
the sound. Bringing back to life once more, sound
that has been recorded, multiplied, reinforced
and finally reproduced.
Communicating by electroacoustic transformation sound
nearest the truth and reproducing it another
step closer to reality.

ponNER GRAplin

pApER AND mETA

WHAT'S WRONG WITH PAPER AND
METAL?
The perfect cone material
should be lightweight but stiff
enough to significantly reduce
distortion. And have high
internal loss to sustain little
vibration, thereby reducing artificial colouration to any music.
Although paper does not
offer all these facilities, it is
light and has high internal loss
for smooth frequency response.
But apaper diaphragm
is not rigid enough to keep from
flexing.
At high frequencies large
inertial forces occur with which
it cannot cope.
Causing it to stop vibrating
HPM - 1100 SPEAKER.
as an integral body and start to
COMMUNICATION COMPONENT.

'break up'and vibrate in parts.
Metal on the other hand, such as
aluminium or titanium, has the complete
opposite characteristics to paper.
By being stiff it significantly extends
the frequency range and reduces
distortion. But it is very heavy and has
very little internal damping.
This causes explicit peaks in the
frequency characteristics because of the
lack of damped structure resonances.
THE ADVANTAGES OF POLYMER
GRAPHITE.
Unlike paper and metal, Polymer
Graphite proves to be good in every
aspect. It has alow density offers
stiffness high as aluminium and internal
loss as large as paper.
The visual chart shows the big
difference in transient response when

gOT ACOMPROMISE BETWEEN
[A BUT BETTER THAN BOTH.
compared to aluminium.
Furthermore, it can be moulded into various
shapes of diaphragm for low and high frequency

Transient Response of Polymer Graphite.

Transient Response of Aluminium.

drivers and it is very durable. Nor is it degraded by
humidity, keeping its mechanical strength for
avery long time. High stiffness and low density
mean its internal sound velocity is very high.
Consequently, there is less likelihood of any
'break up' and the frequency range is very wide.
Even under high power stress, Polymer
Graphite speakers have very little harmonic distortion. And because of its large internal loss, all

possible structural resonances are heavily dampened, so the frequency characteristics have a
remarkable smoothness.
Since the inertia of the lightweight cone will
not hide any sudden increase of sharp wave
forms, transient response is excellent too.
Every HPM series speaker system has a
horn-loaded High Polymer supertweeter that expands the frequency response to 50,000 Hz.
Despite the compactness of the enclosure,
bass response is natural, extending to the lowest
audible limit of the frequency range, thanks to
the computer- designed bass-reflex cabinet.
The HPM series has four systems covering a
range of maximum input power from 80 Watts
to 250 Watts.

PiONEER®

Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB) Ltd., The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL.
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We make sure things stay that way too.
By covering its surface with aspecial coating,which not
only holds the magnetic particles in place, but also leaves it
mirror smooth.
So your tape head positively glides over it.
Without wearing itself out.
Without wearing the tape out.
Sounds almost too good to be true?
It is.

maxelL

Maxel ( UK) Ltd.,1 Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3AF Tel: 01.423 06K'i.

If some Japanese speakers sound alittle oriental
in tone, it's not that they're any less wel engineered
than their European counterparts but simply because
they're tuned to different tona values. Wha: souncs
ideal in Japan however, can sound rather off-key to a
European ear and vice versa: which is why Sony have
taken the rather unusual step of building their
118

loudspeakers in Europe and tuning them to the ears
of aEuropean listening pahe'. rather than those of a
Japanese engineer.
The result is atonal balance of which any European
loudspeaker would be prouc, together with an
enviable level of engineering designed to optirn se
sound performance and not merely flatter the eye.

The v" al difference
between Sony
and Japanese speakers.

'In our SS- Gseries a:I three cones are " plumb- inline's° that the sound waves travd the same d:stance to
the ear, thus minimising phase distortion.
An acoustic grooved baffle absorbs unwanted
waves and gives aclearercleaner sound, while specially
designed stands reduce "floor boom:' and position the
hid- frequency units etheir ideal leve:, ear height.

Last year the Audio Press gave our SSG MkI
some highly favourable reviews against some of the
world's best models. We're sure they'll find our SSG1
Mk11 and SSG4D as impressive.
N

s 0,

y.

Tuned to European ears
Demonstrations and further irformation at Sony Showroory.134 Regent Street. Lomion WI.
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Technics ouiFq«lz
Direct

Drive Automatic Turntable System

SL-QL1

SINCE WE STARTE I

Two years ago,we stood the hi-fi world
on its endwith the introduction ofour SL-10.
Imagine, alinear tracking turntable
just 75mm wider than an LP and capable of
playing at any angle.
On its side or even upside down.
But always at precisely the angle record
grooves are cut.
"Revolutionary"and"breakthrough" are
the kind ofwords used to describe theSL-10.

However, no one could ever describe
it as cheap.
So we thought it was high time we
brought linear tracking down to amore
acceptable level.
Hence,our introduction ofthe SL-QL1
at just under £2,20.
Now don't run away with the idea
we've cut any cornersThe SL-QL1is adirectdrive,quartz-locked turntable with speed

accuracy to within 0.002%.
It's also fully automatic and includes
our EPC-P202C cartridge.
True,it's alittle wider than its illustrious
parent (though some might prefer its more
conventional proportions).
But, at amere 3 inches high by 17
inches wide, our Sl-QL1 makes other linear
tracking turntables look positively cumbersome.

Look at those who've followed in our
tracks and you'll soon see what we mean.
Nothing even comes close to matching
the low profile and price of our SL-QL1.
It's just the excuse you need to start
going straight.

Technics

SL-QL1 linear tracking turntable
3001318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SI-16JB.Tel: Slough 34522
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THE TAPE BY WHICH
OTHERS
SHOULD BE MEASURED
If ahigh bias tape is to measure up to TDK SA, these are the qualities
it must have.
It must be recognised as one of the world's leading high performance
tapes on the high bias position. It should be formulated from TDK's own
highly sophisticated cobalt enriched ferric oxide powder.
It must live up to the frequency chart above and have an MOL of
+3.0dB at 333Hz and — 9dB at 10kHz. It must also be sensitive to + 0.5dB
at 333Hz and + 1dB at 10kHz.
It must have asuper precision cassette
&-:TDK
mechanism tooled to single micron
The great name in tape cassettes.
dimensions with perfectly circular
hubs, aunique pressure pad holding
system and TDK's exclusive dimple
and bubble surface liner sheet for
smooth, snag-free tape transport.
Above all, it should be the
yard- stick for anyone who knows
anything about tape.
Your tape measures up? Good.
It must be TDK Super Avilyn.
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW. Eire: Peat's Wholesale Limited,Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.
The frequency response graph shown is astylisation using actual tape. OdB

250nWb.'m

SHACKMAN
For crystal clear
electrostatic
sound
THE DYNASTATIC LOUDSPEAKER

The Dynastatic model AS7 loudspeaker incorporal es not only
the world famous Shackman E.S unit but also a magnificent
IO" bextrene cone bass driver. The units are housed in a
superbly styled enclosure of unique and beautiful appearance. The E.S unit radiates the sound both front and rear
and is completely isolated from the bass chamber. We regard
the model AS7 as the world's finest loudspeaker for sheer
clarity, absence of colouration and for its unparalleled
response to transients. It is the only loudspeaker which
successfully combines the virtues of a perfected electrostatic
mid/high frequency unit with a top quality powerful 10"
bextrene coned bass driver. You are urged to attend a
demonstration of this masterpiece of sound reproduction and
be convinced. The AS7's are priced at £495 the pair excl. VAT.
ALSO ON DEMONSTRATION IS THE
EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE DYNASTATIC MARK III,
A SLIGHTLY SMALLER VERSION OF THE
AS7, AT THE ASTOUNDINGLY LOW PRICE OF
£395 PER PAIR, EXCL. OF VAT.

UPGRADE YOUR LOUDSPEAKERS IN
READINESS FOR THE
DIGITAL REVOLUTION
* * * * * *
HOME CONSTRUCTORS, QUAD E.S.L.
USERS AND OTHERS

Shackman E.S. units are available either in chassis form or in
acoustically transparent cabinets to incorporate in your loudspeaker
system. A volume control is fitted for you to balance the sensitive E.S •
unit with your woofer. The units come ready to connect to your
amplifier but require woofers crossing over at 500 Hz. The units are
priced at £ 120 the pair in chassis form or £ 150 the pair in cabinets..
Prices exclude VAT. Suitable woofers and bass enclosures are
available on request.
The Shackman E.S. unit demonstrably improves the
performance of the Quad E.S.L. without having to
modify the Quad unit in any way, and Quad E.S.L.
users are cordially invited to attend ademonstration
and check for themselves.
The Shackman E.S. unit is also suitable for use as a
replacement for the B & W DM70 E.S. unit which we
understand is no longer manufactured. The Shackman
E.S. unit will improve all makes of loudspeakers, just
disconnect internal squawkers and tweeters and stand
E.S. unit on top of the enclosure.
Leaflets
— send SAE
for full details.

Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording,broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research Development Corporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,
mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications
for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

For further information regarding
Ambisonics, together with details of record
and equipment manufacturers, apply to the
NRDC AMBISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP11 1PJ
'Telephone : High Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

Specialist consultancy service
freely available to those
attending demonstrations.

ARUM
SERVICES LIMITED

Proprietor Alex Shackman
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Ti!: 011-449 6605
Shop hours 09-30-18-00 Tuesday to Saturday. Closed all day Monday.
We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard.

Nu

Shackman speakers are also available from wilmslow Audio,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: Wilmslow 529599, who also deal with
all export enquiries. Sole agents W. German}: R.A.E. GmbH,
Adalbertsteinweg 253 D-5100 Aachen.
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STEREO and TV AERIALS

THE CASTLE
SPEAKERS
RICHMOND Il
HiFi Choice
'Best Buy' Jan 81

KENDAL II
HiFi Cioice
'Best Buy' Jan 81

NEW—Fuba Uka Stereo 9 FM Aerial— New

CONWAY II A
HiFi Choice
'Best Buy' Jan 81

HOWARD II
Hi -Fi Choice
'Highly Recommended' Jan 81

The NEW Fuba Uka Stereo 9 FM Aerial is specifically
designed for the band from 87.5 to 100 MHz. In this
band it has the highest possible gain and the very best
directional characteristics. It is the very highest performance aerial for this band within reasonable size
limits and windloading. We also hold in stock a very
wide range of TV aerials from the simple to the most
complex, and an even wider range of accessories such
as lashings, masts, rotators, cables, amplifiers, filters
etc.
Telephone advisory service available; just ring us.
Our new application note The Choice and Installation of FM Aerials"
will be sent on receipt of 25 p in stamps.

ro

Audio Workshops Ltd

r

33 London Road, Southborough,

.41

Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OPB.
Tel:

Tunbridge Wells10892) 39222.

Telex:

957043

JORDAN
50mm modules and system designs

The Castle Range of Speakers gives fatigue
free listening over the fullaudio range whilst
covering the entire variety of musical and speech

Built completely in our own factory, Castle
speakers blend modem technology with the
traditional values of beauty arid craft, and are

selection,

available in avariety of genuine wood veneers.

RICHMOND Il

KENDAL II

CONWAY HA

2SPEAKER SYSTEM

2SPEAKER SYSTEM

3SPEAKER SYSTEM

4 SPEAKER SYSTEM

3WAY

3WAY

!HOWARD II

4-8 OHMS

4 - 8OHMS

4-8 OHMS

4-8 OHMS

8-30 WATTS

3-40 WATTS

15-100 WATTS

35-150 WATTS

Castle Acoustics
Limited
•

SHORTBANK ROAD, SKIPTON
NORTH YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND
TELE: ( 0756:15333
TELEX si7sie. CASt LE G

Please pt ovide me with the full facts on the speaker systems in the
Castle Range. Together with the address of your local dealer.

JORDAN 50mm modules have now achieved
international recognition as the most outstanding
loudspeaker units ever produced.
JORDAN 50mm modules and system designs
permit the home constructer to build loudspeaker
systems with performance features far in advance
of any commercially built systems currently
available.
PLEASE WRITE for free brochure or send
£2.50 for your copy of the JORDAN Manual.

Name
Addresl.

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
STONYWAY BOVING DON GREEN
MARLOW BUCKS SL7 2J H
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We are appointed agents for
• ACOUSTIC KSEARCH • AKAI • AIWA • ARMSTRONG • B.E1 C. MONITOR
U CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION • GARRARD • GDOOPAANS • GRUNDIG • HARMER FARDEN
• HITACHI • J.3.E. 313.1.C. • REF • ROSS • MARANTZ • NAD • NATIONAL
PANASONIC • PIONEER • ROGERS • FEVOX • SANSUI • SHURE • S.M.E.
TANDBERG • TEAC • TECHNICS la THOREMS • TRIO • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA

AMPLIFIER S
CAMBRIDGE
P80
£179-90
HITACHI
3500 . , £82-95
4500
£98.50
5700
£149•95
7700
£ 229.50
HA2700 . £ 59.00
HA3700
£79.00
NAD
3020
£86.00
PIONEER
508
£ 89-95
SA410/H 8
£ 59-90
510
£ 85.00
610
£105.00
710
£129.00
SA7800
£244•90
8800
£299.90
9800
£384.90
ROTEL
RA300
£ 59.95
RA350
£84.90
RE500
£72.00
RB1000
£104.00
RC1 000
£104.00
RA1000 . £109.90
TANDBERG
3003/3092. . . P.O.A.
SANSUI
AUX'
£ 599-00
AU919
£438.00
AU719
£ 275.00
AU417 ..... £ 199.95
AU317 mk 11 . £159.90
AU217 mk 11 . £107-00
BAF1
£349.00
CAF1
£259-00
A40B/S
£ 88.90
A60B/S
£98.90
A80B/S
£129.90

PIONEER
SX600
£ 99.90
700
£129.90
SXD5000
£ 389-00
ROTEL
RX300
£94•90
£155.00
RX604(s/o) .
£149.95
RX1000 . . .
NAD
7020
£157-00
7060
£255-00
SANSUI
R3OL
£95-00
R50
£ 118-00
R70. . £142.00
SONY
242
£99-00
343
£119-00
STRV45L
£209-00
STRV55
£229.00
TECHNICS
SA101 L
£99.95
202L
£145-00
3031_, . .... £174.95
TANDBERG
TR2080
£450.00
TR2060L. . £ 299-00
TR2045 £250.00
TRIO
KR8OL
£199-90
YAMAHA
FULL RANGE .
PCA

YAMAHA
CT8' 0
T550

TURNTABLES
AIWA
FULL RANGE
P.O.A.
LP300 (s/o). . . . £425-00
HITACHI
HT4OS
eseoo
I-1141S
neoo
HT324
£60-00
HT660
£175-00
J.B.E
P.O.A.
NAD
5020
£74-95
PIONEER
PL200
£8490
300
E99.90
400
£119-90
£199-00
600
100X
£64-90
ROTEL
P.O A.
SANSUI
FRG5
£147.50
FRD4.
£128.90
FRD3. . . . £84.90
SONY
PST22
£69.00
PST33
£79-00
PSX55
£124.00
PSX65
£160-00
PSX75 ..... £205.00
PSX40
£124.95
PSX70 . . . . £210.00
TECHNICS
SLB2
£69.95
SLQ2
£124-95
SLD2
.
£89-95
SL7
£199.00
TRIO
P.0 A.

TUNERS
AIWA
AT9700

£229-90

ARMSTRONG
623
£135-00
624 . . . . ... £110-00
CAMBRIDGE
FT3400
£65-00
FT4400
£102.00
ton
5000
£125-00
TA242
£ 69.00
343.
.
£79.00179.00
8000
£
F35. . £105-00
155
£175-00
F45
£ 125.00
PIONEER
F55
£149-95
TX410
£ 59.90
TA333
£89-90
710
£122-90
TAF30
£99.90
7800
; £172.00
40(s/o)
£109.00
9800
£229-00
TAF5A(s/o) . . . . £124-95
TXD1000
£254-90
TECHNICS
ROTEL
FULL RANGE
P.O.A.
RT3000
£ 62.90
TRIO
RT726 . £ 99•95
KA80
£135.00
RT1000 £104.90
MD600(s/o). . .
£289-00
SANSUI
YAMAHA
TUX1
£399.90
Al
£299.00
TU919
£ 279.90
A450
£114.95
TU719
£ 199.90
A550
£139-95
TU317
£109.90
CA710(s/ol . £139.00
TU217
£ 99-50
T60B/S
£63.00
RECEIVERS
T80B/S
£95.00
AIWA
SONY
AX7400
£15995
ST212L(s/o)
£69-90
ARMSTRONG
STA3OL
£92-00
625
£ 18500
STJ60(s/o) . £122-00
626
£ 209-00
ST242L
£69-00
IITrACHI
STA35L
£95.00
804(s/o)
£199.90
STJ55 . . . , . £139-00
903(s/o)
£250.00
TECHNICS.
P0 A
SR2010L
£ 79.00
TRIO
40101.
£ 99.00
KT80 . £ 125-00

PART
EX CHAN G E
WELCOME
ANYTHING CONSIDERED
TO PERSONAL
CALLERS ONLY

DELIVERY BY

SECURICOR
Order by post or
telephone

-

with confidence
you'll

Le-ei-te

£159-90
£114.95

SPEAKERS

'Such nice people

TELEVI SI
ON

HITACHI
CAP162 . . £269.00
CWP3DO. . . £239.00
CBP260 . £449.00
PANASONIC
FULL RANGE
SONY
£275-00
KV1400
KV1822 .
£369.00
£410.00
KV2200 .
£320-00
KV90e0
£425.00
KV2022
£450.00
KV2204
£359.00
KV1612
P 0.A.
KV2206
.P O.A.
KV2704

£82.00
£104.00
100
£133.00
E30
£199-00
E50
£290-00
E70
.
£350-00
NEW MODELS . . P.O.A
YAMAHA
NS1000M
£502.00

CASS ETTE DECKS
AIWA
NEW RANGE
P.O.A.
AKAI
NEW RANGE
P.O.A.
HITACHI
022
£65.00
33
£79.00
45
£95.00
55
£115.00
85
£149-00
3300M
£280.00
5500M
£385-00
NAD
6020
e £94-50
6040
£119.00
6140
£175-00
NAKAMICHI
FULL RANGE
PC A
PIONEER
750.
£199-00
850 . . £225.00
960 . . £325.00

MUSIC CENTRE S
AND SYSTEM S
Akai Micro Systems . P.O.A.
Aiwa Micro Systems . P.O.A.
HITACHI
STD120/SS6220 . £199.95
STD150/SS6220. £ 220.00
STDi70/SS8270 £275.00
STD400/SS8470
£350.00
FISHER MICRO
SYSTEMS . . . £269.00
NATIONAL PANASONIC
.SG4000 (s/o) . . . £249-00
605000
£299-00
Prices are correct at time
of press but may be sub.
ject to cnange without
prior notice and goadS
adVertised are subjea-to
availability E&OE.

e

ORDERING BY POST

GUARANTEE

Simply write telling us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover cost
plus £ 5delivery charge by Securicor.

BY TELEPH ON E
To reserve equipment in stock, just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and we'll hold it for
you for 48 hours giving you time to call
personally or send your settlement by post.

receive your order in

72 hours by Securicor.
Please add f
5for delivery.

TAPE DECKS

AKAI
GX4000D (s/o1 . . . P.O.A.
GX4000D-B
P.O.A.
TANDBERG
TD20A 2 tr. . £ 599-00
TD20A 4 Ir
£ 550.00
UHER
SG561 (
s/o). .
£499-00

80
60

AR
18
£90.00
25
£129-00
93 ..... £289-00
94
£209.00
18S
£89.00
28S
£129.00
£169.00
CELESTION SPEAKERS
P.O.A.
GENESIS
V6
£129-00
1+
£169.00
2
£199.00
2+
£279.00
3+
£379.00
GOODMANS
Achromat Beta £125-00
Kappa
£165-00
Sigma
£234.00
Hel
£ 227.00
2
£199.00
3
£180.00
XE125
£89.00
35
£109.00
45
£129.00
I.M.F
P0 A
K.E.F.
Celeste 4
£119-00
Concord 4
£199.00
103
£249-00

Make use of your
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD. Give us pour
number by phone do it before 12 nnon
‘. and we'll gamma21 tee same day
dr despatch.

1250
£425-00
CTF200
£89-90
300
£109-95
400
£139.90
ROTEL
NEW RANGE . P.0 A.
SANSU I
090. . . .
£89.00
0100 . . . . £ 99.00
SC1330/SC1300 £139.00
SC3300/SC3330 £189.90
SONY
TCK55 (s/o). £139.00
81 (s/n) •
£269.00
TCK22
£79.00
33
£ 89.00
44
£109-00
61
£144.00
71
£199.00
TC77R
£235-00
TCU70
P.O.A.
TECHNICS
FULL RANGE
PC A
TANDBERG
TCD420
£299-00
440
£529.00

105 mk II . £ 839.00
105 mk 4
£ 599-00
MONITOR AUDIO
MA2
£325-00
MA4
£199-00
MA6
£165.00
MA9
£99.95
MA84 ( s/) . . . £250-00
MA16 (s/o)
£65-00
MOROANT SHORT
Pagent
P0 A
Festival
PC A
Carnival
P0 A
NAO
£119.00
1
PIONEER
£59.95
CS333
434
£80.00
HPM70
£205.00
30
£99-90
50
£164.90
110
£339.50
RAM
60
£179-00
70
£229-00
80
£279-00
SANSUI
ES207
£159.95
SONY
SSE20 . . £49.95
SSE30
£69-00
SSE50
£100.00
SPENDOR
Bd 1
P A
BC11
P.:) A
SA1
PCA
TANGENT
TM1
£159.00
SPL1
£84.00
WHARFEDALE
Laser 40
£66.00

•

Everything from Wicks is covered
by me manufacturer's own
guarantee - usuallyt or 3years.
Durin the guarantee period, we
will service the egurPment free«
charge. If you return the goods via a
carrier, you pay thelorward carriage,
we pay the return. From Wicks,
therw's a99% chance of a24- hour
turn-ound service.

MMIMIMMIIIIIBMIMIIMMIMM

• ORDER BY POST
Please supply ( give make and model number)

SEND TO:
D. T. Wicks & Co.,
49/55 North Station

Road,

Colchester, Essex. Telephone:
Colchester

D.T. WICKS & CO ., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD ., COLCHESTER ,
ESSEX . TELEPHONE :COLCHESTER (
0206) 49642/3/4
After hours: Colchester 42166

Telephone Orders: Colchaster 78807

Ienclose £

(
cheouefP0')

or twish tO use my Access/Barclaycard.

•

The number is

•eeiete ea

applicable

(
0206) 49842/3/4.

NAME
ADDRESS

H N

4
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fact:
we've put aNEW plus
into the Super-Track Plus
family of V15 Type III Cartridges
Hyperelliptical tip for
audibly greater freedom
from distortion
One of the critically acclaimed developments
introduced in Shure's incomparable V15 Type IV
pickup cartridge is its revolutionary distortionreducing Hyperelliptical nude diamond tip. It
established anew standard of sound purity
through adramatic reduction of both harmonic and
intermodulation distortion. Now, the Hyperelliptical
tip is also available in the world-famous V15 Type
Ill Super-Track Plus Cartridge, bringing together •
the sound purity and flat response of the IV at an
eminently affordable price. It is truly second only to
one other cartridge in the world— the V15 Type IV

V15 TYPE III-HE
Stereo Dynetic® Pickup Cartridge

If you
already own a
V15 Type III
you can upgrade it!
If you are one of the thousands of
audiophiles who already own aV15
Type ill, you too can benefit from the
new Freedom from distortion offered by
the Hyperelliptical stylus. Simply replace
your present stylus with the new VN35HE
improvement stylus. It will give your Type
Ill cartridge the same specifications as
the new V15 Type Ill-HE. Takes only
seconds to install (see illustration).,
requires no tools whatsoever.

V15 TYPE III-HE IMPROVEMENT STYLUS

Shure Electronics Lfifed, Eccleston Road, Maidstone AAE15 6AU—Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
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CREDIT FACILITIES
AVAILABLE ON OUR
DISCOUNT PRICES.
MAIL ORDER
SERVICE.
NAD, Fisher, Aurex & Nakamichi available
from Hi -Fi Markets of Watford. Tel: 34644.
NEW NAD 3140 Amplifier available.
("TAPE RECORDERS (P/P £6.50)
Akai GXC4000DB Dolby ( Sp. off.)
£250-00
Teac X7, X7R, X1OR, X10. . . ON SALE
',CASSETTE RECORDERS
(P/P £4-50)
Aiwa AD1250 ( Sp. off.) . .
ON SALE
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). ON SALE
Aiwa AD6600 ( Sp. off )
£179-00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Sp. off )
ON SALE
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.) . £199-90
Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off.) . . £ 275-00
Aiwa ADM600 ( Sp. off.) . £159-00
Aiwa ADM700 ( Metal) ( Sp. off t £159-90
Aiwa ADM250 ( Sp. off.) . £ 87-90
Aiwa ADL300
£ 99.90
Aiwa ADM450
£139-00
Aiwa ADM500
£189-90
Akai GXM10
£115-50
Hitachi 0900 ( Sp. off.) 3- head £210-00
Hitachi D22S
£69-00
Hitachi 0455
£99-90
Hitachi D55S
£111-00
Hitachi D77S ( Sp. off.)
£149-00
Hitachi D85S
£125-00
Hitachi D3300M
£299.90
Hitachi D5500M
£399-90
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby £124-00
Marantz SD3000
£88-00
Pioneer CTF750 Aud Rev ( Sp. off.)
f185.00
Pioneer CTF850, CTF950,
CTF1250
P 0.A.
Pioneer CT200
£89-90
Pioneer CT300
£109-00
Pioneer CT400
£139-00
Sansui SC2000 ( Sp. off.) £115-00
Sansui D90S/B ( Sp. off.)
£69-00
Sansui 0100
£89-90
Sansui SC1300 Silver/1330 Black
£129.00
Sansui $C3300 Silver/3330 Black
£169-00
Sansui SC5100
£299.00
Teac A108 Simul. Sync ( Sp. off.)
ON SALE
Teac CX310
ON SALE
.ACCESSORIES
(P/P On Application)
ADC SLM3 ( P/P £ 2-50). .
f39-90
ADC SS1 Sound Shaper
(P/P £3-00)
£54.00
ADC SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £3-50).
ON SALE
ADC SS110
ON SALE
ADC SS3
£199-00
Aiwa CM2000A Stereo Mic . £23-50
KEF Cantata Kit
f165-00
KEF 104A13 Kit
£133-00
Pioneer DT500 timer ( Sp. off.)
£37.90
',TUNERS (P/P £4-00)
Akai AT2200 ( Sp. off )
£57-50
Hitachi FT3400
f72-50
Hitachi FT4400
£111.00
Pioneer TX410L
£59-00
Pioneer TX710L
£122-00
Pioneer TX7800 Mk2
ON SALE
Pioneer TX9800 Mk2
ON SALE
Quad FM3
P O.A.
Rogers 175 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Sansui T60S+B ( Sp. off )
f58.90
Sansui T80S+B ( Sp. off)
f79-90
Sansui TU217
£99.90
Sansui TU317
£110-00
Sansui TU417
£135.00
Sansui TU517
£181-00
Sansui 177 digital
f119.90
J. Sugden 148. 0148. Centaura . P.O.A.
*STEREO AMPLIFIERS (
P/P £ 4.00)
Akai AMUO1
£75-00
Akai AMUO2
£79-00
Aiwa AA8700 ( Sp. off )
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) . . £ 79-00
Hitachi HA2700
£65-00
Hitachi HA3700
£82-00
Hitachi HA5700S
£159-90
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.). . £119-90
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet.
£356-00
Hitachi HA4500S
£ 109-00
Hitachi HA4700
£ 99.00
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
£75-00
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
(Sp. off.)
£125-00
Hitachi HCA7500. . .
ON SALE
Hitachi HA7700
P O.A.
J. E. Sugden A48 Mk2
P O.A.

J. E. Sugden Centaura
P O.A.
Marantz PM250 ( Sp. off )
£61-00
Marantz PM400
£71 - 50
Marantz PM500 ( Sp. off)
£137-50
Marantz PM700 ( Sp. off )
£159-00
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide . ON SALE
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide . ON SALE
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide . ON SALE
Pioneer SA410
£ 59-90
Pioneer SA510
f89.00
Pioneer SA610
£113.00
Pioneer SA7/10
£142-00
Quad 44/33/303, 33/405
P O.A.
Rogers A75 ( Series 3) A100 .
P.O.A.
Sansui AU217 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). . £104-00
Sansui AU317 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). . £155-00
Sansui AU719 ( Sp. off)
P 0 A.
Sansui A40S+B
Sansui A60S+B ( Sp. off
Sansui A80S+B ( Sp. off )
Sansui 877 & C77
Teac ASM50
Toshiba SB620 ( Sp. off.) .

)

£61-50
£83-90
f119-00
£210.00
£159-00
f159-90

',RECEIVERS (
P/P eeoc)
Aiwa AX7800 ( Sp. off.)
£159.00
Akai AAR20
£99-00
Akai AAR30
f112-00
Hitachi SR304L ( Sp. off)
f99-00
Hitachi SR703 ( Sp. off .)
£129.90
Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off.)
£189-00
Hitachi SR2010L
£86-00
Hitachi SR4010L
'
f109-00
Pioneer LX690 ( Sp. off.) .
£149-90
Pioneer SX590 ( Sp. off.)
£89-90
Pioneer SX790 ( Sp. off.) . . . . £182-00
Pioneer SX600L
£99-00
Pioneer SX700L
£129-00
Sansui R30 ( Sp. off.)
£89-90
Sansui R50 ( Sp. off.)
£108-00
Sansui R70
£133-00
«,STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa AA8700, AT9700, LP3000
Rack System
ON SALE
Aiwa Micro 25 System . . .
ON SALE
Aiwa Micro 30A system
£367-00
Aiwa Micro 30B incl. speakers £449-00
Aiwa Micro 50A system
£469-00
Aiwa Micro 50B incl. speakers
f589-00
Aiwa Micro 5OR system
£339-00
Aiwa Micro 5ORB incl. speakers £419-00
Aiwa MT50 Micro timer
£59-90
Aiwa System 2 Rack +speakers
(Sp. off.) AP2400
ON SALE
Akai UC5 Mini
f548-00
Akai UC2 Mini
£279-50
Aurex Micro Systems 10, 12 & 15 P.O.A.
Hitachi ACT 01 Mk2 Mini System
(Sp. off.)
£299-00
Pioneer X55H, X55V, X77H, X77V,
X99H, X99V, all ex. spkrs. . ON SALE
Pioneer X300 ex spkrs
f298-50
Pioneer X500S ex spkrs
f388-00
Pioneer X5007 ex spkrs
f399-00
Pioneer X700S ex spkrs
f488-00
Pioneer X700T ex spkrs
£508-00
Pioneer X9007 ex spkrs
£578-00
Pioneer X900S ex speakers.
£569-00
Pioneer Mini System 3000
Rotel RX30 Rack ( Sp. off.) . . ON SALE
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 1
£539-00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 2
£550-00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 3/
GX80
P 0.A.
Sansui A4 inc. ESP601
f349-00
Sansui A6 inc. ESP801
£399.00
Sansui A8 ex spkrs
£415-00
Sansui R3 inc. ESP601
£299-00
Sansui R5 inc. ESP801
£345-00
Sansui R7 ex spkrs
£319-00
Sansui A8F ex spkrs
£429.00
Sansui 900 ex IT & spkrs. . .
£489-00
Sanyo Mini 10
P O.A.
£299.00
Teac Libero ( Sp. off.)
("LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
AR range
P O.A.
AR18
£79-90
AR25 ( Sp. off)
f119-90
AR18S
£89-00
AR28S
129-00
£
AR38S
£'159-00
Armstrong 602 (J2 stand extra) £175-00
Audio Pro B2 50 Sub Woofer .
P.O.A.
Bolivar 125 ( Sp. off.)
f79-90
Celestion County
P O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120
£79-90
Celestion Ditton 130
£109-90
Celestion Ditton 150
f139.90

Open aCredit Charge Account with Hews HiFi (Callers only)
Open 9.15-1. 2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat. Shut 1.00 Wed. Cheques with ESO cheque
cards only accepted for counter sales with only one cheque per transaction. All
prices include VAT at 15%. Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD accepted for normal prices.
.P.O.A.= Price on application. Sp.riff -= Spacial offer price tor cash.. P.P.T.B.A.= PDP to be advised.
ON SALE=Special Low prices for limited sue
All prices correct at time of preparation and se at° variations without notice. EEr 0E.
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES. MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

Celestion Ditton 200. .
Celestion Ditton 300.
Celestion UL6

£189-90
£ 219.90
ON SALE

Chartwell LS3 5A, PM110, PM210
P.O.A.
Goodmans X825. XB35, XB45
ON SALE
Goodmans HE1, HE2, HE3 RB65
•
ON SALE
Goodmans Achromat Beta Kappa
ON SALE
Goodmans Mini 2 ( Sp. off.). . . . £49-90
KEF Reference 101
£162-00
KEF Reference 103 2
£249-00
KEF Reference 105 4
£ 599-00
KEF Reference 105 2
f790-00
KEF Cantata ( Sp. off .)
£250.00
KEF Celeste IV Black/Brown
£115-00
KEF Concorde 4 Black/Brown . £192-50
Monitor Audio MA2
P O.A.
Monitor Audio MA6 ( Sp. off.) . £139-90
Monitor Audio MA9, MA16, MA18,
P 0.A.
MA83, MA84
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor ( Sp. off.)
£75-00
Monitor Audio Baby Monitor. . . £59-90
Mordaunt Short Carnival, Festival,
Pageant, Signifier Teak/Walnut P.O.A.
Pioneer SX311E
£ 79-90
Pioneer HPM30
P O.A.
Pioneer CS343
.
£ 54.00
Pioneer CS444 .
ON SALE
Pioneer CS545 .
ON SALE
Pioneer CS646
ON SALE
Matching speakers fro Pioneer rack systems
Quad Electrostatic
P O.A.
RAM 60, 80, CD10, CD20 . . . P.O.A.
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor
P O.A.
Spendor BC1 Mk2, BC3, SA1 & SA2
various finishes
P O.A.
Tannoy Range
P O.A.
£49-50
Teac LSX7 Mini ( Sp. off)
Wharfedale E20, E30, E50. E70 . P.O.A.
Wharfedale Teeside SP2 Walnut £129-90
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 Teak. . . £34-00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Teak . . £48-00
Wharfedale Shelton XP Walnut. . £65-00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Teak. . £ 99-90
Wharfedale Laser 40 Teak
£ 64.50
Wharfedale Laser 60 Teak. £79-00
Wharfedale Laser 80 Teak
£ 99-50
Wharfedale Laser 100 Teak . . . £129-00
Wharfedale Laser 200 Walnut . £164-90
Wharfedale Laser 400 Walnut . £ 214-90
Wharfedale TSR range
P O.A.
("STEREO HEADPHONES (
P/P £ 1 - 50)
Aiwa HP30
f15-00
Aiwa HPA3 Lightweight
£11-90
Akai ASE7
f8-70
Akai ASE11
£12-75
Akai ASE22+Volume control. .
f14-50
AKG 240 ( Sp. off
)
£43-90
Beyer ET1000(Sp. off.)
f99-90
Beyer DT202/K100 7
£43-50
Beyer 01220
£26-50
Beyer 01440
£26.50
Beyer DT441
ON SALE
BIG SALE ON KOSS
Pioneer Monitor 10
f35-00
Pioneer 5E205
£11 - 50
Pioneer SE2
£12-50
Pioneer SE4
£19-00
Pioneer SE6
£25-00
Pioneer SE450
19-50
£
Pioneer SE550
f26-00
Pioneer SE650
£25-50
Sansui SS60
£19-75
Sennheiser HD224X
£38-90
Sennheiser HD414X
£21 -90
Sennheiser HD222
£29-90
Sennheiser HD424X
f30-90
Sennheiser HD400
£11-90
Sennheiser HD420
f25-50
Sennheiser HD430
£34-90
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000 ( Sp. off.)
f99-90
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic. f91-50
Stax SR44 Electret
f67-50
Stax SRX3 SRD6SB
CI 43-00
Stax Sigma+SRD6SB
£221.00
Stax Lambda+SRD6SB
£149-00
Wharfedale lsodynamic ( Sp. off.) f24-90
("TURNTABLES (P/P £3-50) AND
ARMS (P/P £ 1-50)
ADC LMF1 ( Sp. off.)
£59-90
ADC LMF2
ON SALE
ADC LMG1 Headshell
f5-00
ADC ALT- 1
£32-90

Hadcock Arm & Unilift p/p free
f69-90
Hadcock GA220
P O.A.
Hadcock GI1230 ( Sp. off.) . . . . f99-90
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm ( Sp. of f.)£39-90
SME F3DS Damper
f13-50
SME S2 Headshell
f6-50
SME 3009 S/2 Dot Head
f65-50
SME 3009 Fixed Head
£61-00
SME Series 3
12000
£
SME Series 3S
£86-00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1) .
£21.00
SME CA1 Series 3 Spare Arm Shell
£18.00
Sugden SAU2
f19-90
Sugden SA'J4
f45.00
•
("TURNTABLE PACKAGES (
P/P£5-00)
BIC 75
£49-95
BIC 85
f59-95
ADC 1600 ( Sp. off)
£73-00
ADC 17000 Quartz & XLM/3 .
£99-00
Aiwa APD30
£89-00
Aiwa APD50
f149-00
Aiwa AP3000 Linear
ON SALE
Hitachi HT41S
£77-50
Pioneer PL100X
f64-00
Pioneer PL2000X, PC110/11. .
£79-00
Pioneer PL3000X. PC150
f97.50
Pioneer PL4000X, PC150. . . £
11100
Pioneer PL600X
P O.A.
Reference Hydraulic, Electronic
Focus 1
P 0.A.
Rotel RP9110 QLM32 ( Sp. off.)
£55-00
Sansui SR8200+Cart
f55-00
Sansui FR108P ( Sp. off.)
f59-00
Sansui SR333E ( Sp. off.)
f99-90
Sansui FRD3
f79-90
Sansui FRD4
f109-00
Sansui FRD5
044-00
Sansui FRD25
f64-50
Sansui P50
f59-90
Sugden 13D2A P&C & SAU2 Compact
£37.50
Sugden BD2AP&C SAU2 Standard
£39-90
STD 305 Series
P 0.A.
Teac TSF15-EAT11
£66.60
Teac TSF30+AT11
£78-00
Thorens TD104/2
P O.A.
Thorens TD105/2
P O.A.
Thorens TD110/2
P O.A.
Thorens TD115/2
P O.A.
Thorens Toi 26 full range
P O.A.
Thorens TD160B full range. .
P.O.A.
',CARTRIDGES (
P/P £ 1-50)
ADC XLM TiAk3 Improved
£36.00
ADC XLM Mk3
£29-90
ADC XLM Super, Case and H'shell
£33.75
AKG P8E
£39-50
AKG P8ES
£ 57-00
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off.)
£ 5-00
Grado FCE-I-1
£13.75
Grado F3E+ ( Sp. off . )
£15-99
Grado F2E
£29-00
Grado F1+ ( Sp. off
)
£41-00
Grado FTE+1 ( Sp. off.)
£9-99
Goldring G:3001GC
£49-00
Ortofon FF-15E Mk2 ( Sp. off.) £11-50
Ortofon VMS 5E/2
£10-90
Ortofon VMS 5E & Shell
£12-90
Ortofon VMS 10E/2
£14-75
Ortofon VMS 20E/2 ( Sp. off.)
£23.50
Ortofon VMS 302
£29-90
Ortofon/SME 30H cart/arm
(Sp. off.)
£79-90
Ortofon Concorde STD
£19-90
Shure M44E
£7-90
Shure M55E
£8-90
Shure M70EJ
£ 5-90
Shure VN45 HE stylus.
£21 - 00
Shure M7E-6S
. £7.90
Shure M7513 Type 2. .
£10-75
£15-25
Shure 1V175ED Type 2
Shure M7SEJ Type 2
£12-90
Shure M95ED
£19-90
£13-90
Shure M95EJ
Shure M95HE
£21 50
Shure M97ED
£29-90
Shure M97EJ ( Sp. off.)
£19-90
Shure M97HE ( Sp. off
)
£29-90
Shure V15 Type 4
£64-50
Shure V15 Type 3HE ( Sp. off.).
£49.90
Stanton 500E
£13-95
Stanton 500A
£11 - 75
Stanton 5400EE
£15.20
Stanton 6110EE
£19.99
Stanton 681 EEE
£37-00
Stanton 881S
£59-95
Stanton 641EES
£52-00
Ultimo 10X Mk1 ( Sp. off.) £37-50
Ultimo 10X Mk2
£48-00

166 St. ALBANS ROAD,WATFORD WD24AS. Telephone: 40633

If everything were perfect...
. . . acontrol unit would consist of a
volume control and aprogramme
selector switch.
In practice, correctly designed
tone controls can make asignificant
contribution.
For aconstant sound level,
replay from agramophone record
produces distortion which increases
very rapidly at high frequencies —
doubling in fact for every major
third increase in pitch.
There comes apoint when the
contribution of this distortion is
increasing at agreater
rate than the

musical content and this is what
decides the optimum setting of the
comprehensive Quad filter system,
an essential and integral part of
every Quad pre-amplifier.
The rate of attenuation can be
set anywhere between 0and 25dB
per octave starting at one of three
frequencies 5k, 7k, or 10kHz and an
appropriate setting can be found for
each record to provide more of the
music and less of the distortion.
To learn all about the Quad 44
write or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

unDe
for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUPD is aregistered trade mark.

128

95 High Street
VVimbledon Village
London S.W.19
93 Bus route.
Open 9.00 am 5.30 pm
Tuesday/Satu rda y

M 9461528/0331
CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS (
TR)
(P & P £2 75)
Rotel RD300. . £74.90
Awes . . .. .
P.0 R

Rotel RD1000 £169-90
Revox
POR
Sansui D90. . . £72-00
Sansui SC1300 £139.00
Sansui SC3300£189-00
Sansui D100. . £92-00
Sony TCU2 . . . £92-00
Sony TCK35 £105.00
Sony TCK45 . £142-00
Tandberg TCD420P.0. R
Tandberg TCD440P 0F1:
Tandberg TD20
Teac . . P.O.R.
Technics RSM45 POR.
Technics RSM250P0.•13.
Trio KX550 . . . . P:O.R.
Yamaha
P.O.R.

Aiwa ADM200. £99.00
Akai CSMO2 . . £89-00
Akai CSMO1 . . £69-00
Akai GXM10 . £119-90
•Akai GXM30 . £136-00
Akai GXM50 . £229.00
Akai CX620D. £390-00
BIC
PO.R.
B & O
P.O.R:
Dual C812 . . P.0 R
Dual C822 . . . P0:13:
Ferrograph . . : P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi. . . . P0.13
Nakamichi N480 P 0.
Nakamichi N482 P.O.
.
Ft .
Pioneer CT206. £82-00
Pioneer CT300
oo

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ 1.75)
AKG
P O.R.
Koss K6A . . • . £15-95
Koss K6ALC . . £16-50
Koss PRO4AAA £44-00
Micro Seiki . . . . P.O.R.
Pioneer
P.O.R.
Sansui
P.O.R
Sta«
POR

Sennheiser
HD414. .
HD400. .
HD420. .
HD430. .
HD424. .
HD222 . .

£18-50
£12.95
£23.75
£32.00
£27.00
£30-00

TURNTABLES
(
P & D £ 2.75)

Micro Seiki. . . . P0 R
Pioneer PL200. £85-00
iPioneer PL400 £122.00
Rotel RP1000 £129.00
Rotel RP9400 £149-00
Rotel RP2300 £102-90
Rotel RP300. . £64-00
Rotel RP6400 . £99-90
Sansui
P0 R
Sony PS333 . . £89.00
Sony PSX35 . . £99.00
Sony PST15 . . £75-00
STD305S
POR.
Technics SL7. .
Technics SL10.
Thorens TD115/2.
Thorens TD104/2P 013 .
.
Thorens TD105/2 POR.
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R
Thorens TD160BC
P.O.R
Thorens TD160BC
Super
P.O.R.
Trio KD10335
£ 5-00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

Akai APQ50C Ll 27-00
Aiwe
POR.
Aurex . . .... PO.R.
ADC 1500/034 £67-00
ADC 1600/036 £86-00
ADC 1700/XLM
£107-00
Connoisseur . . . P.0 R
Deal CS505 . . . P.0 R
Dual CS506 . . .POR.
Dual CS606 . .
Dual CS626 . . PGR .
Dual CS714 . .
Dual CS731 . . . P.O.R:
Garrard
GT250/255 . £52-00
SP25 75/6. . £47.00
D53130/65E0 £89-00
DD131/75ED £89-00
DD132/75ED £99.00
DD450/455 . £67-00
DDQ550 . . £102.00
DDQ650 . £114.00
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Michell
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS
£2 50)
(P &
D

Aurex
POR.
ADC SS1 . £63.00
ADC SS2 . £140-00
Altai AM2250 . £ 59.00
Akai AMIJO1. . £71.00
Akai AMUO2 . £82-00
Armstrong 621 . £121-0
Cambridge P80 PO.R.
Dual CV1160. . . P.O.R
Dual CV1250. . . P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz
PO R.
Mitsubishi
P.O.R.
Quad ...... . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA606 £115-00
'Pioneer SA706 esseoo
Pioneer SA410/510
P.O.R.
Revox . . . . . . P.O.R.
Rogers A75/A100P.O.13.
Rotel RA300. . £59.90

Rotel RA350 . £79.90
Rotel RC1000 £109-90
Rotel RB1000 £109-90
Rotel RA1000 £109.90
Rotel RE700 . £69-00
Sony TAF30 . £92.00
Sony TA333 . £87.00
Sanyo . . . . .
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2. . P* 0 R
Sansui AU217/1
£110-00
Sansui AU317 £165.00
Sansui A40. . £ 59.00
Sansui A60. . £89.00
Sansui A80. . £115-00
Technics SUV2. . P.0 R*
Technics SUV4. . POR.
Technics SUV6.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KA405. . mein
Trio KA305 . .£ .
00
Yamaha A450 . . P.O.R.

CARTRIDGES (
C)/STYLI ( S)
(P & P £ 1.20)
£15-00
f1 400

AKG P8ES
£57-00
AKG P7E
£28-00
A/Technica AT . P 0 R
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . £39.00
ADC VLM Mk 3 . £28.00
ADC 036 Mk 3. . r118-co
Decca Gold
£61.00
Empire
PO R
Grado
P.O R
Goldring G800 . £68-88
Goldring G850 . . . £ 5-00
Goldring G800E . . £11-00
Goldring G900SE/2 £41-00
JVC
P.0 R
Mayware
P0 R
Ortofon Concord 10 £27.00
Ortofon Concord 20 £37-00
Ortofon Concord 30 £49-00
Ortofon M20E Super£49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2. £13-00
Ortofon VMS10E/2 £15.75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £24-00
Ortofon VMS30/2 . £32-00
Ortofon F15E82. . . £19-90
Ortofon MC10 . . £43-50
Pickering V15/AME3
£19-38
Pickering P/ATE . . £12-25
Pickering P/AC . . . . £8-20
Shure M55E £9.70
Shure M75/b2 . . . £15.24
Shore M75G . . . . £16-20
Shure M75ED. . . . £15.50
Shure M95ED. . . £20-30
Shure M75EJ/2. . £14-20
Share V15 Mk 3 . . £47.00
Shure V15/IV . . . . £65-00
Shure M95HE. . . £24-00
Stanton 681/EE. . . £48-00
Stanton 500EE . . . £22-50
Stanton 680EE . . . £31-00
Ultimo 20A/2 . . . . £68-00
Uldmo 10X
£49-00

:P.O.R.
.P.O.R.
.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
L'3•95
£2.95
£1.87
£11 -71
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
•

£23-00

£16.00
£6-75
£5.86
£8.60
£7-85
£9-75
£13-95
£16-95
el 0.10
£20-95
£34.00
£27-00
.P O.R.
=0-94
.P.O.R.
.P.O.R.

MUSIC CENTRES ,( MQ)/CASSEIVERS ( CR)
(P (1(. P £ 3 95)
P.O R
B & 0
£26.3.00
Hitachi
£250-00
JVC MF33L
P.O.R.
Toshiba Systems
.P.O.R.
Sanyo
POR.
Sony
P.O.R.
Nadonal SG 3200
P.O.R.
Mitsubushi

Closed all day Monday
Prices correct at Um« or gong
to press Ind subiect lo v ar ,a1 ,on

TUNERS ( T)/RECEIVERS (
R)
(P & P£2.75)
Aka) AA1125 . £109.00
Akai AAR30 . £117.00
Akai AAR20 . . £99-00
Akai ATK02. . .£82-00
Aiwa ...... .
Armstrong 625 £185.00
Armstrong 626 maeo
Aurex
P . 0. R.
Goodmans . . P.0 R
Harman Kardon
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz
POR.
Mitsubishi. . . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SX590. £ 2100
Pioneer SX600 £92-00
Pioneer SX700 an-oo
Pioneer TX410 . £55-00
Quad FM3 . . . . P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers 775. . . P.O.R.
Rotel RX1000 £139141
Rotel RT1000 . 89-90

Rotel RX300 . £89.90
Sansui TU217 el 07-00
Sansui TU317 £118-00
Sansui R30. . . £92-00
Sansui R50. . £110.00
Sansui R70. . £139-00
Sansui T60 . . £69.00
Sony ST515L. . P.0 R
Sony STA3OL . . P.O.R.
Sugden .
TandberoTR2030. P.0.8.
TandbergTR2045.'0.0•R•
Tandberg TR206Ik
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080 P.0 R«
Technics SA202 POR.
Technics SA303 . P.0:13:
Technics STS3 . . P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KT5300 . . « 5-00
Trio KT313L .
£35.00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS (
U)
(P & P £275 each)
Altec
P.O.R.
AR 18S
£83-00
AR . . . . ..... P.O.R.
B & W DM 2/2 . P.0 R
B & W DM14 .
Cambridge Audio POR.
Chartwell
P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121
L'70-00
Ditton 322. £240.00
Ditton 130. maw
Ditton 150. rm.«)
Ditton 200. £186.00
Ditton 442. £295.00
Ditton 15XR £111-00
County . .. . £95.00
IMF
P.0. 8.
Jordan Watts. . P.O.R.
JBL
P.O.R.
KEF 1032
P.O.R.
KEF B139. . . . £
29.00

KEF B200 £12-75
KEF 13110 £11-20
KEF DN12 £ 9.50
KEF 727
£8.70
KEF 101.. . £169-00
KEF Celeste 4 £119.00
KEF Concord 4 £199-00
Monitor Audio Stockists
Rogers LS3/5A . P.O.R:
Rogers Studio . . P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short . P.0 Ft
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8. . . £ 53.00
S/Triple. . . £100.00
Tannoy
P0 R
Wharfedale
Laser 40 . . . £65-00
Laser 60 . . . £82-00
Laser 80 . . £100.00
Glendale XP2
£104-00

Please in:lude post and packing
(Send large SA.E for brochure and enquiries)
All prices incluoe VAT at 15°o and are subiect
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Quad equipment

Callers only

(P & P £1 - 75)
ADC LMF1 . . . £60.00
ADC ALT1 . . . 03-00
Connoisseur
SAU2
£25.00
Hadcock
P.O.R.
Mayware
P.O.R.

Ortofon . . . . . E64.00
SME 3009/S2 . net»
SME 3009/ND. eseaci
SME Series Ill £109.00
SME FD2000. . £24-00
SME Series IIIS Lia•oo

1111F1171711

Limited Quantities
Akai APQ 50C r112-00
ADC 552. .
30-00
Armstrong 621 £115.00
Armstrong 625 £173.00
Akai AM2250 . £ 53.00
B & 0
B/Master 1900E219.00
B/Master 2200 £25-4-00
Dynavector 20A/2
£59-00
Dynavector 20B/2
£79.00
C/Audio P80. £159-00
Goodmans module
80 ( SH). . . . £89.00

-

Hitachi HA330. £89-00
Hitachi D580. £145-00
Revox 6795 . £199-00
Revox B790 . £ 279-00
Rotel RD1000 £ 149-00
Rotel RP1000 £ 89-00
Sony TAF30 . £92-00
Sony TAF333 £87-00
Sony TCK35 . £ 105-00
Tandberg
TR2060L. . £259.00
Technics
SA5460 ( S/H)
£169-00
Technics SU 50 £99.00
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_I-ITINGALE
ACOUSTICS
School Road Bracon Ash
Norwich Norfolk NR14 8HG
Telephone ( 0508) 70829

NOT CHANGE

at

FOR CHANGE SAKE
•••••

A Great British
Landmark in
Microphone
Development

A.T. LABS, Chase Side, Enfield
A.T.
LABS,
Gants
Hill,
Ilford
BEDFORD AUDIO, Kempston, Beds
RADLETT HIFI, Tel. 09-276-3773

Calrec's range of British-made condenser microphones
have been developed and perfected over the last 15 years
to meet the precise needs of Broadcast, Film and
Recording Studios.
The light, aluminium-coated polyester diaphragm of
the capsule produces asmooth, virtually flat frequency
response and an excellent transient response, enabling
perfect reproduction of all types of sound in all
environments.
*.

Each microphone is resistant to heat,
damp and mechanical shocks and undergoes
stringent testing procedures to ensure the
highest fidelity and reliability possible.

•• •

40101 i

CALREC

Calrec Audio Limited,

4.

Hangingroyd Lane, Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire, England HX7 7DD. Telephone 0422 84 2159
Telex 51311, Answer Back RELAYS G ATTENTION CALREC.

FOTRONIX

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS
Zerostat Anti- Static Pistol ( new red model)
£6.75 P&P 30p
D4 Record Cleaner
£6-75 P&P 30p
Refits D4 Fluid
10z- 99P; 6oz. £4.75; 16oz. £13-99 P&P 30p
SC- 2 Stylus Cleaner with Fluid
£3.60 P&P 30p
Disc Kit ( Zero Stet, D4, SC- 2. instorage system). .£23-95 P&P £ 1.00
Disc Organiser (storage system only for above). . . 18-95 P&P £ 1 - 00
Z- Track Viscous Pick- Up Arm Damper
£8-99 P&P 30p
VRP Record Protection Sleeves, 10 for
£1-95 P&P 30p
Gold En Leads ( Post/Packing 30p)
2 Phono 2 Phono 0-5m . .£ 5-50
_
2 Phono - 2 Phono
Ph 2.
.
£ .
99

2 Phono 2 Phono 1m .£6-25
5 DIN-£8-50
4 Phono 1m

CASSETTE TAPE BARGAINS

(P&P 50p per order)
C60
C90
C120
£1-32
£1 - 44
99p
£1-15
£1 - Si
£1-10 £1-50
85p
£1 - 25
£1 - 75
£1 -00
£1-45 £2-01
1-79
1-39
£1-50
£1-94
£2-29
£4-62
£3-70

T.D.K. DYNAMIC
A.D.
SONY HF
Cr02BASF LH-1 Sp. off
Superchrome Sp. off
MAXELL UL
UDUDXL-1
UDXL-11
XL- II S
MX Metal

QUAD EQUIPMENT
QUAD 33; 303, 44, 405 AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY

THORENS TURNTABLES
We stock and enthusiastically recommend these fine turntables. All at
competitive prices.
TD160 II BC. Turntable without arm. Pickup arm of your choice may be
fitted.
TD160 SUPER. Upgraded "audiophile" version of the 'TD160' with
even better performance. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD126 III BC. With fine speed control stroboscope and 78 r.p.m.
facility. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD126 III C. Similar to BC version but is ready fitted with TP16 arm.
Auto arm return.
Thorens conversion kit:

new

post free.

Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms-ready fitted if required.

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £ 1450 Double Albums £ 22.00 ( Post Free)
list available on request
1•••

•

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

SS- 1, 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£54.94 ( P&P £3.00)
SS- 2 Mk 11 12- band Graphic Equaliser . . . . £135-00 ( P&P £
3.00)
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser
£199-95 ( P&P £3-00)
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record
. £38-84 ( P&P £1 - 00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£29-utt
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£29-00
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand
ir
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator PP 12
£32-00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£14-50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) 6/4 . £18-95
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
el -76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/3
£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way-18/1
£12-50
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2
£13-00
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£16-00
Suppressed Distrioution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-19/
£18-95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units--9/3
each - 99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way-2/2
£7-50
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 or DIN, 24/2
£17-95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN 22/1
£16-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way DIN 23/1
£21-95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£21-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
£29-00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£17-95
Disc Switching Unit 10/1
£10-50
Headphone Adaptor & Control /2
£11-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£8-50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£16.95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£6.60
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£5-90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£6-90
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1-DIN 21/2
£22-95
Dust Cover Renovation Kit EL6
£4-90
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£2-99
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
£2-99
4mm Speaker Plugs ( Pack of 4)
£2-65
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre - 30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8, Black or White
per metre -70
P&P on cable-60p per order. Other items Post Free
Q.E.D. catalogue sent on request

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Price correct at Feb. 1981. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E & OE.

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm . . . £229-95'
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
£99-95'
AT1010
P 0.A.
Signet XK50
P O.A.
HADCOCK
GH220
£86-00'
£129-00'
GH230
GH228 Type ' E'
£86-00'
£68-00'
GH228 Super
£5.00
Spare Headshell
£3.45
S.M.E. Plate
£2.07
1ml. Silcone Fluid
2ml. Silcone Fluid
£3.34
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk Ill
£57-50'
S.M.E. Adaptor £3-83
Thorens 160 Board
£ 5.75
Spare Headshell
£5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£118-50'
SME Series IIIS
£84-70'
Damper for IIIS
£12-75
CA1 Arm for Series Ill £18-95
3009 11 Fixed Head . £64-95'
3009 11 Detachable . £70-95'
S2 Headsheris
£7-50
FD200 Fluid Damper . £21-75
Damping Fluid Refit
£3.55
Reducing Fluid
£2-14
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head. . . £64-35'
LMF-2 Detachable. . . £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . £33-50'
•Post: £ 1-00; Other Items 50p

SPECIAL OFFER!

,
MAXELL METAL REELS
7"
£2.99
10i" NAB
£3-99
Postage 50p- per order. Limited
supply

ACCESSORIES
Ferrograph Demag
£15-50
Mayware Stylus Scale . .£3-45
Mayware Protractor
£3-45
Shure Stylus Scale
£4-24
Decca Sweep Arm
£ 5-59
Decca Record Brush
£5-52
Monitor Audio Styfift £5-99
Record Clamps
Monitor Audio ' Pod' £7.50
Yulon Record Clamp . . £7-50
A.D.C. LMG-1 Headshell. £4-60
G.A. Soundisc ..... . . £14-95'
Osawa Diskmat 0M-10 . £9-00'
Spectra/Dumps Mat . . £18-95'
'The Mat' by Audio Ref . £18-95'
Nagaoka Mg704 headshell
(copper Litz wires) . . . . £12-50
Nagaoka Headshell Wires:
AG99L-Silver Litz £3.40
Nagaoka 'Kilavolt' antistatic gun
£13.00
Nagaoka RC 100 Rolling
Record Cleaner
£7-95
Nagaoka RC200
£10-95
Nagaoka Record Sleeves.
Pack of 50
£4-99
TDK Cassette Head
Demagnetiser
£13-99
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill .
£3-50
Permostat Jumbo Refill. . £6-95
•Postage £ 1.00. Other items 50p

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
ATH03
ATH05

£9-95
£15-95
£19.95

STAX
SR44
SR5/SRD6SB
SRX/SRD6SB
LAMBDA/SRD6S13
SIGMA/SRD6SB
SRD6SB Energiser
SRD7SB Energiser
SRDX Energiser
YAMAHA
YH100
HP1
HP2
HP3
SENNNEISER
HD222
HD400
HD414X
HD424X
HD420
HD430
P&P El 00

£ 59-80
£86-63
£134-93
£153-23
£211-60
£33-75
£ 50-00

feeoo

£41-00
£34-42
£26.37
£17-95
£29-95
£12-50
£20-95
£29:95
£24-75
£33-95

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

Genuine article in Maker's Box.
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
ADC ZLM
£57.14
ADC XLM III
£36-29
ADC VLM III
£25-04
Glanz MFG-IIT
£15-00
Glanz MFG- 31E
£25-00
Glanz MFG- 31L
£30-00
Glanz MFG- 51E
£39-00
Glanz MFG- 51L
£ 50-00
Glanz MFG- 71E
£72-00
Glanz MFG- 71L
£86-00
Goldring G900E
£15-75
Goldring G900SE II
£30-20
Goldring G900 'IGC'
£48-95
Grado FTE+1
£10-75
Grado FCE+1
£13-75
Grado F3E+
£19-25
Grado F2+
£29-50
Grado F1+
£41-25
J.V.C. Z2E
£38-33
J.V.C. X2
£69-51
Nagaoka MP10.
£13-00
Nagaoka MP11.
£15-00
Nagaoka MP15.
£31.00
Nagaoka MP20.
£37-00
Nagaoka MP30.
£46-00
Nagaoka MP50.
£68-00

Post 50p

REPLACEMENT STYLI
RSZ
£26-53
RSX
£18-35
RSV
£15.08
N-IIT
£9-40
N- 31E
£15-00
N- 31L
£18-00
N- 51E
£23-50
N- 51L
£30-40
N - 71E
£43-40
N- 71L
£ 52-00
0140E
£9.75
01409E
£15-99
D140 IGC
£28-95
FTE/S
£7-00
FCE+
£9.00
F3E+
£12-75
F2/S
£21-50
Fl +
£27-25
Z2E
£19-90
X2/X1
£37-50
N-10MP
£5-50
N-11MP
£7-00
N-15MP
£22-00
N-201AP
£25-00
N-30MP £35-00
N-50MP
£52-00

• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGAOKA MP CARTRIDGES!
All models can be supplied with NAGAOKA Mg704 Magnesium- Alloy
Headshell. No extra charge. Offer open while stocks last.
Ortofon SME 30H
£79-95
L3OH
£31-00
Ortofon Concorde 30
£53-20
CL30
£31-00
Onofon Concorde 20
£39-50
CL20
£23.00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£29.50
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon Concorde Std £19-75
Std Stylus
Ortofon LM30/H
£46-70
CL30/L3OH . . . . £31-00
Ortofon LM20/20H
£33-90
CL20/L2OH . . . . £23-00
Ortofon LM15
£23-75
L15
£15-75
Ortofon LM10
£17-35
CLIO
£11 - 70
Ortofon M20FL Super £31-90
D2OFL Super . . . £25-00
Ortofon M20E Super
£27-95
D2OE Super . . . . £21-00
Ortofon VMS10E
£16-90
010E11
£11-25
Ortofon VMS5E11
£9-95
05E11
£6.50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in
.
......
.
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£24-95
D2OE Mk Iand II .£17-95
Upgrade your VMS20 with a D30 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 II
£34-35
D30 II . . . . . . . £23-90
Ortofon F15E11
£17-95
N15E Mk I & Il . .£11-95
Ortofon FF15E II
£11-90
NF15E Mk I & II . :feu
Stanton 980 LZS
£98.00
098S
£53 00
Stanton 881S
£59-95
D81
£33-60
Stanton 681 EEE
£36-99
D6800EEE
£18-80
Stanton 680EE
Lien
D680
£13-99
Stanton 500EE
£13-95
D5100EE £10-40
Stanton 500E
£12-50
D5100E
£8-80
Shure M55E
te26
N55E
£5.60
Shure M75- 6S
£7-72
N75-6
£4-80
Shure M75EJ
£12-95
N75EJ
£7.35
Shure M75ED
£14-25
N75ED
£10-60
Shure M95EJ
£12-95
N95EJ
£7-76
Shure M95ED
£19-26
N95ED
£13-75
Shure M95HE
£20-25
N96HE
£14-60
Shure M97EJ
£22-26
N97EJ
£9-25
Shure M97HE
£32-95
N97HE
£19-25
Shure M97 HEAH
£34.75
N97HE
Lien
Shure V15 Ill
£49-95
VN35E
£15-99
Shure V15 Ill HE
f55-00
VN35HE
£17-30
Shure V15 IV
£62-90
VN45HE
£21-40
Sonus Gold series II-Blue £71-50
Sonus Blue Stylus £35-7S
Sonus Dimension 5
£119-00
Dimension 5 stylus£57-95

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Denon DL103
£79-00
Denon DL103/T £100-00
Denon DL103S £87-00
Denon DL103D £125-00
Denon DL301
£85-00
Denon 01.303
£144-00
Dynavector ' Ruby' . . . £82-50
Dynavector 20A Mkt' . £75-00
Dynavector 10X Mkt, . £50-95
Mayware MC- 3L
£49-95
Mayware MC- 2C
£49-45
Mayware T24 T'former. . £ 57-50

Post 50p
Yamaha MC- 15
£79-95
Yamaha MC- 1X
£79-95
Yamaha MC- 7
£44-95
Ortofon MC- 10
£37-50
Onofon MC- 20
£49-95
Ortofon MC- 201I
£85-00
MCA- 10 Pre- amp
£58-50
Fidelity Research
FR1 Mk2
£59-00
FR1 Mk3F
£85-00
FR7
£187.00
Entré-1/Lentek
P 0.A.

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES
Trade-in or
how worn),
prices
Dynavector
Dynavector

trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge; these exchange
10XMk11.
£33-50
Dynavector 20A MItIl . . £47-95
Karat Ruby . £51-95
Dynavector 20E1 Mk11 . . £61-95
Postage & Packing 50p

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
AT605 Audio Insulator ( it- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
PD(111 Cleaning System
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm

TEST RECORDS
HFS 75. £ 3.45;
Shure TTR115 ERA IV, £ 5 00,

£9-90
£9-95
£15-95
£9-00
£ 5-00

(P&P 65p)
Shure TTR110, £ 4 25.
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You have decided to invest in asound
reproduction system.

25 YEARS IN HI-FI!

You have seen the magazines.
You have read the reviews.

Now listen
to our
sound
ideas
Whether you live in abarge or abarn—
Whethe ryou listen to Beethoven or
Bad Manners you know what you want.
What we can do is to transform your
desires into asound system that delivers
precisely what you want.
We can offer you the best sound
reproduction equipment available and
tailor asystem to suit your pocket and
the performance.

Thomas Heinitz MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Est. 1955)
In reality, of course, our professional involvement with audio and with recorded music
goes back much further than aquarter ola century—it is the firm whose silver jubilee we are
presently celebrating. If we brieily look back at such a time, it is not to indulge in
sentimental reminiscences but simply to remind you of the singular wealth of knowledge,
understanding and experience which is yours to command whenever you visit our studio or
write to us for advice. When you do, you will discover —as several generations of music.
lovers have already discovered—that we are wholly motivated by our love of music and our
desire to be of service to all who share this passion of ours. To pay lip-service to the mumbo.
jumbo of pseudo-technology does not interest us in the slightest: we understand audio
technology, but we use our knowledge in order to guide you safely through the 'hi-ti jungle'
and to ensure that the equipment you purchase will provide you with the greatest musical
pleasure in the years to come, coupled with maximal reliability and visual attractiveness, at
aprice you can afford. Whether you want amodest set-up for abed-sitter or acomplex,
luxurious installation for astately home (with stereo in every bathroom, uso desired!), we
know the precise answers to you problems and are convinced that, once we have completed
our task, you will be glad you came to consult us.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Though already much talked about, the laser digital disc still lies some way; ahead.
Meanwhile, however, there is plenty of interest to see and hear at our studio, including the
magnificent ranges of new components from JVC and Trio. In addition, we now stock the
Toshiba 'Aurex' range, embracing not only asuperb selection of mini-components, but also
standard systems of quite exceptional elegance and cassette decks incorporating the
sensational new ADRES noise-reduction system ( which may be said to out-Dolby Dolby!).
Moreover, our quite unique selection of compact, British-designed loudspeakers now
incorporates two important newcomers: abookshelf model from Harbeth, to stand beside
their renowned HL Monitor, and the TSL—in our view the finest speaker so far offered at a
price of around£100 per pair.
Our weekly, free record recital ( LIVE RECORD REVIEW: 2 o'clock to 4.30 each
Saturday afternoon) features new record issues played via the latest components and offers
agreat opportunity for 'listening at leisure' to the kind of music you love best on equipment
which, splendid as it sounds, will not impoverish you.

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
35 Moscow Road

Telephone 01-229 2077

Come and listen to some of our ideas— or
we can arrange to demonstrate systems
in your home.
Whatever you do we think you'll find
we've got some superb sound systems.

0

Our sound ideas are only aphone call
away- call us today on 061-225 4448
or pop in for achat.

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2
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81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061-225 4448 061-248 6206
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It all comes together at
Hi -Fi Connections
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham, Kent.

10-6 Tues-Sat
Late night
Thurs 8.00

Listening Room Demonstrations By Appt.
658-3450.
EA6.81
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CAVENDISH

For up-to-the-minute news on price
and availability, phone 01-247 3453/377 9833
(24 hour answer phone service.)
Or our Hotlines:- 01-247 9791 ( Hi-Fi)
01-247 1154 ( Audio & TV)
01-247 4591 (Video & Export Video & TV)

Britain's leading HiFi Video and Cassette Centre
* OVER 2000 MODELS IN STOCK * THREE MODERN STORES * ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
AMPLIFIERS
Akai AMUO1
JVC AX 1 /2/3/4
Hitachi
HA3500/4500/5700
Hitachi HA2700
Maranta PM200
Pioneer
CT410/510/710
Rotai RA300
Sansui A40/A60/A80
Sony ST242/STA35
Trio KA 300
Technics SUZ2
Yamaha A450

59.95
POA
POA
59.95
49.95
POA
54.95
POA
POA
POA
69.95
POA

Our Price

£86.95

Tr;ii d›i îiie

ADC 1500
56.95
ADC 1600
71.95
Akai APB20C
46.95
Hitachi HT324
49.95
JVC QL5/LA55/LF66
POA
JVC LA11
POA
Pioneer
PL300/400/200/100
in stock
Pioneer PL 100X
59.95
Sansui P50
POA
Technics SLB 2
64.95
Technics SLB3/SLD2/
SLD3/SLQ2
POA
Technics
SLQ33/SL7
POA
Maranta 6025
49.95
Sony PST33/55/65
POA
Sony PST22
64.95

RECEIVERS
96 95
109.95
POA
POA
89.95
98.95
POA
89.95
POA
POA
89.95
POA

treUicu'r -- one

POA
109.95

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad EX303
Akai ATKO2
Hitachi FT4400/3400
JVC TN 3L, TX2,
TX1L
Marantz ST 300L
Sansui T60/T80
Sony ST242/STA35
Sony STJ60
Sony ST 242L
Pioneer TX410/510/
710
Sansui T60B/TU417/2
Technics ST53/ST21

44.95
79.95
POA
POA
99.95
POA
POA
96.95
POA
POA
17
POA
POA

69.95
69.95
POA
49.95
POA
POA
POA
89.95
69.95
POA
54.95
74.95
POA
POA
POA
79.95
71.95
POA

--Our Pm?.

HI FI LINES
AVAIL/IDLE
ELT TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS
FROM MARCH 13
TO APRIL 30th

ADC1700D D QUARTZ
Superb semi-automatic direct
drive quartz-lock turntable
with low mass fully tapered
tonearm, carbon fibre
moulded cartridge head,
viscous cueing; illuminated
R.P.M. read-out. Complete
with XLM3 cartricrngr.

SPEAKERS
Amstrad Min. LS101
39.95
AR 18S./28S138S/91S POA
Celestion
120/130/150
POA
JVC SK1/SK 700/500 POA
JBL 77vX/55vX
POA
'Kef Concorde IV/
Celeste IV
POA
Mordaunt Short Range
POA
Ram complete range
POA
Tannoy/KLH Complete
range
POA
Technics SB7
POA
Sony SG1
159.95
Wharfedale Laser
40/50/80/100
POA
Wharf ES50/ES70/
ES30/E90
POA

er-Our Price
£69.95
PIONEER CS 535
Superb 3-way speaker
system with 20cm cone
woofer, 7.7cm cone mid
range and 6.6cm cone
tweeter - areally
tremendous quality sound
speaker.

CARTRIDGES
ADC

VLMIll
XLM
Ortofon FF15E
VMS22E
Shure
M75ED
M95ED
Stanton 500A
680EE
Grado
F3E
FCE

CaSiende
a k
CASSETTE CENTRE

£23.95
£33.95
£11.95
£26.95
£13.95
£19.25
£10.95
£19.95
£17.75
£13.95

SHARP RT 10
Afront loading Dolby .
Cassette Deck with Metal
Tape switch, Sharpscan
Peak Level Motor and full
auto stop.
Under £150
Aiwa ADM 300
Aiwa ADL 450
Akai GXM10
JVC KDA33/22
Pioneer CT 300
Pioneer CT 400
Sansui 1300
Sony TCK 61/35/45
Technics RSM51
Technics RSM24/19
Toishiba PCX 20
Under BOO
Aiwa ADR 500
JVC KDA 55
Technics RSM 250
Technics RSM 22/
RSM 45/RSM 03

PC-1A
POA
109.95
POA
109.95
139.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
119.95
174.95
POA
P,OA
POA

Over £200
Hitachi 5500A
JVC KDA66
Pioneer CTF950
Sony TCK81

POA
POA
POA
POA

Our Price 'rro

£36995

ni
Our

a • mairetle

Price

£84.95

AIWA AD M250
Beautifully designed Metal
Tape Deck with bias fine
adjust LH tapes. 2step
reading peak LED's, full auto
stop, precision tape transport
and quick cue/review.

Our Price

ItiM3

£74.95

HITACHI SR504L
LW/MW/FM Stereo Receiver
giving 28W per cnannel
output. All stage direct
coupled OCL, PLL, IC, FM
muting and subsonic low
filter. A marvellous machine.

SYSTEM CTRS175
Cavendish are proud to have
bought together the very
latest Sony-HiFi unit in an
attractive double door rack.
This system consists of a
Sony 30W per channel
Amplifer Model No.TA343, a3
band FM tuner ST242, metal
tape cassette deck TCK22
direct drive turntable and
Maranta 235 speakers.
/

,

-z

£329.95

£46.95

AKAI AP-B2OCS
Outstanding performance
turntable for its price. Autostop and tone arm return,
anti-skating adjuster, dual
magnet type cartridge, aW&F
of only 0.05%
Our Price

£46.95

SYSTEM CTRS 183
The very latest Pioneer X300
Slimtine System is now at
Cavendish at aprice you can
afford. This beautiful system
consists of SA-410 Stereo
Amplifier giving 20W per
channet TC410L
FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner;
PL-100 Auto-return turntable
with cartridge; CT-200 Metal
Tape Dolby Cassette Deck;
235 stereo speakers and all
leads. All this plus an
attractive black finish, glass
fronted cabinets.

Price

VIDEO

We have recently opened
what we believe to be
Londons most modern
specialist Video Centre at
291 Whitechapel Road,
London El. On comparators
for you to test is every leading
video recorder on the market,
plus portables, tuners, timers,
blank and pre-recorded
tapes. Also come and try out
the latest cameras in our
special camera
demonstration bay.
We also stock alarge
range of export video and TV,
advanced TV games, Prestel,
Viewdata, Teletext and big
screen video - all at
competitive prices.

£279-95

Cur Price

£21995
FERGUSON 3972
Advanced mini HiFi system
with synthesized digital
frequency tuner receiving
VHF Stereo, med and long
with 8pre-sets. 15W output
Amplifier with LED function
indicators. Dolby Cassette
Deck with CrO, & Fee,
switching,LED indicatorscom
plete with matching speakers.

SONY CFOS
High quality 4band Stereo
radio/cassette recorder with
M/L/S/FM Stereo radio,
variable level recording monitor
system, auto-shut off, sleep
function, cue battery/mains
operation. Superb value.

Our Price
MARANTZ SP235
Low cost, high performance
Stereo Speakers giving a
handling capacity of 40W
(1 PM). We believe these units
will perform as well as many
other more expensive
speakers.

1
II--erdre Our

Stereo Radio Cassette Rec.
Aiwa 901B
59.95
159.95
Aiwa 968
Amstrad 6080
46.95
119.95
Ferguson 3718
65.95
Ferguson 3713
179.95
Hitachi 8800
144.95
Hitachi 8190
JVC RC 555
69.95
National RX5500
Panasonic 5120
99.95
Sanyo 9923
69.95
Sharp 9494
159.95
Sharp 9595
16
89
9.
.9 5
5
Sony CFS459
Toshiba 560/8000
POA

, Our Price
MOM

Our Price

MINI SYSTEMS
Aiwa System 50A
POA
Aiwa System 30
POA
Aiwa System 22 (Intl 249.95
Ferguson 3972
219.95
Hitachi ACTO1
POA
Pioneer Mini System 449.95
(optional rack 83000 64.95)
Rotai Mini System
POA
Technics SCO3 Mini
System
POA

RACK SYSTEMS RADIO/CASSETTES'

(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

£54.95

HITACHI SR-304L
High quality and sensitivity
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with
always stable FM MPX
circuit low distortion power
amplifier, equalizer circuit
with high performance.
CASSEIVERS
Sony HST 600
Ferguson 3925

DOLBY DECKS
Under £100
Aiwa ADM100
Akai CSMO1
Akai CSMO2
Amstrad E(700
Hitachi D33S/D45S
JVC KDA Kll
KVC KDA 22
Pioneer CT 200
Sansui D90
Sansui D100
Sharp RT10
Sharp AT 30H
Sony TCK 22
Sony TCK 33
Sony TCK 44
Toshiba PCX 10
Technics RSM 8
Technics RSM12/14

el

PIONEER SA 708
Refreshing musical clarity
with DC power amplification,
continuous 65W per
channel, 0.003 to 65 Watts,
Fluoroscan Power Meter,
signal to noise 100 of BAUX,
86 of B PHONO.

Akai AAR20
Akai AAR 30
Hitachi SR504/604
JVC RS11/33/55
Marantz 1000L
Pioneer SX600
Pioneer SX700
Sony STR333
Sansui R50/R70
Sony
STR 242/STR343
Sansui R3OL
Technics 202/303

TURNTABLES

£39.95
TOSHIBA ST-420
High class Stereo Tuner at
alow price. Features
include FM Front End with
PET and Quad. Variable
Condenser, FM
intermediate-frequency
Amplifier, MPX, wide scale
Dial and Meters and built-in
air check level oscillator.

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechapel &out London El.
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
HiFI Centre 317 Whitehapel Road, London El.
Just 2ruins Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, Landon El. Telephone
Cl 247 3453/4/5 (24 hour answerphone service). Open
9.15 a.m. - 6p.m. Mon-Sat. Access/Barclaycard/Diners
accepted with pleasure.

SYSTEM CTRS 138
What better value around
than this Sansui based
system. Consisting of Sansui
R3OL Receiver, Sansui D90
Dolby Cassette Deck, Sansui
FAD 25 Turntable with
Cartridge and superb
double fronted glass door
cabinet. Complete with all leads.

GREAT
SHOPS
Cavendish Sales now
have 3shops to
service all your Home
Entertainment needs.
Shown here are a
small selection from
over 2,000 items in
stock - all at prices
which are hard to
beat. Call and see us,
you will find prices,
sales advice and
service second to
none.

HOW TO ORDER

Now to Ortler CRDERING BY !MS. To order by mail eaten,. goods re:wired and enclose cheque. primal order a
give your ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD number Of sending caSh please use aregistered envelope)
Please see P&P charge below. Mail order tu279)283 WHITECRAPEL es.
El opaying by ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD you may phone o
you arde 'or prompt delivery. SEC URICOR DELIVERY Add £ 5to order 19515 PACKING add ne following la
P&P. Amos.. Tune" Amps, Stereo Tuners. Turntables Radio Cassette Players. Dciby Decks, In Gr ada£2.50 Musc
Cerro-es Serous add f5 (Sectricor only) Video and 1
V (Personal Callers only)
Prices correct it time of going to press
•

COME TO
Highalidelity81
NOW ON
AT THE
CUNARD INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
EXHIBITION CENTRE
Hammersmith — London

APRIL 1011-12
/EXHIBITION DATES AND
TIMES
FRI April 10th 10 am - 7pm
SAT April 11th 10 am - 7pm
SUN April 12th 10 am -4pm
\
I
34

CENTRALLY LOCATED'
Well served by Public Transport
UNDERGROUND District, Metropolitan
and Piccadilly Lines.
BUSES The following buses stop on
Hammersmith Broadway: 9, 30, 72, 73, 74,
226, 290, 714 and 716.
TAL0G'Ap Aie

flteees fieecA IAA

CUT OUT AS A REMINDER
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WILMSLOW

EVERYTHING IN STOCK FOR THE
SPEAKER
CONSTRUCTORY
BAF,
LONG
FIBRE
WOOL,
FOAM,
CROSSOVER.
FELT
PANELS,
COMPONENTS SPEADER STANDS &
BRACKETS, ETC. LARGE SELECTION
OF GRILLE FABRICS (send 22p in
stamps for fabric samples).

The firm for Speakers
HI- F
DRIVE
UNITS
Audax HD12.9025
£8.75
Audax HD11 P25EBC
£7-50
Audax HD201325H4
£14-95
Audax HD13034H
£12-95
Audas HD24S45C
£21.95
Audax WFR15S
£23-95
pair£61.25
Charm/011i CEA205
Coles 4001
£7-65
Coles 3000
£7.65
Coles 3100
£7.95
Coles CE2000 612'2
£14-95
Celestion HF1300 II
£12-50
Celestion HF2000
£12.50
Dalesford 010 tweeter £8.45
Dalesford 010 ferrofluid
£8.95
Dalesford 030/110
£11-25
Dalesford 050/153
£12-25
Dalesford 050/200
£12-25
Dalesford 0100/250
£29-95
Dalesford 0300
£35-75
Decca London Horn
£79-95
Elac 6NC204 61-'2
£7-50
Elac 8NC298 8"
£8-95
EMI type 350, 13". 8", 4 ohm . . . £9.45
EMI 14A/770, 14" x9", 8 ohm. . . £19-50
lsophon KK8/8
£8.15
Isophon FK10/8
£8.45
Jordan Watts Module
£24.95
Jordan Watts Module MkIll . .
£28.50
Jordan Watts HF kit
£10.50
Jordan 50 mm unit
£33-50
Jordan crossover pair
£34.00
KEF T27
£9-45
KEF B1113
£12-25
KEF 13200
£13.50
KEF B139
£27-75
KEF DN12
£9-40
KEF DN13
£6-75
Lowther PM6
£63-00
Lowther PM6 MkI
£67.75
Lowther PM7
£99.00
Peerless K010DT
£10.95
Peerless DT1OHFC
£ 10.50
Peerless K040MRF
£13-60
Richard Allan CG8T
£13.50
Richard Allan CG127 Super. £29-50
Richard Allan HP8B
£20.75
Richard Allan LP8B
£14.50
Richard Allan HP12I3
£33.50
Richard Allan 0120
£9.95
Richard Allan DT30
£10.75
Seas H107
£9.95
Seas H211 ferrofluid
£10-95
Shackman ES units pair
£136-00
Shackman ES units with cabs. pair
£170-00

SWIFT

)› OF WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi Fi
5 Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS
Celestion G12/50TC
£19-50
Celestion G12/80CE
£ 24-50
Celestion G12/80TC
£23.75
Celestion G12/125CE
£42.00
Celestion G15/100CE
£37-95
Celestion G15/100TC
£38-50
Celestion G18/200G
£64-75
Celestion Powercel 12/150 £66-00
Celestion Powercel 15/250 . £ 88.00
Fane Classic 45 12"
£13-95
Fane Classic 55 52"
£15-50
Fane Classic 80 12'
£19.75
Fane Classic 85 15"
£26-00
Fane Classic 150 15"
£37.95
Fane Classic 125 18"
£43.95
Fane Classic 175 18"
£47.95
Fane Guitar 80L 12".
£ 26.25
Fane Guitar 80B/2 12"
£ 27.25
Fane Disco 100 12"
£ 28-75
Fane PA85 12"
£ 26.75
Fane Bass 100 15". . . £ 39-00
Fane Crescendo 12E 12"
£ 57.50
Fane Crescendo 15E 15"
£74-50
Fane Crescendo 18E 18"
£94.75
Fane Colossus 15E 15"
£99-95
Fane Colossus 18E 18"
£107.00
Fane J44
£6.90
Fane J73
£ 10-90
Fane J104
£ 15.95
Fane J105
£23.95
Gauss 3181A 10" 150 watts. £115-00
Gauss 4281 12" 300 watts. . £146-00
Gauss 4581 15" 300 watts. . £162-00
Gauss 4583A 15" 400 watts. £162-00
Gauss 4882 18" 400 watts. . £220.00
Goodmans 8PA
£ 5-05
Goodmans PP12
£ 22.50
Goodmans DI12
£25 ,50
Goodmans GR12
£ 24.95
Goodmans 18P
£48•45
Goodmans HIFAX 50HX . . . £ 21.85
Goodmans HIFAX 100HX . . £24-50
McKenzie C12100GP
£24-45
McKenzie C12100TC. . £ 24.45
McKenzie C12100 Bass
£ 24.45
McKenzie C12125GP
£ 39-95
McKenzie C12125TC
£39.95
McKenzie GP15
£35-10
McKenzie TC15
£ 35-10
McKenzie C15 Bass
£ 59-60
Motorola Piezo Horn 31".. £8.50
Motorola Piezo Horn 2" . 6" £12-25
Richard Allan HD8T
£ 20.25
Richard Allan HD1OT
£ 21.75
Richard Allan HD127
£29.75
Richard Allan HD15
£ 52-75
Richard Allan HD15P . £ 52-75
Richard Allan Atlas 15"
£77.00
Richard Allan Atlas 18"
£96-00

al

WILMSLOWç''
AUDIO
:KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS
Kits include drive units, crossovers,
BAF/Iong fibre wool, etc. for a pair of
speakers
Carriage £3-95
unless otherwise stated
Practical HiFi & Audio PRO9-TL including
felt panels and level controls . . £152.75
carriage £ 5-00
HiFi Answers Monitor
£146-00
HiFi News State of the Art
£189-00
HiFi News Midline
£ 99.75
HiFi News Miniline
£49.00
HiFi News Tabor with J4 bass units £66.00
HiFi News Tabor with H4.bass units £70.00
HiFi for Pleasure Compact Monitor £116-00
HiFi for Plaesure E.C.M. (
including tell
panels, foam etc . )
£77.50
carriage £ 5.00
Popular HiFi Jordan System 1 . . £125.00
Popular HiFi Mini Monitor
£77.00
Popular HiFi Round Sound
induiling
complete cabinet kit
£74-00
Practical HiFi & Audio BSC3 £65-00
Practical HiFi & Audio Monitor. . £180.00
Practical HiFi & Audio Triangle. . £120.00
Practical HiFi & Audio DBS4 . . . . £85.00
carriage £ 5.00
Everyday Electronics EE20
£29-50
Everyday Electronics EE70
£150-00
carriage £ 5.00
Wireless World T.L. KEF
£125-00
Wireless World T.L. Radford. . £190-00

Smart badges FREE with all the above kits (to
give that professional touch to your DIY
Speakers). Reprints/construction details of
the above designs 10p each.

Wilmslow audio BA1
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit
£37-95
plus £1-00 carriage

All PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
and are correct at 112181

Send 50p for 56 page ca-:alogue ' Choosing a
Speaker' ( or price list only, free of charge)
EXPORT CATALOGUE el or $3 U.S.
Tel: 0625-529599 for speaker drive units, kits, PA
equipment, mail order enquiries, and all export
enquiries.
Tel: 0625-526213 for HiFi equipment and complete
speaker enquiries.

SPEAKER
KITS
PRICES PER PAIR
CARRIAGE 0-95
unless otherwise stated
Coles Nimbus Kit (mounted on baffle)
£69-00
Dalesford System 1
£54-00
Dalesford System 2.
£57.00
Dalesford System 3
£104.00
Dalesford System 4.
£110-00
Dalesford System 5
£142-00
Dalesford System 6
£95.00
Dalesford ' D' Kit (including cabinet)
£79-95
KEF Reference 104aB kit . £ 133.00
plus £5carnage
KEF Cantata kit
£ 199.00
LS3 Micro Monitor kit

plus £5 carriage
£76.00

Lowther PM6 kit
£132.75
Lowther PM6 MkI kit
£139.95
Lowther PM7 kit
£199-00
Radford Studio 90
£181.00
Radford Monitor 180
£243.00
Radford Studio 270
£309.00
Radford Studio 360
£450.00
Richard Allan Tango Twin
£ 55.50
Richard Allan Maramba
£
Richard Allan Charisma
£117 7
150
00
Richard Allan Super Triple. . £102.50
Richard Allan Super Saraband II £159.95
Richard Allan RA8 kit
£62.75
Richard Allan RA82 kit
£98.75
Richard Allan RA82L kit
£108.00
Seas 223
£42-50
Seas 253
£67-00
Seas 403
£79-95
Seas 603
£134-95
Wharfedale Den-ton XP2 kit. £31.45
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 kit. £40.40
Wharfedale Linton XP2 kit
£56-20
Wharfedale 160 kit
£ 52.50
Wharfedale 180 kit
£72.00
Wharfedale L100 kit
£ 87.00
Wharfedale E50 kit
£129.00
Wharfedale E70 kit . £160.00
Wharfedale E90 kit
£249.50
WILMSLOW AUDIO BA1
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit
£37-95
plus £1.00 carriage
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Tweeters/Crossovers
70p each
Speakers
4" to Ery
90p each
8" to 10"
£110 each
12",13". 8".14' x9" . t2.00 each
oso each
15"
£5.00 each
18"
£1.95 pair
Speaker Kits
£3.115 pair
Mag. Design Kits
unless otherwise slated

WILMSLOW
TET
The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders
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----Spring 1981
(Foulthialition)

tennplerms
ilustrated
Philatelic Societies
and Dealers listed

tor the stamps ot
.Great Britain,
Guernsey, Jersey,
Isle of Man

BRITISH STAMP
VALUES provides
listings of current 1981 market
prices for the stamps of the
United Kingdom.

BRITISH STAMP
VALUES provides
aguide to market prices based
on the advice of anumber of
major dealers.

BRITISH STAMP
VALUES is one guide
the collector cannot afford to be
without.

BRITISH
STAMP
VALUES

4TH EDITION OUT NOW £ L80
Make sure you get your copy
now from your newsagent or
stamp dealer.
A STAMP MAGAZINUEXTRA'
A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 20p per word ( private), minimum £ 4.00. Box Nos. £ 1.50 extra.
Trade rates 24p per word, minimum £ 4.80. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE issue must reach these
offices by 30th APRIL addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall'Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

When it comes to HI-FI everyone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you - Good, we'll see you soon.

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell

TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERSRADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS REVOX TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

goods in the course of business must make that
fact

clear.

therefore

From the above date,

consumers

should know whether an advertisement

relates to a sale

W. J. TAYLOR (muse LTD.

by a trader or a private seller.

126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 8C1A.
le

FOR SALE-private
Voigt Domestic horn fitted Lowther PM4 two available. Contact
Brian Davies with sensible offers Tel: Lingfield 832559.
D.
HiFi News/Hi-F1 News and Record Review 1965-1980 complete,
£25 only. Buyer collects in West Yorkshire. Telephone 0937
843332.
D.
Hitachi ACT-01 Minisystem FM, AM Amplifier, pre- tuner,
cassette deck Dolby RMS 2X15W £210. Grundig Satellit 3400
FM/AM/LW 12 Short Waves f290 ( retails £375 + VAT).
Pearlcorder (Olympus) SD3 ( top model) with FM tuner, voice
actuator, remote switch, condenser mike, phone pickup £ 175.
National Portable RF788 Radio FM/AM 3 Short Waves latest
model £45. All equipment Boxed/mint most unused. Phone 01 653
4454 or 01-771 3428.
D.
Valve Type Quad 2control stereo units. 2amplifiers and FM
Tuner with Decoder. Owned from new. Telephone 0283 32616. D.
Cambridge P60 amplifier ( Black) £60. Also some AGFA PE36
tapes ( le). J. R. Wilson, Nottingham (0602) 268280.
D.
Tannoy Speakers. Pair Custom Built 33" x21" x 12". 15" Dual
concentric Drive Units. £ 175. Telephone 01-681 7470.
D.
Technics SLISO turntable, with SME Series 11 arm, and Shure
V15 III cartridge. 3 years old, excellent condition. £ 150. 29,
Alexandra Road, St Albans, Herts. St. Albans. 35643
D.

Heybrnok HB3 Loudspeakers Teak finish. Excellent condition.
D.
£250. 051 334 1964 (Wirral).
100w per channel power amplifier for super hi-fi or P. A.
Balanced inputs, 19 inch rack mounting. Very quiet fan cooling.
£95. Contad S. Aukland Tel. Royston (0763) 61156 evenings and
weekends.
D.
Valved Stereo power amplifier 100w per channel. Suitable for all
modern low sensitivity loudspeakers. No expense spared
construction Sowter output transformers for superb bass. Less.
than 12 hours use. £350. Contact S. Aukland Tel. Royston (0763)
61156 evenings and weekends
D.
B & 0 Stereo Open reel tape deck. Fader/Mixer controls,
Rosewood cabinet, mint condition. £ 185. Also B & 0 Ribbon mies.
£17.50 each. Phone Cheltenham 30049 after 6 pm.
D.
Read/Wireless World active crossover+ 6x35 watt mallard
class B power amp + separate pre-amp. £40 or offers Sudbury
(Suffolk) 76760.
D.
Quad 22 control unit, 2Quad 11 amplifiers, Quad F.M. Tuner.
Quad Stereo adaptor, all in mint condition. £ 125. Tel. 01 882 2598.
D.
Lux L100 intergrated amplifier- HORMS/Channel mint £350.
Pair IMF TLS80 MK Imint £400, offers considered. Buyer collects.
0742 660934 most evenings and weekends.
D.

JR 149 Loudspeakers as new in makers boxes £60. Tel. Burley in
Wharfedale ( 0943) 862612 after 4 pm.
D.

E.C.C.

Garrard 401, SME 3009, Shure M75 ED Plinth £ 100. Cambridge
Audio P40 amp. £40. All good condition Manchester area 061 865
4529.
D.
Quad 303 Power Amp Immaculate, little used. c/w leads £52.
021 553 2624 office hours. 021 523 7175 evenings.
D.
Yamaha 800 receiver £ 100. Tangent RS2 speakers £ 100.
Tandberg TCD 310 £ 110 ono. Derby 517013 evenings.
D.

Pair KEF 104 speakers, teak with black grill. still under
guarantee, in original boxes. Immaculate condition. Upgrading
existing system. £200 ono. Tel.Chelmsford 73589.
E.
Hitachi Mosfet Pre-Power Amp HMA/HCA 6500, watching
FM/AM Tuner FT4000L, boxed excellent £220. Wardle. 34
Alexandra Road, Basingstoke. Hants.
D.

Quad 44+405 moving coil module pair bronze electrostatics
£400. Pair IMF TLS80s £200. Phone 413809 Ashby-de-la-Zouch) 9
am-5pm.
D.
Yamaha m2 super-amp. VFET, 240 wrms ( 400 wpk) per channel,
delicate, clear controlled, powerful, £499. Yamaha NS ¡ 000 monitors £375. Yamaha CT7000 FM Tuner £245. Technics SP- 15-X
turntable with SH-15131 plinth ( new) £425. Stanton 88IS ( new) £35.
Shure VI5/3 and ADC ZLIN, offers. Telephone 01 892 4856. D.
Complete Studio Microphone Kit. Comprising of 4AKG CMSE
pre-amps + choice of cardionl omni or shotgun capsules. 4ways of
Beyer phantom powering. 4anti-vibration floorstands+ 2booms
with an abundance of all necessary leads and accessories. All in
excellent condition. Worth over £ 1000.00 new, asking £475.00.
Telephone 01 948 1331 anytime for further details.
E.
Tammy Devon loudspeakers, walnut cabinet, brown grille cloth,
pair £250. Stands to suit £20. 01 892 0399 evenings ( Twickenham).
D.
Garrard 301 in teak SME plinth system with fitted SME 300911
and Shure V15, IV, £ 150 or offers, ring 01 942 6788 ( New Malden)
evenings or weekends.
D.
Luxman MQ3600 valve power amp. Cost £600 +. Asking £380.
Massive transformers. Power tripods. Top in HFN ,RR Group test.
Burntwood 74270.
D.
Nakamichi TT700 3 head cassette deck £250 ono. Tel Pill
(827581) 3273 9.00 to 5pm. or Bristol ( 0272) 685767 evenings. D.
Quad Electrostatic Speakers, Bronze 14 months old, perfect.
£450 ono. Will demonstrate ( deliver reasonable distance). Phone
Selside (053983) 259 ( Lake District).
D.

STD 305M Turntable SME 111S arm. Audio Technica AT30
cartridge, AT630 transformer. As new £200. ono. Basingstoke
66776 evenings.
D.

Yamaha TC800D cassette deck, mint, boxed, superb reproduction, genuine sale, cost £ 195. Plus tapes: £95 ono. Coalville
(0530) 33066.
D.

021-3821312

•

STILL DON'T KNOW ABOUT E.C.C.'s ENORMOUS
RANGES of Record/Hi-fi Cabinets, Video Cabinets
and Bookshelves in various woods? Units in "teak" or
white melamine? And the new Swan and Cygnet
Book/Record shelves? Then write for a Brochure to
E.C.C., 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE, quoting ' LN', and enclosing two 11-113 stamps.

Neal 302 professional cassette recorder. As new. Guaranteed
until October. £285 ono. 01-863 2880.
D.
Fidelity Research FRI MkIlIFE60+ Quad 44 mC input module
£10. Entre 1 £68. No step up. Device Luton 507737 evenings. D.

B & 0 1200 Beocord R/Reel stereo tape deck vgc + 15 900' tapes.
Can demonstrate.Deliver. Herts, Essex, N. London. Widden 01 405
9222 ext 6588 day. Hertford 551547 evenings.
D.
Revox 736 two track tape recorder, needs some attention. Also
Leak Stereo 30 plus amplifier, offers for either telephone
Nottingham 878846 after 7.00 pm.
D.
Nightingale NMI speakers, white, as new £285. Signet MK IIIE
cartridge, 10 months careful use, £40. Rochdale (0706) 524068 or
57485.
D.
Radford HD 250 intergroted amplifier 50 w.p.c. £ 180. Sony ST
3950 AM/FM tuner £ 105. Lentex head amp. £35. N. Clarke, office
965 8844 ext 227, home 464 2592.
D.
Large Collection'78' records including Schnabel Beethoven
concertos, excellent condition, details and offers for whole or part.
Halkyn 780367.
D.
Quad 22 preamp, 2xII power amps, £ 120. Mains conversion
unit for Quad 22-series tuners into 240V. £ 10. Michael Jeanes. 277
Ridgeacre Road, Quinton,. Birmingham ( buyer collects). Tel: 021
421 3721, evenings or weekends.
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'FOR SALE— private

SERVICES

SERVICING

Leak Sandwich Speakers, Teak finish. excellent condition with
metal wheeled stands, £80. the pair. London. SW4. Telephone 01
674 2416 after 8pm.
D.

International Marketing and sales Manager with fifteen years
experience in the High Fidelity Audio Industry seeks more
rewarding position. Please write to Box No. 0676.
D.

Revox A77 4track Dolby 71/31. Hardly used. Tapes £250. Uher
,4000 report- L with accessories. Mint. £ 100. 061 633 4279.
D.

Gentleman, disaffected with audiophilia, seeks post retailing
good hi-fi equipment to genuine music-lovers. Willing to go out and
meet the appropriate public, and to work nights. Experienced with
amulti-national at advert copy-writing and shop display. Any area.
Box No. 0677.

Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years . experinence.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration. etc Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford.
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.

2Tenney le Monitor gold in corner cabinets to Tannoy spec
£250. 2Quad II valve power amps, serviced Quad Nov 1980. £85.
Tel. 021 429 7653.
D.

Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig, and even Vortexion recorders still
serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment in stock. Tel: 01-995
1661.
E.

FOR SALE—trade
STUDIO FACILITIES

Cartridges, Styli, Arms--don't pay high ' Discount" prices—our
prices are the lowest anywhere ( many below TRADE prices)! ADC,
Denon, Dynavector, F- R. Grado, Goldring (G900IGC), Ortofon,
Pickering, Shure, Stanton, A-T, etc. All brand new and guaranteed.
Trade enquiries invited. Price list SAE or phone (evenings) 0202
471654. Access accepted. CHRISTCHURCH CARTRIDGES, 5
Bodowen Close, Burtorrt Christchurch, Dorset. Mail order ONLY.
D.

Sound News Studios ( Britain's oldest fulltime tape-disc cassette
Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities mobile recordings for
Societies. Choirs Bands, Pressings with sleeves of your design;
excellent fund-raiser. 18 Blenheim Road, London. W4 Tel: 01-995
1661.
E.

HI-FI clearance sale. Trio, Quad, etc. Callers only. Holding of
Blackburn Ltd., 39 141 Mincing Lane, Blackburn. Tel (0254)
59595/6.
; D.

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio, I
3a Hamilton Way.
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033.
X.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters, studio
mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. 1Broomfield Close.
Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X.

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers.
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, LB.,
Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-18" drive units. £3•95
post free ($ 8 overseas).

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE Stereo and monomasters
and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathes. London
Road, Binsfield. Bracknell. Berkshire. Tel: Bracknell 54953.
X.

The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15, 12" and
10" drive units. £195 post free ($ 6 overseas).

Warren
Recordings (members
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc,
demos/discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW44LP. Tel: 01-203 0306.
X.

The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for IB., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £120 post free ($ 5 overseas).

5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
Quad 303 Amplifier
(Cheshire).

Paul

These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless,
Coles, Celestion, Dalesford, etc. Send large SAE.
(15e stamp) for new price list PIA 3. ( Overseas $ 2
bill).
Mail Orders and callers
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8JP
Telephone 0508-78272

RECORDS FOR SALE

WANTED

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS

Nelson, evenings 061

973 2484
D.

Save Lfi's on new classical LPs and sets. You choose, we order.
No minimum quantity. Bargain lists also available. Personal
Service Enquiries to: Records-by-Post. 45 Appleton Road,
Chester.
D.
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... in amidst the drudgery,
treachery, betrayal and
boredom of our existence;
let MUSIC touch your mind.

Mission Electronics Ltd.
Unit 9a George St. Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire C04E30357151

Our new"Epitaxial" Videocassette is unique.
The surface of its tape contains more magnetic particles
than any other tape.
Which means it records more "bits of information" than
any other tape.
Giving you denser, brighter, clearer pictures.
And better sound quality.
We make sure things stay that way too, by covering the
tape with aspecial coating which leaves it mirror smooth.
So your tape head spins happily across it.
Without wearing itself out.
Without wearing the tape out.
So if you want to carry on recording and re-recording,
there's only one thing you'll need.
An endless supply of labels.
M.

maxello

xel I ( UK) Ltd ITyburn Lane. Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3AF Tel 01 423 0688
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With aMaxell videocassette
the only thing that
is the label.

